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Abstract 

In August 1576 five men serving the Elizabethan explorer Martin Frobisher disappeared following 

an Inuk guide at Baffin Island. Over the next two years the English tried various methods of communication 

with the Inuit – including miming, drawing, writing and kidnapping “interpreters” – but were unable to 

recover their lost men or even learn their fate. During this frustrating period English-Inuit relations 

deteriorated steadily from friendliness to bloodshed. Frobisher’s experiences with the South Baffin Inuit 

illustrate how limited communication could be between European explorers and Indigenous peoples during 

early contact and offer a unique glimpse at the mechanics of how this nonverbal communication functioned.  

Despite its centrality to understanding early contact, studies specifically focused on the initial 

experiments with nonverbal communication are rare. Many historians gloss over the subject, assuming 

miming occurred and that little can be discerned about this process. However, a close reading of certain 

explorer narratives reveals descriptions of how these makeshift exchanges took place. These texts also 

indicate the types of assumptions made by communicators when creating and interpreting messages and the 

preconceived notions that produced such assumptions. This dissertation examines communication in three 

English ventures in sixteenth century Northeastern America: The Frobisher Encounters with the South 

Baffin Inuit (1576-8), The Davis Encounters with the Greenland Inuit (1585-7) and the Roanoke Encounters 

with the Carolina Algonquin (1584-7). This study will serve as a point of departure for researchers to 

consider the uncertainties surrounding early communication and the implications this has for both 

methodological approaches and traditional historiographical interpretations.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The Elizabethan explorer Martin Frobisher had misgivings as he instructed five of his men 

to ferry a visiting Inuk from their ship to the shore. It was August 1576 at what is now “Baffin 

Island” and the English and Inuit had only just met. Communication between the two peoples was 

limited and uncertain and Frobisher could only hope that smiles meant that his men would be safe 

ashore. Though the five men were instructed to remain within sight and return immediately, they 

disappeared around a bend in the landscape and did not return. The day waned and there were no 

additional long boats with which to investigate. The next day the Inuit returned without the five 

Englishmen and the cryptic communication between the two parties was so ineffective that 

Frobisher was at a loss. Over the next two years, the English tried various methods of 

communication – including miming, drawing, writing and kidnapping “interpreters” – but were 

unable to recover their lost men or even learn their fate.1 During this frustrating period, English-

Inuit relations deteriorated steadily from peacefulness to animosity and then bloodshed. 

                                                      

1 Martin Frobisher embarked on three expeditions to the arctic from 1576-8 for England. The disappearance of the 

five Englishmen occurred during the first expedition to present-day Nunavut, specifically Baffin Island. The 

information is relayed in the accounts of contemporaries Christopher Hall, George Best and Michael Lok. Christopher 

Hall, an eyewitness, was Frobisher’s pilot. Christopher Hall, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” The Principal 

Navigations. Volume 7 (Glasgow: MacLehose, 1903), 210. 

There is much historiographical debate about the circumstances of the five mariners in relation with Inuit oral history, 

but the following works provide a summation: Peter Mancall, “The Raw and the Cold: Five English Sailors in 

Sixteenth Century Nunavut,” The William and Mary Quarterly 70:1 (January 2013), 3-40.  Susan Rowley, “Frobisher 

Miksanut: Inuit Accounts of the Frobisher Voyages,” Archeology of the Frobisher Voyages. William Fitzhugh and 

J.S. Olin, eds. (Washington: Smithsonian Institute Press, 1993). Robert McGhee, The Arctic Voyages of Martin 

Frobisher: An Elizabethan Venture. (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s Press), 2001. James McDermott, Martin Frobisher: 

Elizabethan Privateer. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001). Robert Ruby, Unknown Shore: The Lost History 

of England's Arctic Colony. (New York: Henry Holt, 2001). Meta Incognita: A Discourse of Discovery: Martin 

Frobisher's Arctic Expeditions, 1576-1578. (Hull: The Museum of Civilization, 1999).  

For the original English recordings of the Inuit oral history, see: Charles Francis Hall. Life with the Esquimaux. 

(London: Low, Son and Marston, 1864).  
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Frobisher’s experience is a telling example of how uncertain the earliest communication 

between Europeans and Indigenous peoples could be. The Frobisher narratives are unique in that 

their authors pay special attention to how individuals attempted to transmit information, describing 

the experimental mechanics of nonverbal communication in greater detail than is typically 

observed in similar texts of the period. The accounts explicitly describe the images, symbols, 

gesticulations and sounds used by both Inuit and English communicators and how the English 

subjectively interpreted them. It is a fascinating window into what explorers wanted to convey, 

how they tried to convey it, what they thought they understood and the apparent reactions of the 

Inuit to these transmissions.  

Much of what historians know about early communication between Europeans and 

Indigenous peoples in Northeastern America comes from close readings of the explorer journals 

of the earliest recorded expeditions of the fifteenth and sixteenth century. While European 

fishermen traded with Indigenous  peoples along the eastern shores of North America throughout 

the sixteenth century little evidence survives of these encounters and, thus, it is the famous and 

widely circulated narratives of the so-called “great explorers” that historians typically use for their 

research.2 While the Spanish, Portuguese and French all explored North America in this period, 

the best documented English encounters occurred between 1576 and 1587.3 The English 

                                                      

2 For an overview of what is known of this contact period, see: Ralph Pastore, “The Sixteenth Century: Aboriginal 

Peoples and European Contact,” The Atlantic Region to Confederation: A History. Phillip Buckner and John Reid, 

eds. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994). Pastore focuses on the lesser known contact experiences of 

fishermen and illuminates how hundreds of European ships were visiting “Newfoundland” in this period.  

It should also be noted that English expeditions to Newfoundland occurred under John Cabot (1497) and Sir Humphrey 

Gilbert (1583), but no contact with Indigenous peoples was recorded.  
3 A number of well documented rival exploration and colonization expeditions from France, Spain and Portugal in 

North America occurred during this era. For example: The French encountered the St. Lawrence Iroquois in the St. 

Lawrence Valley under Jacques Cartier (1534, 1535-6 and 1541-2) and Lord Roberval (1542-3). They next 

interacted with First Nations of northern Florida under Jean Ribault and Rene de Laudonnière during the ill-fated 

expeditions of 1562-5. The Spanish failed to colonize Florida under Juan Ponce de Leon in 1521 and South Carolina 

under Lucas Vázquez de Ayllón in 1526, but were successful later in the century under Pedro Menendez de Aviles, 

defeating the French in northern Florida and establishing a permanent settlement there (1565-present). Lastly, the 
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encountered Inuit communities during the arctic explorations of Martin Frobisher (1576, 1577 and 

1578) and John Davis (1585, 1586 and 1587). They also encountered First Nations communities 

during a colonization venture at the Outer Banks of present-day North Carolina under Arthur 

Barlowe (1584), Sir Richard Grenville and Ralph Lane (1585-6) and John White (1587). These 

well recorded expeditions illustrate how fundamental the communication barrier was in defining 

the nature of interactions between Englishmen and the First Peoples of Northeastern America.  

European expedition narratives generally “translated” Indigenous “speakers” with great 

confidence. Contemporary authors often recorded Indigenous  speech as if no language barrier 

existed and as though the perfect transmission of information was occurring.4 European authors 

often wrote “he said” or “they say” without alluding to the level of gesticulation, interpretation 

and guesswork that was involved. In his work, Empires and Colonies, Jonathan Hart aptly states 

that a “ventriloquy” occurred as explorers put words in the mouths of First Peoples.5 A standard 

example is found in the writing of Ralph Lane at Roanoke in 1586:  

But this confederacie against us of the Choanists and Mangoaks was altogether and wholly 

procured by Pemsiapan himselfe, as Menatonon confessed unto me, who sent them 

continual word, that our purpose was fully bent to destroy them: on the other side he told 

me, that they had the like meaning towards.6  

 

                                                      

Portuguese encountered Indigenous peoples near Newfoundland around 1500 during the obfuscated expeditions of 

the Corte-Real family and later attempted to colonize Newfoundland and Nova Scotia under João Álvares Fagundes 

in the 1520s, but were unsuccessful. For an overview of these events, see the work of historian David Quinn who is 

widely considered the foremost historian in this research field. A few examples include: David Quinn, North 

America from Earliest Discovery to First Settlements: The Norse Voyages to 1612. (New York: Harper, 1977). 

David Quinn, North American Discovery, circa 1000-1612. (Columbia: University of South Carolina, 1971). David 

Quinn, Explorers and Colonies: America, 1500-1625. (London: Hambleson Press, 1970). David Quinn, England’s 

Sea Empire (Boston: Allen and Urwin, 1983). David Quinn, European Approaches to North America, 1450-1640 

(Brookfield: Ashgate, 1998).   
4 As sign language researchers John Bonvillian and Clara Sherley-Appel note, European communicators often 

assumed their signing had “readily apparent meanings.” Sherley-Appel and Bonvillian, “Manual Signs and Gestures 

of the Inuit of Baffin Island: Observations during the Three Voyages Led by Martin Frobisher,” Deaf Gain: Raising 

the Stakes for Human Diversity. H.L. Bauman and J.J. Murray, eds. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 2014), 

176. 
5 Jonathan Hart, Empires and Colonies (Cambridge: Polity, 2008), 41.  
6 Ralph Lane, “The Lane Expedition of 1585-6,” The Principal Navigations. Volume 8. (Glasgow: MacLehose, 1903), 

326-7.  
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Sign language researcher George Hewes concludes that European explorers “almost certainly 

exaggerated in their claims of what understanding had been achieved.” 7  Similarly, in their more 

recent analysis of the Frobisher expeditions of the 1570s, sign language researchers John 

Bonvillian and Clara Sherley-Appel cautiously note that the English crew recorded complex 

information containing “elaborate detail,” concluding, “In all likelihood, understanding between 

the Inuit and Europeans was not as complete as the crew of the Gabriel believed.”8  

If explorers did describe the use of manual signs in their expedition narratives they took 

the act of correctly deciphering these signs for granted with a similar confidence. George Best, a 

member of the Frobisher expedition in 1577, wrote that an Inuk “gave us plainely to understand 

by signes that…”9 Similarly, Ralph Lane wrote at Virginia that “hee signified unto mee…” and 

John Davis wrote at Greenland: “…as by signes they gave us to understand…”10 In various 

expeditions the element of interpretation is vaguely alluded to but not considered problematic: “It 

seemed to me by his speach that…” and “we judged…” and “…the best conjecture we could make 

thereof was that…”11 Similarly, at Gaspe in 1534, the French explorer Jacques Cartier had 

indicated the interpretation of the “long oration” of an Indigenous  leader with the words: “…as if 

he would say that …”12  The accurate transmission of information was typically taken for granted 

                                                      

7 Gordon Hewes, “Gesture Language in Cultural Contact,” Sign Language Studies 4 (1974), 27-8.  
8 Sherley-Appel, Clara and John Bonvillian. “Manual Signs and Gestures of the Inuit of Baffin Island,” 165.  

The Gabriel was Frobisher’s ship.  
9 George Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” The Principal Navigations. Volume 7. (Glasgow: MacLehose, 

1903), 302.  
10 Ralph Lane, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1585-6,” 323. John Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” The Principal 

Navigations. Volume 7. (Glasgow: MacLehose, 1903), 398. 
11 Lane, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1585-6,” 323. Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 401. Best, “The Frobisher 

Expedition of 1577,” 301.  
12 Jacques Cartier, “The Cartier Expedition of 1534,” The Principal Navigations. Volume 8. (Glasgow: MacLehose, 

1903), 204. 
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by explorers and became the building blocks that comprise the “known facts” of these expeditions 

which historians use today.       

A closer reading of these explorer journals occasionally reveals explicit descriptions of the 

nonverbal communication occurring and the conjecture involved. The examination of this content 

raises a number of important questions: How were individuals communicating and what can be 

discerned about this process? What specific limitations appear to have existed? Can we determine 

the effectiveness of these various methods? Lastly, what assumptions here do historians make 

about these processes and how does this impact their understanding of events?   

This study will examine the first instances of extensively recorded contact between English 

explorers and Indigenous peoples in Northeastern America: the Frobisher encounters with the 

South Baffin Inuit (1576-8), the Davis encounters with the Greenland Inuit (1585-7) and the 

English encounters with the Carolina Algonquin at Roanoke (1584-7). This specific sample was 

selected for a number of reasons. First, these were the only surviving English examples from the 

initial contact period in North America and they were well documented; their narratives were 

published contemporarily and widely circulated. Second, these three ventures were organized by 

interconnected Elizabethan groups with overlap in their circumstances and participants, allowing 

for a clearer comparison and consideration of context. Third, this sample also allows for the 

analysis of a variety of different methods of communication including the introduction of 

experimental interpreters. The sample includes both exploration and colonization ventures as well 

as both Inuit and First Nations communities.  

This study outlines the various mechanics of communication implemented during the 

earliest recorded encounters of the English and First Peoples in North America. This examination 

allows one to unpack a number of key challenges communicators faced and the influence of a 
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communicator’s preconceived notions on the creation and interpretation of messages. How did 

issues of communication effect diplomacy between peoples? How did communicators experiment 

with transmitting information and did methods vary or evolve between the Frobisher, Davis and 

Roanoke ventures? This study is intended to serve as a point of departure for historians to consider 

the methodological and epistemological processes of deconstruction by which we interpret 

information that passes through the earliest “language barriers.” This is just the beginning of a 

methodological and historiographical discussion in which the communication barrier is given 

deeper consideration.    

 

The Historiographical Landscape  

Despite its centrality to understanding early contact, the initial phase of nonverbal 

communication between European explorers and Indigenous peoples has been greatly 

understudied by historians. Historical scholarship has focused primarily on the acquisition of 

spoken language and the training of spoken language interpreters. Ives Goddard, an expert on 

historical North American contact languages, states: 

The specific characteristics of the means of communication can be expected to have had 

an effect on the content and quality of communication and to reflect aspects of the 

encounter, yet scholars have typically shown little interest in exploring this topic. It seems 

generally assumed that some individuals would have learned the language of the other 

group and served as interpreters.13   

 

Historian Céline Carayon also notes that nonverbal forms of communication are “still poorly 

known and have not yet been the subject of any systematic study,” and describes a “scholarly 

ellipses” in which researchers briefly acknowledge the earliest nonverbal phase of communication 

                                                      

13 Ives Goddard, “The Use of Pidgins and Jargons on the East Coast of North America,” in The Languages of 

Encounter in the Americas, 1492-1800. Edward Gray and Norman Fiering, eds. (New York: Berghahn, 2000), 61. 
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before skipping to spoken language exchanges in the seventeenth century.14  Sign language 

researcher John Bonvillian suggests several reasons why “historians rarely include a discussion of 

the use of manual signs in their accounts of the initial interactions.”15 The academic study of sign 

languages is a relatively new field that has only seen deeper consideration in recent decades. 

Historians may feel unqualified to analyze gesticulation and its role in their case studies and as a 

result have been hesitant to comment. Moreover, manual signing is not described in many 

narratives and this perhaps has given the impression the information is unavailable in all narratives.  

Frustrated with the lack of attention paid within this literature to the actual act of 

communicating, Edward Gray and Norman Fiering arranged a conference at John Carter Brown 

Library in 1996 to share relevant research.16 The papers presented at this conference were 

published in 2000 as a collection entitled The Language Encounter in the Americas, 1492-1800.17 

These fourteen essays attempted to encapsulate the entire scope of communication methods 

utilized by both natives and Europeans – gesticulation, images and symbols, cartography, 

makeshift jargons, pidgin languages, interpreters, alphabets, reading and writing. Two decades 

later it arguably remains a defining overview on “the language encounter” in North America.  

                                                      

14 One of the few historians working in this area, Céline Carayon’s her dissertation is entitled, “Beyond Words: 

Nonverbal Communication, Performance and Acculturation in the Early French-Indian Atlantic, 1500-1701.” (PhD 

dissertation, College of William and Mary, 2015). Carayon also published a related article: Céline Carayon, “The 

Gesture Speech of Mankind: Old and New Entanglements in the Histories of American Indian and European Sign 

Languages,” American Historical Review (April 2016), 461-91.  
15 John Bonvillian et al. “Observations on the Use of Manual Signs and Gestures in the Communicative Interactions 

between Native Americans and Spanish Explorers of North America,” Sign Language Studies 9:2 (2009), 133. 
16 The conference was: “Communicating with the Indians: Aspects of the Language Encounter with Indigenous 

Peoples of the Americas, 1492-1800.” John Carter Brown Library. Rhode Island. October 18-20, 1996. Norman 

Fiering was Director of the John Carter Brown Library and it has one of the world’s largest and foremost collections 

connected to the early European exploration and colonization of the Americas.  

More recently another language barrier conference was held by The Omohundro Institute of Early American History 

and Culture in which researchers of communication during early contact were able to connect and share their projects: 

“Translation and Tranmission in the Early Americas: The Fourth Early Americanist Summit.” University of Maryland 

on June 2–5, 2016.  
17 The Language Encounter in the Americas, 1492-1800: A Collection of Essays. Edward Gray and Norman Fiering, 

eds. (New York: Berghahn Books, 2000). 
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James Axtell opens the collection with a brief summation of the various forms of 

communication experimented with during early encounters in order to build mutual 

understanding.18 As other historians have illustrated, once contact was established between the 

English and First Peoples, communication often began with forms of gift giving and trade to 

nonverbally establish a peaceful relationship.19 Participants sometimes used forms of merriment, 

particularly music, during initial meetings to communicate friendliness and encourage deeper 

interaction.20 In the absence of concrete introductions and explanations, each party based their 

understanding of the other and their world primarily on observation and inference. This process 

was deeply rooted in preconceived notions for both parties and could result in false assumptions.21  

                                                      

18 Axtell provides an overview of the various forms of communication that were experimented with during early 

encounter. These forms are outlined in the passages that follow and additional historiography is provided in the 

notations. James Axtell, “Babel of Tongues: Communicating with the Indians in Eastern North America,” The 

Languages of Encounter in the Americas, 1492-1800. E. Gray and N. Fiering, eds. (New York: Berghahn Books, 

2000). This also appears in Axtell’s work Natives and Newcomers: The Cultural Origins of North America. (Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 2000).  
19 For an overview of what gift giving meant to each culture respectively, see: Marcel Mauss, The Gift: The Form 

and Reason for Exchange in Archaic Societies. D.W.D Halls, tr. (London: Routledge, 1950). Mallois, The Deadly 

Politics of Giving. (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press 2006). Jacques Godbout, Alain Caillé and Donald 

Winkler. The World of the Gift. (Kingston: McGill-Queen’s Press, 1998). Harry Liebersohn, The Return to the Gift 

(New York: Cambridge, 2011).  

For a consideration of the cultural subjectivity of objects during these types of encounters, see these works: 

Christopher Miller and George Hamell, “A New Perspective on Indian-White Contact: Cultural Symbol and 

Colonial Trade,” American Encounters. Peter Mancall and James Merrell, eds. (New York: Routledge, 2000). 

Laurier Turgeon, “The Tale of the Kettle: Odyssey of an Intercultural Object,” Ethnohistory 44:1 (Winter, 1997), 1-

29. Patricia Seed, “Failing to Marvel: Atahualpa’s Encounter with the Word.” Latin American Research Review 26:1 

(1001), 7-32.   
20 Two recent dissertations examine the use of music in intercultural contact: Daniel Laxer. "Listening to the Fur 

Trade: Sound, Music, and Dance in Northern North America, 1760-1840." University of Toronto. 2015. Nathan 

Probasco, “Researching North America: Sir Humphrey Gilbert's 1583 Expedition and a Re-examination of Early 

Modern English Colonization in the North Atlantic World.” University of Nebraska. 2013.  
21 An extensive literature exists on the preconceived notions of both European explorers and Indigenous peoples at 

contact. For a solid point of departure, see: John Sutton Lutz, “Introduction” Myth and Memory: Stories of Indigenous 

-European Contact. John Sutton Lutz, ed. (Vancouver: University of British Columbia, 2007). Olive Dickason, The 

Myth of the Savage and the Beginnings of French Colonialism in the Americas. (Edmonton: University of Alberta 

Press, 1997). Valerie Flint, The Imaginative Landscape of Christopher Columbus. (Princeton: Princeton University 

Press, 1992). David Abulafia, The Discovery of Mankind: Atlantic Encounters in the Age of Columbus. (New Haven: 

Yale, 2008). Anthony Pagden, European Encounters with the New World from Renaissance to Romanticism. (New 

Haven: Yale University Press, 1993). Richard Bernheimer, Wild Men in the Middle Ages. (Cambridge: Harvard 

University, 1952). Karen Kupperman, Indians and English: Facing Off in North America. (Ithaca: Cornell, 2000). 

Karen Kupperman, Settling with the Indians: The Meeting of English and Indian Cultures in America, 1580-1640. 

(Totowa: Rowman and Littlefield, 1980). Cynthia Van Zandt, Brothers Among Nations: The Pursuit of Intercultural 
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A number of scholars have considered specific techniques that Europeans used to 

communicate apart from spoken language. The use of manual signs is one of the most well-known 

communication strategies associated with early contact. 22  The most recent and extensive historical 

study was conducted by Celine Carayon in 2015.23 Examining French encounters in the Americas 

over two centuries, Carayon demonstrates that nonverbal communication was not just a temporary, 

                                                      

Alliances in Early America, 1580-1660. (New York: Oxford, 2008). M. Hindley, “Soldier of Fortune: John Smith 

Before Jamestown,” Humanities 28:1 (2007), 12-6. Victoria Dickenson, “Cartier, Champlain and the Fruits of the 

New World: Botanical Exchange in the 16th and 17th Centuries,” Scientia Canadensis 13:1-2 (2008), 27-47. Nicholas 

Canny, “The Ideology of English Colonization: From Ireland to America,” William and Mary Quarterly 30:40 (1973), 

575-98. Kathleen Bragdon, The Columbia Guide to American Indians of the Northeast. (New York: Columbia 

University, 2001). Warren Jefferson.  Reincarnation Beliefs of North American Indians: Soul Journeys, 

Metamorphoses and Near-Death Experiences. (Summertown: Native Voices, 2008). J.E. Brown and Emily Cousins. 

Teaching Spirits: Understanding Native American Religious Traditions. (New York: Oxford University, 2001). 

Joseph Bruchac.  Native American Stories. (Golden: Fulcrum, 1991). Renee Fossett.  In Order to Live Untroubled: 

Inuit of the Central Arctic, 1550-1940. (Winnipeg: University of Manitoba, 2001). Tom Lownstein. Ancient Land, 

Scared Whale: The Inuit Hunt and its Rituals. (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1994).  John MacDonald, The 

Arctic Sky: Inuit Astronomy, Star Lore and Legend. (Toronto: Royal Ontario Museum and Nunavut Research Institute, 

1998). Brian Molyneaux.  Mythology of the North American Indians and Inuit Nations: Myths and Legends of North 

America. (London: Southwater, 2008). John Bierhorst. The Mythology of North America. (New York: Oxford 

University, 2002). 
22 John Bonvillian participated in two recent studies analyzing the use of manual signs in sixteenth century encounters 

between Europeans and First Peoples. The first study looked closely at gesticulation in the journals of two Spanish 

explorers, Bernal Diaz del Castillo and Alvar Nunes Cabeza de Vaca. The second study examined gesticulation during 

Frobisher’s three encounters with the Inuit. Sherley-Appel, Clara and John Bonvillian. “Manual Signs and Gestures 

of the Inuit of Baffin Island: Observations during the Three Voyages Led by Martin Frobisher,” Deaf Gain: Raising 

the Stakes for Human Diversity. H.L. Bauman and J.J. Murray, eds. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 2014).  

Gordon Hewes, another sign language researcher, conducted a brief survey of historical travel writings around the 

world to examine the use of manual signs to circumvent severe communication barriers in cross-cultural contact. His 

study includes several case studies pertaining to the gesticulation between European and Indigenous communicators 

during early encounters in the Americas. Gordon Hewes, “Gesture Language in Cultural Contact,” Sign Language 

Studies 4 (1974), 27-8. 

Aaron Cicourel’s sign language study indicates that when “hearing people” utilize sign languages they are notably 

influenced by the way their spoken language functions. This impacts the structure, order and logic in their presentation 

of information. Aaron Cicourel, “Gestural Sign Language and the Study of Nonverbal Communication.” Sign 

Language Studies 4 (1974), 35-77. 

For literature on Indigenous sign language, see: Susan Wurtzburg and Lyle Campbell. “North American Indian Sign 

Language: Evidence of Its Existence before European Contact,” International Journal of American Linguistics 61:2 

(1995), 153-71. The Languages of Native America: Historical and Comparative Assessment. Lyle Campbell, 

Marianne Mihun. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1979). William Tomkins, Indian Sign Language. (New York: 

Dover Publications, 1969). Allan Taylor, “Nonverbal Communications in Native North America,” Semiotica 13:4 

(1975), 329-74. Jeffrey Davis, Hand Talk: Sign Language Among American Indian Nations. (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University, 2010). Leonard E. Newell. A Stratificational Description of Plains Indian Sign Language. Forum 

Linguisticum 5 (1981), 189-212. 
23 Céline Carayon, “Beyond Words: Nonverbal Communication, Performance and Acculturation in the Early French-

Indian Atlantic, 1500-1701.” (PhD dissertation, College of William and Mary, 2015).  
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unimportant and flawed phase of intercultural relations that was abandoned as quickly as possible 

with the introduction of spoken language interpreters. Instead, she illustrates that nonverbal 

communication continued throughout the centuries and was used in conjunction with spoken 

language. Crucially, nonverbal communication shaped the verbal learning process and meaningful 

communication was possible via manual signing. She also crucially illustrates that Indigenous  

peoples may have been using standardized sign languages when they attempted to communicate 

with European explorers.24 This suggests that researchers often cannot distinguish between 

improvised gesticulation and standardized sign languages in these encounters and this affirms the 

layers of uncertainty present that complicates our analysis.  

While communication occurred both intentionally and unintentionally, communicators 

experimented with a number of direct methods during early encounters. Mary Hazard’s study 

Elizabethan Silent Language analyzes the complex nonverbal forms of communication utilized in 

sixteenth century English society – both intentional and unintentional.25 This serves as an example 

of the both the intricacy and cultural subjectivity of human body language and gestures and 

suggests that European and Indigenous  cultures may not have always correctly interpreted one 

another’s nonverbal cues.  Europeans also used illustrations in situations where they wished to 

nonverbally express more complex content.26 Similarly, the reconnaissance goals of explorers 

                                                      

24 Céline Carayon, “The Gesture Speech of Mankind: Old and New Entanglements in the Histories of American 

Indian and European Sign Languages,” American Historical Review (April 2016), 461-91. 
25 Mary Hazard illustrates that Elizabethans had complex non-verbal forms of communication via visual arts, material 

artifacts, costume, gesture, protocol and procession. Mary Hazard, Elizabethan Silent Language. (Lincoln: University 

of Nebraska, 2000). 
26 Pauline Moffitt Watts and Margaret Leahey have both looked at how missionaries used paintings, drawings and 

engravings in their attempts to explain Christianity to aboriginals. Leahey’s study unpacks some of the difficulties 

seventeenth century Jesuits encountered with this method in Northeastern America. Pauline Moffitt Watts,  

“Languages of Gesture in Sixteenth Century Mexico,” Reframing the Renaissance. Claire Farago, ed. (New Haven, 

1995). Pauline Moffitt Watts, “Pictures, Gestures and Hieroglyphs: Mute Eloquence in Sixteenth Century Mexico,” 

The Languages of Encounter in the Americas, 1492-1800. Edward Gray and Norman Fiering, eds. (New York: 

Berghahn Books, 2000). Margaret Leahey, “Iconic Discourse: The Language of Images in Seventeenth Century New 
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meant that the two peoples sometimes created maps together in order to communicate the 

surrounding geographical terrain and potential routes for travel.27 A few methods of 

communication which have received less attention in this literature include: establishing and 

ending meetings, conducting demonstrations with props, performing ceremonies, using symbols, 

and carrying out innumerable communicative actions including assistance, affection, mimicry, 

interruption and aggression. Lastly, communicators often used spoken languages in conjunction 

with nonverbal methods and spoken language interpreters emerged experimentally in this era.28 

European explorers also compiled small lists of Indigenous  vocabulary comprised of easily 

demonstrated nouns and verbs.29      

                                                      

France,” The Languages of Encounter in the Americas, 1492-1800. Edward Gray and Norman Fiering, eds. (New 

York: Berghahn Books, 2000). 

For a consideration of visual literacy between cultures, see: Paul Massrais, Visual Literacy: Image, Mind and Reality 

(Boulder: Westview Press, 1994). 
27 As historian Cynthia Van Zandt notes, “Maps could bridge cultural difference without relying on language.” Cynthia 

Van Zandt, Brothers Among Nations: The Pursuit of Intercultural Alliances in Early America, 1580-1660. (New York: 

Oxford, 2008), 29. 

For more on communicating with maps, see: John Short, Cartographic Encounters: Indigenous Peoples and the 

Exploration of the New World. (London: Raktion, 2009). Dana Leibsohn, “Mapping After The Letter: Graphology 

and Indigenous Cartography in New Spain,” The Languages of Encounter in the Americas, 1492-1800. Edward Gray 

and Norman Fiering, eds. (New York: Berghahn Books, 2000). Cartographic Encounters: Perspectives on Native 

American Mapmaking and Map Use. Lewis, G.M, ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1998).  

One of the key examples of nonverbal communication through mapping occurred between Jacques Cartier and the St. 

Lawrence Iroquois in 1541. Local peoples apparently sketched the course of the river for the French in the dirt using 

sticks to represent the key rapids. “The Third Voyage of Jacques Cartier, 1541-2.” The Principal Navigations. Volume 

8. (Glasgow: MacLehose, 1903), 271.   
28 Regarding the earliest interpreters: Vaughan, Alden. Transatlantic Encounters: American Indians in Britain, 1500-

1776. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006). Vaughan, Alden. “Sir Walter Ralegh’s Indian Interpreters, 

1584-1618.” The William and Mary Quarterly 59:2 (2002), 341-76. Frances Karttunen, “Interpreters Snatched from 

the Shore: The Successful and the Others,” The Languages of Encounter in the Americas, 1492-1800. Edward Gray 

and Norman Fiering, eds. (New York: Berghahn Books, 2000).  

Pidgin languages and trade jargon also gradually emerged through contact: Goddard, Ives. “The Use of Pidgins and 

Jargons on the East Coast of North America,” The Languages of Encounter in the Americas, 1492-1800. Edward Gray 

and Norman Fiering, eds. (New York: Berghahn Books, 2000). Pidgins and Creoles: An Introduction. Jacques Arends, 

Pieter Muysken and Norval Smith, eds. (Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 1995). Loreto Todd, Pidgins and Creoles. 

(London: Routledge, 1990). Sarah G. Thomason, Contact Languages: A Wider Perspective. (Philadelphia: Benjamins 

Publishing, 1997). 

Also see a recent study by Harvey and Rivett: Sean Harvey and Sarah Rivett, “Colonial-Indigenous Language 

Encounters in North America and the Intellectual History of the Atlantic World,” Early American Studies 15:3 (2017), 

442-473.   
29 For examinations of the surviving Elizabethan dictionaries for North America, see: Louis-Jacques Dorais, The 

Language of the Inuit (Kingston: McGill-Queen’s Press, 2010). Louis-Jacques Dorais, From Magic Words to Word 
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Methodology 

Many sixteenth century expedition narratives survive today because they were recognized 

as noteworthy and were published and circulated within the lifetime of their authors. Historians 

are indebted in particular to Richard Hakluyt (circa 1552-1616) for his extensive collecting, 

translating and publishing of contemporary exploration narratives. Hakluyt compiled and 

published twelve volumes entitled The Principal Navigations between 1589 and 1600.30 A 

passionate advocate of exploration and colonization projects, Hakluyt worked with many 

expedition organizers, planners and participants of the age, including Martin Frobisher, John 

Davis, Humphrey Gilbert and Walter Raleigh. The Hakluyt volumes include narratives for the 

Frobisher, Davis and Roanoke expeditions as well as some related correspondence.31 I have also 

drawn on additional documents, including materials collected by historian David Quinn such as 

correspondence, legal papers, financial records, reports, contracts and parliamentary bills.32 Brief 

                                                      

Processing (Iqaluit: Arctic College, 1993). Marc-Antoine Mahieu and Michaël Popelard, “A Reappraisal of Davis’ 

Contribution,” The Quest for the Northwest Passage. Federic Regard, ed. (London: Pickering and Chatto, 2013).  
For examinations of the surviving French vocabularies, see: Laura Murray, “Vocabularies of Native American 

Languages: A Literary and Historical Approach to an Elusive Genre,” American Quarterly 53:4 (December 2001), 

590-623. Wallace Chafe, “The Earliest European Encounters with Iroquoian Languages.” Decentering the 

Renaissance: Canada and Europe in Multidisciplinary Perspective, 1500-1700. Germaine Warkentin and Carolyn 

Podruchny, eds. (Toronto: University of Toronto, 2001). 

Some studies exist regarding the adoption of loanwords as well: Roland Dixon, “Words for Tobacco in American 

Indian Languages,” American Anthropologist 23:1 (1921), 19-49. A.M. Elliot, “Speech Mixture in French Canada, 

Indian and French,” Transactions and Proceedings of the Modern Language Association of America Volume 2 (1886), 

158-186. William Sturtevant, “Spanish-Indian Relations in Southeastern North America,” Ethnohistory 9:1 (1962), 

41-94. Lyle Campbell and Terrence Kaufman. “On Mesoamerican Linguistics,” American Anthropologist 82:4 (1980), 

850-7. 
30 The Principal Navigations. Richard Hakluyt, ed. Volumes 1-12. (Glasgow: James MacLehose and Sons, 1903). 
This collection covers expeditions from the medieval to Elizabethan eras and geographically eastward to Russia and 

the Ottoman Empire and westward to the Americas. Though Hakluyt translated French and Spanish expedition 

narratives, the volumes contain primarily English voyages throughout the centuries with particular emphasis on the 

Elizabethan voyages he was personally involved in. Notably, the French expeditions of Jacques Cartier, Lord Roberval 

and Rene de Laudonnière, for instance, were included in The Principal Navigations in English. 
31 This study uses volumes seven, eight and nine of Hakluyt’s collection. The Principal Navigations. Volumes 7, 8 

and 9. Richard Hakluyt, ed. (Glasgow: James MacLehose and Sons, 1903). 
32 David Quinn published a number of archival documents pertaining to English exploration that do not appear in print 

elsewhere. His multi-volume series New American World is a good example. New American World: A Documentary 

History of North America to 1612. David Quinn, ed. (New York: Arno Press, 1979).  
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comparisons to other English, French and Spanish expedition narratives occasionally appear in 

this study where deemed illustrative.33    

The analysis of explorer narratives must be conducted with great care as their perspective 

is limited.34 Such accounts are typically written from the perspective of party leadership and do 

not encompass the views of the entire expedition party. Indigenous voices are often silenced or 

presented through the explorer’s lens. Jonathan Hart cautions about the “messiness” of this source 

base, explaining: “The image of the Native has been translated, ventriloquized and involved in a 

high degree of mediation and textual uncertainty.”35 Moreover, these reports were intended for 

wide distribution. The layers of bias present within the text are complex. As a result, accounts were 

often crafted to encourage further investment for subsequent ventures and to encourage individuals 

to join crews. Simultaneously, explorers also used this platform to protect their careers, legitimize 

their claims or justify the actions that they had taken to their employers. Many of these expeditions 

did not fulfill their objectives and their narratives were written from a defensive stance, countering 

accusations or shifting blame. Accounts were often censored throughout the process between 

author, expedition organizers, editor and final publication.   

Mary Fuller and Julia Schleck have both analyzed the methodological implications of bias 

and censorship for researchers using Hakluyt’s The Principal Navigations. Schleck argues that 

                                                      

33 The French expeditions in the St. Lawrence Valley and Northern Florida are particularly drawn upon and are both 

available translated in The Principal Navigations: Volumes 7 and 9.  
34 Historians must try to get inside the perspectives within their sources in order to fill in the gaps in our knowledge 

with educated possibilities. As Natalie Zemon Davis explains in her analysis of the sixteenth century Martin Guerre 

case study: “What I offer you here is in part my invention, but held tightly in check by the voices of the past.” 

Natalie Zemon Davis, The Return of Martin Guerre (Cambridge: Harvard University Press), 5. Also see: E.H. Carr, 

What Is History? (London: Penguin, 1990). However, formulating one theory is insufficient and unrealistic under 

such knotty circumstances. When dealing with an empty void of possibilities historians should remain open to 

multiple possibilities for any given scenario, transparently unpacking them all.  
35 Jonathan Hart, Empires and Colonies (Cambridge: Polity, 2008), 41. Jonathan Hart, Comparing Empires (New 

Work: Palgrave, 2003), 2.  
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Hakluyt’s collection has been given special status as a source base as historians often assume the 

narratives are more credible than other sources of the era. This is partially due to the invisibility of 

Hakluyt in the text as an editor as he seemed to share massive amounts of original documents 

without comment. Schleck also theorises that the blunt, technical nature of many of the accounts 

has given them the guise of cold, hard fact and warns researchers against such mistaken notions.36  

Mary Fuller examines how passages in these narratives that reflected poorly on important 

individuals, a specific venture or English exploration and colonization more broadly could have 

been removed entirely.37 She outlines, for example, the tight control by the state over the 

publication of narratives surrounding the first English voyage of circumnavigation under Sir 

Francis Drake in relation to national security and the preservation of Drake’s reputation as a 

national hero.38 Similarly, descriptions of the appalling and dangerous conditions that expedition 

participants encountered were removed to avoid discouraging investment and participation. A 

number of scholars suspect that Walter Raleigh oversaw the printing of the early Roanoke accounts 

and had a vested interest in the venture appearing not only viable, but safe and appealing as well.39 

Hakluyt also edited Christopher Hall’s first Frobisher narrative of 1576 to make it more accessible 

to the average reader.40 

                                                      

36 Julia Schleck, “Plain Broad Narratives of Substantial Facts": Credibility, Narrative, and Hakluyt's "Principal 

Navigations” Renaissance Quarterly 59: 3 (October 2006), 768-94. 
37 Fuller, Mary. “Writing the Long-Distance Voyage: Hakluyt’s Circumnavigations,” The Huntington Library 

Quarterly 70:1 (2007), 37-60. 
38 Fuller, “Writing the Long-Distance Voyage,” 39-40; 50.    
39 It is strongly argued throughout the historiography that Barlowe’s report was heavily edited and intentionally 

shaped into a propaganda piece to help with Walter Raleigh’s promotion of the venture in order to encourage 

participation and investment. Morison, The Northern Voyages, 622; 666. Stick, Roanoke Island, 37. Quinn, 

“England’s First Virginia,” 327. Kupperman, Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony, 17; 73. 
40 Noted in: McDermott and Waters, “Cathay and the Way Thither,” 364. McDermott, Martin Frobisher: 

Elizabethan Privateer, 138. Mancall, “The Raw and the Cold,” 38.   
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Assessing the Indigenous perspective for sixteenth century expeditions is challenging. 

Disease, violence and other forms of upheaval caused by European encroachment destroyed or 

disrupted Indigenous communities, hindering the transmission of their history and culture in many 

cases. This can make it difficult to identify some sixteenth century Indigenous parties who 

European explorers encountered and to access various ethnohistorical source materials.41 In some 

cases, however, ethnohistorical sources are extant and include oral tradition, archeology, material 

culture, upstreaming, maps, scientific studies and ethnographic data.42 This study specifically 

utilizes oral histories, archeological findings and scientific studies to provide Indigenous  context 

for these encounters, particularly the oral history of the South Baffin Inuit and the Greenland 

Inuit.43 Unfortunately, when analyzing specific descriptions of the mechanics of how 

                                                      

41 The debate over the identity and fate of the First Nations communities encountered by Jacques Cartier in the 

sixteenth century serve as a strong example: Bruce Trigger, “The Disappearance of the St. Lawrence Iroquoians” in 

The Children of Aataenstic: A History of the Huron People to 1660. Volume 2 (Kingston: McGill-Queen's 

University Press, 1976). James Pendergast, “The Confusing Identities Attributed to Stadacona and Hochelaga” 

Journal of Canadian Studies Volume 32 (1998), 149-67. 

Similarly, the Indigenous group researchers call the “Carolina Algonquin” of Roanoke disappeared centuries ago 

and, as a result, we have limited surviving ethnographical source bases to understand who they were and what 

happened to them. 
42 Upstreaming with present-day communities for enduring customs, practises and culture such as music, art, 

folklore, artifacts, language, place names and numerous other possibilities is invaluable. However, many of the first 

communities to encounter Europeans along the east coast have not survived. It should be noted that the Carolina 

Algonquin featured in this study are an extinct people.  
43 European transcription of South Baffin and Greenland Inuit oral history found in: Charles Francis Hall. Life with 

the Esquimaux. (London: Low, Son and Marston, 1864). Tales and Traditions of the Eskimo. Henrik Rink, tr. 

(Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1974). Also: Krogh, Viking Greenland, 127-137. 

For some discussion of this oral record, see: Dorothy Eber, Encounters on the Passage: Inuit Meet The Explorers. 

(Toronto: University of Toronto, 2008). Susan Rowley, “Frobisher Miksanut: Inuit Accounts of the Frobisher 

Voyages,” Archeology of the Frobisher Voyages. William Fitzhugh and J.S. Olin, eds. (Washington: Smithsonian 

Institute Press, 1993). Peter Mancall, “The Raw and the Cold: Five English Sailors in Sixteenth-Century Nunavut,” 

The William and Mary Quarterly 70:1 (January 2013), 3-40. 

A sample of some archeological and scientific studies which apply ethnographical context for this research includes: 

Archeology of the Frobisher Voyages. William Fitzhugh and J.S. Olin, eds. (Washington: Smithsonian Institute 

Press, 1993). Robert McGhee, “Contact between Native North Americans and the Medieval Norse: A Review of the 

Evidence,” American Antiquity 49:1 (January 1984), 4-26. Kirsten Seaver, The Frozen Echo: Greenland and the 

Exploration of North America, 1000-1500 AD. (Stanford: Stanford University, 1996). Meta Incognita: Martin 

Frobisher’s Arctic Expeditions, 1576-1578. Volume 1. Thomas Symons, ed. (Hull, Quebec: Canadian Museum of 

Civilization, 1999). Peter Mires, “Contact and Contagion: The Roanoke Colony and Influenza,” Historical 

Archaeology 28:3 (January 1994), 30-8. David Stahle et al. “The Lost Colony and Jamestown Droughts,” Science 

280: 5363 (April 1998), 564-7. Robert Dolan and Kenton Bosserman, “Shoreline Erosion and the Lost Colony,” 

Annals of the Association of American Geographers 62:3 (September 1972), 424-6. 
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communication functioned during the earliest English encounters, researchers are forced to rely 

on solely European narratives. As a result, one must read between the lines very carefully with full 

recognition of all the limitations therein, trying to understand the veiled Indigenous perspective.  

This is a study of how Englishmen and First Peoples attempted to effectively communicate 

with each other. It is not a retelling or analysis of the events of each expedition, other than to 

provide context. As a result, I have chosen to treat the Frobisher and Davis expeditions each as 

units when analyzing the specific mechanics of communication that were used. Since diplomatic 

and communication strategies did not vary from year and year and the chronology of specific 

instances cannot always be determined, it proved more instructive to analyze the evidence 

thematically as opposed to chronologically.  The three Roanoke expeditions lend themselves better 

to a chronological analysis as each had different leaders and shifted from nonverbal 

communication to spoken language communication over three years.  

While this study examines very specific instances of communication, the objective is not 

to attempt to decipher the “true” meaning of any particular exchange. If the accuracy of 

transmission could be not verified five hundred years ago by eye witnesses it likely cannot be 

pieced together by the historian today. More importantly, the objective is to demonstrate how 

communication took place during early encounters, what limitations existed and how they may 

impact the historian’s craft. The uncertainty surrounding the earliest communication barriers 

should be given deeper consideration than has been traditionally allowed for by many historians. 

We need to revisit early encounters with a new epistemological lens. The historian is called upon 

to reevaluate their methodological processes for deconstructing “the facts” we draw from early 

encounters.   
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Terminology  

This dissertation discusses two Indigenous peoples: the Inuit and First Nations. The Inuit 

specifically refers to the Indigenous communities in the arctic regions of North America and 

Greenland. Inuit is the plural, whereas Inuk is the singular. First Nations or native will be used 

when referring specifically to the communities that lived further south in North America in the 

regions today called Canada and the United States. When referring to both groups together the 

terms Indigenous and First Peoples will be used. The three specific Indigenous peoples in this text 

are referred to as the South Baffin Inuit, the Greenland Inuit and the Carolina Algonquin. While 

present place names may be indicated for geographical clarity it is with full acknowledgement that 

renaming occurred which displaced Indigenous  names.44  When the term “first contact” is used 

this typically signifies a first experience for the European party specifically. Terms such as “early 

encounter” and “early contact” will be used as we often cannot determine the level of prior contact 

any particular Indigenous group had with Europeans.  

The English will often be referred to as the Elizabethans as this was the temporal, cultural 

and political era in which they lived. It should be noted, however, that not all of the mariners, 

soldiers, sailors and tradesmen participating in these English expeditions were “Englishmen” and 

that other European ethnicities were sometimes found within these crews.45 Contemporary English 

translations of explorer names such as “John Cabot” and “Christopher Columbus” will appear. The 

original Elizabethan text is used here, but translations or clarifications are provided when 

necessary. It should be noted that any dates quoted from this source base are from the Julian 

calendar which is approximately ten days behind the Gregorian calendar we use today. Lastly, in 

                                                      

44 Thomas Thornton, “Anthropological Studies of Native American Place Naming,” American Indian Quarterly 

21:2 (Spring 1997), 209-28. 
45 We know, for instance, that at least a few participants in these expeditions were Irish, German and Portuguese.  
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my notations I also do not use the titles Richard Hakluyt ascribed to each narrative as they are 

often extremely long, unclear and can be difficult to differentiate. Moreover, there are multiple 

narratives written for each year’s expedition. For clarity, my notations label the narratives by 

author, expedition and year. For instance: Hall, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577.” The full, 

original name Hakluyt ascribed to each expedition is listed in the appendix alongside my rendering.   

It is important that we recognize that neither a binary, nor a continuum, are established 

between nonverbal or verbal communication. It must be understood that all forms of 

communication were used in conjunction during encounters. Words were used alongside sign 

language from the first moments of exchange and manual signs continue to be used today. As a 

result, this study generally opts for the term “communication barrier” over the traditional term 

“language barrier” as it is a more accurate reflection. Moreover, it is also crucial not to equate 

nonverbal communication with incomprehension and inferiority. Mistakenly equating successful 

communication with the acquisition of the spoken word privileges verbal communication over 

nonverbal forms of communication. It also creates a false sense of confidence in the efficacy of 

the first, experimental verbal interpreters. However, researchers need not deconstruct their sources 

to the point of epistemological crisis. The purpose of this study is to highlight our inability to verify 

what was understood in many instances, calling for historians to tread carefully, read closely and 

to be clear in how they draw conclusions.     

 

Conclusion 

Communication between Europeans and Indigenous peoples was absolutely central to early 

encounters, laying the foundations for the transformation of the Americas and remaining a 

challenge throughout the colonial period. A closer look at precisely how individuals tried to 
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communicate during their earliest interactions suggests a number of uncertain variables which call 

for deeper consideration by researchers. Using English-Indigenous encounters in Northeastern 

America from 1576 to 1587 this dissertation outlines various forms of communication used 

between peoples and identifies some of the limitations and assumptions that impacted both 

contemporary relations and our modern analysis of them.  

This study opens with a context chapter examining the English and Indigenous world and 

the underlying perceptions and preconceived notions that influenced the filter through which they 

understood each other. The next three chapters provide analysis of the Frobisher, Davis and 

Roanoke encounters respectively. The Frobisher encounters (Chapter 3) illustrate a diverse array 

of communication strategies and their potential limitations. These events also show the underlying 

power of fear and expectation as communication eventually reached a complete impasse. The 

Davis encounters (Chapter 4) highlight some additional communication issues as well as Davis’ 

attempt to approach communication with the Inuit with patience and flexibility. Lastly, the 

Roanoke encounters (Chapter 5) illustrate the shift that occurs with colonization and the 

introduction of experimental spoken language interpreters while revisiting some traditional 

historiographical interpretations. Overall, this study concludes that we should revisit our 

assumptions. The greater confusion lies not in failing to understand, but in believing you 

understand when you actually do not.
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Chapter 2 

Setting the Stage: Influences of Communication and Contact  

Expectations are very powerful in shaping our understanding of what we experience and 

how we respond. We comprehend and classify the new people, places and things we encounter by 

relating them to what we already know of the world. Researcher Anthony Pagden refers to this 

process of finding the familiar within the unfamiliar as “The Principal of Attachment.”1 Thus, 

Indigenous  peoples saw ocean vessels as islands, clouds and birds, whereas, Europeans falsely 

identified “figs” on North American trees.2 As historian John Sutton Lutz concludes,  

Europeans did not see their ‘new worlds’ with fresh eyes; they saw them through the lenses 

of their ancient stories… Europeans did not discover the unexpected. They went into new 

territories full of expectations, ideas, and stereotypes: what they found was – in large 

measure – what they expected to find. It was not the “new” they encountered so much as 

what the popular myths of the day suggested they would find.3 

 

The very same can be said for Indigenous peoples encountering visitors through the filter of their 

own expectations, forged from a mix of personal experience and collective cultural 

                                                      

1 Pagden outlines the principal of attachment here: Pagden, European Encounters with the New World: From 

Renaissance to Romanticism (New Haven, Yale, 1993), 17-50. Also see: Pagden, Fall of Natural Man: The American 

Indian and the Origins of Comparative Ethnology (New York: Cambridge, 1982), 11.  
2 We force the things we experience in our existing mental frameworks even if it distorts them. Victorian Dickenson 

illustrates this principal effectively with a study on how early French explorers classified North American plants. 

Victoria Dickenson, “Cartier, Champlain and the Fruits of the New World: Botanical Exchange in the 16 th and 17th 

Centuries,” Scientia Canadensis 13:1-2 (2008), 27-47. 

For further comment on subjective interpretation rooted in preconceived notions and expectation, see:  Kupperman, 

“Fear of Hot Climates in the Anglo-American Colonial Experience,” 213. Mancall, “The Raw and the Cold,” 11. 

Symons, “The Significance of the Frobisher Expeditions,” xxix. Quitt, “Trade and Acculturation at Jamestown,” 227-

8; 321-3. McDermott, Martin Frobisher: Elizabethan Privateer, 146. 
3 John Sutton Lutz wrote the introduction for a collection of essays on intercultural contact in the Americas. See: 

“Introduction: Myth Understandings or First Contact Over and Over Again,” Myth and Memory: Stories of Indigenous 

-European Contact. (Toronto: UBC Press, 2007), 2. 
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understandings. During early encounters, preconceived notions could be blindingly powerful, 

trumping reason and distorting empirical evidence.4  

A crucial underlying influence to the many expectations both peoples held was their 

ethnocentrism. Both Indigenous  peoples and Europeans perceived themselves as the norm and 

viewed their civilization as the center of the world.5 This ethnocentrism filtered through their 

impressionistic assessment of each other and impacted both communication and diplomacy. 

English expedition preparation also impacted how encounter unfolded. A consideration of some 

influencing elements will now follow and while it will not be an exhaustive list, it will serve to set 

the stage, providing context for intercultural contact in the late sixteenth century. These influences 

are often complex and interconnected, but unpacking them allows researchers to begin to 

understand the nature of interaction and the possible roots of misunderstanding and tension.  

 

The Sixteenth Century English and Indigenous Worlds 

Too often contact between the “New World” and the “Old World” is either framed as the 

beginning of the North American story or as an earthshattering moment in that continent’s 

timeline. This Eurocentric framing minimizes thousands of years of Indigenous history in which 

the arrival of Europeans was just another event.6 Hundreds of diverse populations lived across the 

                                                      

4 Valerie Flint’s meticulous examination of the preconceived notions of Christopher Columbus, particularly his 

personal reading notes, demonstrates how this ideological process functioned in an individual’s life and how we can 

piece together key influences behind their opinions and actions. Flint argues Columbus’s expectations were so strong 

that he genuinely believed he had reached Asia despite all evidence to the contrary. Flint, The Imaginative Landscape 

of Christopher Columbus. (Princeton: Princeton University, 1992).  
5 Richter, Facing East from Indian Country, 8. 
6 Though there is no consensus on the matter, many researchers suggest that Indigenous peoples were living in North 

America by approximately 12,000 to 14,000 years ago. Robert Muckle, Indigenous Peoples of North America: A 

Concise Anthropological Overview (Toronto: University of Toronto, 2012), 1; 4; 17; 71-2. Olive Dickason, Canada’s 

First Nations: A History of Founding Peoples from Earliest Times (Don Mills: Oxford University, 2002), xi; 4; 30; 

33-4; 46; 56-8. Bruce Johansen, The Native Peoples of North America (Westport: Praeger, 2005), 3. Salisbury, “The 

Indians’ Old World,” 4-5; 13-4; 16; 20. Richter, Facing East from Indian Country, 7-8. Stephen Davis, “Early 
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North American continent in all of its drastically different climate regions and First Peoples were 

not static isolates, but rather had a long history of communities interacting, rising and falling influx. 

While Indigenous communities could and did change as a result of contact with Europeans, there 

could also be a great deal of local continuity as well. Historian Daniel Richter highlights that for 

Indigenous peoples North America was the “Old World” and they were at the center of the world.7 

The explorers coming from the east were entering a complex situation that was entirely detached 

from the European story. According to cultural historian Urs Bitterli, the sixteenth century was a 

period of experimental contacts and collisions between peoples which were later followed by 

relationships rooted in trade and missionary work in the seventeenth century.8 In the eastern arctic 

the Elizabethans encountered the South Baffin Inuit and the Greenland Inuit. Further south contact 

occurred with the Carolina Algonquin in the region today known as North Carolina.  

Popular conceptions of Elizabethan England narrowly envision a golden era of Renaissance 

innovation, beautiful fashion and elite culture. The average Elizabethan was illiterate and 

impoverished. In the late sixteenth century the cost of living had risen 100 to 150 percent and the 

population had doubled from two million to four million people.9 This strain provided Englishmen 

                                                      

Societies: Sequences of Change,” The Atlantic Region to Confederation: A History (Toronto: University of Toronto, 

1994).  
7 Richter, Facing East from Indian Country, 8. 
8 Urs Bitterli outlines three types of encounters that occurred between Europeans and Indigenous peoples which reflect 

the English experience in North America.  “Contacts” were short lived and often peaceful meetings, whereas 

“collisions” were the subsequent encounters in which friction generally occurred. Finally, “relationships” could follow 

that involved trade, missionary work and eventually colonization. The sixteenth century was a period of experimental 

contacts and collisions. Urs Bitterli, Cultures in Conflict: Encounters Between European and Non-European Cultures, 

1492-1800. Ritchie Robertson, tr. (Stanford: Stanford University, 1986).  
9 According to scholars, a distinct pessimism and anxiety existed in Elizabethan England as some suspected their 

society was deteriorating with every generation and might eventually break down altogether.  Poverty was rampant as 

the cost of food increased 190% during the decades of these expeditions. The population of England doubled over the 

sixteenth century meaning that overcrowding and sanitation became serious problems and life expectancy shortened. 

Concerns over disforestation and soil depletion arose. There was also a sense that virtue and hospitality were fading 

from England and that everything was becoming more desperate and cutthroat. With these sentiments circulating, it 

is unsurprising some Elizabethans looked at the Indigenous world as a lost, golden era. It is also unsurprising that 

some saw North America and its resources as a solution to England’s problems. Elizabethans were concerned about 

holding their place in the world and the grand image they projected of themselves was often not reflected in daily life. 
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with incentives to uncover new revenue streams and opportunities abroad. It is with this backdrop 

that advances in shipbuilding, navigation and cartography became especially important.  

From the late fifteenth century and throughout the sixteenth century, English merchants 

began searching for lucrative shipping routes to connect the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans in order 

to improve trade with Asia.10 Northern countries such as England looked to the Arctic Ocean as a 

possible route, beginning with reconnaissance missions to the northeast by way of Russia. A group 

of English merchants, hoping to disperse the risks of these experiments by working together, 

created a joint stock company in 1555 called the Muscovy Company.11 However, by the 1560s 
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there is now evidence that the English were active in the North Atlantic and exploring for new lands as early as 1480. 

David Quinn published extensively on the Bristol Men after the first piece of archival evidence emerged in the 1950s. 

He summarizes the case concisely here: David Quinn. North America From Earliest Discovery to First Settlements. 

(New York: Harper and Row, 1977), 60-66. Quinn also published four of the key pieces of archival evidence in his 
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Atlantic Ocean Before 1947,” The Geographical Journal 132:2 (1966), 225-33. Francesco Guidi-Bruscoli, “Italian 
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Pastore, “The Sixteenth Century: Aboriginal Peoples and European Contact,” 22. 
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A Discourse of Discovery: Martin Frobisher’s Arctic Expeditions, 1576-1578. Volume 1 and 2. Thomas Symons, ed. 

(Hull: Canadian Museum of Civilization 1999). James McDermott, Martin Frobisher: Elizabethan Privateer (New 

Haven: Yale, 2001), 95-120. Robert McGhee, The Arctic Voyages of Martin Frobisher: An Elizabethan Privateer 
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interest in a northeastern route was waning and the English began looking to the northwest for a 

route to Asia.12 A bold period of exploration followed in the 1570s and 1580s that Elizabethan 

merchants hoped would yield new trade routes, fishing grounds, mining opportunities and 

colonization schemes. Encountering local communities in these new and potentially lucrative 

spaces was often unplanned for and, thus, treated as an afterthought.  

The Frobisher expeditions of the 1570s were followed by the exploration and colonization 

efforts of three aristocratic brothers from southwest England in the 1580s: Humphrey Gilbert, 

Adrian Gilbert and Walter Raleigh. Sir Humphrey Gilbert visited Newfoundland to lay the 

groundwork for a colony in 1583, but perished in a storm on his return voyage. His brother, Adrian 

Gilbert, next organized three Northwest Passage searches under John Davis in the 1580s while 

their half-brother, the famous Sir Walter Raleigh, simultaneously organized the Roanoke 

expeditions in the hopes of planting a colony further south. Fishing continued at Newfoundland 

and several exploratory expeditions took place along the eastern coast in the interim years between 

Roanoke and the first permanent English settlement, Jamestown.13  

                                                      

England’s Arctic Colony (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 2001), 44-8. T.S. Willan, The Early History of the 

Russia Company, 1553-1603. (Manchester University Press, 1956). 
12 For a historiographical overview of the English search for the Northwest Passage, see: The Quest for the Northwest 
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Across the Atlantic in North America, First Peoples already had a long history of 

interaction with outsiders. They had relationships with all types of beings – human, animal and 

spirit – and lived within interconnected networks of people.14 Indigenous  peoples were not 

homogenous and were accustomed to circumventing communication barriers locally and through 

long distance networks as there were hundreds of languages used throughout North America. 15 

They developed common languages, pidgin languages, fully coded sign languages and 

experimented with gesticulation.16  The isolation and relative linguistic homogeneity of the Inuit 

has led some researchers to assume they would be less experienced with nonverbal communication 

than the more dense and diverse populations in First Nation regions further south. However, the 

Inuit of Alaska, Canada and Greenland had a high rate of deafness in their communities.17 Even a 

                                                      

14 Richter, Facing East from Indian Country, 14.  
15 People traded locally for daily needs and long distance for more exotic goods. Trade languages between people 

were very important and the ability to speak multiple languages appears to have been common. Indigenous peoples 

communicated with various non-verbal forms such as sign languages, rock art, symbols and wampum. Dickason, 

Canada’s First Nations, 60-1. Muckle, Indigenous Peoples of North America, 71-2. Johansen, The Native Peoples of 

North America, 24.   

Ives Goddard estimates there were 400 languages within 62 language groups in North America. The numbers vary 

throughout the literature, but we can safely estimate that hundreds of languages were used throughout the continent. 

A notable example is Plains Sign Standard Language. Handbook of North America Indians, Volume 17: Languages. 

Ives Goddard, ed. (Washington: Smithsonian, 1996). Muckle, Indigenous Peoples of North America, 72. Axtell, 

“Bable of Tongues,” 16. Sherley-Appel and Bonvillian, “Manual Signs and Gestures of the Inuit,” 159-6; 172; 175. 

Garrick Mallery, Sign Language amongst North American Indians Compared with that Among Other Peoples and 

Deaf-Mutes. (Mineola: Dover, 2001). 
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Introduction. Jacques Arends, Pieter Muysken and Norval Smith, eds. (Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 1995). Loreto 

Todd, Pidgins and Creoles. (London: Routledge, 1990.) Sarah G. Thomason, Contact Languages: A Wider 
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Meaning and Power. (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2008.) Susan Wurtzburg and Lyle Campbell. “North American 

Indian Sign Language: Evidence of Its Existence before European Contact,” International Journal of American 

Linguistics 61:2 (1995), 153-71. The Languages of Native America: Historical and Comparative Assessment. Lyle 

Campbell, Marianne Mihun, eds. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1979.) William Tomkins, Indian Sign Language. 

(New York: Dover Publications, 1969). Allan Taylor, “Nonverbal Communications in Native North America,” 

Semiotica 13:4 (1975), 329-74. Jeffrey Davis, Hand Talk: Sign Language Among American Indian Nations. 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University, 2010). Leonard E. Newell, “A Stratificational Description of Plains Indian Sign 

Language,” Forum Linguisticum 5 (1981), 189-212. 
17 The highest rate of the most severe form of middle ear disease in the world is found amongst the Inuit. For more on 

the prevalence of deafness in Inuit communities, see: Sherley-Appel and Bonvillian, “Manual Signs and Gestures of 

the Inuit,” 160; 172; 174-6.  Anne Keenleyside, “Skeletal Biology, Arctic and Subarctic,” Handbook of the Native 
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minimal number of deaf members in these small communities would result in the other members 

regularly utilizing manual signs to communicate. All First Peoples likely used gesticulation to 

communicate silently during hunting and warfare. 

It is difficult to determine the level of familiarity the South Baffin Inuit and Carolina 

Algonquin communities had with Europeans before they encountered the English. Archeological 

findings, Norse documents and Inuit oral history all suggest the Norse interacted with Indigenous 

peoples in the northeast.18 While it is difficult to determine how far south along the eastern 

coastline of North America the Norse travelled, contact with Inuit populations in the Eastern Arctic 

occurred with certainty. The Greenland Inuit lived alongside Norse settlers for approximately five 

centuries and this would have directly shaped their view of Europeans and their approaches to 

contact.19 Surviving documents indicate the Norse considered the Inuit a threat to their settlements, 

though there is minimal evidence of violence occurring. Inuit oral history pertaining to the Norse 

illustrates a mixed response to the relationship.20 In some instances the two peoples engaged in 
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friendly exchange, learning each other’s languages and developing working and social 

relationships. Conversely, an account sometimes called “Ungortok,” indicates that violence 

occurred back and forth and that the Inuit and the Norse had differing approaches to conflict 

resolution and dispensing justice.21 In several accounts the Norse were either portrayed as 

excessively frightened or overly competitive to the point of self-destruction. For instance, in two 

separate accounts a haughty Norseman risks his life to demonstrate his prowess unnecessarily in 

the company of a more reasonable Inuk. In both situations the reckless Norseman perished by his 

own folly whilst the Norse community accepted the outcome with nonchalance. The summation 

of all the accounts imply that the Greenland Inuit considered the Norse to be a foolish people who 

were less skilled than themselves.22  

European materials found in the homeland of the South Baffin Inuit indicate locals had at 

the very least a familiarity with the Norse, if not direct contact. One of the most telling artifacts 

discovered was a thirteenth century carving of a tiny figure in European clothing with a cross on 

his chest.23 Kirsten Seaver notes that when the Elizabethans arrived in the arctic in the late 

sixteenth century the Norse would have only been gone a century and their memory would have 

                                                      

In these accounts the Norse are referred to as Kavdlunak (or the plural, Kavdlunait). They are also called settlers or 

foreigners. The Inuit, conversely, are either referred to as kayakers, Greenlanders or Kalalek (Kaladlit). These labels 
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been fresh.24 Robert McGhee suggests sporadic encounters likely occurred between Inuit parties 

and European fishermen, whalers and other travelers, although there is no direct evidence of these 

encounters.25 Oral tradition amongst the South Baffin Inuit indicates that when they encountered 

the Elizabethans they were awestruck, wary and initially wondered if the foreigners were visitors 

from the spirit world.26 The Inuit who encountered the English explorer John Ross’ party in the 

nineteenth century had never seen Europeans before and oral history indicates they were extremely 

cautious upon initial approach.27   

Inuit communities, long accustomed to the presence of First Nations further south, may 

have incorporated Europeans into their traditional understandings of non-Inuit peoples.28 For 

instance, outsiders could be interpreted as descendants of the dog husband.29 A woman and a dog 

                                                      

24 Seaver, The Frozen Echo, 307-8.  
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peoples over a 900 year period beginning with the Norse. Dickason, Canada’s First Nations, 67; 70; 73. 
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in 1576 and were being cautious as a result. The initial Frobisher encounters of 1576 and the Davis encounters of the 
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Frobisher Voyage of 1577,” 222. Best, “The Frobisher Voyage of 1577,” 292. Janes, “The Davis Voyage of 1585,” 

387. 
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groups were familiar with the existence of the other. Dickason, Canada’s First Nations, 56.  
29 For fuller discussion of this Inuit belief, see: Molyneaux, Mythology of the North American Indians and Inuit 

Nations, 37. King. First Peoples, First Contacts, 176. Mariano Aupilaarjuk et al. Interviewing Inuit Elders: Cosmology 
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(in human form) married and had children. Half the children were born dogs and the other half 

humans and eventually these children were driven away by conflict between their parents and 

grandfather, striking out into the world in boats to become the other peoples of the world. 

Europeans similarly tried to understand how Indigenous  peoples fit into their traditional beliefs, 

debating which branch of Adam and Eve’s family they descended from.30  

We know that Europeans were interacting with First Nations communities further south by 

the turn of the sixteenth century. It is possible that the Carolina Algonquin were amongst the 

unidentified communities explorer Giovanni da Verrazano met when he surveyed the east coast of 

North America for France in the 1520s.31 Spanish Jesuits were in the region in the early 1570s and 

the Carolina Algonquin apparently found European castaways from a shipwreck at some 

unspecified point in their history.32 By mid-century hundreds of European ships were visiting the 

northeast annually and the Spanish were simultaneously exploring the southeast.33 Trade between 

First Nations and Europeans along the entire eastern coast may have been occurring. Moreover, 

                                                      

30 According to the Old Testament of the Christian Bible, all humans were thought to descend from Adam and Eve 

through Abraham’s sons. It was unclear how First Peoples fit into this family tree, especially if they were a younger 

civilization. Dickason, Myth of the Savage, 30. Kupperman, Facing Off in Early America, 110. 
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Native Americas, 520. Dickason, Canada’s First Nations, 67; 70. Christian Feest, “North Carolina Algonquians,” 

Handbook of North America Indians, Volume 15: Northeast. Bruce Trigger, ed. (Washington: Smithsonian, 1978), 

272.  
32 Thomas Hariot’s report from the Roanoke expedition of 1585-6 included an example of the Carolina Algonquin 

having encountered a shipwreck and castaways. “A Brief and True Report,” 290. There is evidence that natives were 
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centuries. Christian Feest, “North Carolina Algonquians,” 272. 
33 There is a misconception that contact with First Peoples in the sixteenth century was limited to the few expeditions 

of famous explorers as the experiences of fishermen, whalers and other common Europeans are not well documented. 

Much of the surviving documentary evidence for even the most ground-breaking expeditions is fragmentary, thus, a 

great deal of information has likely been lost. For an overview of what is known of early contact in these regions, see: 

Ralph Pastore, “The Sixteenth Century: Aboriginal Peoples and European Contact,” The Atlantic Region to 

Confederation: A History. Phillip Buckner and John Reid, eds. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994.) Pastore 
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Indigenous  communities undoubtedly heard about Europeans and experienced their contagions 

across great distances through their networks before directly encountering them.34  

Determining the level of contact specific First Nations communities had with Europeans is 

complicated by the fact that explorers often were uncertain if they were the first party to meet any 

populations they happened upon.35 Only if European clothing, goods or words were observed could 

they determine if some degree of familiarity already existed between peoples, though the 

particulars of prior contact often remained obscure. It is also difficult to distinguish if familiarity 

came from direct contact or indirectly through Indigenous networks. Historians have long 

speculated that when Indigenous participants appeared comfortable and unafraid during 

encounters this signified familiarity with Europeans and perhaps that prior contact had been 

positive. Similarly, it is assumed that wary, fearful or aggressive reactions to initiating contact 

signified either no prior experience or that negative experiences had occurred. Contemporaries and 

modern researchers alike can only speculate on what these behaviours communicated and it is 

important to note that the outward presentations of participants on either side during contact may 

not have reflected their internal understandings or experiences.  

Prior to exploring the Americas the English visited other new and foreign lands such as 

Africa, Russia and Persia. The tales returning home had a powerful impact on English thought and 

shaped the lens through which Elizabethans approached unknown worlds and their peoples. The 

                                                      

34 Richter, Facing East from Indian Country, 11. For some discussion of Indigenous populations contracting European 

disease, see: Kue Young, “Health and Disease,” Handbook of the Native American Indian, Volume 3: Environment, 
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pool of individuals willing to participate in dangerous and uncertain foreign missions was 

relatively small.36 There was often overlap in expedition participants and Englishmen travelling to 

Africa or Persia might later travel to North America. Thus, the impressions expedition leaders and 

participants had of foreign worlds and their inhabitants was not limited to secondhand accounts, 

but rather could be direct.  

 While direct links of influence are not always visible, the experiences of Martin Frobisher 

in West Africa and then later at Baffin Island serve as an example. English expeditions to Africa 

were sporadic in the sixteenth century. Though expeditions started in the 1550s, deadly conditions 

such as disease deterred English exploration and trade in the period.37 Martin Frobisher was among 

a small group of Englishmen who visited Africa and traded with local people. He participated in 

two dramatic expeditions to West Africa in the 1550s as a young man that would have shaped his 

outlook profoundly.38 Frobisher’s first voyage ended with the death of two-thirds of his crewmates 

due to heatstroke and foreign disease. During his second voyage he was used in a captive exchange 

to ensure peaceful trade between Englishmen and Africans. The exchange soured and Frobisher 

was taken prisoner by locals and abandoned by his crew. When Frobisher encountered the Arctic 

environment and the South Baffin Inuit two decades later he implemented captive taking, 

                                                      

36 Repeat expedition participants meant that experience and firsthand knowledge was shared, but it also meant that the 

same false ideas and ineffective approaches were used repeatedly. Cachey, “Italy and the Invention of America”, 19. 

Hart, “Comparing Empires,” 42. M. Hindley, “Soldier of Fortune: John Smith Before Jamestown,” Humanities 28:1 

(2007), 12-6. Ruth McIntyre, “William Sanderson: Elizabethan Financer of Discovery,” The William and Mary 

Quarterly 13:2 (April 1956), 184-201. Morison, The Northern Voyages, 610.  
37 For an overview of the English exploration of Africa, see: Philip Morgan, "British Encounters with Africans and 
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the slave trade. 
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1942.) Robert McGhee, The Arctic Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 27. 
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marooning and cutthroat survivalism that mirrored his experiences in Africa. His prior experiences 

undoubtedly led him to view the Inuit as dangerous and likely influenced him to perpetuate 

behaviours from one contact zone to the next.  

The way the Elizabethans viewed First Peoples was deeply influenced by how they viewed 

foreigners closer to home. Many Englishmen involved in North American ventures had served in 

the violent military campaigns in Ireland, including Walter Raleigh, Humphrey Gilbert, Arthur 

Barlowe, Ralph Lane, Richard Grenville and Edward Fenton.39 The English considered First 

Peoples and the Irish to be primitive and not entitled to the land they lived on. The perceived 

paganism, nomadic lifestyle and foreign physical appearance of both groups was used as a 

justification for English domination.40 Similar derogatory descriptions were used for both Irish and 

Indigenous  enemies as reports circulated that these peoples were savage, lazy, dirty, backwards 

and sometimes even cannibalistic.41 While the official policy was to reason with locals in Ireland 

and America to obtain imperial objectives, if this failed the application of force was considered 

entirely acceptable. Actions considered monstrous if applied to English subjects were appropriate 

in the face of Irish and Indigenous resistance. Thus, soldiers were initiated into an ethos of violent 

colonialism in which traditional understandings of morality were suspended. Service in Ireland 

                                                      

39 This argument is well laid out in two works: Nicolas Canny. “The Ideology of English Colonization: From Ireland 

to America” The William and Mary Quarterly, Third Series, 30: 4 (October 1973), 575-598. David Quinn, The 
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of the Texas Christian University: "Assimilating the Indigenous into an Elizabethan Empire in Ireland and North 

America.” Queen’s University. October 22, 2015.  
40 Paganism: In actuality the Irish were Christians, but the Elizabethans considered their unique version of Christianity 

to be inferior. Canny explains that the English perceived a thin veneer of Catholicism over pre-Christian traditions 

that were unacceptable by English standards. Transhumance: The English associated nomadic practise to be a clear 

indication of primitiveness. They considered the permanent settlements of urbanization to be a crucial aspect of 

civilization. Some Irish migrated seasonally with livestock and a parallel was drawn between this practise and the 

nomadic practises of some Indigenous communities. Appearance: Both the Irish and Indigenous were considered to 

have barbaric clothing, weaponry and hairstyles. Canny, “From Ireland to America,” 583-8. 
41 The English do not seem to have truly believed the Irish were cannibals, but rather used the term as a derogatory 

indicator of their primitiveness. Conversely, the Inuit were genuinely feared to be cannibals. Canny, “From Ireland to 

America,” 587. 
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initiated a generation of soldiers into the mindset necessary for abusing the inhabitants of North 

America.  

The English deemed the advancement of civilizations as a linear evolution in which they 

were far ahead of other peoples. They perceived a natural progression from the forest to the fields 

to urban living and assumed “primitive” civilizations were younger and still dominated by nature.42 

There was a sense that the people of North America were not part of the world yet and that 

Europeans were to bring them into civilization.43 The English considered this process to be part of 

the natural order of the world as their primitive ancestors, the Britons, had been conquered and 

civilized by the Romans.44 In the late sixteenth century the English ethnocentrically envisioned 

themselves as having advanced as a civilization to the point in which they were superior to other 

populations they encountered.45 The fact that First Peoples were thought to operate outside of 

civilization as both primitives and non-Christians meant that they were perceived legally as non-

entities. As a result, the English gave absolutely no consideration to Indigenous land rights and 

                                                      

42 Olive Dickason argues that Europeans considered advanced societies to possess “a state structure and an advanced 

technology” with members attaining “a relatively high degree of refinement in their manner of living,” whereas 

primitive societies were at an earlier stage, “a stage at which they are believed to be dominated by the laws of nature.”  

Dickason, Myth of the Savage, 39. Also see: Abulafia, The Discovery of Mankind, 19; 21. Pagden, European 

Encounters, xi; 8. 

The English considered living in the wild as “backwards” as dominating nature was a key component in the European 

definition of “progress.” They believed nature existed only for man’s benefit and those who understood this and 

mastered it by means of technology were more advanced than those who remained within nature. Subsistence living 

was deemed primitive whereas European life was more complex and sophisticated. As a result, “primitives” were not 

utilizing resources that could be otherwise used by more advanced peoples. Pagden, Fall of Natural Man, 21. Pagden, 

European Encounters, 6. Dickason, Myth of the Savage, 84. Kupperman, Settling with the Indians, 1. 
43 This gave Europeans the impression that First Peoples had been “discovered” and were just now joining the world, 

needing to catch up with standard civilization. Pagden, European Encounters, 6. 
44 The precedent for conquest and colonization was long established in Europe and dated back to the Classical era. 

The English words “empire” and “colony” came from the ancient Romans. Moreover, the Romans had been civilized 

themselves by the Etruscans. Thus, the Elizabethans considered this to the natural order of the world and an accepted 

practise as old as humanity itself.  Hart, Empires and Colonies, 6. Kupperman, Facing Off in Early America, 28-30. 

Canny, “From Ireland to America,” 586; 588-90.  
45 Dickason, Myth of the Savage, 24; 83. Kupperman, Settling with the Indians, 5. Kupperman, Facing Off in Early 

America, 19-20. Muckle, Indigenous Peoples of North America, 117.  
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understood North America to be open, available territory for them to claim.46 In fact, by European 

standards Indigenous peoples were not even using the land and were wasting the valuable 

resources available there.   

The personal knowledge, experiences and personality of the individuals participating in 

early exchanges played a role in determining the course any given encounter would take. While 

we know very little about specific Indigenous participants, save the names and roles that explorers 

attributed to them, we know a great deal about the natures of expedition leaders and their crews 

and how they may have related to locals they met. Since exploration and colonization ventures 

were considered dangerous and highly experimental, fiery individuals tended to serve in leadership 

roles. Many of the sixteenth century English expedition leaders were volatile, arrogant and 

aggressive risk takers who displayed great bravado and refused to be vulnerable.47 These 

individuals often had a bad reputation and were prone to violent rages, a trait that translated into 

mistreatment of their crews and Indigenous communities.48 The backgrounds of Elizabethan 

                                                      

46 A narrative from the Gilbert expedition of 1583 indicates that the Elizabethans considered the absence of a Christian 

monarch to make a territory automatically vacant and available for claim. Hayes, “The Expedition of Humphrey 

Gilbert, 1583,” 23. 

Patricia Seed’s work illustrates that the demonstration of land possession varied between cultures in this period. The 

English and First Peoples had differing ideas about private property. Patricia Seed, Ceremonies of Possession: 

Europe’s Conquest of the New World, 1492-1640. (Cambridge: Cambridge, 1995), 18; 29.  
47 Kupperman, Facing Off in Early America, 107. Ridley, The Tudor Age, 205 
48 Richard Grenville’s burning of an Indigenous village during the Roanoke expedition of 1585 over a missing silver 

cup was reflective of Grenville’s character and background. The unpopular man was notoriously quarrelsome, brash 

and violent. Prior to Roanoke he ran into serious legal trouble for running a man through with his sword and leaving 

him to die. After Roanoke, in the Battle of Flores in 1591, Grenville insubordinately refused to retreat and forced his 

crew to fight the Spanish for fifteen hours at suicidal odds only to attempt to blow his own ship up with gunpowder 

rather than surrender. This serves as an example of the types of reckless, headstrong and violent individuals who could 

be selected to represent England during early encounters. Mary Fuller, “Ravenous Strangers: The Argument of 

Nationalism in Two Narratives from Hakulyt’s Principal Navigations.” Studies in Travel Writing 6:1 (January 2002), 

9-11. 

The violent backgrounds of expedition leaders such as Martin Frobisher, Philip Amadas and Humphrey Gilbert are 

illustrated here: James McDermott, Martin Frobisher: Elizabethan Privateer. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 

2001), 187. Eden, “Windham’s Voyage to Guinea, 1553,” 317; 319. Miller, Roanoke: Solving the Mystery of the Lost 

Colony. 171; 174; 201. Canny, “From Ireland to America,” 582.  

Examples of poor reputation and criminality amongst expedition leaders prior to their explorations is found here: 

McGhee, The Arctic Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 28-30. Miller, Roanoke: Solving the Mystery of the Lost Colony. 
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explorers such as Martin Frobisher, Richard Grenville, Ralph Lane and Philip Amadas suggest 

they made poor diplomats and were ill-suited for interacting with First Peoples. Rivalry amongst 

expedition leaders and low morale amongst their crews also adversely impacted expeditions and 

impeded successful intercultural contact.49  

Not all expedition leaders were volatile and some implemented more moderate strategies 

when interacting with First Peoples. However, the prevalence of fiery leaders has arguably led 

some historians to read too much into the actions of more restrained leaders. Mild manners coupled 

with ethnographical observations has long been equated with compassion towards Indigenous  

peoples within the historiography.50 As a result, historians inadvertently presume the calmer 

“professionals” within the early English expeditions, namely John Davis, Christopher Hall, 

Thomas Hariot, John White and Arthur Barlowe were better men than the tempestuous likes of 

Martin Frobisher, Richard Grenville and Ralph Lane. By comparison they appear inadvertently 

more ethical, more compassionate and less ethnocentric than their contemporaries, allowing their 

                                                      

171; 174; 201. Michael Moran, “Ralph Lane’s 1586 Discourse on the First Colony: The Renaissance Commercial 

Report as Apologia,” Technical Communication Quarterly 12:2 (April 2003), 125-54. 
49 Expedition leaders were typically ambitious men seeking their own personal advancement and this could result in 

rivalry and ulterior motives disrupting ventures. Abulafia, The Discovery of Mankind, 3; 307. Singman, Elizabethan 

Daily Life, 12; 19. This issue existed within English, French and Spanish expeditions alike and was often highly 

disruptive. For an overview: Tabitha Renaud, “Rivalry and Mutiny: The Internal Struggles of Sixteenth Century North 

America Colonization Parties,” Terrae Incognitae 43:1 (April 2011), 24-38. 

Low morale amongst expedition participants was common as conditions proved harsh, food stores were insufficient 

and many discovered they were unprepared and unskilled for the undertaking ahead. A miserable, agitated or fearful 

majority could pressure leadership heavily in their dealings with Indigenous peoples. Examples are visible in the Davis 

and Roanoke expeditions: Davis, “The Second Expedition of John Davis,” 402. Janes, “The Third Expedition of John 

Davis,” 417. Hariot, “A Brief and True Report,” 349-1; 351. White, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1587,” 398.   

The typical food stores organized in this era were insufficient for long voyages and lacked the necessary vitamins C 

and A. See: Conrad and Nancy Heidenreich. “A nutritional analysis of the food rations on Martin Frobisher's second 

expedition, 1577.” Polar Record 204 (2002): 23-38. 

These crews were often comprised of sailors and soldiers who did not always integrate well into civilian life. Singman, 

Daily Life in Elizabethan England, 30.  
50 For examples in the historiography, see: Marc-Antoine Mahieu and Mickaël Popelard, “A People of Tractable 

Conversation: A Reappraisal of Davis’ Contribution to Arctic Scholarship,” The Quest for the Northwest Passage, ed. 

Frederic Regard (Pickering and Chatto: London, 2013). Quinn, Set Fair for Roanoke, 211, 220-3; 232-3. McGhee, 

The Arctic Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 50. 
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transgressions towards First Peoples to be read as anomalies. It should be noted that such readings 

of character from these narratives cannot be verified and can minimize the role that strategy played 

during encounters and that censorship played in the editing of these texts to encourage further 

participation and investment.   

Expedition organizers generally considered some experience at sea and some private study 

of navigation and travel writing to be sufficient training when selecting an expedition leader.51 

When preparing for an expedition, leaders consulted the cartographic materials and travel writings 

available for the regions they planned to explore, though these works were often outdated and 

inaccurate.52 It was standard practise for expedition planners and the leaders and advisors they 

hired to all read traditional travel writings such as Marco Polo and Sir John Mandeville, alongside 

more recent and relevant works by Spanish and French explorers of the Americas such as 

Christopher Columbus, Giovanni Verrazano, Jacques Cartier, Lord Roberval, Jean Ribault and 

Rene de Laudonnière.53 The introduction of the printing press allowed for works of travel writing 

to be widely distributed, raising profits and publicity for ventures and allowing explorers to learn 

from their predecessors.54 

                                                      

51 Navigation was not a university skill in England and though private schools emerged in London in the 1580s, many 

individuals were self-taught. Navigational manuals and sea grammars existed for all social classes and levels of 

education. These instruction manuals included directions for using key navigational tools such as compasses, 

astrolabes and cross-staffs and for reading and making sea charts, charting courses, recording ship logs and conducting 

reconnaissance. Van Zandt, Brothers Among Nations, 20; 30-1, 33-4; 39; 40; 42; 207. Hart, Contesting Empires, 80. 
52 Van Zandt notes that cartographers often simply reproduced existing works and that new contributions to 

cartography could be slow in emerging, leading to the use of outdated and inaccurate materials. Van Zandt, Brothers 

Among Nations, 33-34. 
53 Polo and Mandeville were two of the most influential travel writings of the medieval period. Both works contained 

fantastical elements, inaccuracies and their true authorship remains contested. However, in the sixteenth century they 

were considered legitimate sources of information on Asia, Africa and the Middle East. Christopher Columbus was 

an avid reader of travel writings in preparing for his voyages and in turn his own accounts would be added to the 

genre. The writings of Andre Thevet, cosmographer of the French court, were also consulted by the Elizabethans in 

their preparations. Abulafia, The Discovery of Mankind, 12; 20-1. Hart, Empires and Colonies, 89. Valerie Flint. The 

Imaginative Landscape of Christopher Columbus. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992.) 
54 These accounts served as entertainment, education, cultural documentation and historical record. Internal expedition 

documents were sometimes prepped for publication and it is often difficult to determine much about the author or how 

much editing of the original took place. Kupperman, Facing Off in America, 4. 
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The Frobisher, Davis and Roanoke expeditions all had private tutoring arranged by 

expedition organizers for some key expedition leaders and pilots. The renowned academic John 

Dee served as consultant and tutor for both the Frobisher and Davis expeditions.55 Dee shared the 

latest academic theories and navigational equipment available and his prestigious library collection 

allowed him to contribute rare maps and manuscripts that would otherwise have been 

unavailable.56 These expeditions were primarily business ventures led by men of action in which 

contact was typically viewed as a tool to acquire information, assistance or access to valuable 

resources. Training on how to relate to local populations they met generally fell under the 

cultivation of reconnaissance skills and proved insufficient for conducting diplomacy and 

                                                      

Travel writing was popular amongst English readers. Though tourism and tourist attractions existed in this period, the 

average Elizabethan could not afford to travel. Only the privileged travelled out of sheer interest as it cost several 

times the annual income of the middling sort. Thus, the average Elizabethan lived an insular life, but was interested 

to learn about other peoples and places. Singman, Daily Life in Elizabethan England, 91-2. 
55 John Dee was one of the most renowned academics in Europe during this era and an advisor to Queen Elizabeth. 

He had studied navigation and exploration extensively and was very interested in researching the possibilities of a 

Northwest Passage. Sherman, “John Dee’s Role in Martin Frobisher’s Northwest Enterprise,” 285-94. Van Zandt, 

Brothers Among Nations, 30-1. Sherley-Appel and Bonvillian, “Manual Signs and Gestures of the Inuit of Baffin 

Island,” 161; 163. Markham, The Life of John Davis, 3; 9; 12-3. Morison, The Northern Voyages, 586. Ruby, Unknown 

Shore, 55-6. William Sherman, John Dee: The Politics of Reading and Writing in the English Renaissance. (Amherst: 

University of Massachusetts, 1995).   

Dee tutored John Davis the most extensively in navigation, science and mathematics as well as relevant classical 

theories of exploration. For an extensive overview of the scholarship that the two men shared, see: Margaret Small, 

“From Thought to Action:  Gilbert, Davis, And Dee’s Theories behind the Search for the Northwest Passage.” The 

Sixteenth Century Journal 44:4 (December 2013). 
56 William Sherman’s research illustrates that historians are divided as to how influential Dee’s tutelage actually was 

in the field of Elizabethan exploration. Frobisher and his pilot, Christopher Hall, implied that the lessons they received 

from Dee proved useless when put into practise. A decade later Dee’s experimentation with the supernatural heavily 

influenced his consultation on the Davis venture and led to his withdrawal from the project entirely in 1583. Davis 

still had access to Dee’s library after his departure and was noted as having stolen or damaged works years later. 

Sherman, “John Dee’s Role in Martin Frobisher’s Northwest Enterprise,” 285-94. William Sherman, John Dee: The 

Politics of Reading and Writing in the English Renaissance. (Amherst: University of Massachusetts, 1995).   

The failed expeditions of Charles Jackman and Sir Humphrey Gilbert in 1580 and 1583 respectively and the bitter 

scandal surrounding Frobisher’s expedition may also have contributed to Dee’s departure from this field of study.  

McGee, The Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 186.  Ruby, Unknown Shore, 242. 

Dee claimed to consult on the Davis expeditions with angels and a spirit called “Madimi” using a medium named 

Edward Kelly. For example, Rasky pulls from Dee’s writings that he asked Madimi whether Indigenous peoples 

could be converted to Christianity. The supposed spirit replied, “This is a mystery.” The responses were often 

cryptic and noncommittal. Rasky, The Polar Voyages, 121-2; 124; 140-141. Dodge, Northwest by Sea, 89-90. 

Markham, The Life of John Davis, 30-1. 
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managing severe communication barriers.57  While there was an understanding amongst expedition 

organizers that peaceful, productive relationships with any populations found would be beneficial, 

insufficient consideration went into “diplomacy” as we would understand it today. John Dee 

looked to French and Spanish explorers for models on how to interact with Indigenous populations. 

He recommended using trinkets to endear encountered peoples, seizing captives to learn from them 

and using manual signs to communicate.58  

Europeans were accustomed to navigating communication barriers with both interpreters 

and gesticulation and they appear to have taken for granted that miming with First Peoples would 

naturally result in passable transmissions.59 Researcher John Bonvillian’s work illustrates that 

“signed communication among hearing persons already had a long history in Europe by the time 

of Frobisher’s first voyage.”60 Though standardized sign languages did not exist yet in sixteenth 

century Western Europe, people mimed to circumvent communication barriers in commerce and 

to accommodate deaf members of their communities. Speech was generally accompanied by 

recognizable gestures and pantomime was still a popular form of performance in this period.  The 

use of manual signs was also well-established amongst monastic orders that kept vows of silence. 

                                                      

57 Van Zandt, Brothers Amongst Nations, 19-43. 
58 John Dee specifically referenced the strategies of Jacques Cartier and Christopher Columbus. Sherley-Appel and 

Bonvillian, “Manual Signs and Gestures of the Inuit of Baffin Island,” 163; 178. Like Dee, Sir Humphrey Gilbert’s 

planning notes for his Newfoundland expedition highlighted the French successes with trinkets. He arranged for 

wicker hobby horses to be brought along to demonstrate horseback riding and for morris dance as a way to endear 

Englishmen to First Nations communities. Probasco, Nathan. Researching North America: Sir Humphrey Gilbert’s 

1583 Expedition and a Reexamination of Early Modern English Colonization in the North Atlantic World. University 

of Nebraska. 2003. Doctoral Dissertation, 82-3. 
59 Researcher George Hewes’ research suggests that European explorers took for granted the ability to gesticulate 

successfully with encountered populations as something natural and straightforward that did not require special 

training or much consideration beforehand. Gordon Hewes, “Gesture Language in Cultural Contact,” Sign Language 

Studies 4 (1974), 5 
60 Standardized, fully coded sign languages developed in seventeenth century Europe. Communicating through 

pantomime had proven viable in a number of sixteenth century European contexts though and many Europeans would 

have had informal familiarity with the practise.Bonvillian discusses this here: Sherley-Appel and Bonvillian, “Manual 

Signs and Gestures of the Inuit of Baffin Island,” 171-2.  
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Thus, the average European had exposure to communicating via miming with some having likely 

practised the skill in some informal capacity. Moreover, early expedition organizers were often 

prepared should encountered populations speak known languages. The first Frobisher expedition 

of 1576 carried letters of introduction written in Latin and Greek.61  

Davis and the men involved in the Roanoke expeditions drew lessons from previous 

English expeditions. For example, Sir Humphrey Gilbert prepared for contact and communication 

with Indigenous peoples more actively for his expedition to Newfoundland in 1583.62 Gilbert 

interviewed sailors with contact experience and attempted to determine what trading goods First 

Peoples actually needed in order to establish a lasting relationship.63 Inspired by the list of 

vocabulary words Jacques Cartier had gathered in the St. Lawrence Valley fifty years earlier, he 

tasked one of his crew with systematically filling an English dictionary with all the Indigenous  

equivalents possible. Sir Humphrey also hired musicians and dancers to accompany his expedition, 

hoping such merriment would transcend the spoken word to convey friendly intentions and initiate 

socialization and bonding between peoples. While Humphrey Gilbert’s expedition did not end up 

encountering First Peoples, the ideas he put forward for interacting peacefully and productively 

resonated with his siblings, Adrian Gilbert and Sir Walter Raleigh, as they organized the Davis 

and Roanoke expeditions.   

                                                      

61 This strategy was taken directly from Columbus who also carried letters in Latin and Greek. Ruby, Unknown Shore, 

60. Abulafia, The Discovery of Mankind, 26-7.    
62 Nathan Probasco’s dissertation examines the behind the scenes planning of Humphrey Gilbert’s expedition to 

Newfoundland. Some important passages on Gilbert’s strategies for effective diplomacy with First Peoples can be 

found here: Nathan Probasco, “Researching North America: Sir Humphrey Gilbert's 1583 Expedition and a Re-

examination of Early Modern English Colonization in the North Atlantic World,” 12-3; 23; 66; 76-7; 79; 82-3; 103.   
63 Reports suggested that natives appeared impoverished and “naked” and Humphrey Gilbert assumed they would 

want clothing. He brought a great deal of cloth and clothing to Newfoundland in 1583 in the hopes of determining 

exactly what the demand would be in order to create a lucrative cloth trade that would support his new colony. 

Probasco, “Researching North America,” 23; 66.76-7.  Kupperman, Facing Off in Early America, 50; 76; 150.    
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Raleigh acquired a skilled mathematician and natural philosopher from Oxford named 

Thomas Hariot to work on the Roanoke expeditions to North Carolina.64 Unlike John Dee, Hariot 

was tasked with accompanying the expeditions to North America to meticulously document the 

land, resources, people and language and to serve as a consultant and diplomat onsite. John White 

assisted in Hariot’s documentation by painting watercolours of the Indigenous  world.65 Both men 

had their work published and their efforts hint at Raleigh’s attempt to overcome the challenges 

other expeditions faced with First Peoples by learning as much as possible.66 Hariot likely helped 

with the spoken language training of Indigenous  peoples brought back to England in 1584 and 

1586. He was said to have taken copious notes about the Carolina Algonquin and their language, 

but most of this was lost in the Great Fire of London in 1666. Surviving documents indicate Hariot 

was attempting to create an alphabet for the Algonquin language and had compiled vocabulary 

lists.67  

 

 

                                                      

64 Hariot trained participants in navigation and with material from his lost manuscript entitled The Articon. Since the 

manuscript has not survived we know little about the material Hariot was drawing from. Miller, Roanoke: Solving the 

Mystery of the Lost Colony. 71. For a biographical sketch of Hariot, see: Quinn, Set Fair for Roanoke, 20-1, 25; 40; 

43; 128; 165; 246; 356; 369; 405. Kupperman, Settling with the Indians, 6, 14, 25; 31-3. Lee Miller, Roanoke, 24; 71; 

81; 87; 86-92. Kupperman, Facing Off in Early America, 23; 32; 41-5.  
65 John White is believed to have painted for the Frobisher expeditions in some capacity. His background and role in 

Elizabethan expeditions remains a source of historiographical debate. For more on White, see: Set Fair for Roanoke, 

25; 246; 310. Kupperman, Settling with the Indians, 10, 14-6; 25; 39; 70. Lee Miller, Roanoke, 21-2. Kupperman, 

Facing Off in Early America, 41-5. 
66 The works of Hariot and White survive in publication today: Thomas Hariot, “A Briefe and True Report…” The 

Principal Navigations. Volume 8. Richard Hakluyt, ed. Glasgow: James MacLehose and Sons, 1906. White’s 

collection of water colours are accompanied by analysis here: Kim Sloan, A New World: England’s First View of 

America (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 2007). The fragile paintings were exhibited by the British 

Museum in 2007 and 2008.   
67 John Smith of Jamestown was said to have studied Hariot’s notes while they survived and attributed the language 

content to his early successes interacting with the Powhatan. Alden Vaughan, “Sir Walter Ralegh's Indian Interpreters, 

1584-1618,” The William and Mary Quarterly 59:2 (April 2002), 341-376. Alden Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters: 

American Indians in Britain, 1500-1776. New York: Cambridge University, 2006.  Quinn, David B. “Thomas Hariot 

and the Virginia Voyages of 1602,” William & Mary Quarterly 27:2 (April 1970), 268-281. Quinn, Set Fair for 

Roanoke, 20; 40; 43; 165; 246; 356; 369. Kupperman, Facing Off in Early America, 80-3. 
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Intercultural Influences on Contact and Communication  

Neither First Peoples nor Europeans considered themselves to be homogenous groups. The 

Americas were divided into an estimated 2200 cultures with perhaps hundreds present in North 

America.68 These diverse communities interacted through long distance networks spanning the 

continent and yet each maintained their distinct language, culture and identity. Moreover, 

subdivisions existed politically and socially within Indigenous alliances and communities that 

would have been difficult for outsiders to perceive and understand at contact. The same applies for 

Europeans who were strongly divided by nation, religion and social class and even England had 

its own complex subdivisions.69 While both First Peoples and Europeans were ethnocentric, 

Europeans were generally also xenophobic.70 The English were a particularly insular people, 

notorious for their hatred of foreigners, with some fearing that entering an Atlantic World was 

threatening English culture through the mixing of peoples and the influx of foreign influences.71 

                                                      

68 For more on the historiographical debate as to how many Indigenous societies and language groupings existed in 

the Americas in the sixteenth century: Robert Muckle, Indigenous Peoples of North America, 1; 72-3. Bruce Johansen, 

The Native Peoples of North America, 3. Olive Dickason, Canada’s First Peoples, 6; 11; 30; 56-8.  Handbook of the 

Native American Indian, Volume 3: Environment, Origins and Population, Douglas Ubelaker, ed. (Washington: 

Smithsonian, 2006). Handbook of North America Indians, Volume 17: Languages. Ives Goddard, ed. (Washington: 

Smithsonian, 1996).  
69 England was subdivided ethnically into groups as well are religiously between Catholics and Protestants. The 

divisions in wealth and social class were also stark. See: Singman, Daily Life in Elizabethan England, 10. Van Zandt, 

Brothers Among Nations, 31; 38. 
70 Despite examining later centuries, the research of Cornelius Jaenen, James Merrell and Martin Quitt illustrates that 

Indigenous people could be deeply ethnocentric and sometimes considered European ways to be inferior, erroneous 

or backwards. Quitt identified the key difference between First Peoples and Europeans to be the xenophobia of the 

visitors which hindered diplomacy. Cornelius Jaenen, "Amerindian Views of French Culture in the Seventeenth 

Century," American Encounters: Natives and Newcomers from European contact to Indian removal, 1500-1850. Peter 

Mancall and James Merrell, eds. (New York: Routledge, 2007). James Merrell, “The Customes of our Countrey: 

Indians and Colonists in Early America,” Strangers within the Realm: Cultural Margins of the First British Empire. 

Bernard Bailyn and Philip Morgan, eds. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 1991). Quitt, “Trade and 

Acculturation at Jamestown,” 227; 231. 
71 Only a small percentage of “foreigners” lived in England. For instance, only ten percent of sixteenth century 

London’s population was classified as foreign. The English were typically xenophobic to outsiders, particularly 

Russians, Spaniards and Jews. Africans and Indigenous people became an extension of this xenophobia. See: 

Kupperman, Facing Off in Early America, 17-8. Ridley, The Tudor Age, 293. Singman, Daily Life in Elizabethan 

England, 10; 88. Van Zandt, Brothers Among Nations, 31; 38. Abulafia, The Discovery of Mankind, 15.  
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Thus, contact was complicated by layers of assumption surrounding identity as well as 

ethnocentrism and xenophobia.     

A crucial underlying difference between Indigenous and Europeans peoples which greatly 

influenced contact was the density and organization of their respective populations.  While Europe 

(without Russia) had a population of approximately 70 million people, North America is estimated 

to have had a population of around two million.72 While the majority of English people lived in 

country villages, urban centers were growing rapidly and were fundamental to the English concept 

of an advanced civilization. Over the sixteenth century London grew from a population of 50,000 

to 200,000 and a number of cities such as Bristol developed populations of around 10,000 people.73 

Conversely, Indigenous  populations in northeastern America lived in smaller, more dispersed 

communities. Ethnohistorian Christopher Feest suggests that the entire population of the Carolina 

Algonquin was approximately 7000 with 18 villages observed by the English.74 Further north, the 

                                                      

72 Researchers agree we can only guess at the complex picture that was Indigenous population, demography, precise 

locations and political divisions in the sixteenth century. See: Canada’s First Nations, 9-11. Johansen, The Native 

Peoples of North America, 42-8. T.J. Brasser, “Early Indian-European Contacts,” 78.  Gary Crawford, “Northeast 

Plants,” Handbook of North America Indians, Volume 15: Northeast. Bruce Trigger, ed. (Washington: Smithsonian, 

1978), 405. Muckle, Indigenous Peoples of North America, 65.  
Douglas Ubelaker, compiling the full literature of the population debate on behalf of the Smithsonian, synthesized the 

information to create what is now considered the most likely estimate of Indigenous populations. The arctic region 

had approximately 73,770 residents, the Northeast 557,700 residents and the Southeast had 204,400 residents. This 

works out to approximately 3, 19 and 22 persons per square 100 KM respectively with a total of 11 persons per square 

100 KM overall in North America. A synthesis of all the literature suggests that around two million people lived in 

North America at this time, with 18 million being the highest estimate accepted into the analysis. Handbook of the 

Native American Indian, Volume 3: Environment, Origins and Population, Douglas Ubelaker, ed. (Washington: 

Smithsonian, 2006), 695-701. Full population tables with the minimum and maximum estimates provided for each 

region and the overall continent are included.  
For more analysis in this area from skeletal and dental records see the following works within Handbook of the Native 

American Indian, Volume 3: Environment, Origins and Population: Douglas Ubelaker, “Skeleton Biology and 

Population Size” (492-6); Anne Keenleyside, “Skeletal Biology, Arctic and Subarctic” (524-9) and George Milner 

and Jane Buikstra, “Skeletal Biology, Northeast” (630-9).  

The size difference between continents should be noted in any consideration of population. Western Europe was the 

size of only a section of Inuit territory, present-day Nunavut. Muckle, Indigenous Peoples of North America, 17.  
73 Ridley, The Tudor Age, 9; 25. 
74 Gary Crawford’s findings add that approximately forty groupings may have existed amongst the Carolina 

Algonquin. Feest, “North Carolina Algonquians,” 272-3. Crawford, “Northeast Plants,” 405. The contemporary 

Elizabethan report of Thomas Hariot suggests a high population density in the region. Hariot, “A Briefe and True 
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Inuit lived in small bands and it is estimated that the South Baffin communities Frobisher 

encountered would have organized in groups no larger than fifty.75 However, it is important to 

acknowledge we can only guess at Indigenous  populations and their organization, a picture further 

complicated by simultaneous depopulation due to conflict and disease from contact.76    

Approaches to subsistence influenced differences in the population organization and 

density of the English, the Inuit and the Carolina Algonquin.77 While both the Carolina Algonquin 

and the Inuit were generalized foragers with diverse subsistence strategies, the addition of 

horticulture in the south meant that the former lived in semi-sedentary communities with less 

mobility overall  in order to cultivate maize, beans and squash.78 Both peoples tended to move 

                                                      

Report,” 297.  Much of our estimates are based on Elizabethan guesswork surrounding the identities and organization 

of the Indigenous populations they encountered or believed they were hearing about.  

For analysis of the Carolina Algonquin world: Quinn, Set Fair for Roanoke, 28-44. Kupperman, Settling with the 

Indians: The Meetings of English and Indian Cultures in America, 1580-1640. (Totowa: Rowman and Littlefield, 

1980). 
75 Fossett and Ruby each estimate the South Baffin Inuit of Frobisher Bay lived in three or four communities of 

approximately fifty people with an overall population of no more than 200 for the region. Fossett, In Order to Live 

Untroubled, 29. Robert Ruby, Unknown Shore: The Lost History of England’s Arctic Colony (New York: Henry Holt, 

2001), 156.  
76 The Elizabethans noted the Carolina Algonquin began dying almost immediately after contact. Feest estimates that 

around 25% depopulation was experienced at this time due to measles, smallpox, influenza and the cold virus 

transmitted from colonists. As with population, an enormous literature exists around calculating depopulation figures. 

It is estimated that some Indigenous communities experienced a mortality rate of over 90 percent. The Inuit are 

estimated to have experienced 53% depopulation, whereas the communities further south experienced earlier and more 

extensive contact, experiencing 77% (Northeast) and 90% (Southeast). Feest, “North Carolina Algonquians,” 272-3. 

Brasser, “Early Indian-European Contacts,” 83. Muckle, Indigenous Peoples of North America, 119. Dickason, 

Canada’s First Nations, 11. For an analysis of population reduction see Douglas Ubelaker’s detailed tables in 

Handbook of the Native American Indian, Volume 3: Environment, Origins and Population, pages 696-9.   
77 Subsistence practises generally influence the size and movements of populations. Horticulture could more 

predictably provide surplus food and, as a result, encouraged much larger and more sedentary populations. For 

arguments of the correlation between agriculture, population and political organization for First Peoples, see: 

Muckle, Indigenous Peoples of North America, 60; 98. Dickason, Canada’s First Nations, 25-6. Brasser, “Early 

Indian-European Contacts,” 78. Christopher Feest adds that larger populations also occur next to key bodies of 

water. Feest, “North Carolina Algonquians,” 272.   
78 The following provides an overview of Indigenous subsistence strategies and specific food sources in North 

America: King, First Peoples, First Contacts, 179; 183. Muckle, Indigenous Peoples of North America, 60; 78; 87-

90; 97. Dickason, Canada’s First Nations, 19-24. J34. Feest, “North Carolina Algonquians,” 271-5. Pritzker, Native 

Americas, 520-1. Paper, Native North American Religious Traditions, 29.  

 Hunting is often classified as a form of foraging, thus “generalized forager” comprises all forms of hunting and 

gathering. The Carolina Algonquin had a 250 day growing season which led to successful horticulture.   

For a more extensive literature see the following sections of the Handbook of North America Indians, Volume 15: 

Northeast. Bruce Trigger, ed. (Washington: Smithsonian, 1978.): Alestine Andre et al, “Arctic and Subarctic Plants”, 
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seasonally, using tents as needed.79 Conversely, English communities were sedentary, with both 

urban and rural citizens often living in the same place their entire lives.80 Rootlessness was frowned 

upon in England and nomadism was strongly associated with pre-civilization. Thus, by 

Elizabethan standards, being rootless in the wilderness placed First Peoples further back on the 

evolutionary scale than themselves.81    

Larger, sedentary populations encouraged more formal leadership and more complex social 

and political organizations.82 In the smaller, more mobile communities of the Inuit, political and 

social organization revolved around immediate kinship and communities were typically comprised 

of decentralized family groups.83 These bands had a high degree of equality and generally did not 

have one formal leader. Various members of the group were influential in their respective areas of 

skill and knowledge and were deferred to as leaders for specific tasks.84 Community decisions 

were made by consensus with both men and woman participating and with social stratification 

                                                      

222-235. Christyann Darwent and Laura Smith, “Arctic and Subarctic Animals,” 236-250. Kristen Gremillion, 

“Southeast Plants,” 388-395.  Heather Lapham, “Southeast Animals,” 396-404.  Gary Crawford, “Northeast Plants,” 

405. Bonnie Styles, “Northeast Animals,” 412-427.  
79 As anthropologist Robert Muckle notes, the effort and methods humans place on home construction directly 

correlates to how long a person intends to reside in that location. Thus, when they were mobile, both the Inuit and the 

Carolina Algonquin would rely on temporary shelters such as the igloo, tipi, wigwam and tent. Muckle, Indigenous 

Peoples of North America, 91-4.  
80 The majority of English people never moved far from their place of birth throughout the course of their lives. 

Singman, Daily Life in Elizabethan England, 88. Ridley, The Tudor Age, 41.  
81 Nomads were outlawed in Elizabethan England as vagabonds. The Romany and the Irish were both detested for 

their rootlessness. The nomadic lifestyle also was strongly associated with “primitive” peoples and the migration of 

the “barbarian hoards” that contributed to fall of Roman civilization. Canny, “From Ireland to America,” 587. 

Abulafia, The Discovery of Mankind, 14-6. Kupperman, Facing Off in Early America, 17. Singman, Daily Life in 

Elizabethan England, 10. Ridley, Tudor Age, 280. Pagden, European Encounters, 2.   
82 For analysis on the correlation between population patterns and socio-political organization, see: Muckle, 

Indigenous Peoples of North America, 95-6; 98. Dickason, Canada’s First Nations, 26; 29.  
83 King, First Peoples, First Contacts, 193. Fossett and Ruby each speculate that the eastern arctic was sparsely 

populated with small communities located around bodies of water. See: Fossett, In Order to Live Untroubled, 29. 

Robert Ruby, Unknown Shore: The Lost History of England’s Arctic Colony (New York: Henry Holt, 2001), 156. 
84 Some members were deferred to in spiritual matters, others were gifted healers and others were the best orators. 

Some were considered “thinkers” within their group. One member might be deferred to in matters of hunting and 

another in the ways of making and breaking camp. Elders were respected and referred to for their knowledge and 

experience. William Kemp, “Baffinland Inuit,” Handbook of the North American Indians, Volume 5: Arctic. David 

Damas, ed.(Washington: Smithsonian, 1984), 472-4. First Peoples, First Contacts, 182. Dickason, Canada’s First 

Nations, 46.  
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based on merit such as skillfulness and intelligence. The larger, less mobile communities of the 

Carolina Algonquin were organized into confederacies in which hierarchies existed and lineage 

was often matrilineal.85 Leadership here, while more formal than in the arctic, was still less rigid 

than in European structures. Indigenous leaders relied on strong persuasion and oration skills, 

worked towards consensus and kept their requests of their followers within their ability to 

realistically enforce.86 Alliances formed between villages and branched into complex associations 

and confederacies. Social divisions were pronounced amongst the Carolina Algonquin and elite 

status was displayed outwardly with clothing, ornaments and possibly even tattooing.87 

Elizabethan society, on the other hand, was rigidly divided by social class with only 

approximately five percent of the population belonging to the most privileged sphere of society.88 

                                                      

85 Both confederacies and chiefdoms in this region appear to have varied in complexity, structure and their degree of 

centralization and formal leadership. The Virginia Algonquin to the north were also organized into confederacies 

(Powhatan). Muckle hypothesizes that this specific type of political structuring may have been unique worldwide to 

northeastern North America. Muckle, Indigenous Peoples of North America, 97; 106. Dickason, Canada’s First 

Nations, 26; 29; 64. Brasser, “Early Indian-European Contacts,” 78. 

It should be noted that historians occasionally group the Carolina Algonquin amongst southeastern peoples or refer to 

their leaders as chiefs. The southeastern cultural group tended to have larger populations, a deeper reliance on 

horticulture and more formalized leadership in chiefdoms as opposed to confederacies. King, First Peoples, First 

Contact, 70-95. Muckle, The Native Peoples of North America, 97. Feest, “North Carolina Algonquians,” 276. 

For more and matrilineal lineage, see: Muckle, Indigenous Peoples of North America, 95-6. Johansen, The Native 

Peoples of North America, 36. For more on equality and gender relations, see: Dickason, Canada’s First Nations, 26; 

48; 64. Johansen, The Native Peoples of North America, 36.  

It is important to note that that much of the historiographical discussion over these subjects is conjecture and Christian 

Feest notes: “No data has been preserved on kinship, form of family, marriage, descent, resident and kin groups among 

the Carolina Algonquians.”  Feest, “North Carolina Algonquians,” 277. 
86 Anthropologists refer to this leadership role within a village as the “headman” or the “bigman.” These leaders might 

be highly influential, but often wielded little punitive authority over their fellow villagers. Like other First Nations 

groups living under similar circumstances, the Carolina Algonquin leaders likely relied on persuasion, consensus and 

kept their commands within the limits of their actual power to avoid conflict and overstepping reasonable expectation. 

Kupperman, Facing Off, 98. Muckle, Indigenous Peoples of North America, 97; 106. Dickason, Canada’s First 

Nations, 26-8. Feest, “North Carolina Algonquians,” 277-8.  
87 While we know very little about the social organization of the Carolina Algonquin, Elizabethan narratives suggest 

that communities had an elite faction connected to the leader which appeared to have more privilege and influence 

than the general population. It is possible that these distinctions within the community were performed more formally 

and became more concrete due to the presence of the English. Pritzker, Native Americas, 520-2. Kupperman, Facing 

Off, 93-6; 98. Feest, “North Carolina Algonquians,” 276-8. King, First Peoples, First Contacts, 77. Kupperman, 

Settling with the Indians, 37-8. 
88 For more details on the Elizabethan class system, see: Kupperman, 18-9. Ridley, The Tudor Age, 25; 53. Singman, 

Daily Life in Elizabethan England, 9; 12-15. 
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To put this in the context of English exploration, out of a population of four million people only 

16,000 were gentlemen with a few thousand beings knights like Walter Raleigh, Humphrey Gilbert 

and Richard Grenville. Like the Carolina Algonquin, the Elizabethans displayed social class 

outwardly through their physical appearance.89 The English aristocracy generally viewed 

commoners as inferior and cultureless and expedition leaders tended to view First Nations in 

similar terms. Historian Karen Kupperman’s research suggests that the English did not treat the 

Algonquin as shockingly alien, but rather in a similar fashion to European peasants.90 While 

English peasants would have viewed themselves as superior to Indigenous  peoples, once the 

temporary trappings of wildness and paganism were stripped away natives would simply be 

another classification of peasant. For their part, Indigenous  peoples generally disliked how 

expedition leaders controlled their subordinates with fear and punishment.91  

Identifying similarities between themselves and the Carolina Algonquin, the English felt 

they could understand and relate to the southern populations more readily than the Inuit. The 

decentralized equality of small Inuit bands meant the Elizabethans could not identify leaders 

amongst them.92 As historian Bruce Johansen notes, explorers wished to find leaders who could 

                                                      

89 For an overview on Elizabethan dress, see: Ridley, The Tudor Age, 117-40. Singman, Daily Life in Elizabethan 

England, 93-130. Amongst the Carolina Algonquin elite status was apparently communicated an ornamental badge of 

copper. Kupperman, Settling with the Indians, 37-8.  
90 Kupperman illustrates that the derogatory comments about First Nations peoples that appear in narratives only 

appear racially based until one notices how similarly Europeans described their underlings. In fact, the English 

generally considered First Nations people to be racially similar to themselves, only more tanned from living outdoors. 

Kupperman concludes that both natives and low-born Europeans “were lumped together in the minds of colonial 

leaders in the same status category” as inferior and this served as justification for their exploitation. Kupperman, 

Settling with the Indians, 3-4. 
91 Europeans were apparently surprised by how minimal quarreling and punishment seemed in Indigenous villages. 

Local leaders kept control with merit-based respect, influence and consensus rather than fear and punishment. 

Dickason, Canada’s First Nations, 26-7.   
92 For evidence of Elizabethan explorers guessing about Inuit leadership, see: Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 

1577,” 310. Settle, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 222. John Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 401. 
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negotiate on behalf of entire regions.93 At both Roanoke and Jamestown the English found 

numerous leaders within the segmented confederacies and often applied their own word “king” to 

all the many local “headmen” without understanding the larger political landscape. They 

consistently guessed at the identities of peoples, the divisions between them and their relationship 

to each other.94 

The technology of the English played an enormous role in their sense of superiority. Their 

architectural methods, particularly masonry, contributed visually to the perception that they were 

dominating their environment. Though most English commoners did not use stone, they felt stone 

homes, walls, bridges, towers and fortifications set Europeans apart from the peoples of North 

America.95 The domestication of large animals, particularly horses and oxen for transportation and 

labour, contributed to their ability to clear the land and form networks of roads between population 

centers. While many of these roads were of poor quality, the English – like the Romans – 

considered roads to be a sign of civilization. Aside from horses, carts and eventually coaches, the 

Elizabethans were capable of ocean travel. They could visit First Peoples, whereas they believed 

First Peoples could not visit them. Europeans also felt their manufacturing processes and 

technological innovations set them apart from other cultures. They considered their metalworking, 

textiles, firearms, written language, printing press, navigation, elaborate material goods and other 

                                                      

93 The segmentation of the Indigenous political landscape meant that Europeans could not advance quickly in North 

America. Johansen, The Native Peoples of North America, 103.  
94 This conclusion is also reached by Christian Feest and Karen Kupperman: Feest, “North Carolina Algonquians,” 

272-3. Kupperman, Facing Off, 97-8. The uniqueness of the confederacy system to northeastern America only would 

have heightened misunderstanding. While the high segmentation of these populations initially hindered the English 

as they fumbled within a complex political landscape, eventually they would use this segmentation to their advantage 

to steadily escalate encroachment. Muckle, Indigenous Peoples of North America, 106. Dickason, Canada’s First 

Nations, 64. 
95 Masonry was a long established practise that was now booming in Elizabethan England. For more on this, see: 

Ridley, The Tudor Age, 104-5. For more on Elizabethan roads and transportation, see: Singman, Daily Life in 

Elizabethan England, 85; 88.  
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originations to be superior to Indigenous  offerings.96 It rarely occurred to the outsiders that local 

technologies were appropriately adapted to their environment and yielded successful results. 

Indigenous people in the Northeast did not carve up their landscape but rather coexisted 

with it. They used the natural waterways as effective roads and they used materials that were 

naturally available and technologies designed specifically for survival in adverse climates.97 From 

an Indigenous perspective, the newcomers had some interesting innovations, but were a weaker 

people lacking the knowledge, skills and common sense to survive in North America. First Peoples 

found themselves superior to Europeans in many ways.98 Canoes, kayaks and dog sleds were the 

best way to navigate the continent, whereas European longboats struggled to penetrate the 

interior.99 Indigenous  clothing was carefully designed to allow survival in extreme conditions, 

whereas European clothing was impractical and could not withstand the drastic hot, cold and wet 

                                                      

96 Though literacy was on this rise in the Elizabethan period, only 20 to 30 percent of men could read and write. The 

majority of these individuals were from the wealthiest segments of society. However, in London, sixty percent of 

tradesmen are believed to have been literate. While there was no national program for educating the populace in this 

period, nursery schools were available to teach children the basics of literacy. Grammar school followed, though only 

academically inclined commoners typically continued their education. Only wealthy children were normally tutored 

or attended university. Singham, Daily Life in Elizabethan England, 42-4; 47; 151.  

Even expedition leaders could be illiterate. It is commonly accepted amongst researchers that Martin Frobisher could 

barely write. McGhee, The Arctic Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 27. Being daring, resourceful and an effective 

organizer of men and materials was often more important than any formal education. Fritzhugh, Cultures in Contact, 

26-7. Van Zandt, Brothers Among Nations, 31. 
97 For more the materials used by the Inuit and the Carolina Algonquin specifically, see: Kupperman, Facing Off, 156. 

Pritzker. Native Americas, 521. King, First Peoples, First Contacts, 179; 182; 186. Feest, “North Carolina 

Algonquians,” 272; 275-6.  
98 Janenen’s study of French and Indigenous contact illustrates instances in which First Peoples considered 

Europeans weak, unskilled, unintelligent, foolish, effeminate and unattractive. Natives who visited Europe returned 

with tales of coddling luxuries. Jaenen, “Amerindian Views of French Culture,” 76-7; 92. James Merrell and Laura 

Fishman also note that First People were known to mock Europeans for their shortcomings. Merrell, “The Customes 

of our Countrey,” 120. Laura Fishman, “Old World Images Encounter New World Reality: Rene Laudonniere and 

the Timucuans of Florida,” Sixteenth Century Journal 26:3 (Fall 1995), 547-60. Also see: Kupperman, Facing Off, 

13. 
99 For more on the Indigenous domestication of dogs, see: Lynn Sunder and Jennifer Leonard, “Dog,” 452-62. Helge 

Kleivan, “Greenland Eskimo,” 522. Kemp, “Baffinland Inuit,” 469. Christian Feest, “Virginia Algonquians,” 249. 

Christian Feest, “North Carolina Algonquians,” 271. Dickason, Canada’s First Nations, 24. Muckle, Indigenous 

Peoples of North America, 90. King, First Peoples, First Contacts, 73; 183-4; 186.   
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effectively.100 The manufacturing processes, toolmaking, art and medicine of First Peoples 

required highly specialized knowledge.101 Locals were adept at hunting, fishing, foraging and 

farming in their environment and had developed specific tools and practises that could yield the 

best results.102 While Europeans struggled to feed themselves in North America, Indigenous  

peoples knew which plants, animals and water sources were safe and beneficial.103 Unfamiliarity 

with the many environmental hazards that existed led the English to suffer high mortality rates for 

decades.104  

                                                      

100 For more on Indigenous adaptation to harsh climates, see: Michael Little and A.T. Steegman, “Acclimatization and 

Adaptation: Responses to Cold,” 748-57. Joel Hanna and Donald Austin, “Acclimatization and Adaptation: Responses 

to Heat,” 748-53. 

Indigenous peoples appear to have considered it noteworthy that Europeans could not even keep their hands warm. 

One example from Inuit oral history is discussed here: Susan Rowley, “Frobisher Miksanut: Inuit Accounts of the 

Frobisher Voyages,” 30. 
101 For more on Indigenous manufacturing processes, toolmaking and other technologies see: King, First Peoples, 

First Contacts, 179; 182; 189; 192-3. MacDonald, The Arctic Sky, 196-8. Pritzker, Native Americas, 520-1. Kemp, 

“Baffinland Inuit,” 469-70. Feest, “North Carolina Algonquians,” 271-3. Renee Fossett, In Order to Live Untroubled: 

Inuit in the Central Arctic, 1550-1940. (Winnipeg: University of Manitoba, 2001). Feest, “North Carolina 

Algonquians,” 273; 275-7. Dickason, Canada’s First Nations, 12-16; 55. Muckle, Indigenous Peoples of North 

America, 105-6. 
102 In England hunting was considered a recreational activity of the aristocrats and not a valid occupation. Despite 

requiring great skill, effort and perseverance, hunting was not considered traditional “work” as Englishmen understood 

the term. Dickason, Myth of the Savage, 14. 
103 The narratives of Jacques Cartier indicate that overwintering in the St. Lawrence Valley was nearly fatal for the 

French in 1535-6 because they could not feed themselves sufficiently and did not understand the nutritional properties 

available within the natural environment. The entire expedition party would have died of scurvy had the local natives 

not aided with a tea rich with Vitamin C to reverse the fatal symptoms. Cartier, “The Second Voyage,” 205-208. The 

Roanoke Colonists (1585-7) also could not feed themselves and this placed strain on their relationship with the 

Carolina Algonquin. Lane, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1585-6,” The Principal Navigations Volume 8, ed. Richard 

Hakulyt. (Glasgow: James MacLehose and Sons, 1904). 
104 Illustrative examples include: The Roanoke expedition party of 1587 ate poisonous “apples” that caused their 

mouths to burn and swell to the point they could not speak. John Smith at Jamestown attempted to spear a bizarre, flat 

fish only to find himself stung by a deadly stingray. He felt he would have died had nearby natives not administered 

local medicines. Both the Jamestown and Roanoke colonists drank contaminated water that made them incredibly ill. 

Native communities understood feasible locations to live and when to relocate, whereas Europeans often tried living 

in disastrous locations repeatedly causing high death tolls. See expedition narratives: John White, “Roanoke Voyage 

of 1587,” 197. John Smith, The Journals of John Smith, 49; 59-60. See historiography: Camille Earle, “Environment, 

disease and mortality in early Virginia,” Journal of Historical Georgraphy 5:4 (1979), 365-90.  

The North American environment could also be hostile. A few examples: Frobisher’s first expedition needed to 

leave Baffin Island early because they were unprepared for heavy snowfall in August. Christopher Hall, “The 

Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” The Principal Navigations Volume 7, ed. Richard Hakulyt. (Glasgow: James 

MacLehose and Sons, 1904), 210. During the third expedition of 1578, Frobisher’s ships struggled for weeks to 

avoid sinking as they were bombarded by ice amongst the artic islands. George Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 

1578,” 328-35. In the 1530s and 1540s the French were unprepared for the cold and desolate winters of the St. 

Lawrence Valley and experienced deadly scurvy outbreaks. Jacques Cartier, “The Cartier Expedition of 1535-6,” 
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The value Europeans placed on manufactured material goods meant that they viewed 

Indigenous minimalism as impoverishment. Though the average English commoner had minimal 

furniture and few possessions in their one room home, they considered themselves superior to First 

Peoples who they felt had even less and were supposedly roughing it in the wilderness.105 The 

Inuit, in particular, were considered destitute as they were known to build their homes in the 

ground.106 Clothing was particularly important to Elizabethans in conveying income, social class 

and respectability.107 They felt First Peoples dressed like primitives and lacked proper textile 

manufacturing processes.108  In reality, Indigenous  clothing was carefully developed for survival 

in local climates and required expertise to make properly.109  

First Peoples measured wealth and value differently than Europeans. Honour and prestige 

were acquired through hospitality and gift giving as opposed to the accumulation of personal 

goods. Gift giving was crucial for forging, reinforcing and expressing relationships as well as 

communicating status.110 Though Indigenous  peoples might experience periods of famine, value 

                                                      

The Principal Navigations Volume 8, ed. Richard Hakulyt. (Glasgow: James MacLehose and Sons, 1904), 246; 248. 

Lord Roberval, “The Roberval Expedition of 1542,” The Principal Navigations Volume 8, ed. Richard Hakulyt. 

(Glasgow: James MacLehose and Sons, 1904), 286. Later in Florida in the 1560s the French experienced the 

devastating fallout of North America’s hurricane season. Rene de Laudonnière, “The French Expedition to Florida, 

1564-5,” The Principal Navigations Volume 9, ed. Richard Hakulyt. (Glasgow: James MacLehose and Sons, 1904), 

90; 92.    
105 For a description of the possessions of an English peasant, see: Singman, Daily Life in Elizabethan England, 75. 
106 Best, “The Second Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 300. 
107 Elizabethan dress could be elaborate and certain garments and colours were associated with certain social ranks. It 

was illegal to dress inappropriately for your station and one could not buy clothing on credit as a result. Ridley, The 

Tudor Age, 132-3; 135. Singman, Daily Life in Elizabethan England, 93. For an overview on Elizabethan dress, see: 

Ridley, The Tudor Age, 117-40. Singman, Daily Life in Elizabethan England, 93-130. 
108 It should be noted that the repeated reference to “nakedness” regarding First Nations people is not what we would 

consider “bare naked” today, but rather “insufficiently clad.” The Elizabethans dressed conservatively and were very 

covered. Even the heads of men and women were virtually always covered – even during meals, church and with 

sleeping caps at night. Kupperman, Facing Off in Early America, 49-50. Singman, Daily Life in Elizabethan England, 

105. Ridley, The Tudor Age, 119.   
109 Kupperman, Settling with the Indians, 37-8. Feest, “North Carolina Algonquians,” 276.  
110 For an overview of what gift giving meant to each culture respectively, see: Marcel Mauss, The Gift: The Form 

and Reason for Exchange in Archaic Societies. DW.D Halls, tr. (London: Routledge, 1950). Mallois, The Deadly 

Politics of Giving. (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press 2006). Jacques Godbout, Alain Caillé and Donald 
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came from weathering these natural ebbs and flows with calm strength.111 The two peoples also 

had very different concepts of how the ownership of goods functioned in a society. First Peoples 

generally shared food, tools and other items communally.112 This cultural difference meant that 

English explorers considered First Peoples to be generous, but simultaneously to be thieves. The 

English lived in a world where theft was a constant concern and the accumulation and protection 

of personal goods was very important.113 This divide resulted in reoccurring misunderstandings 

and tension throughout early intercultural contact.  

First Peoples and Europeans also had differing ideas about the interconnected concepts of 

work and time. While hunting game and specialized craftsmanship could take a great deal of time 

and patience, First Peoples generally carried out their work on their own schedule in connection 

with subsistence and they valued that freedom and flexibility. European explorers sometimes 

applied pressure and urgency to situations, expecting their requests to be met relatively promptly. 

Indigenous people did not share this sense of urgency and the intensity of their visitors could easily 

be read as rudeness, impatience, rashness, anxiety or demandingness.114 From the other side, 

                                                      

Winkler. The World of the Gift. (Kingston: McGill-Queen’s Press, 1998). Harry Liebersohn, The Return to the Gift 

(New York: Cambridge, 2011). Dickason, Canada’s First Nations, 56; 58-61. 
111 Olive Dickason notes that within European cultures discipline was often a concept of authority and obedience 

within a group. Conversely, Indigenous discipline was on a personal level and pertained more to calmly enduring 

hardships of the environment, starvation or torture. Relatedly, the two cultures also had varying ideas about bravery 

and honour. Indigenous peoples did not believe in sacrificing their lives over the impossible, whereas Europeans were 

expected to sacrifice themselves in the line of duty. Dickason, Canada’s First Nations, 27. 
112 Kupperman, Facing Off, 98; 105-6. Ridley, The Tudor Age, 286. 
113 In Elizabethan England theft could literally be an occupation – pit pockets and cut purses existed.  

Moreover, 75 percent of all crimes prosecuted were classified as theft. Since the laws were typically enforced by 

people informing on one another and many laws were not upheld, this suggests the Elizabethans placed a great deal 

of importance on their personal property and were incensed by thieves.  Singman, Daily Life in Elizabethan England, 

87. Ridley, The Tudor Age, 284. 
114 James Merrell notes that European speech could sound like “exciting chattering” to native people, potentially 

conveying the intensity locals interpreted in Europeans. Merrell, “The Customes of our Countrey,” 126.  
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frustrated Europeans could interpret Indigenous peoples as slow, lazy and promise breakers.  These 

differing views meant that the two people sometimes did not meet one another’s expectations.115   

Religious difference was another area that could lead to tension. As Olive Dickason 

explains, though sixteenth century Indigenous  cultures were numerous and diverse they all shared 

a common belief in a “cosmological order depending on balance of reciprocating forces to keep 

the universe functioning.”116 Anthropologist Robert Muckle adds,  

In addition to recognizing a human spirit, it was common for Indigenous peoples to believe 

that many or all plants and animals also had spirits, a concept known as animism. Many 

groups extended this to include beliefs that inanimate things – such as lakes, mountains, 

rivers, and sometimes other natural phenomena such as unmodified rocks or manufactured 

artifacts – had spirits.117  

 

Nature provided sustenance and the most prominent spirits were generally connected to this 

process such as the Sea Mother, Sedna, in the eastern arctic and the Corn Mother amongst the 

Carolina Algonquin. It was important to remain on good terms with the cosmos and with the 

greater and lesser spirits of daily life and this belief was reflected in many different ways from 

people to people.118 Conversely, Christianity had only one deity referred to as “the Lord” which 

                                                      

115 Europeans pressurized their moments and hours in a way Indigenous people often could not relate to. Their 

frustration and desperation could lead to behaviour deemed erratic, volatile and unpredictable. For more on how the 

groups perceives each other, see: Merrell, “The Customes of our Countrey,” 126; 140. Kupperman, Facing Off, 13-4.  

In later centuries Samuel de Champlain and Charles Francis Hall both recorded their frustration at waiting for their 

guide to get around to leading them to a promised place. Neither man understood that locals had other priorities and 

were accustomed to doing things in their own time.  
116 Dickason, Canada’s First Nations, xi-xii. 
117 Muckle, Indigenous Peoples of North America, 102. For more about animism and for a general introduction 

Indigenous ideologies and beliefs, see: Dickason, Canada’s First Nations, xi-xii; 28; 61-3; Muckle, Indigenous 

Peoples of North America, 43; 98-100; 102; 106.  
118 For more on Inuit beliefs, particularly the eastern arctic deity Sedna and the spiritual significance of animal 

bladders, see: Brian Molyneaux, Mythology of the North American Indians and Inuit Nations: Myths and Legends of 

North America (London: Southwater, 2006), 55; 61; 74-5. Kemp, “Baffinland Inuit,” 473. 

For more on Algonquian beliefs, particularly spirits such as Manitou and Mother Corn, see:  Paper, Native North 

American Religious Traditions, 10; 16; 29. Pritzker. Native Americas 520-1; 579. Kupperman, Facing Off, 116-7; 

125; 128. Molyneaux, Mythology of the North American Indians and Inuit Nations, 31; 44; 46; 52; 55; 80. Feest, 

“North Carolina Algonquians,” 278. King, First Peoples, First Contacts, 67. 

For information on the significance of the sun, the sky and the spirit realm, see: John MacDonald, The Arctic Sky: 

Inuit Astronomy, Star Lore and Legend (Toronto: Nunavut Research Institute and The Royal Ontario Museum, 1998), 

112; 114. Molyneaux, Mythology of the North American Indians and Inuit Nations, 60.  
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dominated over humans and the environment alike.119 England officially considered Protestant 

Christianity the only valid religion and thus other faiths were incompatible and in need of 

replacement.120 Education in the correct religion was considered fundamental to the civilizing 

process. Non-Christian status cemented English understanding of First Peoples as inferior and their 

land rights as invalid.121 

For the English, religion was a crucial marker for determining the identity of anyone 

encountered and this commented on their character.122 Explorers did not observe Christianity in 

the Indigenous  world and were uncomfortable with practises and symbolism they did not 

recognize.123 Explorers were quick to classify unknown rituals as threatening and wrong as either 

outside their faith (paganism) or a danger within it (diabolism). Europeans considered spiritual 

leaders in native communities to be conjurors and adversaries who needed to be outperformed if 

Indigenous conversion to Protestant Christianity was to someday be successful.124 Magic and 

science were intertwined in Elizabethan life and witchcraft was accepted as concrete fact by both 

                                                      

For additional content on the importance of dreams, tobacco and the Carolina Algonquin practise of the Green Corn 

Festival, see: King, First Peoples, First Contacts, 67. Paper, Native North American Religious Traditions, 10; 29. 

Feest, “North Carolina Algonquians,” 278-9.  Kupperman, Facing Off, 128; 138. Pritzker. Native Americas, 521.  
119 In the Christian religion, the first man called Adam was given dominion over all the animals and named them. 

Dickason, Myth of the Savage, 44. 
120 A homogenous religious identity did not exist amongst Christians. England had undergone a great deal of religious 

instability in recent years, but under Elizabeth I, Protestantism was the official religion of the state. In the sixteenth 

century Protestants and Catholics considered each other to be as heretical and as false as any non-Christian religion. 

This was yet another source of division in European culture. The correct, true religion the Elizabethans intended to 

share with the North Americans was Protestantism. Public burnings for heresy occurred in England and the average 

subject would have been aware there was a correct answer when it came to religious identification. Ridley, The Tudor 

Age, 53; 69-70; 77. Kupperman, Facing Off in Early America, 111. Strong, “Indian Captives, English Captors, 1576-

1622,” 31. 
121 For further comment of English understandings of Indigenous land rights, see: Seed, “Taking Possession and 

Reading Texts: Establishing the Authority of Overseas Empires,” 187-8. Hayes, “The Expedition of Humphrey 

Gilbert, 1583,” 23. 
122 Strong, “Indian Captives, English Captors, 1576-1622,” 31. Van Zandt, Brothers Among Nations, 38.  
123 For discussion of the discomfort the English faced when they encountered Indigenous practises they deemed 

unfamiliar or unusual, see: McDermott, Martin Frobisher: Elizabethan Privateer, 185. Savours and Watt, “The 

Captured Countrey People,” 559. Savours, “The Elizabethan Voyages” The Search for the Northwest Passage, 7. 
124 For more on Indigenous shamanism, see: Kupperman, Facing Off in Early America, 125; 139. Dickason, Canada’s 

First Nations, 63. 
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the government and the church.125 Thus, anything inexplicable or utterly foreign amongst First 

Peoples could be classified as sorcery to fit within the European cosmology.  The Elizabethan 

perception of Indigenous peoples as heathens and potentially dangerous sorcerers was an important 

underlying influence which visibly shaped how contact unfolded.126 

Violence was endemic in both sixteenth century Europe and North America, leading many 

English explorers and Indigenous  communities to feel apprehensive about unknown peoples.127 

The English often villainized the violence of First Peoples without considering their own 

aggression.128  Explorers consistently used violence and intimidation to exert their will or 

                                                      

125 The greatest academics of the age considered the occult and alchemy as truths to be studied. The average 

Elizabethan believed in elements of magic in their life and accusations of witchcraft peaked in the 1580s and 1590s. 

Monsters, omens, marvels and miracles were all within the realm of possibility. Katharine Park and Lorraine Daston, 

Wonders and the Order of Nature, 1150-1750. (New York: Zone Books, 1998). Katharine Park and Lorraine Daston, 

“Unusual Conceptions: The Study of Monsters in Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Century France and English,” Past & 

Present 92 (August 1981).Singman, Daily Life in Elizabethan England, 48-9. 
126 For evidence of how Elizabethan religious views impacted the Frobisher and Davis expeditions, see: George Best, 

“A General Brief Description of the Country and Condition of the People which are found in Meta Incognita,” Tokens 

of Possession: The Northern Voyages of Martin Frobisher. Kenyon, W., ed.  (Toronto: Royal Ontario Museum, 1975), 

117. Savours and Watt, “The Captured Countrey People,” 559 Savours, “The Elizabethan Voyages,” The Search for 

the Northwest Passage, 7. George Best, “The Second Frobisher Voyage of 1577,” Tokens of Possession: The Northern 

Voyages of Martin Frobisher. Kenyon, W., ed.  (Toronto: Royal Ontario Museum, 1975), 57. George Best, “The Third 

Frobisher Voyage of 1578,” Tokens of Possession: The Northern Voyages of Martin Frobisher. Kenyon, W., ed.  

(Toronto: Royal Ontario Museum, 1975), 94. Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 397. Dionyse Settle, “The 

Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” The Principal Navigations. Volume 7. Richard Hakluyt, ed. (Glasgow: James 

MacLehose and Sons, 1904), 211.  
127 War was constant throughout the sixteenth century Europe. Violent executions, mutilations and torture were 

common in Tudor England and sometimes occurred publicly. Violent altercations between citizens were also not 

uncommon, occurring in the streets in broad daylight. Ridley, The Tudor Age, 85. Singman, Daily Life in Elizabethan 

England, 154. 

Skeletal studies from the arctic, northeast and southeast Indigenous cultural groups indicate conflict-related injuries 

prior to the arrival of Europeans. These injuries were caused by stone-axes and projectiles indicating that lethal conflict 

took place for thousands of years in Northeastern America at both interpersonal and organized warfare. There injuries 

were most prevalent amongst adult males in areas of population growth. There is also evidence of potential torture, 

post-mortem mutilation and cannibalism in some populations. For the full findings, see these articles within Handbook 

of the Native American Indian, Volume 3: Environment, Origins and Population: Anne Keenleyside, “Skeleton 

Biological, Arctic and Subarctic,” 524-9. George Milner and Jane Biukstra, “Skeleton Biological, Northeast,” 630-9. 

Clark Spenser Larsen, “Skeleton Biological, Southeast,” 610-21. Feest, “North Carolina Algonquians,” 278. Kue 

Young, “Health and Disease,” 796. And also: Dickason, Canada’s First Nations, 63. Kupperman, Facing Off, 108. 
128 Kupperman notes the English considered Indigenous  peoples to be incredibly violent and constantly warring 

amongst themselves. Kupperman, Facing Off in Early America, 107; 150.  

Renee Fossett notes that while Inuit communities would have protected their resources if necessary for survival, 

violence would have been incredibly costly for these small family groups. Fossett, In Order to Live Untroubled, 5; 

45-6.  
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communicate frustration, censure or rejection. Pre-emptive strikes, intimidation tactics, coercion 

and skirmishes were all European strategies to cope with the uncertainty of contact. English 

explorers also often kidnapped Indigenous peoples as a short cut to learning about North America 

and to developing translators. Indigenous captives also served as evidence that expeditions had 

reached new lands. These captives were often seized duplicitously and those who resisted were 

brutally injured into submission. Captive taking in the Frobisher, Davis and Roanoke expeditions 

undoubtedly damaged relations between peoples.129  

Although some in Europe viewed natives as living in a golden age, others considered them 

to be primitive and bestial.130  The construct of “The Wild Man of the Woods” was well known to 

the average European in the sixteenth century. Since the classical period the Wild Man had been 

depicted as a hairy being without language, reason or knowledge who lived alone in the forest like 

a wild beast.131 He often served as a symbol of basic, primitive impulses and the motif likely 

                                                      

129 Historian Cynthia Van Zandt notes it is unclear why Europeans repeated this toxic and ineffective practise from 

expedition to expedition. Elizabethan authors recorded their disapproval of the Spanish enslavement of natives, but 

apparently did not view the captives forced into service in England as comparable. It is possible the English felt they 

were improving the lives of their captives through their intervention and that eventually this would be recognized. 

Van Zandt, Brothers Among Nations, 52; 54; 58. 

Explorers appear to have expected their captives to loyally cooperate and for relations with their home communities 

to remain undamaged. It seems the English felt the benefits of kidnapping First Peoples outweighed the detriments 

and that any negative fallout could be undone. The English strongly desired local knowledge and spoken language 

interpreters to succeed in North America, but were apparently unwilling to take personal risks or to wait patiently for 

natural relationships and bilingualism to flourish. Whatever the case, this practise was prevalent in Elizabethan 

exploration and could poison intercultural contact long term.     
130 Some viewed natives as living in a “Golden Age,” an idyllic past lost to Europeans. The Indigenous world was 

considered one of innocence, goodness, freedom and generosity that was not yet corrupted as Europe was. Within this 

notion of the native as simple, innocent and uncorrupted lay the construct of “The Noble Savage.” Tradition suggested 

that the Golden Age of the Garden of Eden was followed by the Silver Age of agriculture in which good and evil were 

discovered in the world. This was followed by the strife filled Bronze period and would eventually result in the Biblical 

end times. Abulafia, The Discovery of Mankind, 7; 17. Dickason, Myth of the Savage, 65; 82. Pagden, European 

Encounters, 14. Kupperman, Settling with the Indians, viii.  
131 For an overview of the “wild man of the woods” figure in medieval and early modern culture, see: Bernheimer, 

Wild Men in the Middle Ages, 1-3; 9; 11-2; 17; 20; 121.  Dickason, Myth of the Savage, 64-6; 70; 72-3.  Husband, The 

Wild Man, 1-16. Abulafia, The Discovery of Mankind, 16-7. 
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contributed on some level to Europeans feeling better about their own lives and behaviour by 

comparison.132  

While Europeans would have recognized differences between First Peoples and the Wild 

Man, this symbol would still have influenced their understanding of how Indigenous populations 

fit into the wider world.133 Olive Dickason argues that Europeans modified their understanding of 

wild men to fit their findings in North America.134 Moreover, explorers may have recalled that in 

medieval art and literature, the Wild Man only entered civilization if he was captured by hunters 

and forced into their world in chains. Richard Bernheimer notes,  

Elusive or combative, the result of the encounter is the same: the wild man is dragged out 

of his habitat and brought to the castle, there confined, and immediately exposed to the 

efforts of his captors to return him to full fledged human status.135  

 

These captors treated their prisoners as curiosities and gradually taught them to speak. This 

recurring narrative is strikingly similar to the early modern practice of capturing First Peoples, 

taking them back to Europe and attempting to indoctrinate them in European culture and 

languages.136 The dehumanization of Indigenous peoples led the Elizabethans to interpret them in 

ways that encouraged and justified disrespect, violence and intrusion during early relations.   

                                                      

132 Art historian Tim Husband argues that considerations of the Wild Man helped Europeans to dignify their own 

existence, elevating themselves.  Husband, The Wild Man, 5. 
133 The Wild Man and the Noble Savage were not necessarily at odds. Depending on the rendition the Wild Man could 

be good or evil. For more, see: Dickason, Myth of the Savage, 64; 77-8. Husband, The Wild Man, 13. Abulafia, The 

Discovery of Mankind, 14-5. Kupperman, Facing Off in Early America, 2.  
134 Dickason, Myth of the Savage, 63.  

Elizabethan explorers, in particular, considered the Inuit to be bestial. They did not consider the harsh and barren 

arctic tundra suitable for human habitation and the presence of the Inuit there was deemed a testament to their savagery. 

For instances of the Inuit being compared to animals by Englishmen, see: Best, “The First Voyage of 1576,” 280-2. 

Best, “The Second Voyage of 1577,” 300; 305.  
135 Bernheimer, Wild Men in the Middle Ages, 17. 
136 The early modern period similarly saw Indigenous captives treated as curiosities with the beginnings of “Human 

Zoos.” Europeans found exotic “savages” as fascinating their traditional “freaks shows” showcasing deformity and 

mental illness.  For more on “human zoos” and “freak shows” in early modern European culture, see: Human Zoos: 

The Invention of the Savage. Pascal Blanchard et al, eds and trs. (Arles, France: Musee du Quai Branly, 2011). 

Katharine Park and Lorraine Daston, Wonders and the Order of Nature, 1150-1750. (New York: Zone Books, 1998). 

Katharine Park and Lorraine Daston, “Unusual Conceptions: The Study of Monsters in Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-

Century France and England,” Past & Present 92 (August 1981), 20-54. 
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If the Wild Man cannot be caught or controlled then he must be feared. Fear was one of 

the most powerful driving forces within early encounters and it strongly impacted the decisions 

and behaviours of both peoples. Though it is never explicitly stated, the actions of the English 

suggest they deeply feared First Peoples.137  Like most Europeans, the English refused to risk 

vulnerability and visibly attempted to avoid interactions in which they were outnumbered, isolated 

or unarmed.138 They were hyper vigilant and wary of the activities of natives outside of their sight 

and often felt they were being watched.139 The actions of Indigenous  peoples were typically more 

trusting overall, but they too sometimes acted in ways that conveyed anxiety.140 Indigenous  parties 

sometimes kept their distance or were hesitant to initiate meetings.141 Anxiety prevented 

Englishmen from taking the risks necessary to form genuine bonds between peoples. Explorers 

insisted on controlling the terms of interaction, expecting First Peoples to fully trust them and to 

interact unarmed while they themselves remaining armed and in a position of strength.142 Fear and 

distrust caused relations to consistently deteriorate.143   

First Peoples would have recognized that they were not viewed as equals. It is possible the 

visitors thought the barrier in communication and culture would leave Indigenous peoples 

oblivious of any disrespect or missteps on their part. The Elizabethans operated with a superiority 

                                                      

137 The strategies of Elizabethan expedition leaders were consistently rooted in fear and distrust. Forbes, The American 

Discovery of Europe, 180. McDermott, “The Company of Cathay: The Financing and Organization of the Frobisher 

Voyages” 169. Mancall, “The Raw and the Cold,” 27. McGee, The Artic Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 51-2; Alden 

Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters, 2. McDermott, Martin Frobisher: Elizabethan Privateer, 145. Ruby, Unknown 

Shore, 143.  
138 For instance, when Frobisher saw Indigenous peoples approaching him for the very first time he rushed back to his 

ship to avoid the possibility of being cut off from it. Best, “The First Voyage of 1576,” 40.   
139 DePasquale touches upon this in his article: DePasquale, “Worth the Noting,” 22. 
140 Eber, Encounters on the Passage: Inuit Meet the Explorers, xiii; xiv. Lemercier-Goddard, “George Best’s Artic 

Mirrors,” 66.  Ruby, Unknown Shore, 149.  
141 An example of Indigenous anxiety of this nature is found here: Settle, “The Second Voyage of 1577,” 209-10. 
142 Examples of this expectation are found here: Barlowe, “Roanoke Voyage of 1584,” 128-9. Cartier, “The Second 

Voyage of 1535-6,” 129.  
143 McGee, The Artic Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 100. Fuller, Remembering the Early Modern Voyage, 29.  
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complex and a fixation on their objectives that likely conveyed that interaction was a barefaced 

means to an end. While natives had their own objectives in forging relations with Europeans, such 

as military support and access to trade goods, the exchange was consistently lopsided. Moreover, 

any extended presence from Englishmen proved to be extremely disruptive to Indigenous life. It 

did not take populations such as the Carolina Algonquin long to recognize that any advantages the 

visitors brought were drastically outweighed by disadvantages.144 Unfortunately, Indigenous  

attempts to withdraw from contact risked confusing Englishmen, worsening their paranoia and 

escalating tensions.   

Despite their supposed superiority, Elizabethans understood that they needed First Peoples 

in order to survive in North America, let alone to meet their objectives. The reliance on Indigenous 

assistance coupled with the types of Indigenous settlement that existed in North America meant 

that outright conquest was not possible north of Mexico. The conquistadors had encountered a 

safer climate and large permanent urban centers with established hierarchies similar to those in 

Europe. Conversely, in North America the English found a deadly environment and a more 

sparsely populated landscape in which the inhabitants could relocate to avoid invaders if they 

chose to.  As a result, in later centuries the French and English implemented a very different style 

of conquest that was gradual, cautious and rooted in deception. This was “conquest by 

encroachment.” In understanding First Peoples as inferior, savage and in need of civilizing, 

Europeans were aiming to justify their expansion in North America.145 When European diseases 

                                                      

144 Ralph Lane did not perceive the burden his repeated demands for food were making on the Carolina Algonquin, 

suspected the community was dealing with him in bad faith and became alarmed by their withdrawal from contact. 

Lane, “Roanoke Voyage of 1585-6,” 156. For analysis, see: Kupperman, Roanoke, 83. 

 
145 Greenblatt, Marvelous Possessions: The Wonder of the New World, 24. Dickason, Myth of the Savage, xii; 83. 

Abulafia, The Discovery of Mankind, 21.  
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devastated local populations and intrusion advanced, Europeans interpreted this as validation of 

their superiority and their right to encroach, encouraging even deeper intrusion over time. 

It is crucial to examine the underlying influences with which English crews and Indigenous 

communities approached contact and communication with during this period. The creation and 

interpretation of nonverbal messages was subjective and the lens through which communicators 

operated was shaped by their personal experiences and cultural understandings. The expectations 

of Frobisher and the South Baffin Inuit when they approached each other in 1576 would deeply 

influence how contact unfolded and would contribute to a long history of impressions both 

Europeans and First Peoples had collected about each other.   
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Chapter 3 

The Frobisher Encounters, 1576-8 

The first recorded instances of significant contact between Englishmen and Indigenous 

communities in Northeastern America were the three expeditions of Martin Frobisher which 

occurred over the summers of 1576, 1577 and 1578. The Elizabethans and South Baffin Inuit both 

used various methods to try to communicate, but experienced limitations and confusion which 

hindered peaceful relations. This chapter opens with a brief overview of the events of the Frobisher 

voyages, followed by an in-depth analysis of how communication functioned within these 

encounters. These episodes will be analyzed as a unit with more emphasis placed on theme than 

chronology. While circumstance deeply influenced these exchanges, the ambiguities in time, place 

and the identities of Indigenous communities within the source material counsels a thematic 

approach. A number of epistemological challenges arise from the types of communication with 

which the Frobisher crews experimented and researchers should be mindful of this in their 

methodological and historiographical considerations of such encounters.  

Since the Frobisher explorations ended in financial loss for a number of prominent 

Elizabethans, the contemporary investigations and legal action that followed have left historians 

with a uniquely detailed paper trail that makes the Frobisher expeditions one of the best 

documented ventures of their kind.1 Multiple narratives survive for each expedition and many were 

                                                      

1 The legal battles that ensued and the notoriety of the case resulted in a great deal of documentation about the 

expeditions that has survived. Savours, “The Elizabethan Voyages” The Search for the Northwest Passage, 26. Fuller, 

“Arctics of Empire: The North in The Principal Navigations (1598-1600), 29. 
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published and circulated at the time.2 The most detailed account covering all three expeditions was 

written by George Best, a gentleman representing the privy councillor Sir Christopher Hatton in 

the Frobisher venture and who participated in the second and third expeditions directly. Best’s 

writing is used extensively by historians because of its detail and continuity. Two additional 

accounts by Christopher Hall and Michael Lok were consulted for the first expedition of 1576. 

Hall was Frobisher’s chief pilot and an employee of Muscovy Company from Lime House who 

participated in all three expeditions. Michael Lok, an established merchant, was the key organizer 

and treasurer for the Frobisher expeditions. Lok’s account was second-hand from interviewing 

participants, but contains details found in no other narratives.  

A famous account of the second expedition of 1577 was penned by Dionyse Settle, a 

gentleman representing the Earl of Cumberland on the voyage. Settle’s account was published 

quickly that same year and circulated all over Europe in many languages as a popular piece of 

travel writing.3 Two accounts by Captain Edward Fenton and Edward Sellman were consulted for 

                                                      

2 Accounts survive from Christopher Hall, Dionyse Settle, Thomas Ellis, Michael Lok, Edward Fenton, Edward 

Sellman and George Best. These texts can be found here: The Principal Navigations. Volume 7. Richard Hakluyt, ed. 

(Glasgow: James MacLehose and Sons, 1903). The Three Voyages of Martin Frobisher. V. Stefansson and E. 

McCaskill, eds. Volume 1 and 2. (London: Argonaut, 1938). Edward Fenton, “The Canadian Arctic Journal of Capt. 

Edward Fenton, 1578,” Archivaria 11 (Winter 1980), 171-203. 

Expedition narratives were heavily biased pieces often used as propaganda to acquire political and financial backing. 

Manipulation was both the work of the original authors as well as editors afterwards before circulation or printing. 

The narratives in Hakluyt’s The Principal Navigations are widely felt to have been edited and abridged with many 

documents excluded from the collection entirely. Christopher Hall’s narrative of 1576 is felt to have been highly 

edited. For further comment, see:  McDermott, “A Right Heroicall Heart: Sir Martin Frobisher,” 65. McDermott and 

Waters, “Cathay and the Way Thither,” 364. McDermott, Martin Frobisher: Elizabethan Privateer, 138. Mancall, 

“The Raw and the Cold,” 38.  Fuller, “Arctics of Empire: The North in Principal Navigations,” The Quest for the 

Northwest Passage. Frederic Regard, ed. (London: Pickering & Chatto, 2013). Niayesh, “From Myth to 

Appropriation,” The Quest for the Northwest Passage. Frederic Regard, ed. (London: Pickering & Chatto, 2013). 

For extensive discussion of potential bias in Elizabethan expedition narratives with emphasis on The Principal 

Navigations, see: Julia Schleck, “Plain Broad Narratives of Substantial Facts": Credibility, Narrative, and Hakluyt's 

"Principal Navigations” Renaissance Quarterly 59: 3 (October 2006), 768-94. Fuller, “Writing the Long-Distance 

Voyage: Hakluyt’s Circumnavigations,” The Huntington Library Quarterly 70:1 (2007), 37-60. 
3 For more on Settle and his widely disseminated account, see: McGee, The Artic Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 95. 

McDermott, Martin Frobisher: Elizabethan Privateer, 139; 192. Quinn, “Frobisher in the Context of Early English 

Exploration,”17. Savours, “A Narrative of Frobisher’s Arctic Voyages,” 34; 7. Ruby, Unknown Shore, 141-2.  
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the third expedition of 1578. Fenton was an aristocrat-soldier whose journal was not published 

until 1980. Sellman was a representative of Michael Lok whose report was perhaps intended for 

internal use only as it contained discussions of infighting amongst the officers that seem to have 

been left uncensored.4 Paintings of four Inuit captives seized by Frobisher during the expeditions 

of 1576 and 1577 were commissioned by the Muscovy Company and some survive today.5 A 

report by the doctor in England who cared for the Inuit captives of 1577 also survives. Inuit oral 

history and archeological findings were consulted to provide context.6  

A great deal has been written about the Frobisher expeditions over the last twenty years. 

An enormous collaborative research project backed by the Canadian Museum of History released 

two volumes with over twenty articles in 1999 entitled Meta Incognita, A Discourse of Discovery: 

Martin Frobisher’s Arctic Expeditions, 1576-1578.7 Three key monographs by historians Robert 

McGhee, James McDermott and Robert Ruby were each released in 2001, narrating the expedition 

events in detail and providing historical context.8 A number of historians have more recently 

                                                      

4 Some examples of uncensored negativity include: Sellman, The Frobisher Expedition of 1578, 66-7.  

Two other journals from the third voyage of 1578 survive in archives by Christopher Hall and another pilot, Charles 

Jackman. Only a fragment survives of Jackman’s writing and neither journal was pertinent for studying intercultural 

contact between the Inuit and the English as contact was minimal in the third expedition.  
5 For more on all the surviving paintings connected to the Frobisher expeditions, see: Quinn, “Frobisher in the 

Context of Early English Exploration,” 17. Savours, “A Narrative of Frobisher’s Arctic Voyages,” 37. Savours and 

Watt, “The Captured Countrey People,” 554-5; Alden Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters, 3. 
6 Due to the potential of telescoping and conflation it is challenging to assess some of the oral history surviving in 

connection to the Frobisher encounters. Moreover, the initial batches of artifacts found at Frobisher site in the 

Victorian era that were transferred to the Smithsonian in the United States and the Royal Geographical Society in 

England were lost and are no longer available to researchers. See: The Archeology of the Frobisher Voyages. William 

Fitzhugh and J.S. Olin, eds. (Washington: Smithsonian, 1993). Seaver, “Baffin Island Walrus Mandibles and Iron 

Blooms,” 568. McGee, The Artic Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 155. Richard Vaughan, The Arctic: A History, 68-9; 

175. Savours, The Search for the Northwest Passage, 9; 300. Fuller, “Arctics of Empire: The North in The Principal 

Navigations (1598-1600), 29. Savours, “A Narrative of Frobisher’s Arctic Voyages” 48. Richard Vaughan, The Arctic: 

A History, 69. For the original text of Charles Francis Hall regarding some of the Inuit oral history and archeological 

finds, see: Charles Francis Hall, Arctic Researches and Life Amongst the Esquimaux (New York: Harper, 1865).  
7 Meta Incognita, A Discourse of Discovery: Martin Frobisher’s Arctic Expeditions, 1576-1578. Volume 1 and 2. 

Thomas Symons, ed. (Hull: Canadian Museum of Civilization 1999).  
8 Robert McGhee’s The Arctic Voyages of Martin Frobisher: An Elizabethan Venture. (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s 

Press, 2001). James McDermott, Martin Frobisher: Elizabethan Privateer. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 

2001). Robert Ruby, Unknown Shore: The Lost History of England's Arctic Colony. (New York: Henry Holt, 2001). 
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analyzed these encounters, including Peter Mancall, Paul DePasquale, Sophie Lemercier-Goddard 

and John Haines.9  

 

The Frobisher Expeditions    

In the 1570s a joint stock company of English merchants called the Muscovy Company 

contracted Martin Frobisher, a fiery and experienced seaman, to lead an expedition to chart the 

unknown arctic waters to the northwest.10 Three ships set sail from England in June 1576; only 

Frobisher’s flagship, Gabriel, with its crew of 18, successfully reached the southwest coast of 

present day Baffin Island around the second week of August (Figure 1). They immediately began 

to explore the area.11 In one instance the men investigated the terrain of a small island and collected 

samples of vegetation and minerals – including some black rock. Discovering the mouth of what 

is today called “Frobisher Bay,” the party mistakenly assumed they had found a strait that might 

                                                      

9 Peter Mancall, “The Raw and the Cold,” The William and Mary Quarterly 70:1 (2013), 3-40. Paul DePasquale, 

“Worth the Noting,” Reading Beyond Words (Broadview Press, 1996). Paul DePasquale, “The Anxiety of Contact: 

Representations of the Amerindian in Early Modem English Colonial Writings, c. 1576-1622.” Dissertation. 

University of Alberta. 1999. Sophie Lemercier-Goddard, “George Best’s Arctic Mirrors,” Quest for the Northwest 

Passage, Frederic Regard, ed. (London: Pickering & Chatto, 2012), 55-70. Lemercier-Goddard, “Any Strange Beast 

There Makes a Man”: Interaction and Self-Reflection in the Arctic (1576-1578),” Revue LISA (July 2015) 1-30. 

John Haines, “Frobisher’s Bells: Commodities or Gifts?” The Sixteenth Century Journal XLVII: 2 (Winter 2016), 

819-45. 
10 Despite advocacy for finding the Northwest Passage by well-known men of action and would-be explorers such as 

Sir Humphrey Gilbert and Sir Richard Grenville, it was the seaman Martin Frobisher who the Muscovy Company 

worked with in the 1570s to lead their expedition. It is unclear why Frobisher was selected for this role, though he had 

survived dangerous expeditions to West Africa in his youth. A great deal of historiographical conjecture exists as to 

why Frobisher was selected, including his connections, credentials and reputation: James McDermott, Martin 

Frobisher: Elizabethan Privateer. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001), 187. McGhee, The Arctic Voyages of 

Martin Frobisher, 17; 28-31. Ann Savours, “A Narrative of Frobisher’s Arctic Voyages,” 19. 

Sir Humphrey Gilbert had drafted a treatise advocating for a northwest passage in 1566, but it was not published until 

1576 due to interest in the Frobisher expeditions. It is unclear if Gilbert approved of Muscovy Company’s efforts or 

if he and other advocates were in direct competition with them regarding exploration, patents and monopolies. For his 

treatise: Sir Humphrey Gilbert, A Discourse of the Discovery of a New Passage to Cataia (Menston: Scholar Press, 

1972).   
11 The expedition started out with three vessels, Gabriel with eighteen men, Michael with seventeen men and a little 

pinnace with four men. The ships became separated in adverse weather and Michael turned back for England. The 

pinnace was lost. Morison, The Northern Voyages, 501.  
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be the Northwest Passage to Asia. As the ship proceeded, the large bay became a maze of islands 

and channels. Martin Frobisher and his pilot, Christopher Hall, landed on another island on August 

19th and climbed a high summit in an attempt to get their bearings.12  

From this height the scouting party spotted a group of Inuit approaching by kayak from a 

distance.13 Scrambling back to their ship, afraid to be caught outnumbered, the explorers anxiously 

prepared themselves for contact. The English approached the Inuit cautiously with a white flag  

and Frobisher then permitted Christopher Hall to meet them. Afterwards nineteen local people 

boarded the Gabriel and interacted with the visitors. Hall wrote in his expedition journal, 

I went on shoare my selfe, and gave every of them a threadden point, and brought one of 

them aboord with me, where hee did eate and drinke, and then carried him on shoare againe. 

Whereupon all the rest came aboord with their boates, being nineteene persons, and they 

spake, but we understoode them not.14 

 

Peaceful meetings occurred between the English and the Inuit over the next two days 

during which Christopher Hall compiled a list of Inuit words he included with his narrative.15 After 

these peaceful exchanges, Frobisher pantomimed with an Inuk in an attempt to retain the man as a 

guide to find the Northwest Passage. It is unclear what information was correctly or incorrectly 

transmitted between the two men by manual signs, but in the moments thereafter an abruptly 

confusing turn occurred that could not be resolved in the absence of proficient communication.16 

                                                      

12 The dates and intervals of time stated are sometimes inconsistent between the various journals. As a result, the 

dates should be viewed as an estimate as opposed to precise fact.   
13 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 280. 
14 Hall, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 209. George Best’s expedition narrative records merry socialization 

with the Inuit demonstrating their acrobatics on the ship ropes. Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 281.  
The journal passages have not been modernized for this dissertation as this process can inadvertently alter the 

connotations intended by the original author. Translations and explanations will be provided as needed for words 

that are no longer commonly used or have had their meaning change over time.   

Journals for the same expedition often overlap, relaying the same events from different perspectives with varying 

details and comment. However, they all generally agree on the expedition events.   
15 George Best describes “sundry conference” and “many meetings” with the Inuit and the dating of Hall’s passages 

suggest this all occurred over a two day period. Hall, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 210.  Best, “The 

Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 281. 
16 James McDermott notes, “It is difficult to know how adequately the concept of a passage was conveyed…” 

McDermott, Martin Frobisher: Elizabethan Privateer, 145. 
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Figure 1: Map of the Frobisher Expedition Routes17 

  

                                                      

17 Map created by Erica Renaud and Tabitha Renaud based on the route research found in: William Goetzmann and 

Glyndrw Williams, The Atlas of North American Exploration: From the Norse to the Race to the Pole (Toronto: 

Prentice Hall, 1992).  
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The Inuk was ferried back to his kayak onshore by five crewmen and the English presumed 

the man would return to serve as a guide to lead Gabriel towards the Northwest Passage.  

Christopher Hall recorded what followed: 

The Captaine [Frobisher] and I willed five of our men to set him [Inuk] a shoare at a rocke, 

and not among the company [Inuit], which they came from, but their wilfulnesse was such, 

that they would goe to them, and so were taken themselves, and our boate lost.18  

 

The five mariners rounded a bend in the landscape and never returned. The English 

assumed they had been captured or killed by the Inuit. George Best concluded, 

After great curtesie, and many meetings, our marines, contrary to the captain’s direction, 

began more easily to trust them [Inuit]; and five of our men going ashore were by them 

intercepted with their boat, and were never since heard of to this day againe.19  

 

A few days later when Inuit kayakers approached Gabriel there was no trace of the missing men 

and Frobisher could not discern their fate. Assuming the worst, the explorers kidnapped one of the 

kayakers in the hopes of forcing the return of their missing men. Hall recorded, 

We had sight of fourteene boates, and some came neere to us, but we could learn nothing 

of our men:  among the rest we intised one boate to our ships side, with a Bell, and in giving 

him the Bell, we tooke him, and his boate, and so kept him…20 

 

This tactic backfired, however, as the alarmed Inuit refused to approach the English further. With 

adverse weather setting in, Frobisher opted to return to England without solving the disturbing 

mystery. As historian Robert McGhee correctly notes, “Whatever really happened, the incident 

was the key event that determined relations between Inuit and English for the rest of the Frobisher 

venture.”21  

                                                      

18 Hall, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 210. 
19 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 281. Hall and Lok also discussed the incident. Though the fate of the 

crewmen was unclear, the explorers assumed they had been captured by the Inuit.  
20 Hall, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 210. George Best recorded this captive taking in greater detail: Best, 

“The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 281-2.  
21 McGhee, The Arctic Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 57. Though the historiography of the Frobisher expeditions 

devotes a substantial amount of debate to the circumstances surrounding the “five men” and their fate, for the most 

recent considerations, see: Peter Mancall, “The Raw and the Cold: Five English Sailors in Sixteenth-Century 

Nunavut.” The William and Mary Quarterly 70:1 (January 2013), 3-40. 
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The Gabriel reached England in October, the expedition having spent less than a month 

exploring the arctic with only a few days of interaction with the Inuit. Nevertheless, their Inuk 

captive served as evidence of the progress the expedition had made in charting new territory. 

Frobisher assumed his prisoner would impress investors and could be trained as an interpreter. The 

unfortunate captive died of disease within a fortnight, however, and it was instead the ‘black rock’ 

that had been collected that captured the interest of investors. Some believed the ore was gold-

bearing and Frobisher and his fellow organizers used this possibility to secure funding for a second 

arctic voyage, shifting the focus from the Northwest Passage to a mining operation.    

Three ships left England at the end of May in 1577 with approximately 150 crewmen 

including mariners, soldiers and miners.22 The flagship Aid, accompanied by the smaller Gabriel 

and Michael reached Baffin Island in mid-July. Exploring the islands for black rock, the English 

settled upon a mining location on July 19 and then celebrated their arrival by raising a stone cross 

and praying before it. When the proceedings ended, an Inuit party cautiously approached. 

Frobisher, still desiring an interpreter, seized on this opportunity to take another captive. Dionyse 

Settle recorded in his journal: 

At length two of them leaving their weapons came down to us, came downe to our Generall 

and Master, who did the like to them, commanding the company to stay, and went unto 

them: who after certaine dumbe signes and mute congratulations, began to lay hands upon 

them, but they deliverly escaped, and ranned to their bowes and arrows, and came fiercely 

upon them (not respecting the rest of our companie which were ready for their defense) but 

with their arrowes hurt divers of them: we tooke the one, and the other escaped.23 

                                                      

22 The flagship, Aid, carried approximately 115 to 120 men, thirty of which were soldiers and the rest mariners. 

Gabriel returned with another eighteen men, mostly mariners. Michael carried sixteen men, a mix of mariners, 

soldiers and miscellaneous positions. Morison adds there were a core group of miners added to the expedition as 

well. Morison, The Northern Voyages, 517.  
23 Settle, “The Frobisher Voyage of 1577,” 216. George Best’s more detailed telling explains Frobisher wanted to 

keep one of the men as an interpreter and to release the other with gifts. It also indicates that Christopher Hall was 

considered the best amongst the crew at interacting with the Inuit and that Frobisher received a flesh wound before a 

captive was seized. Best, “The Frobisher Voyage of 1577,” 293-4.  

The word “deliverly” is an archaic term encapsulating the concepts: nimbly, quickly, deftly and cleverly. “deliverly, 

adv.” OED Online. Oxford University Press.  
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A crewman tackled one of the resisting Inuit and inadvertently broke the prisoner’s ribs. The 

English called the Inuk by variants of the name “Kalicho,” though his name and identity remain 

unclear. Frobisher attempted to use “Kalicho” as an interpreter for the remainder of the expedition, 

but this seemed to be largely ineffective save for some success in demonstrating the use of 

Indigenous  tools and a dog sled.24  

While mining activities were underway, a party led by Captain York explored other parts 

of the bay by longboat and happened upon an Indigenous community around July 31st. The Inuit 

attempted to flee, but the visitors blocked their escape hoping to seize captives. A skirmish ensued, 

resulting in the deaths of several locals and one newcomer.25 The English seized an Inuk woman 

and baby and thought their names were “Arnaq” and “Nutaaq” respectively.26 (Researchers now 

suspect these were words for “woman” and “baby” mistaken for personal names.27) Captain York 

apparently discovered English clothing and shoes amongst the possessions at the site that they 

presumed belonged to the five missing mariners.28   

When York’s party returned to the mining site in early August, Frobisher anticipated 

Indigenous reprisal for the incident and the crewmen fortified their base. Around August 6th an 

Inuit party approached the English, wanting to exchange goods.29 Frobisher assumed that these 

                                                      

24 Best, “The Frobisher Voyage of 1577,” 299-301. Best recorded that Frobisher brought the captive along his 

explorations of the area, happening upon a tomb and later a cache of Inuit tools and a sledding equipment.  
25 Settle, “The Frobisher Voyage of 1577,” 220. Best, “The Frobisher Voyage of 1577,” 304-5.  
26 Settle, “The Frobisher Voyage of 1577,” 220. Best, “The Frobisher Voyage of 1577,” 305.  
27 There appears to have been difficulty in distinguishing the personal names of individuals versus their rank, role or 

occupation. Alden Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters, 5.  
28 Settle, “The Frobisher Voyage of 1577,” 219; 221. Best, “The Frobisher Voyage of 1577,” 303; 306. York’s party 

discovered European clothing and mismatched shoes amongst Inuit tents. It was sometimes stated that the clothing 

had bloody gashes, signifying violence. This led to Elizabethan conjecture that the clothing matched that of the five 

missing mariners and that at least some of them had already met a bloody end by the summer of 1577.  However, 

none of this is certain as there are a number of explanations for these findings. Moreover, York did not return with 

any clothing to prove these claims and it is possible justification was needed for the deadly skirmish. 
29 Best, “The Frobisher Voyage of 1577,” 307. It is difficult to distinguish the purpose of a party’s approach as gift 

giving and trade could be an end in themselves or they could be a strategy to encourage parley for other reasons.  
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individuals were connected to “Arnaq” and had come to rescue her. At this time the English 

presented their three prisoners for the Inuit party, displaying the mother and child from a distance 

while bringing “Kalicho” forward as an interpreter. “Kalicho” began to weep and gave the Inuit 

visitors the small gifts the explorers had given him.30  Frobisher assumed both “Kalicho” and the 

visiting Inuit knew of the five men who had disappeared the previous summer and could arrange 

a captive exchange – his three Inuit prisoners for any surviving crewmen. At the meeting’s 

conclusion, Frobisher felt the Inuit had confirmed that some of the missing mariners were alive 

and that they would courier a message to them and eventually negotiate their release. When none 

of this came to pass, the English felt deceived by the Inuit and did not allow for the possibility of 

miscommunication or mistaken identity.  

George Best indicates that at some point during the imprisonment of “Kalicho” and 

“Arnaq” the pair were carefully introduced and then imprisoned together.31 The crewmen watched 

this process with intense fascination. They also showed “Kalicho” illustrations that Frobisher 

hoped would allow for a nonverbal reference to the missing mariners, but this tactic proved 

ineffective.32 The three captives were held at the mining site for approximately three weeks in 

August.33 Over several days in mid-August Inuit parties continued to approach the English to 

exchange goods; however, Frobisher was too anxious and mistrustful to risk further interaction at 

close range.34 It is unclear who the Inuit parties were or what their intentions were, but the 

                                                      

30 Best, “The Frobisher Voyage of 1577,” 308.  
31 Best, “The Frobisher Voyage of 1577,” 306-7.  
32 Best, “The Frobisher Voyage of 1577,” 301-2.  
33 Kalicho was seized on July 19th and Arnaq was seized afterwards on July 31st. The pair appears to have been 

prisoners aboard the flagship even at their time at the mining site. They tried apparently to escape from the ship at 

least once during their imprisonment. Settle, “The Frobisher Voyage of 1577,” 222. Best, “The Frobisher Voyage of 

1577,” 310-1.  
34 Settle, “The Frobisher Voyage of 1577,” 222-3. Best, “The Frobisher Voyage of 1577,” 311-3. The English 

interpreted a narrative about a mighty ruler called “Catcheo,” though historian Ann Savours notes this was a 

misunderstanding and mere projection of expectation as the sixteenth century South Baffin Inuit did not share the 
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explorers interpreted everything they did with skepticism, fear and in connection to the three 

Indigenous  captives. Tension grew between the English and the Inuit over these failed attempts 

to approach each other, culminating in the two parties firing their weapons at each other on August 

14th.  Frobisher and his men left for England around August 23rd, reaching home in October and 

having spent approximately five weeks in the arctic.  

Expedition organizers were dismayed that the three Inuit captives all died before they could 

be presented to Queen Elizabeth I and that the assaying of the ore produced mixed results. 

Nevertheless, an enormous fleet of fifteen vessels and four hundred men was financed for a third 

expedition in 1578. Frobisher was to collect another large shipment of ore and to plant a settlement 

of one hundred men to overwinter at the mining site under the leadership of soldier-aristocrat 

Captain Edward Fenton. However, the ships were delayed by dangerous amounts of ice and arrived 

at the mining site by August 1st with an understanding they had a month of safe weather to complete 

their objectives.35   

Mining commenced and the Inuit generally avoided the English. George Best summarized 

in his narrative: 

…for sundry times they [Inuit] shewed themselves busie thereabouts, sometimes with 

seven or eyght Boates in one company, as though they minded to encounter with our 

company which were working there at the mines, in no great numbers. But when they 

perceived any of our shippes to ride in that roade (being belike more amazed at the 

countenance of a Shippe, and a more number of men) they did never shewe themselves 

there againe at all.36  

 

                                                      

same form of political organization as Europeans. Ann Savours, “A Narrative of Frobisher’s Arctic Voyages,” Meta 

Incognita, A Discourse of Discovery: Martin Frobisher’s Arctic Expeditions, 1576-1578. Volume 1 and 2. Thomas 

Symons, ed. (Hull: Canadian Museum of Civilization 1999), 33. 
35 Some of the fleet accidentally entered a strait they called the “Mistaken Straits” which is believed to have been 

today’s Hudson Strait. The Frobisher mining site was located within what they referred as “Frobisher Straits” or 

today’s Frobisher Bay. Savours, “A Narrative of Frobisher’s Arctic Voyages,” 40. 
36 Best, “The Frobisher Voyage of 1578,” 361. 
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Some Englishmen attempted a few limited searches for local people. Inuit parties were 

occasionally observed from a distance and at least one meeting occurred. However, mining 

occupied much of the time and Frobisher forbade the crew from interacting with the Inuit without 

his permission. The miners loaded the ships with ore and decided against leaving any men to 

overwinter on the site due to insufficient time and resources to prepare a viable outpost. Before 

departing, the expedition completed a tiny furnished limestone house on the island to test their 

masonry in arctic winter and to demonstrate to the Inuit how English people lived. The fleet 

departed in late August after a difficult expedition. It is estimated that forty of the four hundred 

participants died from injury, illness and malnutrition.37 

Frobisher and his men returned to England with an enormous shipment of ore only to 

discover that it was worthless. The investors – including Queen Elizabeth, her Privy Council 

members and other prominent aristocrats and merchants – were outraged and the disgrace and 

financial ruin that followed proved legendary. The Frobisher expeditions did not discover gold or 

the Northwest Passage, nor did they establish working relations with the Inuit. Nevertheless, the 

cartographical information and reconnaissance reports describing the Inuit proved an important 

stepping stone for the expeditions of John Davis the following decade.38 The challenges Frobisher 

experienced in effectively communicating with the Inuit influenced how later expedition leaders 

                                                      

37 The separate analysis of David Quinn, Thomas Symons and Robert Ruby each suggests this death toll was low 

considering the dangerous and miserable conditions throughout the entire expedition. Quinn, “Frobisher in the 

Context of Early English Exploration,” 15. Symons, “The Significance of the Frobisher Expeditions,” xxv. Ruby, 

Unknown Shore, 204. 
38 Historians agree that though Frobisher did not meet his objectives, he still provided valuable information for his 

successor John Davis to build upon. Ruggles, “The Cartographic Lure of the Northwest Passage,” 210. McDermott 

and Waters, “Cathay and the Way Thither,” 391. Symons, “The Significance of the Frobisher Expeditions,” xxv-xxvi. 

Ruby, Unknown Shore, 165. 

For the Inuit and Elizabethan communicators participating in these interactions these were complicated and life 

changing events that would echo in their communities and beyond. Richard Vaughan, The Arctic: A History, 264. 

Lemercier-Goddard, “George Best’s Artic Mirrors,” 70. 
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addressed the continuing difficulties in communicating with local populations. The violence and 

uncertainty of the Frobisher encounters would influence how both Europeans and the Inuit 

approached any contact thereafter.    

 

Analysis of Communication  

Frobisher and his men first suspected the arctic was inhabited when they happened upon 

the remains of a manmade fire during their initial explorations of South Baffin in 1576. Over the 

next three summers Frobisher’s crews repeatedly found and carefully examined unoccupied 

Indigenous  dwellings and caches of local food and other items.39  Before the English and Inuit 

parties actually met, both sides tried to learn as much as they could from a distance by observing 

the other group’s actions, facial expressions, body language, dress and material culture.40 As direct 

communication started between peoples it was constantly layered in indirect observation on both 

a conscious and subconscious level. This impressionistic process meant that any encounter was 

deeply rooted in both inference and what we would colloquially call “gut instinct.” The 

                                                      

39 Before discovering the Inuit existed Frobisher’s men discovered the remains of a manmade fire during their initial 

explorations that suggested human occupation. Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 280.  Over the course of 

three summers Frobisher’s men sometimes found unoccupied dwellings or caches of Inuit food and material culture 

during their explorations and examined them to draw conclusions. For a few examples:  Lok, “The Frobisher 

Expedition of 1576,” 161. Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 280. Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 

291; 300-1. Sellman, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1578,” 65. Fenton, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1578,” 188.  
40 For instances in these narratives in which the English explicitly commented on their own observations or a 

recognition of the Indigenous use of observation, see: Lok, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 160-1; 163; 166. 

Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 280. Settle, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 220-1; 224. Best, “The 

Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 291; 300-1; 303; 305-8; 311. Ellis, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1578,” 232-3; 319. 

Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1578,” 339; 368-9; 371-2. Sellman, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1578,” 65. 

Fenton, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1578,” 188.   

Observation was a fundamental element for learning as much as possible about the people in the absence of concrete 

communication. The two parties placed each other under an enormous amount of scrutiny and attempted to deduce 

what they could from any clues they saw. Van Zandt, Brother Among Nations, 30. McDermott, Martin Frobisher: 

Elizabethan Privateer, 145. Savours, “The Elizabethan Voyages” The Search for the Northwest Passage, 4. 

Lemercier-Goddard, “George Best’s Artic Mirrors,” 63. Ruby, Unknown Shore, 157. Mancall, “The Raw and the 

Cold,” 12. Kupperman, “Presentment of Civility: English Reading of American Self-Presentation in the Early Years 

of Colonization,” 210; 222. 
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appearance, behaviour and actions of individuals communicated as loudly as gestures, word or 

demonstration. Apprehension also factored heavily into interpretation as individuals looked for 

even the tiniest indications that what was expressed was not meant.  

Observation led the English to assume the Inuit were primitive and bestial. The explorers 

did not consider the harsh and barren arctic tundra suitable for human habitation and the 

presence of the Inuit there was deemed a testament to their savagery.41 In fact, when Frobisher 

first sighted the South Baffin Inuit approaching from afar by kayak he interpreted them as 

“porposes or seales, or some kinde of strange fish,” so unexpected was the sight of humans 

paddling in those frigid waters.42 Frobisher’s chroniclers went on throughout the first and second 

expedition to use language in their descriptions of Inuit life that blatantly equated local peoples 

with animals. For instance, his lieutenant George Best recorded that the Inuit lived like the 

“foxe” as they lived in “dens” or “caves” in the ground.43 He added,  

They defile these dennes most filthily with their beastly feeding, & dwell so long in a place 

(as we thinke) untill their [slovenliness] lothing them, they are forced to seeke a sweeter 

ayre, and a new seate, and are (no doubt) a dispersed and wandering nation...44 

   

                                                      

41 Europeans believed that the environment in which one lived shaped their appearance and character.  Paul 

DePasquale, "Worth the Noting: European Ambivalence and Aboriginal Agency in Meta Incognita, 1576-1578,” 

Reading Beyond Words (Peterborough: Broadview Press, 2003), 17. Kupperman, “Fear of Hot Climates in the Anglo-

American Colonial Experience,” The William and Mary Quarterly 41:2 (April 1984), 213-40. Kupperman, Facing Off 

in Early America, 43. 
42 Frobisher’s lieutenant, George Best, recorded that Frobisher “perceived a number of small things fleeting in the sea 

afarre off, which he supposed to be porposes or seales or some kinde of strange fish.” Best, “The First Voyage of 

1576,” 280.   
43 Best, “The Second Voyage of 1577,” 300. For analysis, see: Lemercier-Goddard, “Any Strange Beast There Makes 

a Man”: Interaction and Self-Reflection in the Arctic (1576-1578),” 4. Alden Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters, 19. 

Ruby, Unknown Shore, 146-7. 

Europeans also found the native’s uncanny sense of direction and ability to manage the harsh elements of wilderness 

– even in the dead of winter – to be akin to wild animals. Merrell, “The Customes of our Countrey,” 84. Dickason, 

Myth of the Savage, 91.  
44 Best, “The Second Voyage of 1577,” 300. Best uses the word “sluttishness” here which often meant “dirtiness, 

gross slovenliness and untidiness” in the sixteenth century.  “Sluttishness, n.” Oxford English Dictionary Online. 

September 2013.   
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This passage layers several elements the English strongly associated with animals: nomadism, 

slovenliness, gluttony and living in burrows. Inuit vocalizations were compared to wolves and 

cattle.45 The English likened an Inuk mother to a dog because she licked her baby’s wound.46 

Frobisher also blatantly attempted to lure an Inuk towards him by waving a bell as though he were 

toying with a cat.47 The English were most shocked by the Inuit practise of eating raw meat.48 

Their expedition narratives contained no consideration of how the woodless arctic environment 

would have logistically influenced Inuit homes and dietary practises, nor do the texts appreciate 

how resourceful the Inuit were to innovate technologies to succeed in an unforgiving land.49 Nor 

do they realize Indigenous  peoples could view Europeans as equally animal. For instance, from 

an Indigenous  perspective Europeans were hairy and had poor hygiene.50  

The observations of Frobisher’s men also led them to assume the Inuit were cannibals. 

Their texts include repeated assumptions that the Inuit would eat Englishmen and eat one another. 

A few examples amongst many illustrate how deeply entrenched the belief was and how it could 

                                                      

45 Indigenous singing, shouting and other cries often initially sounded harsh to European ears. Merrell, “The Customes 

of our Countrey,” 70.  
46 Best, “The Second Voyage of 1577,” 305. For analysis, see: Savours and Watt, “The Captured Countrey People,” 

555-6. Alden Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters, 5;  
47 Best, “The First Voyage of 1576,” 281-2.  
48 Europeans generally believed that what one ate reflected their character. Thus, the Indigenous practise of eating 

snakes, toads, insects and sometimes even raw meat signalled to explorers that they were a primitive, animal-like 

people.  Dickason, Myth of the Savage, 11; 65-66. Dickason, Canada’s First Nations, 72.  

The Elizabethan perception of First Peoples as disgustingly gluttonous is notable given that gluttony was considered 

one of England’s national vices within Europe. Ridley, The Tudor Age, 148. 

For further historiographical comment on English impressions of the Inuit eating raw meat, see: Savours and Watt, 

“The Captured Countrey People,” 556; Mancall, “The Raw and the Cold,” 6; Ruby, Unknown Shore, 72. Savours, “A 

Narrative of Frobisher’s Arctic Voyages,” 32. Kupperman, “Fear of Hot Climates in the Anglo-American Colonial 

Experience,” 229. Dickason, Canada’s First Peoples, 72. Fuller, Remembering the Early Modern Voyage, 42; 39-40; 

53. Ruby, Unknown Shore, 149. Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters, 19.  
49 The Elizabethans do not acknowledge how hopelessly unequipped Europeans were to survive – let alone thrive – 

under such circumstances, though they abandoned an attempt to overwinter the arctic in 1578. If anything, the English 

seemed to view the Inuit ability to survive in the tundra as further evidence of their similarities to wild animals. 
50 Indigenous peoples generally had less body hair than Europeans. Dickason, Canada’s First Nations, 11. 

For further comment on the unattractiveness or ineptitude of Europeans from Indigenous perspectives, see: Jaenen, 

“Amerindian Views of French Culture,” 76. Merrell, “The Customes of our Countrey,” 120; 126. Axtell, “White 

Indians,” 69-70. 
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impact English interpretation in the absence of direct communication.  First, when Frobisher’s 

party discovered human remains during a reconnaissance mission of the second expedition they 

automatically attempted to ask their Inuk captive if cannibalism had occurred.51 Second, when an 

Inuit party appeared to offer one of their members to the English it was interpreted as an offering 

of food.52 The following year when Frobisher’s ship was trapped in the arctic ice the crew 

considered suicide as an alternative to falling into the hands of “those ravenous, bloodie, and Men-

eating people.”53  Moreover, the explorers reasoned that the Inuit would fear cannibalism from 

them as well. During the same expedition, Dionyse Settle described the suicide of several Inuit to 

avoid capture:  

… Perceyving [perceiving] them selves thus hurt, they desperately leapt off the Rocks into 

the Sea, and drowned them selves: which if they had not done, but had submitted 

themselves: or if by any means we could have taken them alive… we would both have 

saved them, and also have sought remedies to cure their wounds received at our handes. 

But they, altogether voyde of humanitie and ignorant what mercy meaneth, in extremities 

looke for no other then death: and perceiving they should fall into our hands, thus miserably 

by drowning rather desired death, then otherwise be saved by us…54   

 

George Best’s account of the event echoes that the Inuit were “ignorant what mercy meaneth” and 

similarly interpreted the suicides a desperate act to avoid capture.55 Mary Fuller aptly points out 

the Elizabethan hypocrisy in disparaging Indigenous  fighters for committing suicide to avoid 

capture as this was also an Elizabethan practise.56 Thus, it was assumed the Inuit lacked the same 

humanity as Englishmen and in the absence of clear communication their motivations, actions and 

                                                      

51 Best, “The Second Voyage of 1577,” 299.  
52 Best, “The Second Voyage of 1577,” 313. 
53 Best, “The Third Voyage of 1578,” 355. 
54 Settle, “The Second Voyage of 1577,” 211.  
55 Best, “The Second Voyage of 1577,” 305. Some historiographical discussion of the passage appears here: 

Lemercier-Goddard, “Any Strange Beast There Makes a Man”: Interaction and Self-Reflection in the Arctic (1576-

1578),” 13. Alden Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters, 19.  
56 Fuller, Remembering the Early Modern Voyage, 31; 45. Sir Richard Grenville, in particular, was praised as an 

Elizabethan hero for his willingness to blow up his entire crew to avoid capture by the Spanish in battle.  
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emotions were interpreted accordingly.57 The dehumanization of the Inuit served to justify 

Frobisher’s aggression and captive taking throughout these encounters.   

English observation also led Frobisher’s crews to assume the Inuit were devil 

worshippers who practised sorcery. A few examples from 1577 illustrate how uncomfortable the 

explorers were with any indications the Inuit were not Christians. For instance, when the South 

Baffin Inuit chanted ceremoniously with their faces to the ground the English assumed they were 

witnessing devil worship.58 When an Inuk captive positioned five sticks around a bone on the 

ground the crew feared it might be an act of sorcery.59 Frobisher’s men also checked a deformed 

Inuk for cloven hooves as this was often considered a sign of the devil.60 George Best concluded 

in a report on the Inuit: “These people are great magicians, using many charms of witchcraft.”61 

These assumptions led the explorers to bring a Christian minister on the third expedition of 1578 

“to convert the natives to Christianity, if at all possible, and thus save their souls.”62  

                                                      

57 For more analysis of the dehumanization of the Inuit, see: Mancall, “The Raw and the Cold,” 5. McDermott, Martin 

Frobisher: Elizabethan Privateer, 145. Ruby, Unknown Shore, 148. Fuller, Remembering the Early Modern Voyage, 

28; 30. 
58 George Best, “A General Brief Description of the Country and Condition of the People which are found in Meta 

Incognita,” Tokens of Possession: The Northern Voyages of Martin Frobisher. Kenyon, W., ed.  (Toronto: Royal 

Ontario Museum, 1975), 117.  

Any kind of “chanting” was deemed inappropriate – though the English did not pause to consider how their own 

Christian praying appeared to other peoples. Savours and Watt, “The Captured Countrey People,” 559 Savours, “The 

Elizabethan Voyages,” The Search for the Northwest Passage, 7.  
59 George Best, “The Second Frobisher Voyage – 1577,” Tokens of Possession: The Northern Voyages of Martin 

Frobisher. Kenyon, W., ed.  (Toronto: Royal Ontario Museum, 1975), 57. 
60 Dionyse Settle, “The Second Voyage of Master Martin Frobisher…” The Principal Navigations. Volume 7. Richard 

Hakluyt, ed. (Glasgow: James MacLehose and Sons, 1904), 211. Early modern Europeans often viewed deformity as 

a bad omen or sign of the devil. Katharine Park and Lorraine Daston, “Unusual Conceptions: The Study of Monsters 

in Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Century France and English,” Past & Present 92 (August 1981). 
61 Best, “A General Brief Description,” 117. 
62 George Best, “The Third Frobisher Voyage – 1578,” Tokens of Possession: The Northern Voyages of Martin 

Frobisher. Kenyon, W., ed.  (Toronto: Royal Ontario Museum, 1975), 94. 

For evidence of how Elizabethan religious views impacted the Frobisher and Davis expeditions, see: George Best, “A 

General Brief Description of the Country and Condition of the People which are found in Meta Incognita,” Tokens of 

Possession: The Northern Voyages of Martin Frobisher. Kenyon, W., ed.  (Toronto: Royal Ontario Museum, 1975), 

117. Savours and Watt, “The Captured Countrey People,” 559 Savours, “The Elizabethan Voyages,” The Search for 

the Northwest Passage, 7. George Best, “The Second Frobisher Voyage of 1577,” Tokens of Possession: The Northern 

Voyages of Martin Frobisher. Kenyon, W., ed.  (Toronto: Royal Ontario Museum, 1975), 57. George Best, “The Third 

Frobisher Voyage of 1578,” Tokens of Possession: The Northern Voyages of Martin Frobisher. Kenyon, W., ed.  
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The Frobisher narratives all state that the two parties were very cautious and made sure to 

make their presence known from a distance before they actually approached. Participants 

sometimes energetically hollered, clapped, jumped, danced, laughed, waved items and played 

instruments in order to gain one another’s attention and encourage interaction.63 For instance, 

during the second expedition of 1577 participant Dionyse Settle recorded, “Some people of the 

Country showed themselves leaping and dancing with strange shrieks and cries.”64 One sailor, 

Thomas Ellis, vaguely recorded in his journal of 1578 that the Inuit “call us to come over unto 

them.”65  

Both sides often waved materials the English called “flags” to announce their presence. 

Whenever specific descriptions of these materials were recorded they were white: the English party 

wafted a “white cloth” in 1576 and a “white flag” in 1577, while the Inuit waved a “white skin” 

and white bladders in 1577.66 To Europeans a white flag signified a desire for an unarmed parley: 

                                                      

(Toronto: Royal Ontario Museum, 1975), 94. Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 397. Dionyse Settle, “The 

Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” The Principal Navigations. Volume 7. Richard Hakluyt, ed. (Glasgow: James 

MacLehose and Sons, 1904), 211.  
63 These presentations may have been intended to convey merriment and by extension amicability. Examples are found 

in the journals here: Hall, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 209. Settle, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 216; 

222-3; Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1578,” 292; 302; 307; 313.  

Noise could also be made in an attempt to draw unseen persons out of the unknown landscape. Michael Lok recorded 

that after the disappearance of five crewmen, Frobisher’s ship travelled along the shoreline blaring trumpets in the 

hopes the Inuit or the missing mariners would be drawn out by the sound. Lok, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 

163. 
64 Settle, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 216.  
65 Ellis, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1578,” 240. Hall and Best both used identical phrasing: “they called onto us.” 

Hall, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 210. Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 311. 
66 Hall, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 209. Settle, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 222. Best, “The 

Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 292; 313.  

White flags today are an internationally recognized symbol for proceeding unarmed with a truce, surrender or parley. 

References to the use of the symbol date back to both ancient China and ancient Rome and it became widely used in 

Western Europe by the medieval period. Frobisher did not trust the Inuit usage of the symbol and misused it 

duplicitously himself. Invoking the symbol falsely as Frobisher did was done over the centuries, but was generally 

considered unacceptable. In the modern era false parleys became a war crime of perfidy. M.H. Keen. The Laws of 

War in the Middle Ages. (London: Routledge, 1965). 

The English also had their national flag on these expeditions to display. With the participation of four hundred 

participants in 1578, English parties waved their national flag to identify one another from afar. This led them to the 

chilling realization that if the Inuit ever acquired one of these flags they could use the powerful symbol deceptively 

to entrap Englishmen. Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1578,” 359-60. 
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however, it is unclear what meaning displaying white held for the Inuit or if they were reproducing 

European symbolism they had knowledge of from direct or indirect prior contact. In addition to 

waving flags, the two parties often repeated symbols, sounds and actions back and forth to make 

initial contact and broker a safe approach. George Best recorded in 1577, 

And thus marching towards our botes, we espied certaine of the countrey people at the top 

of Mount Warwick with a flag wafting us backe againe and making great noise with cries 

like the mowing of Buls seeming greatly desirious of conference with us : whereupon the 

Generall being therewith better acquainted, answered them againse with the like cries, 

whereat and with the noise of our trumpets they seemed greatly to rejoyce, skipping, 

laughing and dancing for joy.67 

 

During the brokering of an encounter, mimicking each other could help assess the nature of the 

other party and provide assurances of peaceful intent.68  Expedition organizers and participants 

understood the importance of establishing good relations with the Inuit, but the two peoples were 

wary of each other.69   

Once the two met, the English and the Inuit applied several methods of expressing good 

faith in order to encourage interaction. During all three expeditions, the parties exchanged gifts, 

food and drink to demonstrate good will and to encourage more extensive, intimate interaction.70 

                                                      

67 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 292.  
68 One could argue that during true first contact – “pristine contact” – mimicry could be used to test the 

consciousness of the mysterious party and to establish a mutual space of shared humanity. Cultural historian Urs 

Bitterli classifies “pristine contact” as a true first contact with no prior knowledge of the other party. Urs Bitterli, 

Cultures in Conflict: Encounters Between European and Non-European Cultures, 1492-1800. Ritchie Robertson, tr. 

(Stanford: Stanford University, 1986). 
69 The English understood the importance of establishing good relations with Indigenous peoples. Despite this 

understanding and such intentions, their policies and actions proved counterproductive. McDermott, “A Right 

Heroicall Heart: Sir Martin Frobisher,” 74. Symons, “The Significance of the Frobisher Expeditions,” xxxi. 

McDermott, Martin Frobisher: Elizabethan Privateer, 215; 219. Mancall, “The Raw and the Cold,” 25. 

Some instances of apprehension and mistrust by both parties throughout the narratives are found here: Lok, “The 

Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 161; 164. Settle, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 222-3. Best, “The Frobisher 

Expedition of 1577,” 292; 311; 313. Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1578,” 319. Ellis, “The Frobisher 

Expedition of 1578,” 239-40. Fenton, ““The Frobisher Expedition of 1578,” 194-5.  

Literary analysis by Paul DePasquale explores English paranoia in these narratives, emphasizing the fact the 

newcomers constantly felt they were being watched by hidden Inuit within the landscape. DePasquale, “The Anxiety 

of Contact,” 31; 43-4.     
70For examples in which gifts, food or drink were offered by either or both parties during all three summers, see: 

Lok, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 161-2, 164. Hall, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 209-10. Best, “The 

Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 281. Settle, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,”216, 222, 225, 227. Best, “The 
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Frobisher’s men followed the French example in the St. Lawrence Valley and Florida and offered 

Inuit parties “tryfles” and “haberdash” such as bells, knives, mirrors and pieces of clothing.71 They 

recorded that the Inuit particularly liked items that were bright or made noise.72 The Inuit 

apparently were also interested in receiving paper.73 In return, the Inuit offered clothing, animal 

bladders and meat.74 The level of generosity participants displayed and perceived could be used to 

communicate. For example, Dionyse Settle wrote in 1577, “They make their apparel with hoods 

and tailes, which tailes they give when they thinke to gratifie any friendship shewed unto them : a 

great signe of friendship with them.”75 The English perceived that the Inuit were willing to offer 

clothing they were presently wearing and considered this very generous, particularly if special 

                                                      

Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 292, 303, 311, 313; Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1578,”338-9; 372.  Ellis, 

“The Frobisher Expedition of 1578,” 236.  
71 Lok, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 161-2. Hall, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 209-10.  

“Haberdashery” refers to small items connected to the creation and mending of clothing. The first item the English 

mention offering the Inuit were “threadden points” – bits of haberdash.  

For detailed analysis on gift giving and the taking of an Inuk captive in 1576, see: John Haines, “Frobisher’s Bells: 

Commodities or Gifts?” The Sixteenth Century Journal XLVII: 2 (Winter 2016), 819-45. Haines argues the usage of 

trinkets in the Frobisher expeditions played an important role in the development of the commodity, the history of 

early capitalism and the ethnohistory of early modern transatlantic gift giving.  

The French and Spanish had learned after almost a century of contact that Indigenous people were receptive to gifts 

of bells, mirrors, beads, haberdashery and other small items they considered trifles. John Dee encouraged Frobisher 

to copy this strategy. While Europeans considered Indigenous peoples to be economically naive, the value of goods 

is relative and their usages vary drastically between cultures. Haines, “Frobisher’s Bells,” 825. Christopher Miller and 

George Hamell, “A New Perspective on Indian-White Contact: Cultural Symbol and Colonial Trade,” American 

Encounters. Peter Mancall and James Merrell, eds. (New York: Routledge, 2000).  

For further consideration of gift giving in this context, see: Mallios, The Deadly Politics of Giving: Exchange and 

Violence at Ajacan, Roanoke, and Jamestown. (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press 2006). Mallios, “The 

Apotheosis of Ajacan’s Jesuit Missionaries,” Ethnohistory 54:2 (2007), 223-244.  Ruby, Unknown Shore, 142. 

McDermott, Martin Frobisher: Elizabethan Privateer, 144. 
72 Settle, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 227. John Haines’ research on ethnomusicology notes that the English 

already associated bells with intercultural contact as they had been utilized successfully during encounters in West 

Africa. Haines notes that “sounding objects” such as drums and bells were very important spiritual items for First 

Peoples. Haines, “Frobisher’s Bells,” 832.  
73 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 308-9.  
74 Bladders are a reoccurring symbol within the Frobisher expeditions. For an introduction to the important 

symbolism of animal bladders in sixteenth century Inuit life, see: Molyneaux, Mythology of the North American 

Indians and Inuit Nations, 55; 61; 74-5. William Kemp, “Baffinland Inuit,” Handbook of the North American 

Indians, Volume 5: Arctic. David Damas, ed. (Washington: Smithsonian, 1984), 472-4.  
75 Settle, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 225.  
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pieces such as tails were cut off spontaneously. Thus, the escalation and intimacy of a participant’s 

generosity could communicate high esteem and deepen connections between people.   

Trust often needed to be established slowly in stages. Exchanging people was a common 

strategy for testing the safety of interaction while minimizing risk. During the initial encounters of 

1576, an Inuk and Christopher Hall were exchanged in order to allow both peoples to assess one 

another and demonstrate good faith.76  Frobisher had participated in a captive exchange with 

Africans in 1554 and repeated the tactic at South Baffin.77 Christopher Hall recorded also 

approaching this party alone with gifts to test the situation for his crew.78 George Best recorded in 

1577 that an Inuit party conducted gift exchange indirectly from a distance:     

Our generall desirous to allure them unto him by faire meanes, caused knives & other 

thinges, to be proffered unto them, whiche they would not take in their handes: but layd on 

the ground, & the party going away, they came and took up, leaving something of their in 

countervaile…79 

 

Similarly that summer both peoples floated items across the water to each other from a safe 

distance.80 If Inuit parties fled when being approached the explorers sometimes placed gifts in their 

tents to communicate peaceful intent.81 All of these strategies for building trust suggest that 

interacting directly in close proximity was considered a dangerous risk.  

Gift giving could, however, be exploited duplicitously and Frobisher was willing to take 

advantage of the practise in order to seize Inuit captives. After the disappearance of five of his 

                                                      

76 Michael Lok, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 161. 
77 Hall, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 209-10. 
78 Richard Eden, “Richard Eden’s Account of Windham’s Voyage to Guinea, 1553.” Europeans in West Africa, 

1540-1560. Vol 2. John William Blake, ed. The Hakluyt Society, 1942. Also see: “Martin Frobisher’s Report about 

Guinea based upon his experience as a prisoner at Mina in 1555.” Europeans in West Africa, 1450-1560. Volume 2. 

The Hakluyt Society, 1942. Also see: Robert McGhee, The Arctic Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 27. 
79 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,”292. Settle similarly reported this practise: Settle, “The Frobisher 

Expedition of 1577,” 222.  
80 Frobisher floated a shirt over to a kayak in 1576 and the Inuit floated a bladder to the English the following 

summer. Lok, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 164. Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 311. 
81 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 303.  
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mariners in 1576, Frobisher began to feign the signals for a peaceful meeting to exchange gifts in 

order to kidnap local people. As George Best recorded: 

…for knowing wel how they greatly delighted in our toyes, and specially in belles, he 

[Frobisher] rang a prety lowbell, making signes that he would give him the same that would 

come and fetch it. And because they would not come within his danger for feare, he flung 

one bell unto them, which of purpose he threw short, that it might fall into the sea and be 

lost. And to make them more greedy of the matter he rang a louder bell, so that in the end 

one of them came nere the ship side to receive the bel ; which when he thought to take the 

captaines hand , he was therby taken himselfe…82    

 

The following summer Frobisher indicated for two locals to come forward to meet him and his 

pilot to exchange gifts in neutral territory, unarmed. Settle wrote,  

At the length two of them leaving their weapons, came downe to our Generall and Master, 

who did the like to them : who after certaine dumbe signes and mute congratulations, began 

to lay handes upon them…83    

  

On both occasions the English attempted to project amicability by displaying goods and when an 

apprehensive Inuk extended just enough trust to come forward they were seized. Such acts 

hindered the forging of good relationships with both the kidnapped individuals and any 

companions who had witnessed the aggression.  

However, sometimes good will was successfully established and two parties felt secure in 

coming together. Interaction confirmed that they could not recognize one another’s languages. 

Christopher Hall wrote, “They spake, but we understood them not.”84 Similarly, George Best stated 

their “language was not known or understood by any” and Settle acknowledged a “lack of 

understanding the language.”85 The narratives suggest that the two parties began attempting to 

                                                      

82 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 281-2. Frobisher’s dropping of bells into the ocean was likely 

perceived as wasteful and inappropriate by the Inuit observing. Wastefulness was not part of Inuit cultural practise 

and sounding objects were considered to be deeply spiritual items. Haines notes that this carelessness could have 

been interpreted as a form of sacrilege. Bennett and Rowley, Uqalurait, 45, 264– 65. Haines, “Frobisher’s Bells,” 

842. 
83 Settle, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 216.  
84 Hall, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 209. 
85 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 282. Settle, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 230.  
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exchange information by improvising with various forms of demonstration including the use of 

gesticulation, illustration, sounds, symbols and objects. Repetition and mimicry were both applied 

to emphasize particular pieces of information and in an attempt to confirm that they understood 

each other.  Both the creation and the interpretation of messages passing back and forth was 

incredibly subjective, relying on impressionistic guesswork that was rooted in each 

communicator’s assumptions and expectations in the moment. Miscommunication was a constant 

possibility and it was very difficult to verify that both parties were understanding each other 

correctly.  

As historian Peter Mancall notes, the English and the Inuit wished to immediately start 

learning one another’s spoken language in order to work towards clearer communication.86 Over 

two days of interaction with the South Baffin Inuit during the initial expedition, Christopher Hall 

collected a list of 17 words he included at the end of his 1576 narrative.87 His translations are 

categorized here in modernized English:  

Table 1: Christopher Hall's Vocabulary List, 1576 

Body parts Clothing Objects 

Hand Pair of breeches Knife 

Nose Coat Ship 

Eye   

Tooth   

Head   

Ear   

Leg   

Foot   

Thumb   

Foremost finger   

Middle finger   

Fourth finger   

Little finger    

                                                      

86 Mancall, “The Raw and the Cold,” 26. 
87 Hall, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 211.   
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It is crucial to note not only the briefness of this list, but that all the words appear to be nouns – 

things that would have been readily available and straightforward to visually demonstrate. Nothing 

listed is complicated, abstract or out of sight. The emphasis on human body parts and the clothing 

worn also hints at an intimacy between participants, an exploration of a shared humanity and the 

limitations of what could be clearly communicated.88   

Linguistic anthropologist Louis-Jacques Dorais’ examination of Hall’s vocabulary list 

suggests the pilot was good at hearing and reproducing the phonetics of Indigenous  language as 

his list is fully decipherable today when compared to modern dialects of Inuktitut.89 Nevertheless, 

ethnologists Vilhjalmur Stefansson and Eloise McCaskill illustrate that the process of defining 

words via physical demonstration “does not of necessity yield correct results.”90 For example, one 

could demonstrate “leg,” but have it recorded as “boot.”91 When Frobisher’s crew captured a 

woman and a baby in 1577 they understood their personal names to be “Arnaq” and “Nutaaq” 

respectively. However, as historian James McDermott notes, these are variants of the Inuktitut 

                                                      

88 This list suggests the two peoples initially experienced a peaceful and intimate curiosity about one another 

comparing their shared human qualities in close proximity. Lemercier-Goddard, “Any Strange Beast There Makes a 

Man”: Interaction and Self-Reflection in the Arctic (1576-1578),” 23-4.  
89 The successful recording of phonetics varies from explorer to explorer with some other vocabularies of the period 

proving far less decipherable. Dorais states that this European list of Inuit words was the first of its kind and that 

Christopher Hall was better than other English explorers such as John Davis in hearing and reproducing the phonetics 

of Indigenous language in his own language. He states, “Hall’s compilation can be understood in a proportion of 

almost 100%.” Dorais, The Language of the Inuit, 109. He also adds: “Unfortunately for us, Davis and his scribe were 

much worse linguists than Christopher Hall. Many of their words are thus unrecognizable.” Dorais, The Language of 

the Inuit, 108. Dorais’ full analysis of this dictionary can be found in two works: Dorais, The Language of the Inuit, 

106-114. This research was also published in also found in: Dorais, From Magic Words to Word Processing, 37-41. 
90 Stefansson and McCaskill, The Three Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 233. For analysis of the dictionary, see:  

Stefansson and McCaskill, The Three Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 233-5. Marc-Antoine Mahieu and Mickaël 

Popelard, “A People of Tractable Conversation: A Reappraisal of Davis’ Contribution to Arctic Scholarship,” The 

Quest for the Northwest Passage, ed. Frederic Regard (Pickering and Chatto: London, 2013). 
91 Even if participants recorded the words correctly they were always guessing what they meant. What if pointing to 

the eyeball did not mean ‘eye’ but rather ‘sight’ or ‘I saw’? Similarly, pointing to the ear could mean either 

‘listening’ or “understanding” or “not understanding.” Additional examples of miscommunication are considered 

here: Stefannson and McCaskill, 234-5.  
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words for “woman” and “child.”92 No matter how apparent a word appeared to be there was room 

for confusion. This matter became increasingly more challenging whenever communicators 

attempted to move beyond object demonstration and to invoke more complex concepts. 

The use of objects could sometimes be demonstrated. In the summer of 1577, Frobisher 

and a small landing party explored abandoned Inuit homes with “Kalicho,” examining local 

material culture.93 The presence of an Inuk allowed for the purposes of tools and objects to be 

presented. George Best described this process as follows:  

We also was found hid under stones good store of fish, and sundry other things of the 

inhabitants ; as sleddes, bridles, kettels of fish skinnes, knives of bone, and such other like. 

And our Savage declared under us the use of all those things. And taking in his hand one 

of those countrey bridles, he caught one of our dogges and hampred him handsomely 

therein, as we doe our horses, and with a whip in his hand, he taught the dogge to drawe 

the sled as we doe horses in a coach, setting himself thereupon like a guide : so that we 

might see they use dogges for that purpose that we do our horses.94 

 

The English correctly interpreted the use of dog sleds because all the pieces of information 

necessary for understanding were readily available – including a dog – and the activity was carried 

out in full. Without Kalicho to demonstrate how the objects worked, the English might well have 

continued to wonder. 

The two peoples could not verbally explain their worlds to one another and tried to visually 

present their way of life instead. A striking example occurred in the third and final expedition of 

1578 when the English left a small limestone house in the European style, that was deliberately 

furnished when they departed for England so that the Inuit could see a detailed presentation of 

their culture. Contact had been minimal during the final expedition and Frobisher’s crew hoped 

                                                      

92 McDermott, Martin Frobisher, 191-2. For more on the translation of these names, see: Stefansson and McCaskill, 

The Three Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 235. 
93 Kalicho may have been a personal name as it has yet to be connected to any surviving Indigenous words. 

Stefansson and McCaskill, The Three Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 235. 
94 Best, The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 299. Settle describes the demonstration of the dog sled as well: Settle, 

“The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 224.  
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such a presentation might impress and enlighten locals, expressing the benefits of working with 

and learning from with Europeans.95 Best explained,  

And the better to allure those brutish and uncivill people to courtesie against other times of 

our comming, we left therein divers of our Countrey toyes, as belles, and knives, wherein 

they specifically delight, one for the necessary use and the other for the great pleasure 

thereof. Also pictures of men and women in lead, men on horseback, looking glasses, 

whistles and pipes. Also in the house was made an Oven, and bread left baked therein for 

them to see and taste.96   

 

The English believed the Inuit “made great wondering at all things” of European make.97 While 

we cannot know how locals later interpreted the materials left and how it shaped their view of the 

visitors, the English expected them to be impressed.98 They included pictures of horseback riding 

and left baked bread still in an oven. The limestone house also offered the crewmen a unique 

opportunity to decide how they wanted to define their collective identity through objects. Ellis, a 

common sailor, stated that the men left “innumerable” items in the house and we can envision 

various crewmen submitting whatever random items they could spare (such as a comb), though 

                                                      

95 Sophie Lemercier-Goddard’s analysis suggests that the furnished house served as a “store window” and a 

form of “silent barter” to illustrate to the Inuit the commercial opportunities available in working amicably 

with the English in the future. A stone shelter may also have initially conveyed to locals that the visitors had 

a permanent interest in the region. Lemercier-Goddard, “George Best’s Artic Mirrors,” 65-6; 69.    
96 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1578,” 362.  Thomas Ellis and Edward Fenton both also discuss the limestone 

house that masons constructed as one of the final tasks before departure for England. Ellis, “The Frobisher 

Expedition of 1578,” 241. Fenton, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1578,” 200.  

A fortified structure was originally to be built to allow a party to overwinter, but due to time constraints and 

materials being lost at sea the fleet decided instead of have the masons construct a tiny limestone house to test 

English masonry in the arctic tundra and to demonstrate their way of life to the Inuit. Ellis describes the intentional 

furnishing of the house: “But before we tooke shipping, we builded a  litle house in the Countesse of Warwicks 

Island, and garnished it with many kinds of trifles, as Pinnes, Points, Laces, Glasses, Kombes, Babes on horseback 

and on foote, with innumerable other such fansies and toyes : thereby to allure and entice the people to some 

familiaritie against other yeers.”   
97 Lok, “The First Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 160. Similarly, George Best records that when the captives 

of 1577 reached England “they wondered much at all our things, and were afraid of our horses and other 

beasts.” Best, “A generall and briefe description,” 371.    
98 While it is unknown when or how the Inuit interacted with the material culture left for them or how they 

would have interpreted the food, images or architecture, the house remained for centuries on this island (now 

called Kodlunarn Island). By the Victorian period it had been thoroughly stripped, though archeologists have 

found materials there. Fitzhugh, “Introduction,” 22. McDermott, Martin Frobisher: Elizabethan Privateer, 

238. McGee, The Artic Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 150.   

For further historiographical discussion of the limestone house, see: Symons, “The Significance of the Frobisher 

Expeditions,” xxvi. Savours, “The Elizabethan Voyages” The Search for the Northwest Passage, 9.  
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the vast majority were not described. In her study of this limestone house, Sophie Mercier-Goddard 

suggests the men would have discussed what items to leave and what certain items would 

communicate, a level of introspection and self-representation they may have been inexperienced 

with.99 The unique activity would have solidified in the men’s minds the ways in which they 

considered the English world superior to the Inuit world and how even the poorest European 

peasant could take pride in his material culture and feel sophisticated.    

The most common method with which Europeans tackled the earliest communication 

barriers with Indigenous peoples was improvised gesture.100 We do not know if Indigenous 

communicators were using sign language systems that existed in their communities or what their 

expectations were of European sign language literacy. Historian Celine Carayon’s research 

indicates that a spectrum of gesticulation could appear in such exchanges spanning from 

standardized, fully coded sign languages to full improvisation and that successful signing of any 

kind required skill.101  

                                                      

99 Mercier-Goddard provides an in-depth analysis of the how the Englishmen would have created the “cabinet of 

curiosities” intended for Indigenous peoples. She notes that in that commonplace objects held great economic and 

cultural capital under these circumstances. Lemercier-Goddard, “George Best’s Artic Mirrors,” 66-9.  

The English felt power and identity were communicated visually. Kupperman, “Presentment of Civility: English 

Reading of American Self-Presentation in the Early Years of Colonization,” 210; 222. 
100 Standardized fully coded sign languages were not developed in Western Europe until the late eighteenth century. 

Carayon, “The Gesture Speech of Mankind,” 465-6. However, some contemporaries argued for universal gestures 

between peoples. Kupperman, “Presentment of Civility: English Reading of American Self-Presentation in the Early 

Years of Colonization,” 199. 

Pantomime is expression through silent gesticulation and it has strong associations with performance art, games and 

humour. It is also commonly referred to as miming, mumming, panto and mimicry. While some might associate the 

miming and guessing of the English and the Inuit with the traditional game of charades, the game emerged in the 

eighteenth century and the miming version only became widely popular last century.  

For an introduction to the history of pantomime, see: Irene Mawer, The Art of Mime (London: Methuen, 1949). R.J. 

Broadbent, The History of Pantomime (New York: B. Blom, 1964). Maurice Wilson, Clowns and Pantomimes. 

(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1925.) For emphasis on Elizabethan pantomime: Dieter Mehl, The Elizabethan Dumb 

Show: The History of a Dramatic Convention (London: Methuen, 1982). For a visual presentation of cross-cultural 

gesture: Julia Grosse. Don’t Get Me Wrong: The Global Gestures Guide (Munich: Bierke, 2010.) This work is 

comprised of photographs of the everyday gestures of fifty countries illustrating the diversity of human 

communication. 
101 Carayon, “The Gesture Speech of Mankind,” 473; 475. For Carayon’s work on nonverbal communication during 

intercultural contract see her dissertation, “Beyond Words: Nonverbal Communication, Performance and 
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Expedition narratives frequently allude to both peoples using manual signs although what 

this entailed is often left unsaid.102 Frobisher’s chroniclers use phrasing such as: “…he gave us 

plainely to understand by signes that…” or… “he shewed by signes that…” or “…they made 

signes onto us…”103 When Frobisher first encountered the Inuit in 1576 his primary goal was to 

learn anything he could about potential routes to the Northwest Passage. As soon as peaceful 

relations were established, Frobisher attempted to arrange for a local guide. The English claimed 

to understand that in exchange for European goods one Inuk would paddle ahead of the English 

ship and guide them on a two day journey towards Asia. Expedition organizer Michael Lok wrote, 

“the capitayn had talke with him by signes in a bargain which they made.” No author explains 

how Frobisher visibly presented his complicated request or came to understand the specific terms 

of the “bargain.” Even if Frobisher incorporated a map as a point of reference he was invoking 

complex and invisible components that were not clearly demonstrably and could be easily 

misunderstood. In the end the Inuk did not serve as a guide and the episode resulted in the 

confusing disappearance of five crewmen. The incident demonstrates that communicators may 

have believed they understood each other correctly when they did not and that there may be no 

way to recognize such a discrepancy is occurring.  

                                                      

Acculturation in the Early French-Indian Atlantic, 1500-1701.” (PhD dissertation, College of William and Mary, 

2015). Carayon also published a related article: Céline Carayon, “The Gesture Speech of Mankind: Old and New 

Entanglements in the Histories of American Indian and European Sign Languages,” American Historical Review 

(April 2016), 461-91.  
102 It must also be acknowledged that sometimes these authors used phrasing that glossed over the existence 

of the language barrier entirely. The application of words such as “declared,” “confessed,” “told,” or “talked” 

are misleading in that they suggest communication was so clear and transparent that it was as plain as a shared 

spoken language.  
103 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 302; 310. Best, “A generall and briefe description,” 372. While there 

are many examples, a few other common phrases that appear in expedition narratives include:  “answered by 

signes,” “demanded by signes,” “made signes to the contrary,” “made known by signes” and “talked by signes…” 

The word “token” is used as well meaning “signs.” 
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It may have sometimes been difficult for the English to guess what the Inuit were trying to 

tell them. During Kalicho’s imprisonment at the mining site in 1577 he attempted to express a 

cryptic message to the crew. George Best recorded: 

…so the signes which our captive made unto us, of the comming downe of his Governour 

or Prince, which he called Catchoe, gave us occassion to foresee what might ensue thereof, 

for he shewed by signes that this Catchoe was a man of higher stature by farre then any of 

our nation is, and he is accustomed to be caried upon mens shoulders.104 

 

When an Inuit party attempted to approach the English in the weeks that followed the crew 

surmised their gesturing was related to these earlier, unconfirmed theories about a local 

leader. Dionyse Settle wrote,   

They [Inuit] also made signes or tokens of their King, whom they called Cacough, & how 

he was carried on mens shouldes, and a man farre surmounting any of our company, in 

bignesse and stature.105  

   

Two very strong expectations of the English helped them forge their particular interpretation. First, 

the English likely anticipated that the kidnapping of “Kalicho” would be met with some form of 

reprisal from locals in the near future. Second, the English expected that there was a regional Inuit 

leader who they would eventually meet. However, as Ann Savours notes, the Inuit did not share 

the same social and political organization as the Elizabethans.106 The expectations of the English 

resulted in the creation of a narrative which filled in invisible blanks such as identity and intention.   

In some instances the Frobisher narratives describe the specific manual signs the Inuit 

employed. In the early days of the first expedition members of an Inuit party appeared to have 

                                                      

104 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 310. 

Steffansson and McCaskill could not connect the words “catcheo” and “cacough” to modern Inuit language and 

suggested this may have been a personal name. Steffansson and McCaskill, The Three Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 

235.  The phonetics may have been misreported or the original word may no longer be used. 

Kalicho and perhaps other Inuit appear to have mimed concepts such as ‘big’ and ‘carrying on shoulders’ which the 

English interpreted as representing a large human who subjugated other humans. 
105 Settle, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 222.  
106 Ann Savours, “A Narrative of Frobisher’s Arctic Voyages,” 33.  
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indicated they wanted a closer encounter with the English “by laying their head in their hands.”107 

The Elizabethans interpreted these gestures as ‘resting’ and an assurance that it was safe to accept 

Inuit hospitality. A year later, George Best felt that an Inuk was requesting that he approach and 

“sleepe ashore” by “clapping his bare hands over his head in token peace and innocencie.”108 Later 

that same summer an extension of the “safe to rest” pantomime potentially occurred when the 

English and the Inuit attempted to initiate meetings repeatedly without success. An Inuk mimed 

that he was injured when he was left by his peers at the shore.109 The explorers believed that this 

was a blatant ruse to ambush them. They suspected the vulnerability was feigned and thought that 

the man was being offered as bait to lure them to shore. However, it is also possible that the English 

had failed to recognize a variant of the “safe to rest” gesticulation Inuit parties applied at other 

times to encourage meetings.110  

In another example from 1577, an Inuit party ended a meeting by walking away while 

“making signes with three fingers, and pointing to the Sunne.”111 The timing of the gesture, the 

invoking of the sun and the use of “three fingers” led the explorers to believe that “they meant to 

returne within 3 dayes.” The Inuit did use the position of the sun in the sky to measure time and 

this may have been precisely what they communicated as an Inuit party appeared at Frobisher’s 

camp in roughly that time frame.112  

                                                      

107 Michael Lok referenced the Inuit using this precise miming twice and interpreted it as restfulness and by 

extension peacefulness and safety. Lok, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 161; 164.   
108 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 313.  
109 Settle, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 222-3. Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 313.  
110 It is unclear if the reoccurrence of specific manual signs in different times and places indicates that the same Inuit 

party had been encountered or if this gesture was universal amongst the South Baffin Inuit. 
111 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 308.  
112 For an overview of the various meanings of the sun as a symbol, time keeper and spiritual component in Inuit 

life, see: MacDonald, The Arctic Sky: Inuit Astronomy, Star Lore and Legend (Toronto: Nunavut Research Institute 

and The Royal Ontario Museum, 1998), 112.; 114. Molyneaux, Mythology of the North American Indians and Inuit 

Nations, 60. 
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During this same period, George Best recorded “Kalicho” gesturing in a manner which 

Frobisher interpreted as relating to his five missing mariners: 

…he gave us plainely to understand by signes, that he had knowledge of the taking of our 

five men the last yeere, and confessing the maner of ech thing, numbered the five men upon 

his five fingers, and pointed unto a boat in our ship, which was like unto that wherein our 

men were betrayed : And when we made him signes, that they were slaine and eaten, he 

earnestly denied, and made signes to the contrary.113  

 

While Frobisher’s initial goal in intercultural communication had been to learn about the 

Northwest Passage, after the disappearance of his crewmen his communication goals shifted 

thereafter to discerning their fate and rescuing them if possible. However, referencing an event 

that had occurred in another time and place proved difficult. It is unclear if “Kalicho” understood 

what he was being asked or if he was even aware of the English experiences in other parts of the 

region the summer prior. His signals of ‘five’ and ‘boat’ did not necessarily reference the five 

mariners.  Moreover, it is uncertain if he independently produced symbols such as ‘five’ or if the 

English had introduced them into the exchange themselves through their questioning.  

The English preoccupation with the missing mariners had a direct impact on how they 

interpreted communication, evaluated potential evidence and drew conclusions throughout all 

future encounters with the Inuit. Frobisher repeatedly interpreted all his exchanges with locals to 

offer concrete information about the five mariners when neither person could adequately reference 

and communicate about such a complex and invisible topic. Dionyse Settle recorded in 1577, for 

example, that when an Inuit party approached the English mining site: 

They, at the first show, made tokens [signs] that three of his five men were alive and desired 

pen, ink and paper and that within three or four days they could return and (as we judged) 

bring those of our men, which were living, with them.114 

                                                      

113 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 301-2.  
114 Settle, “The Second Voyage of 1577,” 212. The narrative suggests that Frobisher believed the Inuit were 

requesting a letter from him to pass along to the missing mariners. This would allow the two literate parties to 

communicate through the Inuit despite the language barrier. Frobisher took advantage of the fact that the Inuit could 
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The men were never produced and this may have been due to the fact that the English had not 

understood the situation or the true subject of gesticulation correctly.  

Communication was also greatly impacted by the fact that Frobisher had to guess the 

identity of each Inuit party that approached him and what they knew of past English-Inuit 

encounters in the region. During the second and third expeditions he assumed that any Inuit party 

he encountered had full knowledge of all prior encounters over previous summers throughout the 

entire bay and that they wished to communicate about either English or Inuit captives.  However, 

the English were travelling around a bay with a maximum length of 230 kilometers and a maximum 

width of 40 kilometers with several populations spread throughout the region.115 It is unclear how 

these groups were related and how much communication they would have had with one another. 

It is equally unclear what the typical range of movement for a South Baffin community was and 

how quickly and effectively an Inuit party could track English ocean vessels exploring the region 

if they wanted a repeat encounter. Frobisher’s assumptions about Inuit experience and prior 

knowledge led him to make further assumptions about Inuit intention and to interpret their 

pantomime accordingly. 

In order to work around the difficulty of referencing events that had occurred in the past, 

in the summer of 1577 Frobisher attempted to discuss the five men using illustrations. As George 

Best recorded: 

                                                      

not understand his letter to be candid with the missing men. Best recorded the text of this letter here: Best, “The 

Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 309.  

It is unclear what evidence led Frobisher to believe that the Inuit understood how the medium functioned, that 

messages could be couriered between parties and who the message was intended for. Nevertheless, letters are left for 

the missing men via the Inuit several times: Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 303; 305; 308-9.  
115 Fossett and Ruby each speculated the South Baffin Inuit of Frobisher Bay lived in three or four communities of 

approximately fifty people with an overall population of no more than 200 for the region. Fossett, In Order to Live 

Untroubled, 29. Robert Ruby, Unknown Shore: The Lost History of England’s Arctic Colony (New York: Henry 

Holt, 2001), 156.  
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...we shewed [Kalicho] the picture of his countreman, which the last yeere was brought 

into England (whose counterfeit we had drawen, with boate and other furniture, both as 

was in his own, & also in English apparel) he was upon the sudden much amazed thereat, 

and beholding advisedly the same with silence a good while, as though he would streine 

courtesie whether should begin speech (for he thought him no doubt  a living creature) at 

length began to question him, as with his companion, and finding him dumb and mute, 

seemed to suspect him, as one disdeinfull, and would with a little helpe have growen choller 

at the matter, untill at last by feeding and handling, hee found him but a deceiving picture. 

And then with great noise and cryes, ceased not wondring, thinking that we could make 

men live or die at our pleasure.116  

 

Paul DePasquale explains this is an “imagined response” as the English could only guess at the 

Inuk’s thoughts and feelings and that there were many possible interpretations.117 It is unclear if 

Kalicho recognized the man in the painting or thought that something alive or spiritual was present. 

It is also unclear what the English intended to convey by offering what DePasquale calls “before 

and after drawings” of an Inuk in Indigenous clothing and then Elizabethan clothing. The English 

may have been hoping to show that their original captive had been well treated or that cooperating 

with them was a rewarding prospect.118  

In his study Visual Literacy: Image, Mind and Reality, researcher Paul Massaris argues 

that visual literacy between different cultures is influenced by how culturally subjective the 

material presented is and by how realistic and literal the image is.119 He adds that new visual 

mediums can be instinctually interpreted, but that such skills become more nuanced with 

                                                      

116 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 301. 
117 Paul DePasquale, 55. DePasquale notes the English may have also wished to demonstrate what they deemed their 

superior technology. They had already been demonstrating the medium of writing for their captive.   
118 It was not unprecedented for Europeans to try smoothing over the death or disappearance of an Indigenous 

captive by attempting to communicate to locals that they were well cared for. When Jacques Cartier returned to the 

St. Lawrence Iroquois in 1541 without the captives he had seized on his previous expedition he attempted to 

communicate that the missing persons were happy and well cared for. Cartier, “The Third Expedition of 1541-2,” 

265. 
119 Paul Massaris, Visual Literacy: Image, Mind and Reality, 10, 14, 43, 46. This suggests that a photograph is easier 

to understand than an individual’s drawing style or an abstract representation. It also indicates that viewers need a 

foundation in understanding culturally subjective materials and concepts to interpret the meaning of certain images 

correctly.   
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experience.120 Illustrations can be very valuable communication tools if they are designed carefully 

to convey pieces of information. For instance, the Aztec leader Moctezuma effectively used an 

illustration to inform the Conquistador Cortez that Spanish ships back on the coast had been hit by 

a storm. The Jesuits in northeastern America had discovered that images could be presented in 

sequences to convey narratives and more complicated information.121 It is uncertain if Frobisher’s 

paintings were brought to the arctic to assist in communicating about the five mariners, but they 

arguably did not depict the missing men overtly enough to be useful.122 Under such circumstances 

an image functions similarly to an object or prop in that it is only a reference point which must 

then be combined with other strategies.123 While the English believed the paintings successfully 

allowed them to reference the events of 1576 – “thereupon calling the matter to his remembrance” 

– and proceeded to gesture about the five men accordingly, it cannot be known if the Inuk 

understood what they meant.124 

                                                      

120 Massaris, Visual Literacy, 7. An individual viewing motion picture for the first time could potentially follow a live 

action presentation correctly, but may miss details and would not necessarily understand how the various “effects” of 

the medium function. Special effects and editing processes used in photography and motion picture, for instance, are 

not necessarily intuitive for someone with no experience or literacy in these mediums.  
121 For more on how the Jesuits communicated about Christianity with First Nations using paintings, see: Margaret 

Leahey, “Iconic Discourse: The Language of Images in Seventeenth Century New France,” The Languages of 

Encounter in the Americas, 1492-1800. Edward Gray and Norman Fiering, eds. (New York: Berghahn Books, 2000). 

Interpreting wordless visual narratives improves with experience: A study conducted in 1979 tested the ability of 

children from different cultures to correctly interpret wordless storybooks. The results concluded that while all 

children could identify objects correctly, children with the most exposure to “bedtime stories” were the best at 

understanding the narrative action and underlying story plot. Sam Ọmọtọsọ and Linda Leonard, “Using Wordless 

Picture Books to Assess Cross-Cultural Differences in Seven Year Olds,” The Reading Teacher 32:4 (January 1979), 

414-6. 
122 The artist, Cornelius Ketel, was commissioned to paint the Inuk captive of 1576 and the images may have merely 

reflected his experiences in captivity. Eight pictures were made with one intended for the Queen. This suggests the 

other seven paintings could have been utilized by Frobisher during his expeditions for communication purposes. 

Savours and Watt, “The Captured Countrey People,” 554. Alden Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters, 3. 
123 For example: When Inuit communicators pointed to metal plates the crew possessed and attempted to gesticulate 

more complicated information, the English understood that metal or plate [etc] was the reference point being expanded 

from but the rest remained pure conjecture. Best, “A generall and briefe description,” 372.  

Best does not specify which expedition this mummery occurred during. Settle references golden plates in passing in 

relation to the second expedition, but this is inconclusive. Settle, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 228.  
124 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 301.      
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The Inuit also expressed themselves with images and symbols. During English excursions 

to examine abandoned Inuit homes with Kalicho earlier in 1577, the English found themselves 

puzzling over something he made: 

Here our captive being ashore with us, to declare the use of such things as we saw, stayd 

himself alone behind the company, and did set up give small stickes round in a circle one 

by another, with one small bone placed just in the middest of all : which thing when one of 

our men perceived, he called us backe to behold the matter, thinking that hee had meant 

some charme or witchcrafte therein. But the best conjecture we could make thereof was, 

that hee would thereby his countrymen should understand, that for our five men which they 

betrayed last yeere (whom he signified by five stickes) he was taken and kept prisoner, 

which he signified the bone in the midst.125   

 

The nature and purpose of the Inuk’s action cannot be determined, but the specifics of English 

conjecture are visible here. Historians are generally silent on this ambiguous episode: Was this an 

activity, a ritual or a message? If it was a message who was the intended recipient? The crewmen’s 

theories were laced with their preconceived notions about paganism and the five missing men.126 

If this was intended to be a message then its abstract and potentially culturally subjective nature 

made it difficult to interpret, just as Paul Massari’s findings suggest.127   

It would have been challenging for the two peoples to interpret one another’s religious 

rituals and cultural practises. The English conducted a religious ceremony when they founded their 

mining camp in 1577: 

… our men made a Columne or Crosse of stones heaped up a good heigth togither in good 

sort, and solemnely sounded a Trumpet, and saide certaine prayers kneeling about the 

Ensigne, and honoured the place by the name Mount Warwicke…128   

                                                      

125 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 301.  
126 It should be noted that the English tended to set out in parties of five. This could explain why the number 

five was reoccurring in the nonverbal communication of the Inuit. Kalicho may have been on an excursion 

with five Englishman at that very moment and attempting to signal that he [bone] was in the area with five 

captors [sticks]. However, as with all of this analysis, the list of possibilities is innumerable.  
127 Massaris, Visual Literacy, 10, 14, 43, 46. 
128 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 292. The same event is described here: Settle, “The Frobisher 

Expedition of 1577,” 217.  

Patricia Seed has examined European ceremonies of possession during intercultural contact in the Americas. For 

more on this, see: Patricia Seed, Ceremonies of Possession: Europe’s Conquest of the New World, 1492-1640. 

(Cambridge: Cambridge, 1995). 
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An observing Inuit party may not have understood the nature and specifics of what they were 

watching, but the ritualistic performance and physical marker seemed to encourage them to 

approach the English party the moment the praying stopped.129 Markers left behind by Europeans 

may have communicated any number of possible meanings to local communities. For example, 

Jacques Cartier observed at Gaspe in 1534 that an Indigenous  leader appeared angered by the 

presence of a thirty foot cross that his expedition party had erected and worshipped at.130 

Conversely, the French left stone markers in northern Florida in 1562 only to return in 1564 and 

record that Indigenous  peoples had covered a stone column with gifts.131 The French assumed this 

act signified that the locals worshipped them, but this may have been similar to the European 

practise of leaving gifts where traces of Indigenous  people were discovered.132 Inuit oral history 

for South Baffin also indicates that English markers were honoured.133 Relatedly, Best wrote that 

the English “did finde certaine great stones set up by the Countrey people as it seemed, for markes, 

where we also made many Crosses of stone, in token that Christians had bene there.”134 Thus, 

                                                      

Celebratory ceremonies of possession that left visual markers were common amongst Europeans, but the English 

typically based their territory claims in active occupation as opposed to planting markers. The ceremonies of the 

Frobisher expedition appear to have been mostly celebratory and religious in nature. McDermott, Martin Frobisher: 

Elizabethan Privateer, 175. Ruby, Unknown Shore, 140. 

Before the crew departed for England at the end of the expedition of 1577 they celebrated with bonfires. Since wood 

was rare in the arctic such extensive use of fire was likely rare as well. The Inuit likely noticed this “ceremony” or 

“ritual” and it is uncertain what they might have speculated about it. George Best recorded the bonfire celebration 

here: Best, “The Third Voyage of 1577,” 152.  For further comment: McDermott, Martin Frobisher: Elizabethan 

Privateer, 187-8. 
129 Lemercier-Goddard notes that the Elizabethans toned down and attempted to hide some of their ceremonial 

behaviour due to the perceived surveillance of the Inuit. Lemercier-Goddard, “George Best’s Artic Mirrors,” 60. 
130 Jacques Cartier, “The Second Voyage of 1535-6,” 66. 
131 Rene de Laudonnière, “The Second Expedition of 1564-5,” 47-8.  
132 While this was common practise for English explorers from the Frobisher expeditions to Jamestown, here are 

some examples specifically from these narratives: Sellman, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1578,” 65. Ellis, ““The 

Frobisher Expedition of 1578,” 232. Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1578,” 319.  
133 Susan Rowley, “Frobisher Miksanut: Inuit Accounts of the Frobisher Voyages,” Archeology of the Frobisher 

Voyages. William Fitzhugh and J.S. Olin, eds. (Washington: Smithsonian Institute Press, 1993), 36. 
134 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1578,” 359. For historiographical comment, see: Lemercier-Goddard, “Any 

Strange Beast There Makes a Man”: Interaction and Self-Reflection in the Arctic (1576-1578),” 19. 
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when Frobisher’s crew happened upon man-made stone markers they presumed belonged to the 

Inuit they promptly erected their own markers beside them to communicate English presence.    

The English found any ritualistic practise they observed to be unsettling. George Best 

concluded that locals were “inchanters.”135 In his notes about the Inuit he wrote, 

 …they tye a great stone with a string unto a sticke, and with certaine prayers and words 

done to the sticke, they lift up the stone from ground, which sometimes with all a mans 

force they cannot stir, and sometime againe they lift as easily as a fether, and hope thereby 

with certaine ceremonious wordes to have ease and helpe.136  
 

Best added that locals were observed “lying groveling with their faces upon the ground, and 

making a noise downward that they worship the devil under them.”137 We do not know what the 

Inuit thought of the English prayer they observed.  

Similarly, the English and Inuit did not understand one another’s death rites. 

Frobisher’s men happened upon an Inuit tomb in their excursions with Kalicho: 

In one of the small Ilands here we found a Tombe, wherein the bones of a dead man lay 

together, and our savage Captive being with us, & being demanded by signes whether his 

countrymen had not slaine this man and eat his flesh so from the bones, he made signes to 

the contrary, and that he was slaine with Wolves and wilde beasts.138  

 

The fact that the bones appeared unburied in a seemingly remote cave left the English suspicious 

and fit with their expectations of the Inuit as murderous cannibals. This instance serves as a good 

example of how preconceived notions layered into a communicator’s considerations. It also 

                                                      

135 Best, “A generall and briefe description,” 373. 
136 Best, “A generall and briefe description,” 373. Best mentions that this ritual was used to help with headaches. He 

was likely referring here to the head injury Kalicho suffered from during his capture which Dodding discovered 

during the autopsy posthumously. The English had a habit of assuming if they saw one Inuk do something once that 

it was common practise for all Inuit.  
137 Best, “A generall and briefe description,” 373-4.   

The English preconceived notion of diabolism within the Inuit world was so strong that they checked a deformed 

Inuk for cloven hooves: Forbes, The American Discovery of Europe, 180. McGee, The Artic Voyages of Martin 

Frobisher, 74. Alden Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters, 5. McDermott, Martin Frobisher: Elizabethan Privateer, 

181. Park, Katharine and Lorraine Daston. Wonders and the Order of Nature, 1150-1750. New York: Zone Books, 

1998. Katharine Park and Lorraine Daston, “Unusual Conceptions: The Study of Monsters in Sixteenth- and 

Seventeenth-Century France and English,” Past & Present 92 (August 1981), 20-54. 
138 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 299. 
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illustrates how gesturing lacked nuance as pantomiming the differences between concepts such as 

murder, scavenging and cannibalism left much room for miscommunication.  

European funeral and burial practises would have been equally unclear to Indigenous 

peoples. The English doctor caring for the Inuit captives in England after the expedition of 1577 

discussed facing this very issue.139  When Kalicho died, Doctor Dodding forced the female captive 

they called “Arnaq” to observe the burial: 

I showed the body to the woman… and at my persuasion she was led with me, albeit 

unwillingly, to the burial – which I purposely wanted to be carried through without 

ceremony, lest there be implanted in her any fears about human sacrifice among us. She 

was kept there all the time until the body had been completely covered with earth; I showed 

her human bones which had been dug up and made her understand that we all were to be 

buried in the same way.140 

 

Dodding understood that due to limitations in communication the death and treatment of the body 

had to be presented very carefully to try to avoid misunderstanding. In visually demonstrating the 

English practise of burying human remains and then indicating that Kalicho was given the same 

standard and appropriate treatment, Dodding was attempting to communicate that nothing 

untoward had occurred and that the English were a civilized people. The Elizabethans suspected 

that the Inuit were cannibals with little respect for their dead and Dodding was showing Arnaq this 

was not Kalicho’s fate. While viewing the dead was common English practise, this particular 

viewing may have had a second purpose: the woman would have needed to directly witness 

Kalicho’s remains in order to know that he had died. The inability to communicate about abstract 

and invisible things meant that one could not distinguish between a death and an absence.  

                                                      

139 A translation of Dodding’s autopsy report edited by David Quinn can be found in: New American World (New 

York: Arno, 1997). The original Latin report was preserved in print here:  The Three Voyages of Martin Frobisher. 

Vilhjalmur Stefansson and Eloise McCaskill, eds. (London: Argonaut, 1938).  
140 Dodding, “Post-Mortem,” 218.  

Dodding’s post-mortem report also gives the impression that he was attempting to absolve himself from accusations 

of malpractise in the aftermath of the death of all three Inuit captives. He also may have been attempting to assuage 

any personal guilt he felt over the plight of both Kalicho and Arnaq who appear to have suffered in sickness and 

terror. For some historiographical analysis: Alden Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters, 9. 
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Another challenge for communicators was deducing the purpose and sentiment of singing. 

The Frobisher narratives discuss music several times as a component of communication. George 

Best reported, “They delight in Musicke above measure, and will keepe time and stroke to any 

tune which you shall sing, both with their voice, head, hand, and feete, and will sing the same tune 

aptly after you.”141 Music at times was shared to encourage good will between peoples and to 

express feelings. However, the English often could only guess at the meaning and function of 

Indigenous music. Historian Margaret Leahy notes the communication barrier made the inner 

thoughts, feelings and motivations of First Peoples invisible to Europeans and this applied to 

musical expression as well.142  

Music was not always interpreted as a sign of good will. When a group of Indigenous 

people sang and danced within sight of the mining camp of 1577, Frobisher’s crew became 

uncomfortable and eventually fired at them to frighten them into dispersing. Best described the 

nature of the performance:  

…they mustred themselves in our sight, upon the top of a hill, to the number of twenty in 

their rancke, all holding hands over their heads, and dancing with great noise and songs 

together : we supposed they made this dance and shew for us to understand, that we might 

take view of their whole companies and force…143  

 

The English had recently kidnapped Arnaq and were already anticipating reprisals. As a result, 

they interpreted the song and dance as ‘mustering’ and intimidation.144 The English did not account 

                                                      

141 Best, “A generall and briefe description,” 370. Best’s report on the Inuit generally does not reference the time, 

place or context for his observations and examples.   
142 The invisibility of Indigenous inner thought and feeling in such contexts is considered here: Margaret Leahey, 

“Iconic Discourse: The Language of Images in Seventeenth Century New France,” The Languages of Encounter in 

the Americas, 1492-1800. Edward Gray and Norman Fiering, eds. (New York: Berghahn Books, 2000). 
143 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 311-2.  
144 The performance was likely made all the more intimidating by the numbers gathering. French and English 

explorers alike generally assumed that Indigenous people coming together in large groups was a sign of danger. A 

good example is found during Jacques Cartier’s second expedition: Cartier, “The Expedition of 1535-6,” 251.   
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for varying cultural practises and other possible motivations. Frobisher’s crewmen conducted 

intimidation displays themselves and assumed the Inuit would do the same.145  

Doctor Dodding also made assumptions when Kalicho sang on his deathbed. He wrote,  

And he [Kalicho] sang clearly the same tune with which the companions from his region 

and rank had either mourned or ceremonially marked his final departure when they were 

standing on the shore (according to those who heard both): just like the swans who foresee 

what good there is in death and die happily with a song.146 

 

The physician acknowledged that there were varying possible interpretations of what the song 

meant.147 Dodding offered the possibility that the Inuit were not necessarily mourning the man’s 

death, but ceremonially bidding him goodbye. However, he settled on the understanding that the 

prisoner was expressing a happy acceptance of death. These ideas may have been wishful thinking 

or intentional distortion on the part of Dodding. Researchers have speculated that the physician 

may have been apprehensive about being blamed for not saving the lives of the prisoners as Queen 

Elizabeth was keenly interested in them.148
  It seems when deciphering one could see both what 

they wanted to see and what they wanted others to see.  

George Best recorded that Arnaq had sung earlier at the mining site when she was placed 

in the company of Kalicho.149 He stated, 

                                                      

145 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 311.  

James McDermott notes that intimidation “was a language with which [the English] were perfectly at ease.” 

McDermott, Martin Frobisher: Elizabethan Privateer, 183 
146 Dr. Edward Dodding, “November 8, 1577. Post-Mortem by Dr. Edward Dodding at Bristol on the Thule Eskimo 

Man Brought by Frobisher,” New American World. Volume 4. (New York: Arno, 1979), 217.  

Dodding had discovered that at some point the Inuk had sustained broken ribs that had gone untreated and festered. 

This likely occurred during Kalicho’s violent capture. For further historiographical analysis of Dodding’s experience 

with the Inuit, see: Savours and Watt, “The Captured Countrey People,” 558.   
147 Best comments elsewhere that the Inuit express their grief at being separated with mournful song. It seems 

Dodding had legitimately heard this fact from expedition participants. Best, “A generall and briefe description,” 370.  
148 The Queen had wished to see an Inuk and Dodding had not been able to make that possible. See: Ruby, Unknown 

Shore, 169. Alden Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters, 9. Dodding, “Post-Mortem,” 217. 
149 The Elizabethans hoped that captives seized could be molded into guides, interpreters, proof of exploration or 

specimens to study and learn from. The four captives from the Frobisher expeditions generated excitement in England 

and Kalicho appeared publicly, demonstrating kayaking and hunting techniques. The captives were said to wonder at 

all they saw in England and they were fearful of horses. However, they were seized violently and died from disease 

and their injuries with a few weeks or months of capture. The trauma these kidnappings caused these individuals and 
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At their first encountring they beheld each other very wistly a good space, without speech 

or word uttered, with great change of colour and countenance, as though it seemed the 

griefe and disdeine of their captivity had taken away the use of their tongues and utterance 

: the woman at the first very suddenly, as though she disdeined or regarded not the man, 

turned away, and began to sing as though she minded another matter...150    

 

When the captives were placed together for the first time they stared at each other with an intense 

silence that the crew interpreted as misery and distress. Arnaq eventually turned away and began 

singing to herself in a manner that the English interpreted as avoidance or indifference. Best was 

uncertain what the song meant or why it was being sung. English observers assumed her reaction 

was related to Kalicho as opposed to her captors and kidnapping.  

The English were extremely keen to scrutinize the pair together: 

Having now got a woman captive for the comfort of our man, we brought them both 

together, and every man with silence desired to behold the maner of their meeting and 

entertainment, the which was more worth the beholding then can be well expressed by 

writing.151   

 

The captives likely sensed something was expected of them, but may have refused to interact out 

of distress, uncertainty or as an act of resistance.152  Best later recorded, 

                                                      

their communities made this a counterproductive strategy for learning and diplomacy. For an overview of the 

historiographical discussions surrounding the Frobisher captives at home and in England, see: Alden Vaughan, 

Transatlantic Encounters, 1-2; 4-6; 17; 235.  Strong, “Indian Captives, English Captors, 1576-1622,” 23. Savours and 

Watt, “The Captured Countrey People,” 556-7; 560. Seaver, “A Survey of Opportunities for Inuit-European Contact 

in the Davis Straight before 1576,” 545. McDermott, Martin Frobisher: Elizabethan Privateer, 146; 148-9; 191. Ruby, 

Unknown Shore, 144. Fuller, Remembering the Early Modern Voyage, 42; 42. Richard Vaughan, The Arctic: A 

History, 67. Lemercier-Goddard, “George Best’s Artic Mirrors,” 55. Savours, “The Elizabethan Voyages” The Search 

for the Northwest Passage, 8. McGee, The Artic Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 88. Kenyon, “The Canadian Arctic 

Journal of Captain Edward Fenton,” 172.  
150 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 306. 

A few of the words in this passage should be clarified: Wistly means “with close attention” or “intently.” The word 

is no longer used. "wistly, adv.". OED Online. June 2018. Oxford University Press.  Space in this instance means a 

duration of time. "space, n.1". OED Online. June 2018. Oxford University Press. 

Disdain had several other meanings in the Elizabethan period that it does not today. In the first usage here it means 

“distress” and in the second it alludes to “aversion.” "disdain, n." OED Online. June 2018. Oxford University Press. 
151 George Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 306.  
152 Mary Fuller suggests the woman’s silence might have been an act of resistance. The Inuit captives offered 

various forms of resistance and consistently defied English expectations: They tried to resist capture, to repeatedly 

escape captivity and they refused to cooperate in several situations Elizabethans placed them in such as bloodletting. 

It is entirely possible that the moments of Indigenous silence recorded were acts of resistance that were 

misinterpreted. Fuller, Remembering the Early Modern Voyage, 42; 53; 55.  
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But being again brought together, the man brake up the silence first, and with sterne and 

stayed countenance, unto she gave good hearing, and interrupted him nothing, till he had 

finished, and afterwards, being growen more familiar acquaintance by speech, they were 

turned together, so that (I thinke) the one would hardly have lived without the comfort of 

the other.153     
 

The captors could not determine the identities of these individuals, which communities they 

belonged to or if they had known each other prior to capture.154 They could only guess at what the 

pair were saying to each other and how they came to feel about each other as co-captives. Best 

also notes, 

Only I thinke it worth the noting, the continencie [continence] of them both : for the man 

would never shift himselfe, except he had first caused the woman to depart out of his cabin, 

and they both were most shamefast, least any of their privie parts should be discovered, 

either of themselves or any other body.155  

 

The crew appears to have paid close attention to the lack of sexual appetite of their captives and 

their aversion to nudity. Paul DePasquale and Sophie Lemercier-Goddard both highlight the 

voyeurism of the Elizabethans that is at play here.156 However, there is also the disturbing 

                                                      

153 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 307. Obsolete meanings of “stern” attach connotations of gloom. 

Using “stayed” as an adjective in connection with facial expression essentially meant to withhold facial expression. 

"stern, adj., n.2, and adv.". OED Online. June 2018. Oxford University Press. “stayed, adj.” OED Online. June 2018. 

Oxford University Press. In this instance the English watched the face and demeanour of Kalicho closely and 

determined he was serious and a little gloomy, though primarily expressionless. 

The English paid close attention to the face of their first captive of 1576 as well. He was described as churlish, 

sullen and sharp. His face also suggested he did not like English food and drink. Lok, “The Frobisher Expedition of 

1576,” 160-1; 166.  

Communicators would have been incredibly aware of precisely how things were done. Tone, facial expression and 

body language would have been crucial. These elements often leave impressions instantaneously. Sometimes tone 

can seem straightforward and apparent but that does not mean it was. For instance, is someone’s laughter good-

hearted or mean-spirited? Justyna Olka states that body language is important for studying non-verbal 

communication in cross-cultural encounters and for examining social differentiation, social interaction, social class, 

political symbolism and a society’s values and norms. Olko, “Body Language in the Preconquest and Colonial 

Nahua World,” 149. 
154 Researchers suspect that the captives were unacquainted prior to capture. Their communities could have been 

over a hundred kilometers apart. McGee, The Artic Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 77; 83. 
155 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 307.  

Shift is an obsolete term for changing ones clothes, particularly undergarments. "shift, v.". OED Online. June 2018. 

Oxford University Press. “Continence” in this context is referring to sexual appetite. 
156 DePasquale, “Worth the Noting,” 26-7. DePasquale, “The Anxiety of Contact, 53. Lemercier-Goddard, “George 

Best’s Artic Mirrors,” 63. 
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mentality of a zookeeper: placing a male and female together in highly controlled captivity and 

expecting them to pair off like animals introduced gradually into the same pen at a zoo.157  

While Best interpreted that Kalicho and Arnaq bonded during their experience, Doctor 

Dodding concluded that Arnaq had not cared much for her co-captive and appeared indifferent to 

his death.158 These conflicting readings of the situation demonstrate how interpreting complex 

emotions, inner thoughts and interpersonal dynamics was made all the more difficult when only 

visual means were available. Arnaq was deathly ill herself at this time and may have been shaken 

by the thought of now being alone in abduction.159 Conversely, Mary Fuller notes that Arnaq may 

have been trying to defy expectations and to resist cooperating with her captors.160 Under these 

circumstances being silent and emotionless limited the flow of information to their captors, 

allowing Indigenous  captives to exert control where they could.    

Earlier in the summer of 1577, another instance of Englishmen scrutinizing Inuit 

interaction occurred when Frobisher brought Kalicho with him to “talke” with an Inuit party who 

had approached the mining camp. Again, the English were very interested in witnessing the 

interaction of Indigenous  peoples for both information and entertainment.161 Best described,   

…whereupon the Generall taking the savage captive with him, and setting the woman 

where they might best perceive her in the highest place of the Island, went over to talke 

with them. This captive at his first encounter with his friends fell so out into tears that he 

could not speake a word in a great space, but after a while, overcomming his kindnesse, he 

                                                      

157 The early modern period similarly saw Indigenous captives treated as curiosities with the beginnings of “Human 

Zoos.” Human Zoos: The Invention of the Savage (Arles, France: Musee du Quai Branly, 2011).  
158 Dodding, “Post-Mortem,” 218. 
159 The woman broke out in spots and died a few days after Kalicho. For further comment, see: Savours and Watt, 

“The Captured Countrey People,” 559-60. Alden Vaughan suggests that the woman may have been so deeply 

affected by her fellow prisoner’s death that the stress hastened her own death. Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters, 

9. 
160 Fuller, Remembering the Early Modern Voyage, 42; 53; 55. For more on Arnaq’s situation, see: Strong, “Indian 

Captives, English Captors, 1576-1622,” 30-1. Savours, “A Narrative of Frobisher’s Arctic Voyages,” 34. Lemercier-

Goddard, “George Best’s Artic Mirrors,” 63.  
161 Lemercier-Goddard argues that watching is an intense theme within the Frobisher narratives as the reader “is 

watching the Inuit watching the English watching the Inuit.” Lemercier-Goddard, “George Best’s Artic Mirrors,” 

63. Paul DePasquale also explores this theme: Paul DePasquale, “The Anxiety of Contact,” 31; 43-4. 
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talked at full with his companions, and bestowed friendly upon them such toyes and trifles 

as we had given him, whereby we noted, that they are very kind to their friends.162 
 

Though Kalicho cried the narrative does not record any reflection on his suffering. Frobisher took 

for granted that the visiting Inuit were familiar with Kalicho and Arnaq. He also understood that 

the pair needed to be visually presented in order for their physical status to be communicated. 

While the crewmen had no idea what the Inuit were saying to one another, the phrasing “he talked 

at full” suggests that Kalicho was now speaking extensively in his own language as opposed to the 

broken baby talk the English would have experienced in trying to cryptically communicate with 

him. Researchers note it is unclear if Kalicho knew the visiting Inuit or not: Was the tearful gift 

giving of Kalicho affection amongst friends or pleading amongst strangers?163 The fact that 

Frobisher was willing to use the recently captured Kalicho as an interpreter during this meeting 

hints at his desperation to communicate, how limited communication was at this time and how low 

his standards were for accepting translations.  

Displaying aggression was a crucial communication strategy during the Frobisher 

expeditions. When the English and the Inuit exchanged party members in 1576 to help assess each 

other, apprehension and uncertainty led Frobisher to pantomime that he was capable of violence if 

necessary.164 He suspected the Inuit of making “secret signes” to each other and pressed his 

                                                      

162 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 308. 
163 Robert McGhee suggests Kalicho and the visiting Inuit may not have known each other and neither necessarily 

knew anything about the disappearance of the five mariners. The Arctic Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 77. 
164 Exchanging people or having one person go along amongst the other group was a way to minimize risk while 

determining interaction was safe. For instance, Christopher Hall went alone to meet with an Inuit party ashore in 

1576. Hall, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 209-10. Christopher Hall was also exchanged with an Inuk around 

that time. Michael Lok, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 161. 

Frobisher had participated in such strategies while interacting with West Africans in his youth and was now 

initiating this approach experimentally with the Inuit. The accounts of Frobisher’s two voyages to Africa were 

recorded by Richard Eden in the 1550s. Richard Eden, “Richard Eden’s Account of Windham’s Voyage to Guinea, 

1553.” Europeans in West Africa, 1540-1560. Vol 2. John William Blake, ed. (The Hakluyt Society, 1942). Also 

see: “Martin Frobisher’s Report about Guinea based upon his experience as a prisoner at Mina in 1555.” Europeans 

in West Africa, 1450-1560. Volume 2. (The Hakluyt Society, 1942). Robert McGhee, The Arctic Voyages of Martin 

Frobisher, 27. 
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weapon visibly against an Inuk’s chest in the hopes of discouraging treachery.165  Though the 

exchange of people concluded peacefully, the Inuit party undoubtedly recognized English distrust 

and aggression and this would have influenced future interactions.  The English continued to use 

intimidating displays to discourage Inuit parties from attacking them. Best mentioned in 1577, 

Captain Fenton trained the company, and made the souldiers maintaine skirmish among 

themselves, as well for their exercise, as for the countrey people to behold in what readines 

our men were always to be found, for it was to be thought, that they lay hid in the hilles 

thereabout, and observed all the manner of our proceedings.166  

 

The English knew that their activities might be being watched by the Inuit from afar and used this 

possibility to convey information. The visitors also demonstrated their firearm technology on a 

few occasions throughout the voyages.167  

Signs and symbols of violence could inadvertently hinder productive peaceful interaction. 

When a large party of kayakers approached Gabriel in 1576 the crew hurriedly armed themselves 

as a precaution, causing the Inuit to immediately stop approaching and hang back in 

apprehension.168 Realizing their mistake, the crew beckoned to the Inuit from the unarmed side of 

the vessel. Lok noted that Frobisher then showed himself alone and unarmed in an attempt to 

“appear without malice” to encourage the Inuit to approach.169 Inuit parties who encountered 

Frobisher the next summer in 1577 saw his Inuk captives and the injuries and indefinite 

imprisonment of these victims would have been an ominous indicator as to the potential nature of 

                                                      

165 Michael Lok, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 161.  
166 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 312. This was partially in response to an Indigenous dance the English 

had interpreted as an intimidation tactic. Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 311. 

For historiographical comment, see: McDermott, Martin Frobisher: Elizabethan Privateer, 183. Lemercier-

Goddard, “George Best’s Artic Mirrors,” 63. 
167 Both sides appear to have fired their weapons in warning and intimidation. Ellis, “The Frobisher Expedition of 

1578,” 239. Settle, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 223.  
168 Lok, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 163. If the Inuit were approaching peacefully and in connection to 

something that had happened earlier with the missing men, an opportunity was missed here by pre-emptively 

preparing for battle.  
169 Lok, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 164.  
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the visitors. When the English disappeared with these prisoners permanently such messages only 

would have intensified.  

Apprehension and aggression escalated between peoples due to English captive taking in 

1576 and 1577. Three adults and a baby from South Baffin were kidnapped over two years and a 

fatal skirmish occurred in July 1577 due to an English party approaching an Inuit community to 

seize captives. By mid-August 1577 the English and nearby Inuit communities were far too wary 

to interact directly anymore.170 When the English returned in 1578 they periodically attempted to 

meet with the Inuit, but locals generally kept their distance.171  

 

Conclusions: The Effectiveness of Communication  

The Frobisher narratives indicate that both Indigenous and European communicators 

experimented with a variety of methods to convey information, including gestures, pictures, 

objects, symbols, sounds and various forms of demonstration. The journals often described the 

communicative process in ways that minimized the level of experimentation, conjecture and 

uncertainty that would have been involved. George Best’s assessment of communication between 

the Elizabethans and the Inuit was optimistic. After his experiences in the arctic he recorded,   

These people are in nature very subtill and sharpe witted, ready to conceive our meaning 

by signes, and to make answere well to be understood againe. And if they have not seene 

the thing whereof you aske them, they will wincke, or cover their eyes with their hands, as 

who would say, it hath bene hid from their sight. If they understand you not whereof you 

aske them, they wil stop their eares. They will teach us the names of each thing in their 

language which wee desire to learne, and are apt to learne any thing of us.172   

                                                      

170 Some examples of mistrust and refusal to parley include: Settle, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 222-4. 

Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 292. Ellis, “The Frobisher Expedition 1578,” 239.  
171 It is assumed the Inuit were intimidated by the size of the fleet and feeling deeply mistrustful after the tensions of 

1576 and 1577. Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1578,” 319. Also see: McDermott, Martin Frobisher: 

Elizabethan Privateer, 232. 
172 Best, “A General Brief Description,” 369-70.  
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However, expedition participants had a vested interest in presenting that communication with 

Indigenous populations was viable as this encouraged further investment in the venture.173 It also 

presented crewmen as capable to organizers at home and discouraged any idea that communication 

was being mismanaged.    

There are a number of indications that communication was not as straightforward and 

certain as expedition narratives often suggested.174 While explorer interpretations were often 

presented as objective fact, a close reading of the narrative texts reveals language that hints at more 

subjectivity. In his literary analysis, Paul Despasquale notes that the verb “to seem” and other 

qualifying expressions appear in the Frobisher narratives which “call attention in a startling way 

to the writer’s subjective role as interpreter.”175  For instance, Settle and Best recorded in 1577 

respectively, “They seemed very glad…” and “…as though he would…”176 Other qualifying 

expressions that appear are the verbs perceive, suppose and suspect as well as might and 

                                                      

173 Expedition narratives were heavily biased pieces often used as propaganda to acquire political and financial 

backing. Manipulation was both the work of the original authors as well as editors afterwards before circulation or 

printing. The narratives in Hakluyt’s The Principal Navigations are widely felt to have been edited and abridged with 

many documents excluded from the collection entirely. Christopher Hall’s narrative of 1576 is felt to have been highly 

edited. For further comment, see:  McDermott, “A Right Heroicall Heart: Sir Martin Frobisher,” 65. McDermott and 

Waters, “Cathay and the Way Thither,” 364. McDermott, Martin Frobisher: Elizabethan Privateer, 138. Mancall, 

“The Raw and the Cold,” 38.  Fuller, “Arctics of Empire: The North in Principal Navigations,” The Quest for the 

Northwest Passage. Frederic Regard, ed. (London: Pickering & Chatto, 2013). Niayesh, “From Myth to 

Appropriation,” The Quest for the Northwest Passage. Frederic Regard, ed. (London: Pickering & Chatto, 2013). 

For extensive discussion of potential bias in Elizabethan expedition narratives with emphasis on The Principal 

Navigations, see: Julia Schleck, “Plain Broad Narratives of Substantial Facts": Credibility, Narrative, and Hakluyt's 

"Principal Navigations” Renaissance Quarterly 59: 3 (October 2006), 768-94. Fuller, “Writing the Long-Distance 

Voyage: Hakluyt’s Circumnavigations,” The Huntington Library Quarterly 70:1 (2007), 37-60.  

The Frobisher narrative of Edward Sellman from 1578 was recorded for Michael Lok, an expedition organizer, and 

meant for internal use. The tone of this narrative is notably more negative than any of the narratives that were publicly 

printed. For instance, the text discusses infighting amongst expedition leaders as well as insubordination and low 

morale amongst the ranks. Sellman, The Frobisher Expedition of 1578, 66-7.  
174 For further comment on the uncertainty of the communication barrier, see: Mancall, “The Raw and the Cold,” 25. 

Alden Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters, 4-5 
175 Paul DePasquale, “The Anxiety of Contact,” 38; 59-60.  
176 Settle, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 222. Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 301.  
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conjecture.177 An important instance in which the precise phrasing of the author is revealing is 

found in Settle’s description of Kalicho’s presentation of dog sledding. Settle stated that when 

Kalicho explicitly demonstrated the use of a dog sled he made “perfect signes.”178 Allusions to 

“perfect” transmissions are not generally found in these texts and this emphasis suggests 

contemporaries understood that communication was generally of a lesser quality. It indicates that 

communication was considered unmistakably clear here as opposed to the usual uncertainty.    

Another indication that communication was difficult is that the explorers were repeatedly 

unable to meet their objectives whenever they attempted to work with the Inuit. The inability to 

solve the mystery of the five missing mariners suggests that communication was not at a functional 

level and participants did not have the time, the ability or the trust to learn together.179 Alden 

Vaughan suggests the harrowing and unsolvable disappearance of the crewmen taught English 

explorers a hard lesson as to how dangerous it could be to have such limited communication.180 

Another signal that communication was problematic was the disconnection between what the 

English understood the Inuit were going to do and what the Inuit actually ended up doing. For 

instance, Frobisher understood that an Inuk would guide him through the Northwest Passage in 

1576, but his expectation went unmet and instead his mariners disappeared.181 The following 

summer Frobisher felt repeatedly that Inuit communicators agreed to help him resolve their 

disappearance, but again these expectations went unmet.182 Under such circumstances met 

                                                      

177 Some examples of phrasing within these narratives which use such qualifying expressions are found here:  Best, 

“The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 307; 310; 312. Settle, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 222.   
178 Settle, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 224.  
179 As pilot Christopher Hall stated, “…wee could learne nothing of our men…” Hall, “The Frobisher Expedition of 

1576,” 210.  
180 Alden Vaughan, “Sir Walter Raleigh’s Indian Interpreters, 1584-1618.” William and Mary  

Quarterly. 59:2, (2002), 345.  
181 Lok, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 162.  
182 Some examples include: Settle, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 221-2. Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 

1577,” 301-2; 308.  
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expectations could help confirm understandings and build knowledge, whereas unmet expectations 

could signal a miscommunication had occurred. However, the matter is complicated by the fact 

that one cannot properly distinguish between a misunderstanding, a change of circumstances or an 

intentional deception. Learning to communicate relied heavily on events unfolding smoothly and 

predictably in a highly controlled manner without complications arising. Furthermore, errors could 

go entirely undetected and compound. Both parties could feel they understood each other correctly 

when they did not and miscommunication could intensify as communicators based new 

interpretations on misinformation from earlier mistaken ones.  

Finally, one of the clearest gauges of the ineffectiveness of this makeshift communication 

was the priority placed on acquiring spoken language interpreters as quickly as possible regardless 

of consequence. Seizing captives not only hurt relationships between peoples, but was a 

counterproductive strategy for creating trustworthy translators. Settle noted that Frobisher hoped 

to mediate some of the negative fallout of kidnapping by capturing multiple locals and releasing 

some with gifts.183 Not only did the English attempt to seize captives at any opportunity, they also 

attempted to use the captive Kalicho as an interpreter with other Inuit right away regardless of the 

prisoner’s questionable cooperation and minimal exposure to the English language.184 The use of 

a newly acquired captive as a translator suggests the explorers had limited options and low 

expectations. Moreover, the acquisition of spoken language appears to have been slow. The list of 

vocabulary words Christopher Hall collected in 1576 was brief and consisted entirely of easily 

                                                      

183 Settle, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 293. This strategy was likely meant as a nonverbal attempt to 

minimize the horror, danger and feelings of permanence surrounding seizure. It attempted to demonstrate that those 

seized would not be hurt if they cooperated and might even be well treated and later released. This was important to 

communicate as locals resisted capture to the point of death and severe injury.   
184 For historiographical comment on Frobisher’s use of Kalicho as an interpreter, see: McGee, The Artic Voyages of 

Martin Frobisher, 77. Lemercier-Goddard, “Any Strange Beast There Makes a Man”: Interaction and Self-

Reflection in the Arctic (1576-1578),” 9. 
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demonstrated nouns such as knife.185 In fact, Doctor Dodding indicated that Kalicho learned very 

little English in the two or three months that the captive lived with the English.186  

The evidence suggests that despite the confident and sometimes elaborate translations of 

the Frobisher crew, nonverbal communication was limited in several crucial areas. The two parties 

had difficulty explaining information that was complicated, abstract or of a culturally subjective 

nature. It was challenging to reference anything that existed outside of one’s direct line of sight, 

particularly things that occurred in another time or place. This meant both parties had difficulty 

referencing past events, making future plans or understanding the status of people they could not 

presently see. Invisibility was a silence that needed to somehow be broken.  

The evidence also suggests that communicators were using inference to shape their 

translations and that the effectiveness of these impressionistic exchanges could not be easily 

assessed. Participants could only guess at the thoughts, feelings, motivations and intentions of 

others and could inadvertently project their own preconceived notions and biases upon them when 

forming impressions. Thus, it was difficult to verify if parties were correctly understanding one 

another. Met expectations, signs of cause and effect, the perceived completeness of an overt 

demonstration and the perceived relevancy of responses all played a role in how straightforward 

to translate a message appeared to be.187 Not all communicators were created equally and Settle 

alluded in 1577 to Christopher Hall being the most experienced of Frobisher’s communicators.188 

The subjective and unverifiable nature of interpretation meant that anyone who doubted a 

                                                      

185 Hall, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 
186 Dodding, “Post-Mortem,” 217. For further comment, see: Savours and Watt, “The Captured Countrey 

People,” 558. Fuller, Remembering the Early Modern Voyage, 42; 53.    
187 Dodding, “Post-Mortem,” 217. Doctor Dodding notes forming an impression of Kalicho’s communication skills 

by the relevancy of his responses to questions. It is unclear how questions were asked and answered or how 

relevancy was ascertained.   
188 Settle, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 293.  
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translation could be dismissed as an inferior translator and anyone unconfident in their own 

inference might easily defer to a peer who seemed more confident.  

Frobisher repeatedly assumed all Inuit he encountered shared the same knowledge, 

experiences and relationship with him. Both peoples could only guess at the identities and 

relationships of the individuals and communities they encountered and what contact experiences 

they had prior. Identity was often inferred by the location of encounter and Europeans notoriously 

had difficulty distinguishing between Indigenous groups. In making such assumptions and 

communicating accordingly the visitors exposed themselves to the possibility of extensive 

miscommunication. All of these challenges would have significantly impacted communication and 

increased the potential for misunderstanding.  

A number of researchers have recently become increasingly mindful of these uncertainties. 

The Frobisher historiography illustrates that historians are developing various strategies for 

addressing the complexities of the communication barrier in their work. They try to phrase their 

analysis carefully to indicate that English and Inuit interpretation was occurring and that there was 

a layer of uncertainty surrounding this process.189 Some historians occasionally remove the 

element of interpretation by presenting the source material directly without comment, allowing 

each reader to interpret for themselves.190 Other researchers allude to the challenges that 

communication presented and point out instances where it is unclear how the successful 

transmission of information occurred. For example, James McDermott refers to the 

communication between the South Baffin Inuit and Frobisher as “half-word” in which it was 

                                                      

189 Some examples of phrasing that hint at the complexities of the language barrier can be found here: Strong, 

“Indian Captives, English Captors, 1576-1622,” 24. Fuller, Remembering the Early Modern Voyage, 28-9. Ruby, 

Unknown Shore, 73; 159; 161.   
190 Some good examples of allowing the source material to speak for itself can be found here: Savours, “The 

Elizabethan Voyages” The Search for the Northwest Passage, 6-8. Savours, “A Narrative of Frobisher’s Arctic 

Voyages.” McGhee, The Arctic Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 72. 
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possible that information was “not explained with sufficient clarity.”191 McDermott also aptly 

wonders how Frobisher could have nonverbally communicated concepts such as a “passage” to 

the Inuit.192  

While many researchers demonstrate an awareness of the questions the communication 

barrier raises, most still treat the matter inconsistently in their work. The phrasing we use and the 

arguments we form do not always fully acknowledge the uncertainties at play within these case 

studies.193 For instance, McGhee writes, “Actually, [Kalicho] was telling them…” and McDermott 

writes, “Curiously, [Frobisher] was told that…” and Ruby writes, “The Inuit understood the 

gesture.”194 We often assume the identities of Indigenous  actors and state their inner thoughts and 

motivations as though they were knowable facts. For example, Rudy assumes that Inuit attempts 

to exchange goods at the mining camp in August 1577 were “a sham by a community to free the 

man, woman and child” – “a well-acted play to hold the sailor’s attention.”195 While historians 

must analyze the unknowable, it is important to be transparent about how conclusions are drawn, 

addressing the limits of our knowledge and the role of speculation. This study aims to serve as a 

point of departure for historians to consider and discuss the best approaches to navigating the 

communication barrier from both a methodological and an epistemological standpoint. 

                                                      

191 McDermott, Martin Frobisher: Elizabethan Privateer, 146; 182.  
192 McDermott, Martin Frobisher: Elizabethan Privateer, 145. 
193 A number of examples of this common practise can be found here: Savours, “A Narrative of Frobisher’s Arctic 

Voyages,” 33. McDermott, “A Right Heroicall Heart: Sir Martin Frobisher,” 77. McDermott, Martin Frobisher: 

Elizabethan Privateer, 151; 181-3. Morison, The Northern Voyages, 507; 524. Ruby, Unknown Shore, 147-8; 161. 

McGhee, The Arctic Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 70-1; 78-9. Sophie Lemercier-Goddard, “Any Strange Beast 

There Makes a Man”: Interaction and Self-Reflection in the Arctic (1576-1578),” 9; 12; 25. Alden Vaughan, 

Transatlantic Encounters, 2; 5; 235. Strong, “Indian Captives, English Captors, 1576-1622,” 24; 30.  
194 McGhee, The Arctic Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 70. McDermott, Martin Frobisher: Elizabethan Privateer, 

182. Ruby, Unknown Shore, 142. 
195 Ruby, Unknown Shore, 161. Ruby also assumes that Kalicho knew the captive from 1576, recognized him in 

Frobisher’s painting and attempted to speak to the other Inuk through the medium. In some instances Ruby 

hypothesizes dialogue for Kalicho: “No, Kalicho said, that is not what had happened…” Ruby, Unknown Shore, 

147-8. 
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English expedition organizers hoped that future explorers would learn from Frobisher’s 

experiences with the Inuit. George Best hoped that his narratives would help others learn “how to 

proceede and deale with strange people, be they never so barbarous, cruell and fierce, either by 

lenitie or otherwise.”196  Hakluyt similarly noted that he hoped his published advice to Frobisher’s 

team in the 1570s “may stirre up considerations of these and such other things, not unmeete in 

such new voyages as may be attempted hereafter.”197 Best’s comment suggests that he attributed 

the failings of Frobisher’s intercultural contact to the aggressive nature of the Inuit and that he 

hoped that future explorers would encounter more pliable Indigenous  populations with which 

gentle methods could be applied. Conversely, Hakluyt suggested that only positive action should 

be directed towards the Inuit even when aggression seemed warranted.198 A decade later the 

expeditions of John Davis attempted to build on Frobisher’s cartographical advancements and to 

improve strategies for intercultural contact and communication.199 As we shall examine, Davis 

took from Frobisher’s fiery example that passively avoiding tension was a better route to sustaining 

extended periods of contact in order to establish working relationships.    

                                                      

196 Best, “A true discourse of the three voyages,” 250. This passage is taken from the introduction to George Best’s 

discourse for the Frobisher narratives. The discourse opens with a lengthy discussion of geographical theories of 

exploration. This is followed by his three Frobisher narratives and then a final report about the nature of the arctic 

and the Inuit. 

Best is referring to lenity here, that is: mildness, gentleness and mercifulness. This word shares an etymology with 

the word lenient in the concept of softness. "lenity, n." OED Online. June 2018. Oxford University Press. "lenient, 

adj. and n." OED Online. June 2018. Oxford University Press. 
197 Hakluyt, “Notes framed by M. Richard Hakluyt,” 244.   
198 Hakluyt, “Notes framed by M. Richard Hakluyt,” 246-7.  
199 For discussion of the legacy of the Frobisher expeditions for other Elizabethan explorers such as John Davis, see: 

Ruggles, “The Cartographic Lure of the Northwest Passage,” 210. Symons, “The Significance of the Frobisher 

Expeditions,” xxv-xxvi. McDermott and Waters, “Cathay and the Way Thither” 391. Rudy, Unknown Shore, 165. 
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Chapter 4 

The Davis Encounters, 1585-7 

While the Frobisher expeditions were considered a failure, English advocates of arctic 

exploration generally recognized that the venture had become distracted from its original objective 

of seeking a Northwest Passage and that this task remained unfinished.1 Within a year, aristocrat 

Adrian Gilbert and navigator John Davis, were organizing a new attempt to properly explore the 

arctic.2 After six years of planning and preparation the pair were hopeful that if they avoided 

distractions they could enter deeper into the arctic to improve upon Frobisher’s reconnaissance for 

potential passages to Asia. Davis’ exploration led to extensive contact with the Greenland Inuit 

over the summers of 1585, 1586 and 1587 in which his crews experimented with various ways to 

communicate and experienced only limited success.  

This examination of the Davis voyages will begin with an overview of the expedition 

events and the existing historiography. An analysis of how communication functioned during 

intercultural exchanges will follow, offering a close reading of the five extant expedition 

narratives. As with the preceding chapter, the expeditions will be analyzed as a unit with more 

emphasis placed on theme than chronology. This chapter will conclude with an assessment of the 

                                                      

1 John Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 1585,” 381. Janes opened the first Davis narrative explaining that the 

Northwest Passage had been searched for previously by Frobisher, but that attempt was “unhappily given over by 

accidents unlooked for, which turned the enterprisers from their principall purpose…”  

Historian Leslie Neatby notes, “The foolish diversion of Frobisher’s efforts from discovery to mining discouraged 

the arctic enterprise for a few years only.” Neatby, In Quest of the Northwest Passage, 6 
2 Adrian Gilbert was the sibling of Sir Humphrey Gilbert and Sir Walter Raleigh. He appears to have been friends 

and neighbours with John Davis, a master mariner. For further comment on the coordination of the first expedition, 

see: Markham, Life of John Davis, 12. Morison, The Northern Voyages, 586.  
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change between the three Frobisher expeditions of the 1570s and the three Davis expeditions of 

the 1580s.  

Davis was familiar with the Frobisher narratives and repeated many of his predecessor’s 

communication strategies. The crucial difference was a change in attitude towards the Inuit. Davis 

was less fearful and more patient, flexible and amicable. The methods of communicating were not 

deemed faulty; such techniques merely required longer durations of peaceful contact in order to 

prove productive. The narratives illustrate that peace was a priority for Davis and he tried much 

harder than other explorers of the era to be patient during his encounters with First Peoples. 

However, the evidence also suggests that the same uncertainties with communication that appeared 

in the 1570s persisted and these limitations hindered relations. While patience and flexibility were 

important and Davis’ crews experienced longer durations of peaceful contact than Frobisher as a 

result, the outcome remained the same. Both Davis and Frobisher lacked the communication skills 

necessary to assist with addressing issues, setting boundaries and defusing tension in order to 

maintain peaceful relations with the Inuit.  

The events of the Davis expeditions survive in five published journals kept by three 

eyewitnesses who participated directly in the expeditions: John Janes, Henry Morgan and John 

Davis himself. The merchant John Janes recorded narratives for the first expedition of 1585 and 

the third expedition of 1587. He was the nephew of a primary expedition organizer, William 

Sanderson, and served as his representative on these voyages. The second expedition of 1586 split 

into two separate missions, the crew dividing between two ships called Sunshine and Moonshine. 

Henry Morgan kept a journal for the Sunshine expedition, while John Davis recorded a narrative 
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for Moonshine.3 Morgan was a merchant and another representative of Sanderson who served as 

purser for his ship. John Davis was a master mariner with twenty years of experience and 

connections to wealthy men such as Adrian Gilbert and William Sanderson. A complete copy of 

Davis’ ship log for the third expedition of 1587 also survives.4 Lastly, Davis wrote a navigational 

treatise in 1595 entitled The Worlds Hydrographical Description which included some discussion 

of his experiences with the Inuit.5 

 

The Davis Expeditions 

John Davis set sail on June 7, 1585 from Dartmouth with 42 men in two ships, the Sunshine 

and Moonshine (sometimes called Moonlight). Unable to land on the icy eastern shore of 

Greenland, the ships rounded the southern point of the island and headed northward until they 

reached the fjords where a Norse colony had been unsuccessfully attempted between the 11th to 

15th centuries.6 Davis referred to this place as “Gilbert’s Sound” and it proved to be the main site 

of contact between the explorers and the Greenland Inuit for all three expeditions (Figure 2).7  

                                                      

3 Henry Morgan, “The Davis Expedition of 1586.” The Principal Navigations. Volume 7. Richard Haklutyt, ed. 

(Glasgow: James Lehose and Sons, 1904). John Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586.” The Principal Navigations. 

Volume 7. Richard Haklutyt, ed. (Glasgow: James Lehose and Sons, 1904).  
4 Davis, “Traverse Book of John Davis, 1587,” The Principal Navigations. Volume 7. Richard Haklutyt, ed. (Glasgow: 

James Lehose and Sons, 1904), 424-39.   

Some publications and correspondence by Davis also survive: John Davis, “Letter to William Sanderson, dated 

October 14, 1586.” The Principal Navigations. Volume 7. Richard Haklutyt, ed. (Glasgow: James Lehose and Sons, 

1904). John Davis, “Letter to William Sanderson, dated September 16, 1586.” The Principal Navigations. Volume 7. 

Richard Haklutyt, ed. (Glasgow: James Lehose and Sons, 1904). 

Archeological evidence and Inuit oral history that provide context for these encounters were included in the analysis 

of the first chapter. 
5 Davis, “Worlds Hydrographical Description,” The Principal Navigations. Volume 7. Richard Haklutyt, ed. 

(Glasgow: James Lehose and Sons, 1904). 
6 For a solid point of departure into the historiography of Norse-Inuit contact see: Kirsten Seaver, “How Strange is 

Strange? A Survey of Opportunities for Inuit-European Contact in the Davis Strait before 1576,” Meta Incognita 

(Hull: Canadian Museum of Civilization, 1999). Kirsten Seaver, The Frozen Echo: Greenland and the Exploration 

of North America, 1000-1500 AD. (Stanford: Stanford University, 1996). Robert McGhee, The Arctic Voyages of 

Martin Frobisher (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2001). Robert McGhee, “Contact Between Native 

North Americans and the Medieval Norse: A Review of the Evidence,” American Antiquity 49:1 (1984), 4-26.  
7 Today this is Nuuk, the capital of Greenland. A third of Greenland’s population lives here and for a time it was 

called Godthab.  
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Figure 2: Map of the Davis Expedition Routes8 

 

                                                      

8 Map created by Erica Renaud and Tabitha Renaud based on the route research found in: William Goetzmann and 

Glyndrw Williams, The Atlas of North American Exploration: From the Norse to the Race to the Pole (Toronto: 

Prentice Hall, 1992). 
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After a few days of friendly trade with local peoples, Davis continued westward on August 

1st in search of potential northwest passages. Crossing the large strait now called “Davis Strait” 

the two ships soon reached Baffin Island that Frobisher had explored previously.9 Landing further  

north than Frobisher had, the expedition named “Exeter Sound” before heading south along the 

coastline on August 11th. They next entered a promising opening where the waterway seemed large 

and deep. The expedition travelled the length what is now “Cumberland Sound” only to realize it 

was not a strait and, thus, could not be the Northwest Passage.10 While the English found collared 

dogs and some Indigenous  material culture in the sound, they did not encounter the Inuit. As the 

safe sailing season waned with the end of August, the expedition was forced to abandon their 

search and return to England.  

The next expedition of 1586 set out a month earlier in early May and split into two separate 

parties: Sunshine and North Star headed towards the North Pole while Moonshine and Mermaid 

headed towards Baffin Island again.  Davis’ half of the expedition reached Greenland in mid-June. 

At this time the crew stopped at the familiar “Gilbert’s Sound” in order to repair a pinnace that 

was needed for exploring narrower, shallower passages. They stayed in this location for 

approximately three weeks and traded with visiting Inuit regularly. At some point the English 

rudely destroyed a fire the Inuit apparently wished to share with them, fearing it could be a form 

of sorcery. Relations gradually broke down as Davis’ crew grew frustrated with locals helping 

themselves to items unintended for trade, including necessary pieces of the ship. As tension 

escalated, the frustrated Inuit began to sling stones at the English, who replied by firing their 

weapons. On July 11th the English accused locals of stealing an anchor and seized a hostage in 

                                                      

9 Europeans came to refer to this waterway between Greenland and Baffin Island as the “Davis Strait” as a result. 
10 “Cumberland Sound” has a maximum length of 250 kilometers and a maximum width of 80 kilometers.  
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order to negotiate its return. When this attempt failed the English abruptly sailed away to begin 

their search for the Northwest Passage with the prisoner still onboard. Davis later claimed the man 

was well treated and that his initial distress gave way to companionship.11 

Heading north along the cost of Greenland, the expedition encountered Inuit they suspected 

spoke a different language than those living further south. Davis noted having his Inuk captive 

from Gilbert’s Sound alongside him during these encounters: “Our savage aboord us kept himselfe 

close, and made shew that he would faine have another companion. Thus being provided, I 

departed from this lande the twelft of August.” After this passage the captive is never mentioned 

again and historians assume he passed away onboard at some point during the remaining weeks of 

the expedition.12 If Davis did seize a “companion” for this prisoner, this second Inuk is also never 

mentioned. 

Many mariners had become sick and dispirited by this time and Davis allowed a number 

of his crew to take Mermaid back to England. Those willing to continue searching for the passage 

in Moonshine continued westward across the strait to Baffin Island. Davis again travelled south 

along the coastline of Baffin Island, stopping at familiar openings such as “Frobisher Bay.” Again, 

the English did not encounter the South Baffin Inuit during these explorations.13 Continuing south 

the crew apparently missed the opening to the strait between Labrador and Baffin Island later 

called “Hudson Strait” by Europeans and continued south along the east coast of Labrador. After 

                                                      

11 Davis initially described the distress of the prisoner and the Inuit party who had watched the kidnapping occur. 

Davis concluded, however, that his crew treated the captive very well and that this Inuk eventually became their 

companion. Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 401.   
12 The fate of the captive is unclear, but historians assume he died during the expedition. For instance, Samuel 

Morison vaguely concluded: “He did not survive the voyage.” Morison, The Northern Voyages, 594. Ann Savours 

concluded: “He lived on dried fish, but died during the voyage.” Savour, The Search for the Northwest Passage, 14. 

These conclusions are likely rooted in the original nineteenth century analysis by Markham: “He died on the 

voyage.” Markham, Life of John Davis, 47.  
13 Morison hypothesizes that any locals would have hidden from European ships due to a familiarity with the 

negative experiences with Frobisher a decade prior. Morison, The Northern Voyages, 592.   
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being attacked by Indigenous peoples on the coast and a difficult storm, Davis agreed to end his 

explorations and return to England.  

Meanwhile, Sunshine and North Star had been unsuccessful in heading towards the North 

Pole due to pack ice. They eventually arrived at “Gilbert’s Sound” in early August and found the 

Inuit wary.14 Locals eventually began trading with the visitors and eventually even played a game 

of ball with them. The expedition stayed in the area for approximately a month though there is 

minimal record of this time or the English party’s interaction with the Inuit. A deadly skirmish 

occurred at the end of August due to a misunderstanding over a kayak. Three Inuit were killed and 

several wounded and one Englishman was wounded. Afterwards, the English expedition party left 

for England – though the North Star was lost in a storm. The remaining Sunshine and Moonshine 

separately reached home in early October.  

Adrian Gilbert secured funding to launch a third expedition and in May 1587 Sunshine, 

Elizabeth and Ellen set out. Despite a dismal start, all three reached “Gilbert’s Sound” safely by 

June 16. The Inuit apparently received them well and the crewmen began constructing a pinnace 

on shore. Davis seized an Inuk at this time, though virtually nothing was recorded about the 

circumstances of the kidnapping or the young man’s fate. On June 21, a portion of the crew 

pressured Davis to release them from service. They were apparently not interested in the Northwest 

Passage and wished to visit the lucrative fishing grounds of Newfoundland instead. Those 

committed to the search for the Northwest Passage headed north with Davis in the Ellen and the 

remainder of the crew departed for Newfoundland in Sunshine and Elizabeth.   

                                                      

14 Morison’s analysis suggests this was likely due to the fact that Davis’ expedition had left the area on bad terms on 

July 11: “Davis had kidnapped one of them.” We do not know if these were the exact same individuals Davis 

interacted with or if the Inuit could distinguish between the two separate expedition parties. Morison, The Northern 

Voyages, 597.     
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 Davis’ remaining crew in the Ellen travelled north along the west coast of Greenland, 

trading successfully with an Inuit party before travelling west across the strait and encountering 

pack ice in the area now called “Baffin Bay.” Working his way south, Davis finally sighted Baffin 

Island and continued southward passing Cumberland Sound and then Frobisher Bay.15 At the 

beginning of August he again missed the Hudson Strait and ended up travelling down to Labrador 

before returning to England. Imminent conflict between England and Spain prevented any further 

expeditions as many ships were commandeered to fight the Spanish Armada. The death of a crucial 

backer in 1590 cemented the end of Davis’ arctic explorations.  

Davis went on to invent and publish in the fields of navigation, cartography and 

oceanography.16 Yet despite these contributions, few researchers have examined John Davis or his 

arctic expeditions.17 As Marc-Antoine Mahieu and Mickaël Popelard state,  

                                                      

15 For all three expeditions Davis opted to sail south, whereas sailing north along the coastline of Baffin Island 

would have brought him to the closest thing to a Northwest Passage available at that time – Lancaster Sound. 

Though pack ice, the bitter cold of an arctic winter and insufficient provisions for such a lengthy endeavor would 

have rendered such an attempt unsuccessful regardless.  
16 Davis was arguably one of the more original thinkers amongst Elizabethan enthusiasts in the field of exploration, 

conducting experiments and publishing inventive theories rooted in his own experience. He consulted on the first 

English globe created by Emery Molyneayx in 1592 and invented an influential navigational tool in 1594 called the 

“Davis quadrant backstaff” which used shadow to measure the position of the sun. He also invented a new style of 

ship’s log that he referred to as a Traverse Book, a sample of which was included by Hakluyt in The Principal 

Navigations (volume seven, pages 424-39). Lastly, he published The Seamen’s Secrets (1594) and The Worldes 

Hydrographical Description (1595). Eight editions of the former title were published and it continued to be influential 

for decades. For more on Davis’ contributions, see: Leslie Neatby, In Quest of the Northwest Passage, 6-7; 10. Mahieu 

and Popelard, “A Reappraisal of Davis’ Contribution,” 72-3. Ernest Dodge, Northwest by Sea, 100-1. Morison, The 

Northern Voyages, 608-12. Fuller, “Arctics of Empire: The North in the Principal Navigations,” 23-4; 28-9. Frank 

Rasky, The Polar Voyages, 138; 150. Ruth McIntyre, “William Sanderson: Elizabethan Financer of Discovery,” The 

William and Mary Quarterly 13:2 (April 1956), 193. 

In her study analyzing Davis’ theories, Margaret Small refers to the man as an “individual thinker.” Davis valued 

empirical evidence and was known to conduct his own experiments such as testing ice in salt water. Margaret Small, 

“From Thought to Action:  Gilbert, Davis, And Dee’s Theories behind the Search for the Northwest Passage,” 1052; 

1057-8. For further comment on Davis’ experiments: Fuller, “Arctics of Empire,” 27-8. 

For comment on Davis’ publications, see: Fuller, “Arctic of Empire,” 24. Dodge, Northwest by Sea, 102. Neatby, In 

Quest of the Northwest Passage, 12. Small, “From Thought to Action:  Gilbert, Davis, And Dee’s Theories behind 

the Search for the Northwest Passage,” 1052-3. 
17 Fuller notes that Frobisher may have explored the region first, but Davis went further and contributed more 

substantially overall. Davis has left less of a trace for historians, whereas the Frobisher case study left behind 

written, oral and archeological sources. Mary Fuller, “Arctics of Empire: The North in Principal Navigations (1598-
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It can be argued that as the story of the Northwest Passage was rewritten and rewritten by 

historians, John Davis’s important contribution to the quest of the Northwest Passage was 

increasingly moved to the margins of the page, if not pushed off the page altogether.18  

 

Samuel Morison noted in 1971 that the archival search for Davis and his expeditions remained 

incomplete.19 The principal monograph on the Davis expeditions was written in the nineteenth 

century by Clemente Markham for the Hakluyt Society.20 A few articles and chapters have 

appeared since the 1950s, but Davis is generally only mentioned in passing within other histories.21 

                                                      

1600),” The Quest for the Northwest Passage, ed. Frederic Regard (Pickering and Chatto: London, 2013), 29. Joyce 

Chaplin also comments: Chaplin, “Subject Matter,” 79.    

Other factors for more scholarship surrounding Frobisher may include that he was a knighted war hero and that 

Canadian historians in recent decades have pulled Frobisher into focus as part of the beginnings of their colonial 

story and arctic sovereignty.   
18 Marc-Antoine Mahieu and Mickaël Popelard, “A People of Tractable Conversation: A Reappraisal of Davis’ 

Contribution to Arctic Scholarship,” The Quest for the Northwest Passage, ed. Frederic Regard (Pickering and 

Chatto: London, 2013), 71. In this piece Mahieu and Popelard outline Davis’ contributions to early science and 

ethnography and argue that they warrant greater attention from researchers. 
19 Morison stated in his main text: “No research into the life of this great seaman has been done in over a century…” 

He followed this in his notations with a fuller comment: “John Davis is no favourite of the present generation of 

English historians, probably because he never claimed to be ‘first’ at anything, and his life has never been the 

subject of intensive research as have those of the Cabots and the Gilberts. Nothing important about him has been 

published for ninety years. Nobody has yet combed local records in search of information about him and his ships.” 

Morison, The Northern Voyages, 587; 605.  
20 Markham’s Life of John Davis does not indicate where its contents originate from and presents this unverified 

material with a highly romanticized and ethnocentric lens. Clement R. Markham. A Life of John Davis. (New York: 

The Hakluyt Society, 1895.) An earlier publication featuring Davis’ writings and an introduction to the subject existed 

as well: Albert Hastings Markham, The Voyages and Works of John Davis, Navigator. (London: The Hakluyt Society, 

1880.)  
21 The Davis expeditions are the subject of at least a chapter in each of the following works: The Quest for the 

Northwest Passage. Frederic Regard, ed. (London: Pickering and Chatto, 2013). Frank Rasky, Explorers of the North: 

The Polar Voyages (Toronto: McGraw-Hall Ryerson, 1976). Ernest Dodge, Northwest By Sea (New York: Oxford 

University, 1961). Leslie Neatby, In Quest of the Northwest Passage (London: Constable and Company, 1958). Ann 

Savours, The Search for the Northwest Passage (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1999). Samuel Morison, The European 

Discovery of America: The Northern Voyages (New York: Oxford University, 1971). An introduction to Davis 

alongside his works first appeared here: Albert Hastings Markham, The Voyages and Works of John Davis, Nagivator. 

(London: The Hakluyt Society, 1880). 

The Davis expeditions are typically only mentioned in passing when historians are addressing other topics. Some 

examples of works in which John Davis or his expeditions are mentioned: Robert McGhee, The Last Imaginary Place: 

A Human History of the Arctic World (Toronto: Key Porter Books, 2004). Richard Vaughan, The Arctic: A History 

(Dover: Alan Sutton, 1994). Donat Pharand, The Northwest Passage Arctic Straits (Dordrdrecht: Martinus Nijhoff 

Publishers, 1984). James McDermott, Martin Frobisher: Elizabethan Privateer (New Haven: Yale University, 2001). 

Robert McGhee, The Arctic Voyages of Martin Frobisher (Hull: Museum of Civilization, 2001). E.G.R Taylor. Tudor 

Geography, 1485-1583. (London: Methuen and Company, 1930). E.G.R Taylor. Late Tudor and Early Stuart 

Geography, 1583-1650. (London: Methuen and Company, 1934). Jack Forbes, The American Discovery of Europe 

(Chicago: University of Illinois, 2007). David Quinn and A.N. Ryan, England’s Sea Empire, 1550-1642 (London: 

George Allen and Unwin, 1983). David Quinn, North America From Earliest Discovery to First Settlements: The 

Norse Voyages to 1612 (New York: Harper and Row, 1975). David Quinn, European Approaches to North America, 
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Our understanding of the intercultural contact that occurred in the 1580s has been greatly 

overshadowed by the Frobisher encounters of the 1570s.22  

 

Analysis of Communication 

As with the Frobisher expeditions a decade prior, communication during the Davis 

expeditions was heavily rooted in the impressionistic collection of information through 

observation and inference. Both peoples watched each other very closely, consciously and 

subconsciously gleaning information from one another’s expressions, reactions, behaviour and 

material culture. This newest wave of arctic explorers mirrored their predecessors in layering their 

conclusions in preconceived notions and comparison to their own world. The explorers 

occasionally discussed Indigenous  material culture including kayaks, sleds, animal skins and 

many “trifles” they did not understand.23 They used this information to draw conclusions about 

the nature of the Inuit rooted in their own culture. For instance, John Davis determined after all 

three expeditions finished: “But by such things as there we found, wee knew that they were not 

Christians of Europe.”24  

                                                      

1450-1640. (Aldershot: Ashgate, 1998). Mary Fuller, Remembering the Early Modern Voyage: English Narratives in 

the Age of European Expansion (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008).  
22 The existing historiographical discussions for the Davis expeditions center around three key issues: (1) Davis’ 

contributions and why they have not garnered more attention, (2) Davis’ relationship with John Dee and (3) Davis’ 

treatment of Indigenous peoples and his role within early ethnography. This dissertation fits firmly within the third 

category as we explore English contact and communication with the Greenland Inuit. 
23 The explorers regularly happened upon signs of Indigenous presence during their reconnaissance along the eastern 

and western shores of the “Davis Strait” and recorded their observations of material culture they happened upon. Some 

examples from the narratives include: Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 1585,” 384; 386; 391. Davis, “The Davis 

Expedition of 1586,” 395-6; 400; 404. Morgan, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 412. Davis, “The Worlds 

Hydrographical Description,” 442.  
24 Davis, “The Worlds Hydrographical Description,” 442. Conversely, graves marked with the sign of the cross 

discovered in western Greenland were theorized to be Norse. Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 396. 

Examples of inference through observation and comparison are found throughout these narratives. For instance, John 

Janes recorded Englishmen shooting wolves during the first expedition of 1585 only to deduce afterwards that their 

manmade collars signified they were domesticated by the Inuit. Janes later also observed that the Inuit transported 

goods on sleds comparable to those used in Europe. Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 1585,” 391. 
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As with Frobisher and the South Baffin Inuit, the Davis crews and the Greenland Inuit 

initiated early meetings by making their presence known from afar. The merchant John Janes 

recorded the first time an Inuit party encountered the English in 1585: 

…the Captaine, the Master, and I, being got up to the top of an high rocke, the people of 

the countrey espied us, made a lamentable noise, as we thought, with great outcries and 

skreechings : we hearing them, thought it had bene the howling of wolves. At least I 

hallowed againe, and they likewise cried. Then we perceiving where they stood, some on 

the shoare, and one rowing in a Canoa about a small Island fast by them, we made a great 

noise, partly to allure them to us, and partly to warne our company of them.25 

 

Janes’ descriptions illustrate how the newcomers associated the Inuit with the animal – wolves – 

and impressionistically projected emotion onto their sounds – lamentation. Though the English 

were cautious, they repeated the sounds of the Inuit to confirm contact and encourage closer 

interaction. An additional example of encouraging contact in this manner occurred the following 

day when the English were visibly slow to approach the Inuit: “…we not making any great haste 

unto them, one of them went to the toppe of the rocke, and leapt and daunced as they had done the 

day before…”26 Mutual presentations of energy, enthusiasm and merriment were viewed as 

amicability and generally resulted in a meeting.   

The mimicking of symbols, sounds and actions back and forth continued to play a 

fundamental role in negotiating approaches between the two parties. After Davis and the Inuit had 

howled back and forth to begin their encounter, Janes noted that the mimicry continued: 

At length one of them [Inuk] pointing up to the Sunne with his hand, would presently strike 

his breast so hard that we might heare the blow. This hee did many times before he would 

any way trust us. Then John Ellis of the Master of the Moonshine was appointed to use his 

best policie to gaine their friendship; who strooke his breast, and pointed to the Sunne after 

                                                      

This practise of understanding new items in relation to prior knowledge demonstrates Anthony Pagden’s Theory of 

Attachment which is outlined here: Pagden, “European Encounters with the New World: From Renaissance to 

Romanticism,” 17-50. Pagden, Fall of Natural Man, 11.   
25 Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 1585,” 386. Ernest Dodge also notes the similarities to Frobisher: “Like 

Frobisher’s men, the English howled back at the screeching aborigines.” Dodge, Northwest By Sea, 93 
26 Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 1585”. 387.  
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their order: which when he had divers times done, they beganne to trust him, and one of them 

came on shoare…27  

 

The Inuk communicator repeated a precise gesturing over and over – striking his chest and pointing 

to the sun. Only after John Ellis, a sailor, had returned this gesture several times was he trusted 

and approached.  Though the English were uncertain what this gesticulation meant they speculated 

that the Inuit were sun worshippers and that this was a promise of peaceful intent.28 Referring 

thereafter to the practise as “swearing by the sunne,” the Davis crews applied this pantomime 

throughout all three expeditions to gain traction with Inuit parties or to pacify them during 

moments of tension.29   

As interaction began, the English and the Inuit used several strategies to express good will: 

welcoming, exchanging goods, assistance and recreational activities such as sport and music.  The 

safe and successful exchange of goods between parties continued to play a crucial role in the 

earliest moments of encounter.30 During the initial trades of 1585, Janes noted what he judged to 

                                                      

27 Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 1585,” 386-7. “Divers” means “several” in this instance. This event is referenced 

in passing here: Axtell, “Babel of Tongues,” 19. Markham, The Life of John Davis, 41.  
28 The English interpreted the Inuit were sun worshippers who practised the occult due to the usage of the gesturing, 

see: Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 1585,” 388. Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 397.  

The English came to recognize that this miming was often accompanied by a specific word they transcribed as variants 

of “Ilyaoute” or “Yliaoute.” Examples from all three expeditions include: “in a lowd voice he crieth Ilyaoute,” “crying 

Ilyaoute, and shewing us Seales skinnes” and “cryed Ilyaoute, making many signes.” Davis, “The Davis Expedition 

of 1586,” 397. Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 1587,” 416; 418.  

Davis translated this word in his vocabulary list as “I meane no harme.” Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 398.   

Mahieu and Popelard, attempting to find translations for this word in modern Inuktitut came up with ilauvutit – “You 

are a friend.”28 However, their hypothesis is unavoidably influenced by the English guesses about the word and cannot 

be verified. Further, we do not know if the English and the Inuit inadvertently and phonetically created a new term 

together because it appeared to successfully achieve peace. Mahieu and Popelard, “A Reappraisal of Davis’ 

Contribution,” 81.  
29 In one instance in 1586 the English deceptively used the “swear by the sun” pantomime to feign a meeting in 

order to seize a captive. They wanted to negotiate the return of a missing anchor, but the tactic failed. This was a 

damaging abuse of a truce symbol and it would have hurt the reliability of that pantomime for expressing good will 

and arranging meetings. Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 401. 

Instances of the “swearing by the sun” pantomime appear in the narratives here: Janes, “The First Expedition of 

1585,” 387. Janes, “The Third Expedition of 1586,” 416-7. Davis, “The Worlds Hydrographical Description,” 441.  
30 Marcel Mauss’ study of gift exchange was foundational for the fields of academic anthropology and sociology. 

Most studies following in this literature dialogue with his original findings and theories. Marcel Mauss, The Gift: The 

Form and Reason for Exchange in Archaic Societies. D.W.D Halls, tr. (London: Routledge, 1950). 
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be generosity from Inuit participants and how this sent a very positive message to the English. He 

explained,  

We were in so great credit with upon this single acquaintance, that we could have any thing 

they had. We bought five Canoas of them : we bought their clothes from their backs… they 

would by no meanes displease us, but would give us whatsoever asked of them, and would 

be satisified with whatsoever we gave them.31  

 

Janes added that the Inuit were even willing to part with the kayaks they were currently using, 

riding with their countrymen afterwards.32  Davis also wished to express good will through 

generosity, wanting to convey that the goods he offered were gifts and that he expected nothing in 

return. During his second expedition of 1586, he noted, “To eche of them I gave a knife : they 

offred skinnes to me for reward, but I made signes that they were not solde, but given them of 

courtesie.”33  Later that summer while seeking the Northwest Passage, Davis demonstrated another 

way of communicating through goods:  

William Eston espied three Canoas lying under a rocke, and went unto them : there were 

in them skinnes, darts with divers superstitious toyes whereof we diminished nothing, but 

left upon every boat a silken point, a bullet of lead, and a pinne.34   

 

                                                      

For more on Indigenous gift giving, also see: Mallois, The Deadly Politics of Giving (Tuscaloosa: University of 

Alabama Press 2006). Jacques Godbout, Alain Caillé and Donald Winkler, The World of the Gift (Kingston: McGill-

Queen’s Press,1998). Harry Liebersohn, The Return to the Gift (New York: Cambridge, 2011). Dickason, Canada’s 

First Nations, 56; 58-61. 

The same item could be interpreted in different ways depending on the specific circumstances and the perceived 

context. Frobisher treated the offering of a bladder with suspicion during times of tension whereas Davis treated a 

bladder as a friendly gift under the context of peace. Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 403. Best, “The Frobisher 

Expedition of 1577,” 311. For more on animal bladders in Inuit culture, see: Molyneaux, Mythology of the North 

American Indians and Inuit Nations, 55; 61; 74-5. William Kemp, “Baffinland Inuit,” Handbook of the North 

American Indians, Volume 5: Arctic. David Damas, ed. (Washington: Smithsonian, 1984), 472-4. 
31 Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 1585,” 387-8.  
32 Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 1585,” 388. 
33 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 395.  
34 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 404. 
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Davis intended to communicate his presence in the area to the absent kayakers while 

simultaneously expressing good will through both gift giving and by leaving their materials 

untouched.35  

The Inuit used welcoming body language in conjunction with trade and gift giving. Janes 

found it striking that when he attempted to shake hands with an Inuk at their first meeting of 1585, 

the other man kissed his hand instead: “I shook hands with one of them and he kissed my hand and 

we were very familiar with them.”36 Similarly, the following summer Davis noted: “I had no sooner 

landed, but they lept out of their Canoas and came running to me and the rest and embraced us 

with many signs of hearty welcome.”37 The inclusion of the command “kiss me” in a vocabulary 

list compiled by Davis in 1586 could indicate that such body language was a reoccurring 

component the Inuit used to establish amity. Though Davis recorded “kiss me” in his notes, modern 

researchers agree that a more accurate translation would be “let us both kiss each other.”38 This 

suggests that the Inuk communicator anticipated his warm gestures to be returned and that the 

English were apparently oblivious of this expectation. Even small gestures that seem self-

explanatory could hold complex meanings and could lead to missteps and unmet expectations. 

Providing assistance could also build a rapport between peoples. During his reconnaissance 

of western Greenland in 1586, Davis noted the Inuit assisted his party in scaling treacherous rocks 

and finding shelter. He recorded that “I returned to my boat, the people still following me, and my 

                                                      

35 For some additional examples of gift giving throughout the Davis expeditions, see: Davis, “The Davis Expedition 

of 1586,” 404. Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 1587,” 417-20. Davis, “Traverse Book,” 431; 433.  
36 Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 1585,” 387. This can be interpreted as the handshake being an unfamiliar cultural 

gesture to the Inuk who responded in his own way to convey amicability. Axtell, “Babel of Tongues,” 19. 
37 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 395.  
38 Studies by Dorais (2010) and Mahieu and Popelard (2013) agree on this translation. Dorais, The Language of the 

Inuit, 108-9. Mahieu and Popelard, “A Reappraisal of Davis’ Contribution,” 81. 
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company very diligent to attend us, and to helpe us up the rockes, and likewise downe.”39  Later 

that same summer Davis repaired a pinnace on shore and forty locals helped his crew launch the 

craft when it was ready.40 Later still during that expedition, Davis aided his unnamed Inuk captive 

after noticing the man was displaying visual symptoms of hypothermia:  “I gave him a new suit of 

frize after the English fashion, because I saw he could not endure the cold.”41  

The English and the Inuit also attempted to build their relationship through games and 

sport. John Davis recorded that the two peoples had at least one jumping contest and two wrestling 

matches in the summer of 1586: 

At length I was desirous to have our men leape with them, which was done, but our men did 

overleape them: from leaping they went to wrestling, we found them strong and nimble and 

to have skil in wrestling, for they cast some of our men who were good wrestlers.42  

 

Davis implied that engaging in playful sport with the Inuit served a dual purpose, both building a 

good rapport and assessing the physical capabilities of the other group. Collecting reconnaissance 

information meant understanding how Indigenous populations compared to Englishmen and subtly 

determining if they would be helpful allies or beatable enemies.  

Later that same summer, the merchant Henry Morgan described a football game between 

members of his crew and an Inuit party: 

                                                      

39 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 395-6. Davis noted that fifty kayaks accompanied his party during some 

of his explorations in 1586. For further comment on Inuit assistance in these expeditions, see: Markham, The Life of 

John Davis, 46.  
40 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 396. 

It can be difficult to fully establish motive nonverbally. A similar instance occurred during the French encounters in 

northern Florida in the 1560s and it has been suggested that Indigenous peoples may have sometimes assisted 

Europeans in repairing, building and launching their watercrafts in order to facilitate their departure from the area. 

Rene de Laudonniere, “The Expedition of 1564,” The Principal Navigations Volume 8. Richard Hakluyt, ed. 

(Glasgow: James Lehose and Sons, 1904).   
41 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 401.  
42 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 396. Two separate instances of playful wrestling were recorded as 

occurring around the time in 1586, one instance in conjunction with assisting to launch the pinnace.  
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Divers [several] times they did wave us on shore to play with them at the football and some 

of our company went on shore to play with them and our men did cast them downe as soone 

as they did come to strike the ball.43  

 

Football seems to have been especially popular amongst the Inuit and was played at all ages.44 As 

researcher John MacDonald explains, the Greenland Inuit traditionally considered the northern 

lights to be a football match across the sky.45  However, the English appear to have turned football 

into a full contact, tackling game in which they would not let the Inuit near the ball. It is unclear if 

the Greenland Inuit were accustomed to this aggressive style of play and physical contact was not 

mentioned in extant descriptions.46  The English may have been attempting to use relentless 

tackling to communicate power and dominance. The two groups would not have been able to 

effectively communicate their expectations of gameplay and fairness to each other and it is unclear 

how the Inuit would have interpreted this football match.47  

Davis anticipated that the English and the Inuit shared an appreciation of music and dance and 

he brought professional entertainers with him in 1585, hoping this would appeal to Inuit he met.  

He had learned this from his predecessors as Frobisher’s crew had been successful in establishing 

good will by singing and Sir Humphrey Gilbert had brought morris dancers and a variety of 

musical instruments and dancing accessories with him on his Newfoundland expedition of 1583.48 

                                                      

43 Morgan, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 411. Divers here means “several.” This was likely the first recorded 

instance of a ball game occurring between Englishmen and Indigenous peoples.   
44 For further discussion of Inuit football, see: Stewart Culin, Games of the North American Indians (New York: 

Dover, 1975), 698-701; 705-7; 709; 712. For information on Inuit games, including ball games, see: John 

MacDonald, Arctic Sky, 117; 120-3; 149-51; 197.    
45 The relationship between football and the northern lights amongst the Greenland Inuit is explained here: John 

MacDonald, Arctic Sky, 128.  Culin, Games of the North American Indians, 701. 
46 Stewart Culin, a researcher of Indigenous games and sport, noted that our knowledge of Indigenous ball games is 

“extremely meager and unsatisfactory,” but we know that women and children played and that tackling was not 

mentioned. Culin, Games of the North American Indians, 698; 700.  
47 Inuit oral history from Greenland suggests that the ancestral Inuit perceived the Norse as overly competitive and 

considered this trait foolhardy and arrogant. This could potentially suggest that the Greenland Inuit of the sixteenth 

century would be equally unimpressed with the Elizabethans excessively dominating style of play. Krogh, Viking 

Greenland, 120; 128; 136-7.  
48 A participant in the Newfoundland expedition, Edward Hayes noted the inclusion of these dancers, instruments 

and accessories in his narrative. Edward Hayes, “Edward Hayes’ Narrative of Sir Humphrey Gilbert’s Voyage,” 29. 
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As John Haines notes, the English had used music in West Africa earlier in this period to try to 

establish good relations with local populations.49 The first Davis expedition included a number of 

musicians and the merchant John Janes recorded in 1585 that when the Inuit were spotted the 

musicians raced into position: “When they came unto us, we caused our Musicians to play, our 

selves dancing and making signes of friendship.”50 The Inuit shared their own music as well with 

an Inuk playing a “thing made like a timbrell, which he did beat upon with a sticke, making a noise 

like a small drumme.”51  

Despite these shared activities, the English made no advancements in learning Inuktitut and 

John Janes stated plainly in his account of 1585: “Their speech was such as we could not 

understand.”52 The explorers paid close attention to the language, but found it unintelligible, with 

both Janes and Davis stating in 1585 and 1586 respectively: “Their pronounciation was hollow 

                                                      

Nathan Probasco notes the instruments included trumpets, fifes, drums, cornets and oboes. Probasco, “Sir Humphrey 

Gilbert’s 1583 Expedition,” 82-3.    
49 John Haines’ extensive research on ethnomusicology notes that the English already associated morris dancing with 

intercultural contact and that this specific dance had been utilized during early encounters in West Africa. The 

energetic movements with the use of feathers and bells reminded Englishmen of Indigenous peoples and they hoped 

the merriment would be appealing and encourage interaction. John Haines, “Frobisher’s Bells,” 832; 839-40. Kate 

Keller’s study of the history of early America provides an instance in which an Indigenous dancing reminds an 

Englishmen of morris dancing back home. Keller, Kate Van Winkle. Dance and its Music in America, 1528-1789. 

(Hillsdale: Pendragon Press, 2007), 147. Robert Forrest’s history of morris dancing illustrates the usage of feathers 

for costumes in this dance: Robert Forrest, The History of Morris Dancing, 1458-1750. (Toronto: University of 

Toronto, 1999), 165, 240, 260, 262, 274.    

Europeans had come to recognize that First Peoples appreciated sounding objects, particularly bells, and Gilbert’s 

cargo included half a barrel of the small bells that adorned morris dancing outfits. Haines notes that sounding objects 

such as drums and bells were particularly important spiritual items for First Peoples and not just petty trinkets. Haines, 

“Frobisher’s Bells,” 841; 843.    

Humphrey Gilbert brought hobby horses to Newfoundland as well. John Forrest notes in The History of Morris 

Dancing that this horse was a reoccurring character in Elizabethan drama and dance associated with both extroversion 

and mock battles. The silly, sociable dancing horse could be used to draw in First Peoples, while doubling as a way 

of demonstrating horseback riding and combat. The late Elizabethan period also marks the point in which it was in 

vogue to combine morris dancing and the hobby horse dancing. Robert Forrest, The History of Morris Dancing, 1458-

1750, 102; 116; 155; 231; 245; 262; 275; 283-4. Nathan Probasco notes, “The men attached the wicker horse to their 

waists to pantomime and to make it appear as if they were on horseback. They would then dance by mimicking the 

movements of a horse.” Probasco, ““Sir Humphrey Gilbert’s 1583 Expedition,” 82-3. 
50 Janes, “First Expedition of John Davis,” 386. The musicians were named: James Cole, Francis Ridley, John 

Russell and Robert Cornish. Janes, “First Expedition of John Davis,” 382. 
51 Janes, “First Expedition of John Davis,” 386-7. 
52 Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 1585,” 386.  
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thorow [through] the throat” and “they pronounce their language very hollow, and deepe in the 

throat.”53 John Davis  did, however, collect Inuit vocabulary words during the three weeks he spent 

with the Inuit during his second expedition of 1586.54 At forty words, the Davis list was twice as 

long as the list compiled by Christopher Hall in 1576 and it expanded beyond nouns to include 

verbs and expressions.55 The length of the list, the range of situations referenced and the degree of 

intimacy reached makes sense considering Davis spent more time interacting peacefully with the 

Inuit then had Frobisher. However, researcher Louis-Jacques Dorais suggests that Davis was a 

poor transcriber and that fifty percent of the words recorded are indistinguishable today.56 

Demonstrating more words of increased complexity would arguably lead to a higher error rate and 

                                                      

53 Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 1585,” 386. “thorow” in "through, v." OED Online. July 2018. Oxford University 

Press. Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 398. For further comment on the English observance of Inuit speech, 

see: Mahieu and Popelard, “A Reappraisal of Davis’ Contribution,” 74.  
54 For the Davis vocabulary see: Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 398-9. 
55 It is unclear if Davis attempted to use Hall’s list during his early encounters or actively built on it. The South 

Baffin Inuit and the Greenland Inuit shared a common base language (Inuktitut) and various dialects of this language 

are spoken today. Though admittedly, some words that overlapped between the Frobisher and Davis lists such as 

“eye” for whatever reason appeared to be very different between the two lists and this surely slowed the learning 

process. It is difficult to distinguish between a miscommunication or the usage of different dialects or whether some 

words changed or no longer exist due to the evolution of the language. Dorais, The Language of the Inuit, Dorais, 

107; From Magic Words to Word Processing, 40-1. McGhee, The Last Imaginary Place, 114. 
56 Dorais assesses: “Unfortunately for us, Davis and his scribe were much worse linguists than Christopher Hall. 

Many of their words are thus unrecognizable.” Hall may have been better at hearing and transcribing the phonetics 

of the language. The implication is that the skill of individual interpreters could be of profound influence. Dorais, 

The Language of the Inuit, 108-9. Dorais offers modern translations of the Frobisher and Davis dictionaries with 

analysis (2010). This research was also published in also found in: Dorais, From Magic Words to Word Processing, 

37-41. 

Savour concluded: “He wrote down a vocabulary of forty words, of which twenty resembled those in use in the late 

nineteenth century.” Savour, The Search for the Northwest Passage, 13. 

A longer list clearly also does not prove that communication was improving or that correct comprehension was 

occurring, though it may be correlated with more extensive contact and a greater effort.  

Mahieu and Popelard argue that Dorais’ verdict is too harsh and they offer an updated translation of the Davis 

vocabulary that attempts to decipher the unrecognizable words accounting for very poor pronunciation.56 They point 

out that Davis’ list is more complex than his predecessor and that he demonstrated a deeper grasp of the language 

overall. They note that we cannot fault the earliest dictionary builders for their experimental efforts and that some 

inaccuracies are the price for their conversational boldness. Ernest Dodge echoes that Davis did well under the 

circumstances, noting the task was difficult and time was limited. Mahieu and Popelard, “A Reappraisal of Davis’ 

Contribution,” 79-86. Dodge, Northwest by Sea, 96. 
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increase the chance of miscommunication, whereas the brevity and simplicity of the Hall list likely 

contributed to its accuracy.57  

The Davis list generally held to the same pattern as Frobisher’s in that the majority of the words 

(96%) could be demonstrated visually in the moment: 

Table 2: The Davis Vocabulary List, 1586 

Noun (All things) Command / Action  Expression  

Musicke* Eate some I meane no harme* 

A boat Go fetch   

An oare Give it   

A dart Wash it   

A knife Kisse me   

A nose Leape   

Iron Wil you have this   

An eye Go to him  

A stagge or ellan  Fallen downe   

A needle Come hither  

The Sea* Come downe   

A seale skinne Give it to me   

My sonne* No*   

Below   

Fish   

Yonder*   

A fogge*    

A dart   

A coat   

A skinne   

A bracelet   

A tongue   

A seale   

A beard   

A threed   

 

The list consisted of nouns (63%) such as body parts or demonstrable objectives and action words 

(33%) such as “leape” which could be directly pantomimed.58 Several words are flagged here (*) 

                                                      

57 We must keep all of these challenges in mind when we consider the training and ultimate effectiveness of the 

earliest experimental spoken language interpreters in this period.  
58 Davis also noted, “These people are very simple in all their conversation.” This could indicate that the Inuit were 

sparse of speech with him. Perhaps the vocabulary words were failing and the Inuit suspected utilizing spoken 
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as being difficult to reference clearly by nonverbal means.  For instance, how would one clearly 

indicate “the sea” through pointing or pantomime? Was the communicator signifying “ocean,” 

“water” or the specific name of that body of water?  Perhaps they were referencing something 

hidden below the surface or something that had occurred (or would occur) in that vicinity or over 

the horizon? “Fogge,” “yonder” and “musicke” are similarly ambiguous.59 When analyzing the 

Hall list, Vilhjalmur Stefansson and Eloise McCaskill suggested that in certain situations “leg” 

and “boot” could become indistinguishable.60 Dorais indicates that Davis made such an error 

himself: 

The explorer did not always understand what his informants were trying to tell him. For 

instance, the word needle is translated panygmah, which evidently stands for paningma, 

“my daughter’s”. Davis’ informant probably tried to explain whose needle it was, while 

the explorer thought it was the name of the object itself.61     

 

Despite Davis’ accurate translation of “my sonne” it would be difficult to nonverbally demonstrate 

roles and relationships and such a term might not be correctly deciphered in other instances. A 

word put forward might signify something about the object or it may be a point of departure to 

reference an invisible topic that cannot be detected by the interpreter. Like his predecessor Hall, 

Davis’ efforts to record Inuit vocabulary demonstrated the ambiguities and limitations of 

communication and that even under the best circumstances the acquisition of spoken language was 

                                                      

language was futile. They may also have been simplifying their language to assist with comprehension. Davis, “The 

Davis Expedition of 1586,” 397. The Oxford English Dictionary suggested a variety of sixteenth century usages 

with an underlying suggestion of minimal or plain. "simple, adj. and n.". OED Online. June 2017. Oxford University 

Press. 

The word “shot” was present but not included in this chart because it was unclear whether it was a verb or a noun 

under the circumstances.  
59 A communicator attempting to point to any of these would run the distinct risk of being misunderstood.  
60 Stefansson and McCaskill, The Three Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 234-5. 
61 Dorais, The Language of the Inuit, 108. Despite the issues with this vocabulary list, Dorais notes it would be at 

least a century before a vocabulary list of this nature appeared again (110). Mahieu and Popelard agree the list was 

pivotal. Mahieu and Popelard, “A Reappraisal of Davis’ Contribution, 73.  
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painstakingly slow. It also illustrated Davis’ awareness of the importance of learning Inuktitut to 

be able to effectively communicate.   

Expressing commands nonverbally to another person such as “wash” or “come” can be 

managed by physically moving their body to convey your expectation of them.62 During the first 

Frobisher expedition of 1576 an Inuit party physically guided Christopher Hall to where they 

wished him to be or to show him things. They “led him by the hand” and this was arguably a polite 

way to communicate ‘come,’ ‘look over here,’ or ‘stand here’ [etc].63  While Mahieu and Popelard 

note that the imperative verbs listed by Davis are phrased as polite requests in Inuktitut, this would 

have been lost in translation and the actions enacted on an individual would have appeared very 

blunt.64 The need to become physical with others in order to express requests and influence their 

actions could potentially create challenges and cause tension. 

A powerful example occurred in the summer of 1586 when John Davis attempted to 

communicate both “no” and “stop” by disrupting an Inuit activity. When an Inuk built a fire, the 

crew became suspicious that he was practising sorcery. Davis explained, 

One of them [Inuk] making a long oration, beganne to kindle a fire… He made a fire into 

which with many words and strange gestures, he put diverse things, which wee supposed 

to be a sacrifice: my selfe and divers of my company standing by, they were desirous to 

have me go into the smoke, I willed them likewise to stand in the smoke, which they by no 

meanes would do. I then tooke one of them and thrust him into the smoke, and willed one 

of my company to tread out the fire, & to spurne it into the sea, which was done to shew 

them that we did contemne their sorcery.65  

                                                      

62 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 398-9. 
63 Lok, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 161-2.  
64 The most recent analysis by Mahieu and Popelard (2013) indicates the imperative verbs listed generally contained 

an affix which softened the commands to polite requests by essentially adding “please.” This distinction is important 

as the courteousness of the Inuit suggests relations were civil – if not amicable – at the time of collection. It also 

indicates that nuance and tone were completely lost in such translations. Mahieu and Popelard, “A Reappraisal of 

Davis’ Contribution,” 84. 
65 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 397.  Davis’ description of creating the fire was removed from the 

passage above: “...he tooke a piece of board wherein was a hole halfe thorow: into that hole he puts the end of a 

round stick like unto a bedstaffe, wetting the end thereof in Trane, and in fashion of a turner with a piece of lether, 

by his violent motion doeth very speedily produce fire: which done, with turfes he made a fire…” 
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Pushing an Inuk away and destroying the fire illustrates that physically halting an activity or 

behaviour could serve as a strong communicative tool: “I do not like this.” English preconceived 

notions about religion and magic led Davis to make assumptions about what he was experiencing 

and to respond sharply with disrespect and aggression.66 The communication barrier made acts 

such as refusal, rejection and establishing boundaries more difficult.    

The Davis narratives often allude to pantomime between peoples, but rarely specify the 

gestures used.67 For instance, years later in his work The Worlds Hydrographical Description 

Davis mentioned an undated episode in which he asked the Inuit about the location of the 

Northwest Passage: “As signes would permit, we understood that towards the North and West 

there was a great sea” and “I still laboured by signes to know from them what they knew of any 

sea towards the North, they still made signes of a great sea as we understood them.”68 The phrasing 

“as signes would permit” and “as we understood them” and “laboured by signes” indicates the 

hard work and conjecture involved in this challenging form of communication.   

During the expedition of 1586, the English tried to interpret the gestures of an Inuk captive 

they had just seized and sailed away with. The prisoner bowed and “clapped his two hands upon 

his face.” Davis “judged the covering of his face with his hands and bowing his body downe, 

signified his death.”69 It is unclear if the Inuk was actively communicating with his captors or if 

they were observing his reaction to the trauma of abduction: nevertheless the explorers “judged” 

                                                      

This illustrates how culturally subjective components could not be communicated effectively and led to confusion, 

discomfort and misunderstanding.   James Axtell references the episode here: Axtell, “Bable of Tongues,” 21.  
66 The Inuit were likely sharing something they considered worthwhile with their visitors and if the fire was sacred 

the disruption would have been all the more provocative. The Elizabethans would have been very upset had an Inuk 

flipped their holiday dinner table simply because he was uncomfortable with the Christian prayers of thanks.  
67 Some examples of such phrasing in these narratives include: “as by signes they gave us to understand,” and “…made 

shew that…” and “they made signes that…” Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 396; 398; 404.   
68 Davis, “Worlds Hydrographical Description,” 441; 444. 
69 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 401. 
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the man had expressed unequivocal surrender and that he expected death. Earlier that summer Inuit 

gesturing occurred that was reminiscent of the “safe to rest” pantomime of the Frobisher 

expeditions. Davis noted that the helpful Inuit accompanying him in an overland excursion “made 

signes that I should goe into a warme place to sleepe.” 70 The Frobisher authors had described 

similar gesturing by the South Baffin Inuit in 1576 and 1577 as Indigenous  communicators 

attempted to encourage the wary English into meetings  “by laying their head in their hands” or 

“clapping his bare hands over his head in token peace and innocencie,” encouraging them to 

“sleepe ashore.”71 In both instances the English associated the gestures with an invitation of safe 

rest and it may have referenced a deeper, cultural concept shared between Inuit populations 

throughout the eastern Arctic. While Davis took the invitation at face value, Frobisher had not 

considered the offer to be literal or genuine.72 Thus, the same pantomime could yield different 

interpretations and the English could only guess at the thoughts, feelings and intentions of 

Indigenous  peoples based on observation, circumstance and preconceived notions. 

While there are no indications that Davis used illustrations or objects to communicate with 

the Inuit he met, some of his experiences revisit the issue of intercultural visual literacy.73 Davis 

recorded an episode in his explorations of 1586:  

…we went one shoare, and in a little thing made like an oven with stones I found many 

small trifles, as a small canoe made of wood, a piece of wood made like an image, a bird 

                                                      

70 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 396. 
71 Michael Lok, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 161; 164.  George Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 

313. 
72 The Frobisher narratives would have been consulted for the Davis expeditions, though John Davis does not note 

making a connection regarding this particular gesture.    
73 Janes notes that the Inuit were willing to accept “pieces of paper” as gifts. Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 1585,” 

388. Thus, we know that paper was present during intercultural contact and could have been used to create makeshift 

illustrations to assist with communication that went unrecorded. The creation of vocabulary lists also suggests that 

writing with paper and ink occurred in the presence of the Inuit.   

The fact that the Inuit were interested in receiving paper in general provides context for the South Baffin Inuit seeking 

papers from Frobisher in 1577. It suggests Frobisher may have made too much of the matter, assuming the Inuit were 

requesting papers out of a deeper understanding of couriering correspondence.   
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made of bone, beads having small holes in one end of them to hang about their necks, & 

other small things.74 

 

Davis interpreted the carvings as a boat and a bird and archeological finds confirm that the 

ancestral Inuit carvings are stylistically close enough to unmediated reality for researchers to 

recognize animals, humans and activities.75 Throughout this summer Davis happened upon carved 

images that he did not describe: “a piece of wood made like an image” and “many litle images cut 

in wood” and “images of great store, which they weare about them.”76 Davis did not attempt to 

describe the imagery and this could support Paul Massaris’ assertion that culturally subjective, 

stylized or abstract artwork could be more difficult for a viewer to comprehend.77 It is also possible 

that Davis was indifferent to the artwork as he appears to have been disinterested in any Inuit 

“trifles” he happened upon throughout his explorations.78  Whatever the case, Davis’ lack of 

interpretation sheds context on Frobisher’s crew attempts to use images to communicate with the 

South Baffin Inuit a decade prior. For instance, in 1578 the English intentionally left behind metal 

crafted images of men and women on horseback for the Inuit to learn about the culture. While the 

                                                      

74 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 391.   
75 As Robert McGee notes, artifacts from the Dorset and Thule cultures could feature carved images of animals, 

hunting parties, etc. A Dorset sculpture of a polar bear and Thule knife handle with the carved image of hunters 

harpooning a whale from their boat serve as examples. McGhee, The Last Imaginary Place, 64-5 (photograph 

insert).  

Paul Massaris’ research suggests that the closer that art reflects unmediated reality – such as a photograph – the better 

the chance that viewers can correctly understand what they are seeing without explanation or context. He also noted 

that even the most intelligent individuals could misunderstand how a new visual media functioned. Massaris, Visual 

Literacy, 2-3. However, he noted: “Although I do think it is true the viewers get better at the interpretation of visual 

media as they acquire more experience with them, I also think that to a substantial degree the formal conventions 

typically encountered in still and motion pictures make a good deal of sense even to a first time viewer.” Massaris, 

Visual Literacy, 7. 
76 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 395. While the contemporary definition of “image” in this period was 

similar to today – “an artificial imitation or representation of something” it is possible that was alluding to religious 

images. We cannot be certain what layers of connotation existed here. “image, n.” OED Online. Oxford University 

Press 2019.  
77 Massaris, Visual Literacy, 10; 14; 43; 46.  
78 Davis may have dismissed the carvings as further examples of what he considered indecipherable Inuit material 

culture. Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 395.  
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English assumed the imagery would be fascinating for the Inuit find, it is entirely possible that 

locals found them indecipherable or unimportant.   

The Davis crews experienced longer periods of peaceful interaction with Inuit communities 

than Frobisher had experienced in the 1570s and this prolonged connection allowed for a number 

of developments. First, with more exposure the two parties became increasingly comfortable with 

one another. In his reflections after the expeditions, Davis noted that “the people came continually 

rowing out unto me in their Canoas, twenty, forty, and one hundred at a time…”79 Throughout his 

second expedition he mentioned groups of typically forty Inuit accompanying him around the 

region and assisting him with launching his pinnace. Davis’ descriptions suggest the Inuit felt safe 

interacting closely with the English and that he accepted large groups of Indigenous peoples 

around him.80 Unlike the Frobisher encounters, participants overcame their initial anxiety and were 

willing to be outnumbered.81  

Another result of interacting more frequently and for extended periods of time was that 

individuals came to know and recognize each other. When Davis returned for his second 

expedition he remarked that members of the first Inuit party they met appeared to distinguish 

between crewmen who had been part of the previous expedition and those who were new. He 

stated, “they came with the boates to our ships, making signes that they knewe all those that the 

yeere before had bene with them.”82 The same summer Henry Morgan, upon entering a new 

                                                      

79 Davis, “Worlds Hydrographical Description,” 444. 
80 We can assume the Greenland Inuit living in the area were familiar with Europeans. The Norse had lived 

alongside the Inuit in that location in the past and the Davis expeditions encountered several European ships in the 

north Atlantic within range of Greenland. Instances of the Davis expeditions encountering European vessels in the 

north Atlantic are found here: Morgan, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 409; 413. Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 

1587,” 422. Davis, “Traverse Book,” 437 
81 Some examples where Frobisher feared being outnumbered: Hall, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 210. Best, 

“The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 280. Settle, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 222-3. Best, “The Frobisher 

Expedition of 1577,” 311-3. 
82 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 394. 
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harbour, noted with surprise that he was approached by four people he recognized: “there came to 

us foure of the people which were with us before in the other harborough.”83 Lastly, the Master of 

Moonshine claimed to recognize one specific Inuk as someone he felt had wronged him at some 

point earlier.84 These examples indicate that the crew was interacting with some individuals 

repeatedly and had the potential to build on these relations. It also suggests that extended periods 

of contact were important for allowing communicators to become acquainted. While the Davis 

narratives do not attempt to identify individuals or communities, the evidence suggests English 

and Inuit participants were taking the initial steps towards knowing each other and building 

relationships.   

Interacting more frequently meant, however, that the two parties had a number of 

challenges scheduling, beginning and ending meetings. In 1586, Davis wrote that an Inuit party 

indicated “with signes that they should returne againe after certaine houres.”85 However, as 

Frobisher had discovered, it was as problematic to gesture about the future as the past, particularly 

when the English were moving unpredictably throughout the region. Henry Morgan, aboard 

Sunshine, believed that the Inuit needed to physically go and watch the direction in which English 

ships sailed away in order to plan for the possibility of subsequent meetings.86 It was also difficult 

to distinguish between a change of plans or a misunderstanding about the plan. During the first 

expedition, John Janes recorded that a party of thirty Inuit  

made shewes unto us… that they would go into the countrey and come againe the next day 

with such things as they had : but this night the winde comming faire, the captaine and the 

master would by no meanes detract the purpose of our discovery. And so the last of this 

moneth about foure of the clocke in the morning in Gods name we set saile…87  

                                                      

83 Morgan, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 412. 
84 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 400.  
85  Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 395. 
86 Morgan noted an Inuit party appearing to go to observe which direction the English departed in. Morgan, “The 

Davis Expedition of 1586,” 413.  
87 Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 1585,” 388.  
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If Janes correctly interpreted that the Inuit felt they had scheduled to return the next day, finding 

the English had left in the middle of the night could cause confusion. Moreover, since 

communication was often developed by observing cause and effect –  as in ‘we understood 

correctly because things are going according to plan’ – this could potentially muddle the learning 

process. Thus, even if the Inuit had become accustomed to visitors coming and going unpredictably 

these disruptions could be confusing.    

To avoid the challenges of communicating meeting times and places, the two peoples 

generally tried seeking each other out at random.88 However, this could prove inconvenient as 

groups did not always wish to interact at the moment they were approached. The inability to 

communicate with clarity made refusing meetings more difficult, potentially causing confusion or 

tension as the rationale could not be articulated and the initiator could easily ignore the refusal or 

misunderstand it, continuing to press for interaction. Janes described instances in the third 

expedition of 1587 in which Inuit parties followed the English even after the crew signalled their 

disinterest in meeting through deliberately departing.  For example, “these people continued 

rowing after our ship the space of 3. howres.”89 During the Frobisher expedition of 1577 the Inuit 

had attempted to flee from an English party only to have the English chase and surround them to 

force the issue, and this resulted in a skirmish.90 A French example occurring earlier in the St. 

Lawrence Valley allows us to see this issue more clearly than any Elizabethan examples available. 

During the first expedition of 1534 the French explorer Jacques Cartier recorded his inability to 

peacefully reject the approach of enthusiastic Indigenous traders:  

                                                      

88 Some instances of seeking each other out without arrangement include: Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 1585, 

387-8. Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 394. Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 1587,” 416.  
89 Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 1587,” 418.  
90 Settle, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 223. 
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But because (as we have said) we had but one boat, wee would not stand to their courtesie, 

but made signes unto them that they should turn back, which they would not do, but with 

great furie came toward us: and suddenly with their boates compassed us about: and 

because they would not away from us by any signes that we could make, we shot off two 

pieces amongst them, which did so terrifie them, that they put themselves to flight…91 

 

The example demonstrates that parties had little recourse to attempt to extricate themselves from 

such situations without resorting to force.  

It could also prove delicate to end a meeting. If the two parties were interacting in neutral 

territory, departure was the key signal that one side wanted to end the encounter.92 John Janes 

noted in 1587, however, that this was not always accepted: “The poore people seeing us goe away 

againe, came rowing after us into the Sea…”93 The English ship proceeded to leave regardless and 

Janes concluded: “we little regarding their curtesie, gave them the gentle farewell.”94 Frobisher’s 

crew had a similar experience in 1577 with George Best noting: “But when the people perceived 

our departure, with great tokens of affection they earnestly called us back againe, following us 

almost to our boates…”95 Moreover, if contact occurred at one party’s home base it might prove 

awkward for them to communicate to their visitors they wished the other to leave. In 1586 Davis 

wanted the Inuit to leave his ship: “I dismissed them for that time, with signes that they should 

return again…”96 The vagueness of Davis’ statement leaves it unclear how these concepts would 

have been communicated with either politeness or clarity. Another occurrence Janes recorded 

during the final expedition could suggest that visibly switching to an activity that excluded guests 

could signal the time for interaction had passed, encouraging individuals to leave. Janes wrote, “At 

                                                      

91 Jacques Cartier, “The Cartier Expedition of 1534,” 198.  
92 Some examples in the Davis narratives of departure being used to signal the end of an encounter include: Janes, 

“The Davis Expedition of 1585,” 387. Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 1587,” 418. 
93 Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 1587,” 419.   
94 Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 1587,” 420.  
95 Best, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 293.  
96 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 395. 
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which time wee went to prayer, and they departed from us.”97 All of these examples indicate that 

there was a certain politics of access that needed to be negotiated between peoples and that even 

the act of controlling the time, place and duration of encounter itself was not as straightforward as 

it might seem.  

Lastly, as contact increased misunderstandings could occur over unmet expectations during 

shared activities. As demonstrated with Davis’ destruction of an Inuit fire and with the rejection 

of meetings, it could prove more difficult to censure behaviour or establish boundaries nonverbally 

without causing friction between participants.  Since much of the interaction with the Elizabethans 

and the Greenlanders pertained to the exchange of material goods here is where much of the 

boundary crossing and unmet expectations occurred. The two cultures had different 

understandings of gift exchange and the ownership of objects. The explorers became increasingly 

frustrated with the Inuit helping themselves to items they deemed off limits for gift giving.98 In his 

assessment of intercultural contact at Jamestown, historian Martin Quitt argues that stealing was 

                                                      

97 Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 1587,” 418. 
98 Some examples of perceived theft include: Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 397-8; 400. Morgan, “The 

Davis Expedition of 1586,” 416-7. Davis, “Traverse Book,” 431.   

Perceived thefts led the English to switch from positive descriptions of the Inuit to referring to locals as 

“miscreants,” “evil” and “vile.” Instead of being “void of craft” as before, the Inuit later did everything “artificially.” 

Morgan, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 412. Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 397-8. 

Materialism was not a priority for First Peoples – spirituality and status often mattered far more. Gifts were inalienable 

in that the giver would always be part of the gift and gifts would continue to cycle in reciprocity and never truly belong 

to anyone in a Eurocentric sense. European concepts of personal possession and private property could prove 

incompatible. Jacques Godbout, Alain Caille and Donald Winkler suggest that modern interpretations of historic gift 

giving have an economic bias that may not apply to Indigenous societies, emphasizing self-interest and political, 

military and economic motivations. Emphasizing the economic and contractual elements of gift exchange can often 

detract from considerations of a spiritual dimension that was extremely important to Indigenous participants and not 

properly understood by explorers. There was a spiritual force behind all things in the Indigenous world, including gift 

giving and the items and acts shared. Godbout et al, The World of the Gift, 103; 118-9; 121-3; 128. Mallois, The 

Deadly Politics of Giving, 28; 116-7.  

Seth Mallois’ also suggest that gifts should be appropriate to the ranks of the participants and that there was power 

both in being the first to give and in being more generous than the other party. Mallois, The Deadly Politics of Giving, 

27. 
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an English concept that Indigenous  people did not appear to share.99 Anthropologist Seth Mallois 

adds that Indigenous  people may have been taking goods out of an understanding of reciprocity, 

feeling a debt existed as the English had not yet reciprocated for past Indigenous  acts of generosity, 

hospitality and assistance. Mallois explains that Europeans often did not recognize Indigenous  

expectations.100   

This issue is exemplified by an incident that occurred during the second Davis expedition 

when the English accused the Inuit of stealing their anchor and could not communicate sufficiently 

to address the grievance.101  Davis wanted the anchor returned and struggled to invoke the invisible 

concepts that were his expectations, the vanished anchor and the past actions of either party. Davis 

eventually seized the Inuk he deemed responsible for the theft and attempted to communicate that 

the English would exchange the hostage for the anchor: “we pointed to him and his fellowes for 

our anker, which being had, we made signes that he should be set at libertie.”102 The gestures were 

cryptic and the crew allowed only one hour for the locals to comply before sailing away from the 

                                                      

99 Quitt, “Trade and Acculturation at Jamestown, 1607-1609: The Limits of Understanding,” 246. The Jamestown 

colonists also experienced what they considered Indigenous theft. Many of the challenges John Smith faced during 

early contact with First Nations at Jamestown from 1607-9 were similar to Elizabethan contacts in the 1570s and 

1580s.  
100 Mallois argues, “Multiple examples of Indigenous theft following settler refusals to reciprocate exist in the 

historical records.” Accepting gifts and hospitality was a commitment and one was indebted until they honoured that 

obligation. Mallois, The Deadly Politics of Giving, 63-4. Diplomatic acts of exchange amongst Indigenous peoples 

could flexibly include a variety of polite and hospitable acts, among them gift giving, hosting and participating in 

cultural events. Reciprocal gift giving relations were necessary for survival as this system of mutual obligation weaved 

people and groups together into a collective whole. Jacques Godbout, Alain Caillé and Donald Winkler. The World of 

the Gift. (Kingston: McGill-Queen’s Press, 1998), 101-3. Harry Liebersohn, The Return to the Gift (New York: 

Cambridge, 2011), 137-9. 

For more on what the exchange of objects meant to each culture respectively, see: Marcel Mauss, The Gift: The 

Form and Reason for Exchange in Archaic Societies. D.W.D Halls, tr. (London: Routledge, 1950). Mallois, The 

Deadly Politics of Giving. (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press 2006). Jacques Godbout, Alain Caillé and 

Donald Winkler. The World of the Gift. (Kingston: McGill-Queen’s Press, 1998). Harry Liebersohn, The Return to 

the Gift (New York: Cambridge, 2011). Christopher Miller and George Hamell, “A New Perspective on Indian-

White Contact: Cultural Symbol and Colonial Trade,” American Encounters. Peter Mancall and James Merrell, eds. 

(New York: Routledge, 2000). Laurier Turgeon, “The Tale of the Kettle: Odyssey of an Intercultural Object,” 

Ethnohistory 44:1 (Winter, 1997), 1-29.  
101 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 401. 
102 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 401. 
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area with their new prisoner. Frobisher’s failed attempts to negotiate exchanges by taking captives 

had been widely published and were known to Davis.103 This suggests that despite wanting good 

relations with the Inuit and knowing that hostage exchanges had failed in the past, John Davis was 

willing to repeat the strategy.104 Though it is unclear if better comprehension could have changed 

anything, problem solving and conflict resolution between cultures were made all the more 

difficult by limitations of communication. The need to physically demonstrate and – by extension 

– physically control other people in order to express demands proved problematic.  

A second instance of miscommunication regarding exchange occurred a few weeks later 

when Henry Morgan’s expedition visited the same area. Their attempt to return a kayak they had 

received there earlier caused confusion, tension and eventually violence. The skirmish began as 

follows:  

The Master sent the carpenter to change one of our boates which wee had bought from them 

before, and they would have taken the boate from him perforce, and when they sawe they 

could not take it from us, they shot with their dartes at us, and stroke one of our men with 

one of their dartes and John Filpe shot one of them in the brest with an arrow…105  

 

                                                      

103 Captive taking was ineffective, but the English continued to experiment with the practise regardless. Vaughan, 

“Sir Walter Raleigh’s Indian Interpreters,” 344-5. 
104 It is complicated to unpack the rationale for retrying the toxic practise of kidnapping. Davis apparently permitted 

the capture of 1586 due to pressure from his crew with an understanding that the victim deserved punished, that it 

was a last resort and that it was a hostage scenario in which the man would be released later. Afterwards Davis 

downplayed the scenario by claiming the man was well treated and came to accept his situation as their friend, going 

so far as to encourage the English to seize more captives. Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 401; 404.  

We know virtually nothing about the kidnapping of 1587. It may have been another attempt to exert control over the 

Inuit who were apparently “stealing” again. Davis’ reference to the man being young and healthy suggests they may 

have wished for him to survive as a viable interpreter or cultural broker. Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 1587,” 

416. 

Relatedly, the act of capturing some Inuit while releasing others was practised by both Davis and Frobisher and may 

have been a strategy to mitigate the toxicity of the practise. Davis captured two men and kept only the “ringleader” 

while making a point of releasing the other man. Frobisher planned to seize two men in 1577: “if they could lay sure 

hold upon them, forcibly to bring them aboord, with intent to bestow certaine toyes and apparell upon the one, and 

so to dismiss him with arguments of courtesie, and retaine the other for an Interpreter.” Later that summer, when 

two women were captured one was kept and other released. Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 404. Best, “The 

Frobisher Expedition of 1577,” 293; 305.   
105 Morgan, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 412. It should be noted that while the English often used the language 

of commerce [“bought”] and considered such transactions to be trade, First Peoples may have considered this to be 

gift exchange.  
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The English were unable to communicate that they wanted to reopen a previous transaction, 

apparently wishing to switch one kayak for another.106 The carpenter would have sent mixed 

messages when he appeared to give a kayak while adamantly refusing to release it at the same 

time. If the Inuit considered these interactions to be gift exchange than returning a gift could strain 

relations as Indigenous  peoples generally considered refusing or rejecting gifts to be inappropriate 

and transgressions in gift giving could result in a loss of status and varying forms of aggression.107 

The examples of the missing anchor and the returned kayak indicate that both peoples entered 

exchange with strong expectations they could not explain to each other and that would result in 

aggression from either side if violated.  

This leads us to again consider the use of violence as a way to express censure, discourage 

behaviour or escape situations. While both sides used aggression to express themselves, 

chroniclers of the Davis expeditions presented English violence as necessary for their security and 

Indigenous  violence as random and unwarranted.108  During the second expedition, Davis reported 

that an Inuit party attacked his ship unexpectedly and without provocation: 

The Sunne was no sooner downe, but they began to practise their devilish nature, and with 

slings threw stones very fiercely into the Moonelight, and strake one of her men then 

boatswaine, that he overthrew withall: whereat being moved, I changed my curtesie, and 

grew to hatred, my self in my owne boate well manned with shot, and the barks boat likewise 

                                                      

106 The English apparently wished “to change” one kayak for another. Samuel Morison presumed the original kayak 

was found to be faulty. He concluded: “The English had an unnecessary scuffle with the natives over a kayak which 

they had bought, but tried to turn in when it proved to be leaky.” Morison, The Northern Voyages, 597.   
107 Anthologists Seth Mallios and Marcel Mauss each repeatedly explain that transgressions in gift giving often 

resulted in strife, loss of status or conflict amongst Indigenous peoples: Mallois, The Deadly Politics of Giving, 21-

2; 27; 64; 107; 118. Mauss, The Gift, 11; 13; 41; 73. 

Mauss states, “…to refuse to give, to fail to invite, just as to refuse to accept, is tantamount to declaring war; it is to 

reject the bond of allegiance and community.” Mauss, The Gift, 13. He accepts, however, that some transgression 

could potentially be tolerated from an individual or community with a good track record of giving appropriately that 

had a valid reason for not gifting properly. Mallois adds that Indigenous responses of aggression could be immediate 

or delayed and direct or indirect. It could also appear as withdrawing or deserting. 
108 A few examples of violence erupting in the Davis expeditions include: Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 

396; 401. Morgan, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 407; 411; 413. 

The expedition participants tended not to recognize their own transgressions during contact and had a vested interest 

in demonstrating to their backers that they were not repeating Frobisher’s mistakes by instigated conflict. It was 

important to frame the Inuit as the instigators and any English aggression needed to be justified as necessary.    
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pursued them, and gave them divers shot, but to small purpose, by reason of their swift 

rowing…109  

 

There is no indication why the Inuit party was slinging rocks and Davis attributed the act to what 

he assumed was their “devilish nature” without recording any further consideration of their 

perspective. Later that summer, Henry Morgan recorded that an English party going ashore was 

unexpectedly attacked by Inuit for no apparent reason:  

The 21. Of August the Master send the boate on shore for wood with sixe of his men, and 

there were one and thirtie of the people of the countrey which went on shore to them, & they 

went about to kill them as we thought, for they shot their dartes towards them… whereupon 

the Master sent the pinnesse after them… and the Master of the pinnesse did shoote off a 

caliver to them…110  

 

At the end of the summer at Labrador, Davis’ crew attempted to go ashore and were ambushed by 

natives apparently without cause or notice. He wrote: “These wicked miscreants never offered 

parly or speech, but presently executed their cursed fury.”111 In each case the English did not 

understand why violence was occurring and assumed there was no justification for it. It is likely 

that English acts of violence appeared equally ambiguous to First Peoples. Aggression was also 

counterproductive for conducting conflict resolution and typically only worsened situations as 

violence was answered with violence. 

 

Conclusion: Lessons from Frobisher to Davis 

The participants of the Davis expeditions experimented with the same modes of nonverbal 

communication that had at times proved unsuccessful during the Frobisher expeditions a decade 

prior. This repetition suggests organizers considered the strategies appropriate and capable of 

eventually yielding results if implemented properly. The Frobisher expeditions helped the English 

                                                      

109 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 400.  
110 Morgan, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 411. 
111 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586, 407.  
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reach two conclusions: (1) The existing methods of nonverbal communication needed extensive 

periods of peaceful contact to yield results and (2) establishing good relations was not the same 

thing as maintaining them long term. They appear to have hoped that greater efforts to maintain 

good relations with Indigenous people would allow for longer, closer and more productive contact 

and, by extension, the opportunity to build language skills and arctic knowledge. 

Attempting to learn from Frobisher’s mistakes, John Davis focused not only on starting 

friendships with gift giving and socializing, but also on maintaining these friendships afterwards 

through peacekeeping strategies. Davis approached interaction with a positive attitude that he 

communicated to the Inuit through his behaviour. Unlike Frobisher, he generally displayed a calm 

and peaceful professionalism.112 He demonstrated a level of comfort and trust often missing from 

expeditions of the era by allowing large groups of Inuit to approach him ashore without signs of 

fear.113 He was also patient, flexible and understanding when faced with perceived transgressions 

by Indigenous  peoples. For instance, Davis wrote during his second expedition: 

They [Inuit] brought us Seale skinnes, and sammon peale, but seeing iron, they could no 

wise forebeare stealing : which when I perceived, it did but minister unto mee an occasion 

of laughter, to see their simplicitie, and I willed that in no case they should bee any more 

hardly used, but that our own company should be the more vigilant to keepe their things, 

supposing it to be very hard in so short time to make them know their evil.114   

                                                      

112 David Quinn describes the mariner as “thoroughly professional,” but in a source base filled with volatile, colourful, 

unprofessional individuals, those who appear characterless and adequate by comparison become very professional and 

even virtuous. Quinn, North America from Earliest Discovery to First Settlements, 376.  

We see the same assertions of professionalism for Christopher Hall of the Frobisher expeditions and Arthur Barlowe 

and Thomas Hariot of the Roanoke expeditions. Professionalism stripped of personality within this colourful source 

base can be misread for goodness. The lack of outright insult to Indigenous peoples should not be mistaken for 

sympathy and genuine care for them.  

For more on Davis’ approach to intercultural contact, see: McGhee, The Last Imaginary Place, 172. Markham, The 

Life of John Davis, 54. Neatby, In Quest of the Northwest Passage, 10. Rasky, The Polar Voyages,139; 143; 145-6. 

Anne, The Search for the Northwest Passage, 9; 13. Mahieu and Popelard, “A Reappraisal of Davis’ Contribution,” 

73-4; 6. Morison, The Northern Voyages, 605.  McGhee, The Arctic Voyages of Martin Frobisher, 186.  
113 Davis, “Worlds Hydrographical Description,” 444.  
114 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 398. 
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When the Inuit began “stealing” by English standards Davis argued that they were unaware they 

were “misbehaving” and that he was not in a position to influence their behaviour. Davis attempted 

to diffuse tension with humour and instructed his men to keep the peace and preventatively protect 

their possessions. 

There is a historiographical consensus that John Davis was the most diplomatic of the 

Elizabethan expedition leaders.115 Likened to the academic Thomas Hariot who studied the 

Carolina Algonquin during the Roanoke expeditions, Davis is framed as a pre-ethnographer and 

often credited with providing the first neutral ethnographical and anthropological notes on the 

Inuit.116 However, Mahieu and Popelard’s recent study notes the importance of not overstating the 

point, acknowledging that while Davis was arguably better than his contemporaries in his dealings 

with First Peoples, he was still ethnocentric and made mistakes.117 Davis also had a vested interest 

in presenting himself as diplomatic during intercultural contact in order to appease his backers.   

                                                      

115 Neatby appraises Davis as the “least warlike” of the English explorers and Samuel Morison considered him more 

“humane.” Rasky described friendliness and courtesy with First Peoples as Davis’ custom, stating he practised a 

“gentle, turn-the-other-cheek Christianity.” Ann Savours acknowledges that Davis was “a very different character” 

than the volatile Martin Frobisher and used humour to diffuse tension. Mahieu and Popelard contend that Davis fared 

better in early encounters than his contemporaries, taking extra care with diplomacy and vocabulary building and 

demonstrating genuine interest and friendship towards the Inuit. Neatby, In Quest of the Northwest Passage, 10. 

Morison, The Northern Voyages, 605. Rasky, The Polar Voyages, 139; 143; 145. Savour, The Search for the Northwest 

Passage, 9. Mahieu and Popelard, “A Reappraisal of Davis’ Contribution,” 73-5; 87. 
116 Dodge, Northwest by Sea, 96. Rasky, The Polar Voyages, 145. Mahieu and Popelard, “A Reappraisal of Davis’ 

Contribution,” 73. This appraisal downplays the importance of the ethnographical reports that Settle and Best each 

provided for the Frobisher expeditions. I would argue that the detailed overview the two men provided in the 1570s 

was an important contribution that carried a similar tone to Davis’ observations in many respects. Settle’s narrative 

circulated throughout Europe in multiple languages and would have been influential. A key difference between Davis 

and his predecessors is an attempt to understand and somewhat humanize the Inuit.     
117 Mahieu and Popelard, “A Reappraisal of Davis’ Contribution,” 73-4; 76; 86-7. Davis was the most ethnocentric in 

his statements whenever he observed what he considered Indigenous sorcery.  

We cannot know if Davis’ peacekeeping demeanour was genuine or strategy and we currently do not know enough 

about the man to make assessments of his character. For all the praise of Davis’ temperament within the 

historiography, there is fragmentary evidence that suggests that he had serious conflict and scandal in both his personal 

and professional life. Sherman, “John Dee’s Role in Martin Frobisher’s Northwest Enterprise,” 293-4. Fuller, “Arctics 

of Empire,” 26. Morison, The Northern Voyages, 584. Rasky, The Polar Voyages, 140; 149. Dodge, Northwest By 

Sea, 99; 101. Neatby, In Quest of the Northwest Passage, 12. Small, “Gilbert, Davis and Dee’s Theories behind the 

Search for the Northwest Passage,” 1054-5. 
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Davis’ strategies for communicating good will and keeping the peace did encourage many 

meetings between peoples.118 While this created an opportunity for participants to become more 

comfortable, to recognize each other and to share more vocabulary, it also resulted in 

misunderstandings and for the overstepping of boundaries. More meetings revealed that explorers 

could have trouble scheduling, beginning and ending their sessions in the absence of concrete 

communication. The English and the Inuit often could not clearly express their expectations of one 

another or effectively influence each other’s behaviour. Stopping unwanted behaviour often 

needed to be demonstrated physically and this could cause confusion or tension.  

Though Davis tried to keep the peace, he was faced with a number of challenges. First, 

peaceful interaction with the Inuit relied on the cooperation of his crewmen.119 For example, Davis 

returned from a reconnaissance excursion in July 1586 to discover relations had deteriorated. It is 

unclear what occurred between the Inuit and the English during Davis’ absence, but it was around 

this time that an anchor disappeared. Davis recorded the frustrations of his crewmen, including 

some indication of their voice:  

The ninth day of the moneth we came to our ships, where wee found the people [Inuit] 

desirous in their fashion, of friendship and barter: our Mariners complained heavily against 

the people, and said that lenitie and friendly using of them gave them stomacke to mischiefe 

: for they have stollen an anker from us, they have cut our ship cable very dangerously, 

they have cut our boats to the stern, and nowe since your [Davis’] departure, with slings 

they spare us not with stones of halfe a pound weight: and wil you stil indure these injuries? 

It is a shame to beare them.120 

 

                                                      

118 Davis Quinn comments that Davis managed extended close contact. Quinn, North America From Earliest 

Discovery to First Settlements, 377.  
119 The crews of all three expeditions displayed poor morale and this would have impacted diplomacy: Janes, “The 

Davis Expedition of 1585,” 390. Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 402-3. Janes, “The Davis Expedition of 

1587,” 414-5.  Despite poor morale, Markham suggests Davis’ was a popular leader because he had a large number 

of repeat participants in his crews. Markham, The Life of John Davis, 54.  
120 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 398. Davis switches into the voice of his crewmen during this passage.  
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Davis attempted to re-establish good relations with the Inuit by giving them gifts and offering them 

his hospitality, but the attempt failed and an Inuit party returned slinging rocks at the ship.121 When 

his boatswain was knocked down after being struck in the head by a rock, Davis said, “I changed 

my curtesie, and grew to hatred.”122 Davis launched the ship’s boat and with an armed party, 

chased away the Inuit with gunfire. Two days later a party of five Inuit approached the ship 

supposedly “to make a new truce.”123 At this time the master of Davis’ ship claimed to recognize 

one Inuk as the “chiefe ringleader and master of mischief” and the crew heavily pressured Davis 

to capture the man.124  Thus, the frustration and unsupportiveness of the crew undermined Davis’ 

attempts to maintain peaceful relations.  

Limited communication made it more difficult to address problems and resolve conflict. 

Friendliness, patience, flexibility and passivity could all discourage impasses from occurring, but 

should preventative methods fail there was no effective way to explain and resolve grievances. 

Davis could only repeat acts of good will and this proved insufficient. His men argued that not 

responding to perceived offences was part of the problem and Davis eventually came to agree with 

them, stating, “They began through our lenitie to show their vile nature.”125 The commander 

realized that it was not always possible to keep relations positive and that he needed a way to deal 

with problems when they inevitably arose. Similarly, the Inuit could not explain their position to 

                                                      

121 Hospitality and gift giving occurred aboard Davis’ ship and his comment “I let them depart” at the end of the 

session suggests that there was already consideration of taking Inuit captives at this time. Davis, “The Davis 

Expedition of 1586,” 400. 
122 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 400. 
123 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 401. 
124 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 401. 
125 Davis, “The Davis Expedition of 1586,” 397. Davis’ men disagreed with his methods and asserted that his 

passivity with the Inuit played a role in the deterioration of relations. This lack of solidarity hurt diplomatic strategy 

and Davis was eventually pressured into aggressive acts towards the Inuit. Ernest Dodge suggests that familiarity 

may have led participants to become too comfortable with each other, lapsing into misbehaviour. Dodge, Northwest 

By Sea, 95. Fuller also comments: Fuller, “Arctics of Empire,” 42. 

Fragments of evidence surrounding Davis’ life suggest that passivity or weakness could have been a reoccurring 

issue for him. Rasky, The Polar Voyages, 140; 149-50. Morison, The Northern Voyages, 584, 605. 
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the English and had limited options if they wished the visitors to make amends for perceived 

wrongdoings, to modify their behaviour or perhaps even leave the area. As a result, any urgency 

in the need to censure behaviour could result in an outburst of violence. The alarm over the fallen 

English boatswain, like the alarm over being forced towards a mysterious fire, resulted in violence 

as there was no way to rapidly express boundaries or stop unwanted actions.126 Thus, the Davis 

expeditions suggest that friendliness was useless without the ability to solve problems. 

In the end, John Davis proved no better at communicating with the Greenland Inuit than 

Martin Frobisher had been at communicating with the South Baffin Inuit.127 Like his predecessor, 

Davis eventually resorted to hostility and kidnapping to cope with impasses as relations 

deteriorated. The contemporary Roanoke expeditions in North Carolina claimed to establish 

working communication through the use of a spoken language interpreter. As with Davis’ venture, 

organizers emphasized good relations and hoped to improve diplomacy through ethnographical 

study. Nevertheless, many of the challenges Frobisher and Davis experienced in the arctic 

reappeared at Roanoke.  

 

                                                      

126 Savour, Mahieu and Popelard suggest that Davis was pushed until his patience was exhausted. Anne, The Search 

for the Northwest Passage, 14. Mahieu and Popelard, “A Reappraisal of Davis’ Contribution,” 46-7.  
127 Quinn and Neatby both suggest that the expeditions had poor returns and did not cultivate good relations. Quinn, 

England’s Sea Empire, 138. Neatby, The Quest of the Northwest Passage, 8. 
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Chapter 5 

The Roanoke Encounters, 1584-7 

While Adrian Gilbert coordinated the Davis explorations in the arctic, his half-brother Sir 

Walter Raleigh simultaneously coordinated a colonization venture further south in what the 

English called “Virginia.” Tension between England and Spain in part prompted the venture as 

Raleigh hoped to create an outpost for English privateers near Spanish territory and to stake a 

claim for England in North America.1 He hoped that the temperate weather further south would 

make ventures there more viable and lucrative than the artic had proven to be. Researcher Paul 

DePasquale explains that “the climate of disillusionment after the failures of Frobisher and Gilbert 

contributed to the somewhat more realistic, if also unsuccessful, American schemes that Raleigh 

put together.”2 The Roanoke expeditions led to extensive contact between the Elizabethans and 

the Carolina Algonquin over three expeditions between 1584 and 1587 in the region that is today 

referred to as the Outer Banks of North Carolina.  

The first expedition of 1584 was a reconnaissance mission led by two of Raleigh’s men, 

Arthur Barlowe and Philip Amadas. A narrative by Barlowe outlining their six weeks at the Outer 

Banks has survived though historians suspect it was heavily edited before publication and must be 

                                                      

1 Intermittent conflict between England and Spain influenced the development of the Roanoke colony and the 

venture was part of an ongoing sea war between the two powers between 1584 and 1605. Kupperman, Roanoke: The 

Abandoned Colony, 13. While privateering and securing territory were important motivations, the contemporary 

reports of Richard Hakluyt and Thomas Hariot indicate a wide array of motivations and ideas for colonization in 

North America. Richard Hakluyt, “Discourse on Western Planting, 1584,” New American World, David Quinn, ed. 

(New York: Arno, 1979), 70-123. Thomas Hariot, “A Brief and True Report,” The Principal Navigations, Volume 

8. (Glasgow: James MacLehose and Sons, 1904), 348-86. 
2 While DePasquale notes Raleigh’s plan was “more realistic” than Frobisher before him, Karen Kupperman notes it 

was still “unrealistic” and David Quinn that it was wholly “trial and error.” Paul DePasquale, “The Anxiety of 

Contact,” 62-3; 66. Kupperman, Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony, 2. Quinn, “England’s First Virginia,” 346.  
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used cautiously. Researchers should keep in mind that the content was likely altered to serve as a 

glowing promotional piece to encourage further investment in exploring the region.3 Information 

was also inserted retroactively into the narrative after Barlowe brought two Indigenous  men back 

to England with him, making it difficult to assess chronology and the quality of Barlowe’s 

communication with the Carolina Algonquin in Virginia in 1584.4      

   The second expedition of 1585 was led by Sir Richard Grenville and planted a colony on 

“Roanoke Island” before returning to England. An anonymous ship log for the fleet’s flagship, 

Tiger, outlines the events of the ocean voyage and the attempts to establish the colony in July and 

August 1585.5 The struggles of this colony were recorded in a muddled apologia by its governor, 

soldier Ralph Lane, and in the report of the scholar Thomas Hariot who was retained by Raleigh 

to accompany the expedition to study the Carolina Algonquin and their homeland.6 A series of 

watercolour paintings by John White documented how local communities lived in 1585.7 When 

the failing colony was unexpectedly transported home to England by Sir Francis Drake in June 

1586, Raleigh’s resupply ships arrived afterwards to find the settlement abandoned and two 

                                                      

3 Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1584,” The Principal Navigations Volume 8, ed. Richard Hakulyt. 

(Glasgow: James MacLehose and Sons, 1904). It is strongly argued throughout the historiography that Barlowe’s 

report was heavily edited and intentionally shaped into a propaganda piece to help with Walter Raleigh’s promotion 

of the venture in order to encourage participation and investment. Morison, The Northern Voyages, 622; 666. Stick, 

37. Quinn, “England’s First Virginia,” 327. Kupperman, Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony, 17; 73. 
4 For examples of material added that was likely added retroactively, see: Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 

1584”, 306; 308.  
5 “The Tiger Journal for the Roanoke Expedition of 1585-6,” The Principal Navigations Volume 8, ed. Richard 

Hakulyt. (Glasgow: James MacLehose and Sons, 1904). 
6 Lane, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1585-6,” The Principal Navigations Volume 8, ed. Richard Hakulyt. (Glasgow: 

James MacLehose and Sons, 1904). Hariot, “A Brief and True Report,” The Principal Navigations Volume 8, ed. 

Richard Hakulyt. (Glasgow: James MacLehose and Sons, 1904).   

Historian Kathleen Donahue unpacks Lane’s confusing use of “apologia” here: Kathleen Donahue, “What Happened 

at Roanoke: Ralph Lane’s Narrative Incursive,” Early American Literature 48:2 (Spring 2013), 285-314.  
7 John White’s collection of watercolours from Roanoke are available in print via Kim Sloan, A New World: 

England’s First View of America. (London: The British Museum Press, 2007).  
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narratives survive describing their confusion and search for the missing colonists.8 A second 

colony was settled at Roanoke Island in 1587 by John White, but the colonists were abandoned in 

North America and their fate remains uncertain. White recorded the events of this “Lost Colony 

of Roanoke” in narratives from 1587, 1588 and 1590.9 A large historiography surrounds the 

Roanoke expeditions as they marked England’s first colonies in North America and were 

considered a pivotal point in the history of the United States of America. Much of the 

historiographical debate centers on the fate of the Lost Colony of 1587.10  

This chapter opens with an overview of the complex events that occurred from 1584 to 

1590. A discussion of some influences on both contact and communication follows as the Roanoke 

venture had some key differences from the arctic ventures of Frobisher and Davis. A number of 

challenges exist when attempting to analyze communication within these expedition narratives. 

While the Barlowe narrative for the first Roanoke expedition of 1584 continued to describe 

elements of nonverbal communication, the second and third expeditions did not mention nonverbal 

techniques and instead allude to the use of spoken language interpreters. However, despite the 

introduction of early spoken language interpreters, communication between the English and the 

Carolina Algonquin during the Roanoke expeditions remained fraught with complications and 

                                                      

8 “Narrative for Roanoke Resupply Expedition of 1586,” The Principal Navigations Volume 8, ed. Richard Hakulyt. 

(Glasgow: James MacLehose and Sons), 1904. Pedro Diaz, “The Relation of Pedro Diaz,” New American World, 

David Quinn, ed. (New York: Arno Press, 1979), 326-9. 
9 White, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1587,” The Principal Navigations Volume 8, ed. Richard Hakulyt. (Glasgow: 

James MacLehose and Sons, 1904). White, “Attempted Voyage to Virginia, 1588,” New American World, David 

Quinn, ed. (New York: Arno, 1979), 323-5. White, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1590,” The Principal Navigations 

Volume 8, ed. Richard Hakulyt. (Glasgow: James MacLehose and Sons, 1904).   
10 An extensive historiography exists for debating the fate of the infamous “Lost Colony of Roanoke,” but a point of 

departure can be found here: Lee Miller, Roanoke: Solving the Mystery of England’s Lost Colony (London: Jonathan 

Cape, 2000). Morison, The Northern Voyages, 677-8. Kupperman, Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony, 137-41. Stick, 

Roanoke Island, 215-246. Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 123-52.   
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uncertainties. Experimentation with interpreters did not necessarily minimize uncertainty in 

communication, but rather created new forms of uncertainty. 

 

The Roanoke Expeditions 

Three separate Elizabethan expeditions to the Outer Banks of North Carolina occurred in 

1584, 1585-6 and 1587. The first voyage was a reconnaissance mission comprised of two small 

ships and approximately forty or fifty crewmen departed from western England on April 27, 

1584 under the leadership of two of Raleigh’s men, Arthur Barlowe and Philip Amadas.11  The 

expedition reached the Outer Banks of North Carolina by mid-July (Figure 3).12 Barlowe 

recorded that he received a warm welcome from the Carolina Algonquin. The explorers first 

encountered a canoer who came aboard their ship and exchanged fish for European food and 

drink. The following day the crew exchanged goods with a large Indigenous party led by a man 

whom the English called “Granganimeo.” Six weeks of apparently peaceful hospitality between 

peoples followed as the English explored the area. At one point Barlowe led his men north along 

the coast of a small island the English came to call “Roanoke.” Happening upon an Indigenous 

village, the English were welcomed and hosted generously by a woman Barlowe had met before 

and considered to be Granganimeo’s wife. The English began to refer to this community as the 

“Roanoke” thereafter.   

                                                      

11 Unlike the Frobisher and Davis expeditions, the names of these ships are unknown.  
12 Barlowe recorded going ashore on July 13th. Barlowe, “The Expedition of 1584,” 298. 
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Figure 3: Map of the Roanoke Expedition Routes13 

The expedition left the region for England at the end of August to report their findings to Raleigh. 

Barlowe’s narrative concluded with the statement: “We brought home also two of the savages 

being lustie men, whose names were Wanchese and Manteo.”14 While we know nothing  

of the circumstances, the English took two Indigenous men back to England where it is believed 

Raleigh’s circle arranged some form of language training for them. The English hoped that they 

                                                      

13 Map created by Erica Renaud and Tabitha Renaud based on the route research found in: William Goetzmann and 

Glyndrw Williams, The Atlas of North American Exploration: From the Norse to the Race to the Pole (Toronto: 

Prentice Hall, 1992). 
 
14 Barlowe, “The Expedition of 1584,” 310. It is unclear if “lustie” here meant “pleasant” or “healthy” (OED). If it 

meant healthy it is possible Barlowe was alluding to the fact it was hoped they would survive in England whereas 

the Inuit had not.  
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would assist with the venture going forward as informants, spoken language interpreters and 

cultural brokers between peoples. In fact, additional reconnaissance information about North 

American geography, communities and politics was added to Barlowe’s narrative based on  

intelligence gathered from questioning “Wanchese” and “Manteo” as they learned English. At 

some point the explorers came to believe that the land was called “Wyngandacoa,” that its ruler 

was named “Wingina” and that they had not met him during the expedition of 1584 because he 

was recuperating from war wounds in a distant village.15  

 When Barlowe returned with favourable reports and two natives, Raleigh launched what 

historian David Quinn has called a “publicity campaign” to secure support for further 

expeditions.16 Barlowe’s narrative was edited before circulation to paint an idyllic picture of the 

land he had explored and to emphasize its potential as a safe and lucrative colonization site. 

Raleigh also presented Manteo and Wanchese to potential investors as novelties to encourage 

interest in his venture.17 The campaign proved successful and Raleigh received letters patent and 

approval from the House of Commons to proceed with a colonization venture.18 On April 9, 1585 

a fleet of five ships, two pinnaces and approximately 600 men departed from Plymouth under the 

                                                      

15 It is generally believed that the English had the wrong name for the region: For more on the misnaming of the 

region, see: Vaughan, “Sir Walter Ralegh’s Indian Interpreters,” 353. Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters, 26. 

Quinn, “England’s First Virginia,” 327. Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 3. Stick, Roanoke Island, 46-7. 

Kupperman, Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony, 17.    

It is unclear if the English understood correctly about a person named “Wingina” wounded in another location, but 

historians generally accept this information. Morison, The Northern Voyages, 622. Oberg, The Head in Edward 

Nugent’s Hand, 31. Milton, Big Chief Elizabeth, 128.  
16 Quinn, “England’s First Virginia,” 327.  
17 The pair were kept at Raleigh’s Durham House and were dressed in brown taffeta. Kupperman, Roanoke: The 

Abandoned Colony, 18. 
18 “The letters patents, granted by the Queenes Majestie to M. Walter Ralegh, now Knight, for the discovering and 

planting of new lands and Countries, to continue the space of 6. yeers and no more.” The Principal Navigations 

Volume 8, ed. Richard Hakulyt. (Glasgow: James MacLehose and Sons, 1904).   

“December 1584. Parliamentary Bill to Confirm Ralegh’s Patent.” New American World, David Quinn, ed. (New 

York: Arno Press, 1979), 270.  
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leadership of Sir Richard Grenville.19 Ralph Lane became governor of the proposed colony and 

Manteo and Wanchese were taken along to serve as interpreters.20  

Although the majority of the fleet arrived at the Outer Banks by late June, the flagship ran 

aground and most of the colony’s food supplies were destroyed. It was apparent that the area lacked 

a harbour to make colonization feasible long term.21 On July 3rd the English sent a party with 

Manteo to Roanoke Island to inform Granganimeo they had returned. Richard Grenville also led 

an expedition which explored the nearby Pamlico Sound, visiting several Indigenous communities 

and allowing Thomas Hariot and John White to document the Carolina Algonquin. During this 

reconnoitring a silver cup went missing from English holdings and the explorers blamed a 

community they referred to as “Aquascogoc” and burned their village and crops in reprisal.  

 Before Grenville’s fleet left in late August, the English settled a colony of approximately 

108 men at the northern point of Roanoke Island neighbouring the Indigenous  village of 

“Roanoke” they had visited the year before.22 The settlement was likely a fort with an adjoining 

village of wooden cottages. Grenville intended to return to the Outer Banks by Easter with fresh 

men and supplies. The Lane colony was left to overwinter and was expected to subsidize its 

insufficient supplies through trade with the Roanoke community. While the English spent ten 

months in the region, the surviving sources focus on the settlement of the colony in August 1585 

and the failure and abandonment of the colony from March to June in 1586. Ralph Lane and 

                                                      

19 These men were soldiers, mariners and necessary professionals such as tradesmen and medical practitioners.  
20 For more on Ralph Lane, see: Michael Moran, “Ralph Lane’s 1586 Discourse on the First Colony: The 

Renaissance Commercial Report as Apologia,” Technical Communication Quarterly 12:2 (April 2003), 125-54. 
21 Participants realized upon arrival that the colony needed to relocate to be viable. The area proved inaccessible to 

ocean vessels and many other types of water craft due to shallow waters. There was no harbour and many areas were 

only one to five feet deep. This meant that ships had to be left out at the sandbars of the Outer Banks exposed in the 

open Atlantic, vulnerable to weather and Spanish patrols.  Morison, The Northern Voyages, 646.  
22 The size of the fleet suggests the English intended to leave more than 108 men, but the flagship running aground 

and destroying most of the colony’s provisions likely altered plans.  
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Thomas Hariot each implied relations began peacefully between the two peoples in the fall of 1585 

and that the Roanoke initially provided food and assistance to the visitors. At some point an 

English reconnaissance party travelled overland to explore what is today called “Chesapeake Bay.” 

In addition, the leader Granganimeo ambiguously came to be overshadowed by another leader the 

English assumed was the aforementioned “Wingina” they had missed meeting in 1584.  

Contact between the English and the Algonquin resulted in the outbreak of deadly diseases 

which killed large numbers of Indigenous  peoples throughout the region.23 All the while, the 

English colony made constant food demands of neighbouring populations which placed further 

strain on these communities.24 Lane apprehensively came to suspect that locals were becoming 

divided in their sentiments towards assisting the English.25 In March 1586, with Manteo as his 

interpreter, Lane led an exploration party into the interior, but was discouraged when new 

communities that the English had not previously encountered appeared to avoid him. Eventually 

the explorers happened upon a large “assembly” of First Peoples.26 Feeling vulnerable as he was 

outnumbered, Lane ambushed those he believed were leaders of the group, swiftly taking their 

“king” hostage in order to exert control over the situation.27 This leader, referred to as 

                                                      

23 Hariot reported that the English colonists inadvertently spread disease throughout the region, killing many 

Indigenous   people. He also noted that locals appeared to make the connection between the English and the outbreaks. 

Hariot, “A Briefe and True Report,” 379-80. 

For historiographical considerations of disease at Roanoke, see: Peter Mires, “Contact and Contagion: The Roanoke 

Colony and Influenza,” Historical Archeology 28:3 (1994), 30-8. Morison, The Northern Voyages, 668. Stick, 

Roanoke Island, 135. Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 73-5; 78; 103-4. Kupperman, Roanoke: The 

Abandoned Colony, 61-2.  
24 For Lane’s references to food requests, see: Lane, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1585-6,” 334, 337, 339.  

For historiographical discussion of the expectant attitude of the English and the stain their food demands likely 

placed on the Carolina Algonquin, see: Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 61; 78. Kupperman, Roanoke: 

The Abandoned Colony, 64; 76. Quinn, “England’s First Virginia,” 332.   
25 Lane’s narrative suggests that factions may have been forming within the community regarding sentiments 

towards the English. Kupperman, Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony, 51. Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s 

Hand, 78. Stick, Roanoke Island, 136. 
26 Lane, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1585-6,” 326. 
27 The strategy Lane implemented here is reminiscent of the Spanish Conquistadors. For example, Hernan Cortes 

was outnumbered, but seized the leader in order to gain control over the situation and secure his safety.  
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“Menatonon,” was held prisoner for two days as Lane attempted to learn about the geography, 

people and resources of the interior as well as Indigenous  intention towards the English. The 

English accepted a ransom for Menatonon, but seized a young man they believed was his “son” to 

ensure their safe withdrawal.  

Later in their journey, the explorers were attacked by an unidentified Indigenous party. 

Lane wrote,  

…we heard certaine Savages call as we thought, Manteo, who was also at that time with 

me in the boat , whereof we all being very glad, hoping of some friendly conference with 

them, and making him to answere them, they presently began a song, as we thought, in 

token of our welcome to them : but Manteo presently betooke him to his piece, and told 

them that they meant to fight with us : which worde was not so soone spoken by him, and 

the light horseman ready to put to shoare, but there lighted a vollie of their arrowes amongst 

them in the boat, but did not hurt (God be thanked) to any man.  

 

 While the English managed to escape the ambush, Lane was shaken by the experience. He had 

been intimidated by the discovery that large numbers of Indigenous  people lived inland and that 

they either avoided him or attacked him.28 When Lane returned to the English settlement in April 

1586 he felt vulnerable and his paranoia towards his Roanoke neighbours intensified.   

The struggling colony had anticipated that Richard Grenville would arrive by Easter with 

a resupply fleet. Spring passed and no assistance came from England. Support from the local 

Roanoke community gradually lessened, particularly with the deaths of two local leaders who had 

been securing assistance for the English. The leader “Granganimeo” and a respected elder named 

“Ensensore” had apparently been advocating on Lane’s behalf with the Roanoke to provide the 

English with food. The deaths of these allies was deeply felt by May 1586 as the English felt 

                                                      

28 Historian David Stick explains Lane’s “harrowing experience” in the interior was a turning point in relations 

between the English and the Carolina Algonquin. Stick, Roanoke Island, 131. Lane was perhaps shaken by how 

densely populated the area turned out to be. Frobisher was apprehensive about being marginally outnumbered by a 

handful of Inuit and Lane was realizing he was colossally outnumbered.  
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increasingly avoided and unwelcome. Meanwhile, “Wanchese” had apparently left the service of 

the English and Lane worried he might be responsible for stirring up anti-English sentiments.  

At this time the Roanoke leader, Wingina, apparently changed his name to “Pemsiapan” 

and moved his community from Roanoke Island to the mainland. Lane worried the Roanoke were 

distancing themselves from the English and evading food requests. The colonists also discovered 

their fishing weirs were broken and feared the Roanoke were responsible for the damage. All the 

while, Lane’s prisoner from the interior, “Skiko,” received Indigenous visitors from both the 

interior and the Roanoke community and Lane must have been aware he could not understand the 

political maneuverings occurring before him. The governor feared that Indigenous communities 

were plotting against him. He blamed Pemsiapan for his unsettling experiences in the interior and 

believed that Menatonon and Skiko had both confirmed this when he interrogated them about the 

Roanoke.  

In late May 1586, Lane apparently heard from Skiko that the Roanoke were planning to 

ambush the colony and murder its leaders in their sleep. As a result, the English planned a pre-

emptive strike against Pemsiapan. Feigning a peaceful meeting, Lane was permitted to enter the 

village:  

I gave the watch-word agreed upon (which was Christ our victory) and immediatly those 

his chiefe men and himselfe had by the mercy of God for our deliverance that which they 

had purposed for us. The king himselfe being shot thorow by the Colonell with a pistol, 

lying on the ground for dead, & I looking as watchfully for the saving of Manteos friends, 

as others were busie that none of the rest should escape, suddenly he started up, and ran 

away as though he had not bene touched, insomuch as he overran all the company, being 

by the way shot thwart the buttocks by mine Irish boy with my petronell. In the end an Irish 

man serving me, one Nugent, and the deputy provost, undertook him ; and following him 

in the woods, overtooke him… wee met him [Nugent] returning out of the woodswith 

Pemsiapans head in his hand.29   
 

                                                      

29 Lane, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1585-6,” 341-2.  
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With the slaughter of the Roanoke and the decapitation of Pemsiapan, the English feared reprisal 

from local communities; but a week passed without any contact. The English by this time were 

starving and when an unrelated fleet led by Sir Francis Drake unexpectedly anchored at the Outer 

Banks to investigate the status of the colony they had heard about it was an enormous relief.  Lane’s 

party decided they could not risk waiting for help from Raleigh and Grenville and seized the 

opportunity to return to England with Sir Francis Drake in June. Manteo and native called 

“Towaye” accompanied the colonists home.30  

When the first resupply ship arrived a few days later they found the site abandoned and 

promptly returned to England. A few weeks later the full fleet of five ships and four hundred men 

arrived under the leadership of Sir Richard Grenville and spent two weeks searching for the 

colonists.31 Grenville left fifteen to eighteen men with artillery at the abandoned fort on Roanoke 

Island to hold the position for England and then returned home.32   

Back in England, rumours circulated that Lane’s colony had failed. Though many investors 

were discouraged, others remained enthusiastic and organizers decided to try to establish a colony 

further north of the initial site in what is now Chesapeake Bay.  “Roanoke Island” was deemed too 

dangerous due to poisoned relations with the locals and its inaccessibility for English ships. Thus, 

another expedition launched in the spring of 1587 under the leadership of John White who had 

painted the Carolina Algonquin in 1585. This time approximately 107 colonists would be left in 

                                                      

30 We know nothing of Towaye aside from the fact that he or she travelled to England and back again.  Vaughan, 

“Sir Walter Ralegh’s Indian Interpreters,” 352. Quinn, Set Fair for Roanoke, 236. Vaughan, Transatlantic 

Encounters, 25-6.   
31 Grenville captured and interrogated a local man about the fate of Lane’s colony at this time. Alden Vaughan notes 

it is possible that Grenville took this captive back to England with him afterwards. Church records indicate one 

native – “Raleigh, A Wynganditoian” – was attached to the Grenville household in this time period. Vaughan, “Sir 

Walter Ralegh’s Indian Interpreters,” 354. For more about this man renamed “Rawley,” see: Vaughan, Transatlantic 

Encounters, 26-7. Quinn, Set Fair for Roanoke, 145. Milton, Big Chief Elizabeth, 191.  
32 “Narrative for Roanoke Resupply Expedition of 1586,” The Principal Navigations Volume 8, ed. Richard 

Hakulyt. (Glasgow: James MacLehose and Sons, 1904). Pedro Diaz, “The Relation of Pedro Diaz,” 326-9. 
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Virginia, including women and children. Manteo and Towaye accompanied the expedition, though 

there is no mention of what happened to Towaye.   

When the fleet stopped at the Outer Banks to rescue Grenville’s soldiers they found the 

fort on Roanoke Island burned and only one skeleton remained.  The admiral of the fleet decided 

the safe sailing season was waning and that he would not take the colonists to Chesapeake Bay. 

He instead forced the colony to try settling again at Roanoke Island despite the known dangers and 

difficulties. As the English established the settlement, colonist George Howe was killed in the 

shallows where he had been hunting alone for crabs. The colonists nonetheless wanted to establish 

peace and investigate what had happened to George Howe and Grenville’s men. Captain Edward 

Stafford, a veteran of the previous Roanoke colony, took Manteo to an Indigenous hub the English 

referred to as “Croatoan” where it was hoped Manteo might have family living who would be 

receptive to helping the English.   

The English party assumed the inhabitants on “Croatoan Island” were allies and a separate 

people from the Roanoke of Pemsiapan. However, when the villagers saw the English arriving, 

they initially moved to attack until Manteo called out and mediated a truce. A few apprehensive 

villagers approached the visitors and apparently conveyed that they did not want their food taken. 

They also presented a villager who had been wounded at some point earlier by European gunfire:  

They told us further, that for want of some such badge, divers of them were hurt the yeere 

before, being found out of the Island by Master Lane his company, whereof they shewed 

us one, which at that very instant lay lame, and had lien of that hurt ever since: but they 

said they knew our men mistooke them, and hurt them in stead of Winginos men, wherefore 

they held us excused.33   

 

The English assumed the man had been present during the ambush of Pemsiapan and had been the 

victim of friendly fire. They believed the villagers were requesting “some token or badge given 

                                                      

33 White, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1587,” 393. 
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them of us, whereby we might know them to be our friends, when we met them further...”34 

Stafford next inquired about the fates of Grenville’s soldiers and George Howe. “Croatoan” 

villagers apparently told him that it was the survivors of the “Roanoke” who were responsible for 

the killings. As the visit concluded, Stafford requested that the Croatoan contact the other 

Indigenous  groups in the region and have everyone meet for a peace conference within seven 

days.35  

Seven days passed without contact from any Indigenous communities. The English felt that 

Howe and Grenville’s men had been murdered and that their current attempt to re-establish peace 

had failed. On August 8th the colony sent a party under Captain Stafford to attack the surviving 

Roanoke in reprisal for the killings and to neutralize them as a potential threat. The colonists 

targeted the village where Pemsiapan had been ambushed the summer prior as this is where they 

assumed survivors of his community would be found. When the ambush began an Indigenous 

victim shouted Stafford’s name and was recognized as a “Croatoan” who had been encountered 

the week before on Croatoan Island. Stafford halted the attack immediately, but the English took 

no responsibility for their mistake. They considered the Croatoan responsible for the mishap as 

they had not visited the settlement within seven days as expected and were currently in “Roanoke” 

territory. The English apparently did not consider the possibility that a miscommunication had 

occurred or that they were mistaken about local identities, territories and political relationships.  

                                                      

34 White, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1587,” 393.  
35 Historians generally accept that this information is all transmitted correctly: David Stick, Roanoke Island: The 

Beginnings of English America (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 1983), 173; 175. David Durant, Ralegh’s 

Lost Colony (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1981), 98-9; 118-20. Michael Oberg, The Head and Edward 

Nugent’s Hand: Roanoke’s Forgotten Indians (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 2008), 118-9. Lee Miller, 

Roanoke: Solving the Mystery of England’s Lost Colony (London: Jonathan Cape, 2000), 128-9. Kathleen Donahue, 

Seasons of Misery: Catastrophe and Colonial Settlement in Early America (Philadelphia: University of 

Pennsylvania, 2014), 65. Karen Kupperman, Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony (New Jersey: Rowman and 

Allanheld, 1984), 114-5; 117-8.  
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The colonists decided after such violence and uncertainty that John White should return to 

England with the fleet to ensure reinforcements and resupply were sent as quickly as possible. 

White instructed that if the colonists needed to relocate that they leave the name of the new 

location, adding the sign of the cross if they departed because they were in danger. Manteo stayed 

in Virginia in 1587 and the English hoped he would assist the colony. He was baptized and given 

the title of Lord of Roanoke “in reward of his faithful service” to the English.36  

Though John White departed in August 1587 to coordinate resupply he did not return to 

Roanoke Island for three years. Conflict between England and Spain heightened in 1587 and many 

English ships were commandeered to defend the nation during the Spanish Armada of 1588 and 

the English Armada of 1589.37 Walter Raleigh abandoned the colony altogether and John White 

struggled to arrange transportation back to the Outer Banks and did not reach Roanoke Island to 

look for his colonists until 1590. Approaching the settlement he found the letters C R O carved 

upon a tree and reaching the fort he found the word CROATOAN carved there.38 White wished to 

travel to Croatoan Island next, but dangerous weather prevented any further searches and forced 

the expedition to return home for England. Subsequent expeditions in 1602 and 1607 could not 

find the Roanoke colonists at the Outer Banks or Chesapeake Bay and their fate remains unknown 

to this day.39  

                                                      

36 White, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1587,” 397. 
37 The Spanish Armada in 1588 also disrupted John Davis from returning to the arctic to continue his search for the 

Northwest Passage. War meant that all available ships were commandeered and John White was unable to secure 

passage back to Roanoke Island. Stick, Roanoke Island, 187-195. 
38 White, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1587,” 416-7.  
39 Quinn outlines the subsequent expeditions that occurred at the start of the seventeenth century. The Jamestown 

colony was also tasked with looking for the lost colonists of Roanoke in the neighbouring Chesapeake Bay region 

lest they had relocated there. David Quinn, “Thomas Hariot and the Virginia Voyages of 1602,” William and Mary 

Quarterly 27:2 (April 1970), 268-81. David Quinn, Set Fair for Roanoke, 341-77. 
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Several key features distinguish the Roanoke expeditions from the arctic expeditions and 

would have influenced intercultural contact. First, it is possible the Carolina Algonquin had more 

experience with visitors than Inuit communities as significantly less European exploration had 

occurred in the arctic region by this period.40 Second, the Roanoke expeditions would have lacked 

continuity in their dealings with the Carolina Algonquin due to the changes in leadership each 

year. Third, the overwintering of the Roanoke colonists meant that contact occurred more 

extensively over a longer duration.41 Living in North America also resulted in a vulnerable 

isolation from England and the risk of starvation, placing strain on the relationship between the 

colonists and the Carolina Algonquin.42 The newcomers struggled to survive in the new 

environment as supplies were insufficient, morale was very low and many men feared to leave the 

fort.43 Indigenous  communities likely felt encroached upon when the English overwintered, 

                                                      

40 The eastern seaboard had been traversed by Europeans for decades by the 1580s. In fact, the explorer Giovanni 

Verrazano had visited the Outer Banks in 1524 and Spanish Jesuits attempted a settlement just to the north in the 

1570s. See: Verrazano, The Voyages of Giovanni da Verrazzano, 1524-1528, tr. Susan Tarrow (Yale, 1970), 133-143. 

Seth Mallios, The Deadly Politics of Giving: Exchange and Violence at Ajacan, Roanoke, and Jamestown. Tuscaloosa: 

The University of Alabama, 2006. David Stahle et al. “The Lost Colony and the Jamestown Droughts,” Science 

280:5363 (April 1998), 565. 

Arthur Barlowe felt the Carolina Algonquin had gestured about earlier experiences with European shipwrecks and 

castaways. Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1584, 307. He also felt they seemed comfortable with the arrival of 

outsiders. Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1584,” 301; 204; 306-8.  

For historiographical considerations of the attitude the Carolina Algonquin displayed and the familiarity they may 

have had with Europeans, see: Kupperman, Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony, 53. Oberg, The Head in Edward 

Nugent’s Hand, 33-5. 
41 Oberg argues that longer periods of intercultural contact have a higher chance of souring relations. Oberg, 

Dominion and Civility, 26. 
42 While the arctic expeditions of Frobisher and Davis were seasonal, the Roanoke expeditions settled colonists in 

North American and left them to overwinter in complete isolation from England.  

The colonists were truly isolated because a ship could only manage one roundtrip from England to North America 

per year. There was also a limited window of opportunity to make the trek during the “safe sailing season” that 

could easily be missed, forcing expeditions to wait an extra year.  

To reach the southern parts of North America, Europeans sailed south to the “Spanish West Indies” and then back 

north along the North American coastline up to either Florida, Roanoke or Jamestown.  

For more on long distance routes from Europe to North America and the nature of such voyages, see: Ian Steele, The 

English Atlantic (Oxford: Oxford, 1986). Kenneth Banks, Chasing Empire Across the Sea (Kingston: Queens-

McGill, 2002).    
43 The Lane colony’s rations, in particular, proved insufficient and difficult to preserve. Damaged food left the 

colony with only twenty days of rations and forced Lane to pressure locals for assistance. Oberg, The Head in 

Edward Nugent’s Hand, 61. Kupperman, Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony, 76. Hariot’s report notes that a number 
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particularly if they had not initially anticipated seasonal visitors becoming permanent guests.44 

Lastly, the English adopted a more systematic approach to documenting the language, land and 

culture of the Carolina Algonquin. Walter Raleigh arguably recognized that learning as much as 

possible about Indigenous  populations would assist his venture and, therefore, in 1585 he tasked 

Thomas Hariot and John White to provide detailed reports and paintings of their findings as they 

studied local communities.45 The survival of Manteo and Wanchese in England also allowed for 

some English and Algonquin language training and for more opportunity to learn and exchange 

information.46  

                                                      

of colonists lacked the skills or the motivation to feed themselves: Hariot, “A Briefe and True Report,” 351-2. For 

difficulties in food preservation for long durations in isolation, see: Conrad Heidenieich and Nancy Heidenieich, “A 

Nutritional Analysis of the Food Rations on Martin Frobisher’s Second Expedition, 1577. Polar Record 38:204 

(2002), 23-38.   

Low morale and fear of Indigenous   peoples hindered colonists from attaining sustenance. Hunting, fishing and 

foraging required the colonists to break up into small groups and they were hesitant to do this due to fear of 

Indigenous   attack. They felt there was safety in numbers and preferred to stay within the walls of their fort. 

Kupperman, Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony, 83. Oberg, “Gods and Men,” 388. Quinn, Set Fair for Roanoke, 126.   

In his dissertation, “The Anxiety of Contact,” Paul DePasquale illustrates that Englishmen such as Martin Frobisher, 

Arthur Barlowe and Ralph Lane deeply feared being outnumbered and vulnerable amongst Indigenous   peoples. 

This impacted their ability to trust and form genuine relationships. DePasquale, “The Anxiety of Contact,” 108. 

Hariot’s report outlines the relationship between low morale and ineffectiveness amongst the colonists. Many 

colonists were miserable, having entered the situation with false expectations, no experience and inappropriate 

skillsets. Hariot, “A Briefe and True Report,” 352. The general consensus amongst historians is that low morale 

amongst the colonists adversely impacted the venture: Quinn, “England’s First Virginia,” 333. Oberg, The Head in 

Edward Nugent’s Hand, 78. Kupperman, Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony, 37-8. 
44 The English claimed they had arranged permission to settle next to Granganimeo’s community and historians often 

accept this comment. For instance: Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 67. It is unclear, however, what 

information was actually correctly understood between peoples.  

The colonists appeared to be dependent in a long term manner that was unsustainable. This was coupled with the fact 

they could be demanding, disrespectful and volatile. The region was home to a large number of Indigenous   

communities and the English inserted themselves within this complex political landscape with minimal understanding 

and proceeded to move about it in an unpredictable and disruptive manner. Fatal diseases followed the outsiders from 

village to village.44 It likely became clear that the advantages of working with the newcomers were outweighed by the 

many disadvantages. However, attempts to withdraw from contact or discourage encroachment only appeared to 

intensify the agitation and unpredictability of the Englishmen.  
45 For considerations of the more scientific approach taken to the Roanoke expeditions under Walter Raleigh, see: 

Quinn, “England’s First Virginia,” 334. Morison, The Northern Voyages, 630. Stick, Roanoke Island, 97-8. 

Kupperman, Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony, 39-44; 95.   
46 The seminal works on Raleigh’s language training of Indigenous   peoples are those of historian Alden Vaughan: 

Vaughan, “Sir Walter Raleigh’s Indian Interpreters, 1584-1618.” William and Mary Quarterly. 59:2, (2002). 

Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters (Cambridge: Cambridge, 2008). For additional comment, see: Oberg, The Head 

in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 51. Stick, Roanoke Island, 97-8.  
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Analysis of Communication 

As with the Frobisher and Davis expeditions, observation was a crucial tool used by the 

participants of all three Roanoke expeditions. The English and the Carolina Algonquin used 

observation to draw conclusions, layering their impressions into their communication as they 

attempted to learn about each other and assess one another’s intentions. As in the arctic with the 

Inuit, the first Roanoke expedition under Barlowe in 1584 relied on nonverbal communication 

such as gesturing to communicate with First Peoples. Experimentation with spoken language 

interpretation for the subsequent expeditions of 1585-6 and 1587 resulted in minimal discussion 

of communication strategies in these later narratives. Nevertheless, it is possible to analyze 

communication for all three ventures, beginning with voyage of Arthur Barlowe.  

The Barlowe narrative suggests that relations during the first expedition of 1584 centered 

primarily around three main events. The explorers first made contact at Roanoke Island in mid-

July when a canoer approached Barlowe’s ships and the two parties exchanged gifts. The next day 

a large group of locals approached the English and conducted a more formal welcoming and further 

gift exchange under the leadership of a man referred to as Granganimeo. Though gift giving 

continued daily with Indigenous  peoples in this area for several weeks, the final key contact event 

was when the English were warmly welcomed at a local village.  

Throughout these three episodes Barlowe described many of the same nonverbal elements 

of communication found in the narratives of Frobisher and Davis. First, Indigenous  peoples made 

their presence known and contact was initiated. The canoer “walked up and downe upon the point 
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of the land next onto us” in a way that signaled to the English he wished to meet.47 The next day 

Granganimeo had his party “spread a long matte upon the ground, on which he sat down” and 

“beckoned us to come and sit by him.”48 Both Indigenous  men gave speeches, though Barlowe 

admitted this was “not understood by us.”49 Granganimeo’s wife conducted herself “cheerfully 

and friendly” and seemed to express welcome.50 Granganimeo similarly “made signes of joy and 

welcome” when they first met and was “smiling and making shewe the best he could of all love 

and familiaritie.”51 Barlowe’s phrasing hints that the man’s gesturing was deliberate, but also 

limited and laboured.  

As with the experiences of Davis and Frobisher, the exchange of gifts and hospitality 

proved absolutely crucial to demonstrating good will and establishing a mutually beneficial 

relationship.52 When the visitors hosted the canoer aboard their ships:  

We brought him with his owne good liking, aboord the ships, and gave him a shirt, a hat & 

some other things, and made him taste our wine, and our meat, which he liked very wel : 

and after having viewed both barks, he departed.53  

 

The canoer quickly reciprocated:  

                                                      

47 Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1584,” 299. Stick and Oberg both feel the Indigenous   man was 

nonverbally communicating that he wanted to talk. Stick, Roanoke Island, 38. Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s 

Hand, 40. Durant argues that this man may have been specifically tasked with making contact and establishing 

peaceful intent. He may have been the official agent of Granganimeo. Durant, Ralegh’s Lost Colony, 16.  
48 Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1584,” 300. Oberg also notes that locals waited to be approached. Oberg, 

The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 42.    
49 Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1584,” 300-1. Oberg suspects the speeches were a cultural practise of the 

Carolina Algonquin during diplomacy. Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 40.   
50 Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1584,” 304.  
51 Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1584,” 300-1. Davy Ingram, an Elizabethan sailor who interacted with 

Indigenous   peoples in 1568 had recommended kissing them to show good will. Milton notes that Barlowe did not 

do this, instead opting to display a large smile. Milton, Big Chief Elizabeth, 59. Quinn also notes “kissing” as a sign 

of welcome and affection. Quinn, Set Fair For Roanoke, 59.  
52 Gift giving remained a crucial expression of good will: Quinn, Set Fair For Roanoke, 35. Milton, Big Chief 

Elizabeth, 114. For additional examples of expressing good will during the Barlowe encounters of 1584, see: Barlowe, 

“The Roanoke Expedition of 1584,” 301; 304.  
53 Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1584,” 300. 
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“…he fell to fishing, and in lesse then halfe an houre, he had laden his boate as deepe, as 

it could swimme, with which hee came againe to the point of lande, and there he devided 

his fish into two parts, pointing one part to the ship, and the other to the pinnesse…”54  
 
In miming that the fish was intended for both vessels, the canoer was nonverbally establishing the 

rules of exchange. The next day Granganimeo disrupted inappropriate trade and pantomimed what 

was appropriate. When the English attempted to give gifts to other natives present “he arose and 

tooke all from them and put it in his owne basket, making signes and tokens, that all things ought 

to be delivered unto him.”55  The English were equally capable of signaling when they deemed a 

trade inappropriate and would not let Granganimeo have weaponry.56 Barlowe also attempted to 

withhold highly desired goods such as armour in the hopes of later trading them for reconnaissance 

information.57 He understood that information was valuable and that one could wield power 

through exchange.  

As both parties were expressing good will, they were also displaying signs of trust and 

mistrust to one another. During the uncertainty of encounter, the Carolina Algonquin appeared to 

be calm and courageous.58 The canoer waited to be approached “never making any shewe of feare 

or doubt.”59 Though the English were armed, Granganimeo “never moved from his place… nor 

                                                      

54 Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1584,” 300. 
55 Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1584,” 301. The narrative later reiterates that as the two peoples traded 

over several weeks it was made very clear that when Granganimeo was present only he could be traded with.   
56 Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1584,” 303. Barlowe noted that Granganimeo was willing to trade anything 

for a sword, but the English would not let the leader have one. Milton, Big Chief Elizabeth, 173.  
57 Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1584,” 303.  
58 Stick notes the Algonquin were very brave in their approach to contact, taking risks. Stick, Roanoke Island, 38. 

Morison notes the English were permitted into the inner rooms of a home despite being fully armed. Morison, The 

Northern Voyages, 625. 
59 Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1584,” 300. Kupperman believes that the Algonquin were behaving 

comfortably due to prior experience interacting with Europeans. Milton agrees that natives appeared “unfazed” by 

European ships. However, locals may also have been intentionally emoting respectful behaviour. In fact, Quinn 

suggests their behaviour expressed “dignity” and Durant that it expressed “politeness.” Kupperman, Roanoke: The 

Abandoned Colony, 70. Milton, Big Chief Elizabeth, 57. Quinn, Set Fair for Roanoke, 35. Durant, Ralegh’s Lost 

Colony, 14.  
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never mistrusted any harme to be offred from us.”60  Granganimeo’s wife did not panic when 

armed Englishmen arrived unexpectedly at her village, but instead welcomed them 

enthusiastically. Throughout the Barlow expedition, locals behaved with an increasing degree of 

trust.61 After a few days of safe gift exchange passed, women and children were permitted to visit 

the English.62 After this, large numbers of local people were permitted to interact freely with the 

English.  

The English, however, repeatedly displayed mistrust towards the Carolina Algonquin. 

Barlowe’s men carried firearms into an Algonquin home, but would not permit even the sight of 

an Indigenous  bow in the village.63 The English also refused to be separated from their oars or to 

sleep in the village.64 While Barlowe could not understand Algonquin, he was acutely aware of 

when locals were whispering.65 The explorers’ apprehension must have been palpable because 

locals apparently approached them cautiously with advanced notice: 

[Granganimeo] alwayes kept this order, as many boates as he would come withal to the 

shippes, so many fires would hee make on the shore a farre off, to the end we might 

understand with what strength and company he approached.66  

 

                                                      

60 Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1584,” 300. 
61 Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1584,” 302. 
62 Quinn notes that bringing women and children was a strong show of trust. Quinn, Set Fair For Roanoke, 36.  
63 Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1584,” 305-6. Men with bows returned to the village and the hostess noted 

the English apprehensively moving for their guns. She immediately had the men disarmed, reprimanded and made a 

show of having the bows destroyed. Oberg wonders if this episode was a staged demonstration to communicate with 

the English. Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 48.  

The French explorer, Jacques Cartier, noted that the St. Lawrence Iroquois eventually appeared frustrated with his 

insistence on being armed while they must remain unarmed. Cartier, “The Cartier Expedition of 1585-6,” 222.  
64 Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1584,” 305-6. Kupperman notes that Barlowe was not usual in his refusal to 

trust as this was standard behaviour from sixteenth century European explorers during intercultural contact. No matter 

what the Algonquin attempted, Barlowe “never really trusted.” Kupperman, Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony, 73. 
65 Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1584,” 301. Oberg suspects that noticing Indigenous whispering would have 

made Barlowe apprehensive. Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 42.  
66 Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1584,” 303. Quinn suggests signalling with fires was to avoid English alarm 

which could result in conflict. Quinn, Set Fair For Roanoke, 37. Stick adds, “The Indians took special care to avert 

any possible misunderstanding that might lead to confrontation.” Stick, Roanoke Island, 44.  
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Though Barlowe’s expedition experienced an extended period of peace in which demonstrations 

of good will were made daily and locals took many risks, the crew remained fearful. The English 

expected First Peoples to take all the risks, while they refused to take any risks at all. Historian 

Michael Oberg notes that the Algonquin would have recognized the English were dangerously 

skittish.67 English anxiety did not dissipate as contact continued over the next three years and this 

contributed to the breakdown of relations between peoples.  

As with English experience with the Inuit, much could be communicated between peoples 

through observation of body language, behavior and material culture. For instance, the English 

commented on the social organization of the Carolina Algonquin. Barlowe noted in 1584, “the 

king is greatly obeyed and his brothers and children reverenced” and that elite Indigenous  people 

wore “red pieces of copper on their heads like himselfe [king]: for that is the difference betweene 

the noble men, and the governours of countreys, and the meaner sort.”68  This distinctly differed 

from the Inuit communities encountered in which formal leadership was never identified. The 

English also recorded that locals marveled at their appearance and objects. Indigenous  peoples 

examined Barlowe’s ships, the whiteness of his skin and all his unusual possessions “as it appeared 

that none of them had ever seen the like.”69 It was also noted that locals were intimidated by the 

blasting of European firearms. The following year Hariot similarly believed that locals were 

marveling at European items and technologies.70 For instance, he reported natives holding his 

                                                      

67 Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 44.  
68 Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1584,” 301-2. For discussions of hierarchy as observed by Barlowe, see: 

Kupperman, Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony, 50; 70. Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 4. Stick, 

Roanoke Island, 44. Elizabethans would have been able to relate with this sort of hierarchical structure presented 

through action and dress. 
69 Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1584,” 307. 
70 Hariot recorded his impressions of Indigenous   reaction to various European items and technologies. He felt they 

could not initially comprehend what they were witnessing and their materials were simplistic compared to his. 

Hariot, “A Briefe and True Report,” 378. Oberg notes Hariot’s bias in his interpretation of communication. He also 

suspects Hariot misunderstood courtesy and curiosity for a desire to become English. Oberg, “Gods and Men,” 376. 
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Bible to “touch it, to embrace it, to holde it to their breastes and heads, and stroke over all their 

body with it.”71 As with the Frobisher and Davis expeditions, the Roanoke explorers made 

assumptions about Indigenous  reactions and understandings. 72 In the absence of complex 

communication they could only guess at what natives thought and felt, often seeing what they 

expected and wanted to see.   

The Barlowe narrative represents a transition away from describing the mechanics of 

communication as they appeared in the Frobisher and Davis narratives and recording the 

translations of spoken language interpreters.73 Few references to pantomime are found in the text. 

It is noted that Granganimeo mimed by “striking on his head and his breast and afterwardes on 

ours, to shewe wee were all one” and later made specific gestures to express himself regarding 

trading practises and the usage of specific goods. Barlowe also recorded that natives destroyed 

their bows and arrows in front of him in order to communicate what he believed was peaceful 

intent. However, the majority of the complex information in the text collected about the Carolina 

Algonquin and their geographical and political world is ambiguous in its origins.74 Kathleen 

Donahue notes this was information “that could have been only provided by Manteo and 

Wanchese” later on as they learned English.75 Barlowe’s text confirms that at least some of the 

                                                      

Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 71.  
71 Hariot, “A Brief and True Report,” 376.  
72 Oberg argues that newcomers likely misjudged the exact nature of Indigenous   interpretations of the European 

things they observed. He argues that the diplomatic decisions of Indigenous   leaders such as Granganimeo were likely 

influenced by observing the potential physical and spiritual power of European goods and technologies. Oberg, “Gods 

and Men,” 381; 390. Oberg, “Manteo and the Early Anglo-Indian Exchange,” 150-1; 153-4. Oberg, Dominion and 

Civility, 37-8.  Quinn also discusses objects here: Quinn, Set Fair For Roanoke, 215.   
73 For the Barlowe expeditions historians often acknowledge that communication was imperfect and the English 

may not have understood correctly. For example: Stick, Roanoke Island, 46. Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s 

Hand, 33. Quinn, “England’s First Virginia, 326.  
74 Durant alludes the ambiguousness of how all this complex information could be transmitted: “somehow it was 

conveyed…” Durant, Ralegh’s Lost Colony, 17  
75 Donahue, Seasons of Misery, 28. Donahue notes that the role Manteo and Wanchese played in forming Barlowe’s 

narrative is often not fully acknowledged in the historiography. For her full discussion, see: Donahue, Seasons of 

Misery, 27-30.  
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information was acquired in this manner: “…these men which we have brought with us to England, 

have given us to understand…”76 This issue makes it difficult to assess communication during the 

encounters of 1584 as it is unclear what impressions were forged in the moment and which were 

altered by retroactive understandings.77  

The accounts of the second and third Roanoke expeditions placed emphasis on the use of 

spoken language interpreters. Historian Alden Vaughan’s research suggests that Raleigh had 

learned from Martin Frobisher’s “hard experience” trying to communicate with the South Baffin 

Inuit.78 Raleigh recognized that cultivating bilingualism between peoples was a crucial step 

towards successful colonization and his familiarity with the experiences of Frobisher and Jacques 

Cartier led him to believe bringing Indigenous  peoples to England for language training was 

necessary.79 Vaughan argues that Raleigh arranged for the training of perhaps twenty natives from 

the Atlantic World between 1584 and 1618.80 This experimentation began with the Roanoke 

expedition of 1584 when Arthur Barlowe brought home “Manteo” and “Wanchese.”  It was also 

understood that Englishmen should be learning Algonquin. The writings of Thomas Hariot indicate 

                                                      

76 Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1584,” 308. Two other references occur here: Barlowe, “The Roanoke 

Expedition of 1584,” 306; 308.  
77 The Lane narrative also contains information applied retroactively. Oberg, Dominion and Civility, 41. Quinn, Set 

Fair for Roanoke, 125.  
78 Alden Vaughan, “Sir Walter Ralegh’s Indian Interpreters, 1584-1618,” William and Mary Quarterly 59:2 (April 

2002), 345.    
79 Vaughan noted that Raleigh understood “language as the tool of empire.” Raleigh and Hakluyt were also familiar 

with Jacques Cartier’s capture of Indigenous   peoples in the St. Lawrence Valley in the 1530s which was believed 

to have produced some communicative ability and some reconnaissance information. Vaughan, “Sir Walter Ralegh’s 

Indian Interpreters”, 342-5.  
80 For Vaughan’s seminal works on the language training of First Peoples in England, see: Alden Vaughan, 

Transatlantic Encounters: American Indians in Britain, 1500-1776 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 

21-42. Alden Vaughan, “Sir Walter Ralegh’s Indian Interpreters, 1584-1618,” William and Mary Quarterly 59:2 

(April 2002), 341-376. Bilingualism would develop naturally in North America and the deliberate language training 

of First Peoples in Europe experimented with during early contact declined.   
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he studied Algonquin and was communicating with locals in that language during his time at the 

English colony of 1585-6.81  

Historians assume that Manteo, Wanchese and Hariot trained together at Raleigh’s home 

of Durham House over the winter of 1584-5.82 However, we know virtually nothing about the 

nature of the language training that occurred as most of Hariot’s notes on this subject have not 

survived.83 We can only speculate at the methods implemented, the types of vocabulary covered 

and the overall quality, duration and intensity of the training.  We do, however, have hints as to 

how other Englishmen attempted to train interpreters under similar circumstances. George 

Waymouth’s expedition of 1605 captured five Indigenous  men to train as interpreters in 

England.84 The expedition narrative noted: 

We haue brought them to vnderstand some English, and we vnderstand much of their 

language; so as we are able to aske them many things. And this we haue obserued, that if 

we shew them any thing, and aske them if they haue it in their countrey, they will tell you 

if they haue it, and the vse of it, the difference from ours in bignesse, colour, or forme; but 

if they haue it not, be it a thing neuer so precious, they wil denie the knowledge of it.85 

                                                      

81 Richard Hakluyt also encouraged colonists to learn local languages while in Virginia though the source base is silent 

on the exposure of these planters to Algonquin. Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters, 21; 41.  
82 The assumption that sufficient language training occurred in some fashion overwintering in England often goes 

unquestioned by historians: Stick, Roanoke Island, 97-8. Oberg, The Head In Edward Nugent’s Hand, 51. Quinn, 

Set Fair for Roanoke, 40. Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters, 22; 24; 40. Vaughan, “Sir Walter Ralegh’s Indian 

Interpreters,” 348. 
83 Any vocabulary lists, notes on language training and writings about the Roanoke project that Hariot may have 

recorded have been lost. Some materials were lost leaving Roanoke in 1586 and other material was lost during the 

Great Fire of London in 1666. Quinn, Set Fair for Roanoke, 99. Milton, Big Chief Elizabeth, 71-2; 169-70. 

Vaughan, “Sir Walter Ralegh’s Indian Interpreters,” 375.  

We know nothing about the language training that occurred: Vaughan, “Sir Walter Ralegh’s Indian Interpreters,” 

349-50. 
84 While the Waymouth expedition (1605) occurred twenty years after Roanoke, it was before Jamestown (1607) 

and around the time Englishmen began searching for the missing Roanoke colonists (1602). We have record of very 

few English expeditions from Frobisher to Jamestown and it appears that the English made very little progress in the 

field of intercultural communication over that thirty year period. While fisherman had been in contact with First 

Peoples for many decades in the northeast the sources are silent on the communicative abilities of English fishermen 

during early contact and there is no indication on how their experiences impacted the exploration and colonization 

ventures of England in this period.      
85 James Rosier, “A true relation of the most prosperous voyage made in this present yeere 1605, by Captain George 

Waymouth (London 1605),” New American World Volume 3 (New York: Arnor, 1979), 379. 

The Waymouth narrative contains many descriptive passages of contact between Englishmen and First Peoples and 

shares much of the rawness of the Frobisher narratives when his crew first met the Inuit and closely observed Inuit 

captives. It deserves closer examination by those interested in early encounters in Northeastern America.  
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This suggests that language training was an extension of the vocabulary collection conducted by 

Frobisher and Davis, a very slow and arduous task fraught with miscommunication.86 Historian 

James Axtell wonders: “How could the adult speakers of totally foreign languages learn the myriad 

rules and nuances of each other’s tongues fast enough and well enough to begin reliable 

communication?”87 Under such circumstances communicators initially developed a broken and 

simplistic “baby talk” mixing both languages and it is likely that the communication of Manteo, 

Wanchese and Hariot was of this quality.88   

It is also unclear how the personality, intelligence, abilities and interest level of both 

Manteo and Wanchese impacted their aptitude as interpreters. We also know nothing of their 

treatment, conditions, health and morale during their time with the English, but Vaughan 

speculates the experience would have “profoundly altered their lives.” 89 Linguist and historian 

Frances Karttunen’s research on the training of early Indigenous  interpreters in Europe indicates 

the process was difficult and often unsuccessful.90 She argues that to survive and become passable 

translators native participants generally needed to be young, healthy, flexible, highly intelligent 

                                                      

86 These lists were primarily simple verbs and nouns that could be visually demonstrated in the moment. See: 

Christopher Hall, “The Frobisher Expedition of 1576,” 211.  Davis, “Second Expedition of John Davis,” 398-9.   

Michael Oberg states Manteo, Wanchese and Hariot faced a “difficult task” in trying to learn to communicate 

verbally. Oberg, Dominion and Civility, 27-8. Dorais illustrates that the explorer John Davis made errors in his 

vocabulary list: Dorais, The Language of the Inuit, 108. 
87 Axtell, “A Bable of Tongues,” 29.  
88 Axtell, “A Bable of Tongues,” 30. These early jargons could eventually become new languages. For more on the 

formation of pidgins and auxiliary languages, see: Ives Goddard, “The Use of Pidgins and Jargons on the East Coast 

of North America,” The Language Encounter in the Americas, 61-80.   
89 Vaughan, “Sir Walter Ralegh’s Indian Interpreters,” 343. Stick notes we can only speculate on what happened in 

England based on how Manteo and Wanchese behaved afterwards. Stick, Roanoke Island, 132. 
90 Frances Karttunen, “Interpreter’s Snatched from the Shore: The Successful and the Others,” The Language 

Encounter in the Americas, eds. E. Gray and N. Fiering (New York: Berghahn Books, 2003), 215. For more on this 

subject, see: Frances Karttunen, Between Worlds: Interpreters, Guides and Survivors. New Brunswick, New Jersey: 

Rutgers, 1994).  
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and lucky. Since the English recorded very little about Manteo and Wanchese we can only guess 

at their suitability for the task.91  

These unanswered questions and the experimental nature of this early language training 

leads to an uncertainty as to the effectiveness of these three men as interpreters during the Roanoke 

expeditions.92 The surviving evidence historians have traditionally used to answer this question is 

fragmentary and inconclusive. First, a contemporary who encountered Manteo and Wanchese in 

England in mid-October 1584 noted they were still unintelligible at that point: “No one was able 

to understand them.”93 This is reminiscent of Dr. Dodding noting that Frobisher’s captive – 

“Kalicho” – had only learned a few words over the course of three months living with 

Englishmen.94 Second, a Spanish observer who encountered the pair in the Caribbean returning to 

the Outer Banks in 1585 noted they could speak English, but did not indicate their level of 

proficiency.95 Michael Oberg suggests that Manteo and Wanchese initially “struggled” in learning 

English, but became passable interpreters in time for the second expedition.96 Third, Thomas 

Hariot wrote that his Algonquin was imperfect and sometimes hindered the exchange of 

information with locals in Virginia.97 Historian David Quinn dismissed this statement as modesty 

                                                      

91 Manteo and Wanchese were certainly luckier than the captives of Frobisher and Davis in that they survived. 

However, their survival and exposure to English speakers did not automatically mean that either man was a good 

candidate for the role of translator and cultural broker.  
92 Vaughan refers to Manteo and Wanchese as “test cases” as the English experimented with training spoken 

language interpreters. Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters, 22.   

The leading historians on Roanoke generally assume that for the 1585-6 and 1587 expeditions communication was 

passable. For instance: Quinn, “England’s First Virginia,” 334. Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 70; 

107. Kupperman, Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony, 53; 79. Oberg, “Manteo and the Early Anglo-Indian 

Exchange,” 151-2. Oberg, Dominion and Civility, 40. 
93 The original source is: Lupold von Wedel, “Journey through England and Scotland… in 1584 and 1585,” Queen 

Elizabeth and Some Foreigners (London: John Lare, 1928). Milton, Quinn and Vaughan discuss this event here: 

Milton, Big Chief Elizabeth, 70. Quinn, “England’s First Virginia”, 327. Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters, 22.     
94 Dr. Edward Dodding, “November 8, 1577. Post-Mortem by Dr. Edward Dodding at Bristol on the Thule Eskimo 

Man Brought by Frobisher,” New American World. Volume 4. (New York: Arno, 1979), 217 
95 Vaughan, “Sir Walter Ralegh’s Indian Interpreters,” 348-50.  
96 Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 52-3.   
97 Hariot stated he lacked “perfect utterance in their language.” Hariot, “A Brief and True Report,” 378.   
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and argued that Hariot was an effective interpreter.98 Lastly, the contemporary Elizabethan writer 

William Strachey recorded that Hariot could speak Algonquin, but again, he did not specify how 

fluently.99 It is also possible that necessity meant that the English standard for what constituted an 

effective interpreter was low under such circumstances.100  

Reconnaissance information collected from Manteo and Wanchese during their training in 

England was absolutely crucial to Raleigh’s campaign to acquire political support, investment and 

participation in a second expedition to North Carolina. However, the Lane colony’s chief merchant 

complained afterwards that the original reports of Manteo and Wanchese had proven false.101 

James Axtell notes that Europeans had a habit of incorporating “wishful thinking” into their 

translations.102 It is likely that Manteo’s abilities to speak English improved over time from 1584 

to 1587 due to extensive interaction with Englishmen though we cannot discern the rate of his 

progression or his abilities at any given point in the chronology.103 Conversely, Raleigh later 

realized that the abilities of Indigenous  interpreters faded if they did not speak English 

constantly.104 

                                                      

98 Quinn argues that Hariot was “exceptionally intelligent” and capable of communicating effectively even when 

accounting for varying dialects within the region. He feels the academic was merely being modest in his report. 

Quinn, Set Fair For Roanoke, 163; 216; 220.   
99 Vaughan notes that William Strachey recorded that Hariot “spake the Indian language.” Vaughan, “Sir Walter 

Ralegh’s Indian Interpreters,” 374.  
100 An example of low standards for what constituted an interpreter is found in the Frobisher expedition of 1577 when 

the crew used their captive “Kalicho” to assist with communication only two weeks after kidnapping him. Best, “The 

Frobisher Voyage of 1577,” 308. 
101 Harvey was financially ruined by his participation in the expedition of 1585-6 and his statement survives from 

related legal action. Thus, he had a bias in asserting he had been deceived to participate. Nevertheless, it is possible 

he was being truthful and accurate and that communication played a role in the discrepancy. Milton, Big Chief 

Elizabeth, 132; 175. Vaughan, “Sir Walter Ralegh’s Indian Interpreters,” 348.  
102 Axtell, “A Babel of Tongues,” 22; 25.  
103 Vaughan and Stick argue that Manteo’s English would have improved over time: Vaughan, “Sir Walter Ralegh’s 

Indian Interpreters,” 343. Stick, Roanoke Island, 47. 
104 Vaughan, “Sir Walter Ralegh’s Indian Interpreters,” 343. 
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When the second expedition of 1585 landed in North Carolina a number of conflicts 

occurred between peoples that could suggest the interpreters were insufficient and that the inability 

to effectively communicate was hindering relations. Historians have generally interpreted the 

tension to have been the product of cultural misunderstanding rather than miscommunication. For 

instance, Vaughan asserts that “cultural assumptions rather than differences in language seem to 

have been central to the dispute” and that “there were limits to the multitalented Manteo's ability 

to prevent Ralegh's colonists from intercultural misunderstandings.”105 It is also possible that there 

was no misunderstanding at all and that conflict occurred because the two peoples understood each 

other clearly enough to identify irreconcilable differences.106 It is not my intention to argue that 

effective communication could prevent intercultural conflict. Instead I suggest that we cannot rule 

out the language barrier as a contributing factor to the breakdown of relations.  

The journals do not make it clear when interpreters were present and how they were used 

during the events of 1585, 1586 and 1587. The presence of Manteo, Wanchese or Hariot was rarely 

acknowledged in these texts and historians are left to speculate on when they were present and 

which group they accompanied when the English colonists divided.107 Historians acknowledge 

this ambiguity, but generally assume an interpreter was present when needed. Vaughan argues: 

                                                      

105 Vaughan, “Sir Walter Ralegh’s Indian Interpreters,” 350; 354.  Michael Oberg agrees that the “bitterness” 

between peoples became too great for Manteo as a cultural broker to overcome. Oberg, “Manteo and the Early 

Anglo-Indian Exchange,” 146. 
106 This conclusion was reached in Martin Quitt’s research on intercultural contact between the English and the 

Algonquin twenty years later at Jamestown. Speaking of John Smith and “Powhatan,” Quitt writes, “Their last effort 

at mutual persuasion failed, not because their knowledge of one another was still limited, but because now they knew 

each other so well… attainment of cross-cultural understanding did not bring peace; rather it only clarified why their 

peoples would have to go to war.” Martin Quitt, “Trade and Acculturation at Jamestown, 1607-1609: The Limits of 

Understanding,” William and Mary Quarterly 52:2 (April 1995), 227-58.  
107 For examples of speculation regarding whether an interpreter was present or not during specific events throughout 

the expeditions, see: Oberg, “Manteo and the Early Anglo-Indian Exchange,” 153. Oberg, Dominion and Civility, 28; 

36. Quinn, Set Fair for Roanoke, 110; 204. Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 76. For instance, it is unclear 

if an interpreter was present during the mishap over a missing silver cup. The party also often divided and it is unclear 

which group Manteo accompanied. Did an interpreter go to Chesapeake Bay with the scouting party or stay with the 

colony at the Outer Banks?  
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“The records do not always mention [Manteo] as a participant” but “his talent as a translator, guide 

and negotiator must have been essential to most meetings with the inhabitants.”108  

This silence surrounding the act of interpretation means that these narratives generally 

record the information collected from First Peoples in a factual manner with no indication that a 

layer of mediation took place and historians craft their historiographical narratives similarly. For 

instance, when Ralph Lane captured and interrogated the leader Menatonon in 1586 he wrote: 

“Menatonon confessed onto me…”109 David Quinn followed suit in his analysis with phrasing 

such as “Menatonon told him that…” and “Menatonon told Lane…”110 This is potentially an 

oversimplification of a much more complicated and uncertain process. Other ambiguities surround 

communication during the Lane expedition. For instance, further layers of interpretation may have 

existed due to varying languages, dialects and accents from both Europeans and First Peoples 

participants interacting at the Outer Banks. 111 Lane alluded to using additional Indigenous  “guids” 

[guides] who may have assisted with interpretation.112 Moreover, historian Giles Milton suspects 

that Hariot was the only Englishman who could communicate effectively with Manteo at this 

time.113  

                                                      

108 Vaughan, “Sir Walter Ralegh’s Indian Interpreters,” 350.  
109 Lane, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1585-6,” 327. 
110 Quinn, Set Fair For Roanoke, 110. Milton similarly describes this conversation with phrasing such as: 

“Menatonon mumbled an apology.” In Oberg: “Mentatonon said…” In Kupperman: “Skiko said…” Milton, Big 

Chief Elizabeth, 134. Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 84. Kupperman, Roanoke: The Abandoned 

Colony, 79.   
111 Hariot noted that many languages were spoken in the region. Hariot, “A Briefe and True Report,” 375. For some 

analysis of the language of the Carolina Algonquin, see: Scott Dawson, “The Vocabulary of Croatoan Algonquian” 

Southern Quarterly 51:4 (Summer 2014), 48-53. 
112 Lane occasionally refers to other natives assisting him alongside Manteo. For instance, “…3 savages which had 

bene with mee besides Manteo in that voyage…” Lane, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1585-6,” 324; 335. 
113 Milton, Big Chief Elizabeth, 89. This theory is plausible as the pair may have learned to speak a broken baby talk 

together, recognizing specific vocabulary and pronunciation. It is worth noting that English accents varied greatly 

and this would have impacted comprehension. For example, Martin Frobisher and Christopher Hall had different 

accents when they spoke English and the South Baffin Inuit would have been confusingly exposed to both.  
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There are also instances of recorded communication in which we suspect no trained 

interpreters were present at all. When Grenville returned with a fleet to resupply Lane’s colony in 

July 1586 he found the fort abandoned and proceeded to search the region for answers. Pedro Dias, 

a Spaniard with the fleet, recorded:  

Of the native inhabitants they did not find more than three Indians. When bringing them to 

the ships, two of them got away and they seized the third, from whom they got an account 

of how Francisco Draque had brought away the people who had been on the island.114     

 

It is unclear how the captive communicated this information or if the specific details – such as 

Drake’s name – were learned retroactively and incorporated here for narrative purpose.115 Quinn, 

taking the passage literally, speculated the captive spoke some English: “He knew a little English 

and therefore had been in contact with Lane’s men.”116 The narrative is accepted outright and 

explanations are sought for how it might have been possible. Quinn notes in another work: “One 

Indian was captured and something gleaned from him…”117 Historians often apply the term 

“gleaning” to express that somehow the communication of a concept was managed. It can also 

indicate the suspicion that communication was imperfect or incomplete. For example, Vaughan 

and Kupperman write: “Hariot gleaned as much as he could from Manteo and Wanchese” and 

Lane “had gleaned from what Menatonon told him…”118 

Researchers often conclude that communication must have been passable in order for any 

information to have been collected. Kupperman notes that “the work of Manteo and Wanchese 

paid off, because [Hariot] was able to discuss religion, Christian and Indian, in remarkable depth 

                                                      

114 Pedro Dias, “The Relation of Pedro Diaz,” 327.  
115 Historians generally accept that Grenville correctly learned the specifics of what happened to the colonists from 

this captive: Stick, Roanoke Island: The Beginnings of English America, 150. Durant, Ralegh’s Lost Colony, 96. 

Oberg, The Head and Edward Nugent’s Hand, 110-111. Quinn, Set Fair for Roanoke, 145. Quinn, “England’s First 

Virginia,” 337.  
116 Quinn, Set Fair For Roanoke, 145. 
117 Quinn, “England’s First Virginia,” 337.  
118 Vaughan, “Sir Walter Ralegh’s Indian Interpreters” 346. Kupperman, Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony, 79.  
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with the people he met.”119  However, this line of reasoning takes for granted that the information 

recorded was correctly understood in the first place. The nature of the translations explorers 

recorded do not necessarily reflect the level of their true communicative abilities. The sources only 

tell us what explorers thought they understood and it is unclear in any given situation whether they 

were right, wrong or somewhere in between.  

Even if interpreters were serving voluntarily and were highly effective at translating there 

is the still the uncertainty of their loyalty, honesty and private motivations. From the onset in 1584, 

Arthur Barlowe indicated he could not tell if Manteo and Wanchese were offering reconnaissance 

information “for the love they beare us” or out of self-interest.120  Axtell argues that Europeans in 

later eras would reach the conclusion: “No Indian – no matter how fluent, able or experienced – 

could be trusted with the white man’s business.”121 Manteo appears to have remained with the 

English throughout the Roanoke expeditions and is believed to have served them obediently. 

However, Oberg notes that his “motives cannot be reconstructed with absolute certainty.”122 There 

were potential benefits in becoming the closest ally of the visitors and Manteo may have been 

carving a new position for himself within his political world. Serving as a cultural broker could be 

a very powerful position and he had great potential to control relationships and manage 

situations.123 Lane sensed locals were divided in their stance towards the English and factions may 

have been forming.124  Any autonomous political manoeuvring on Manteo’s part during this 

                                                      

119 Kupperman, Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony, 53. 
120 Barlowe, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1584,” 308.  
121 Axtell, “Bable of Tongues, 43.  
122 Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 79. 
123 Cultural brokers could wield great power: Vaughan, “Sir Walter Ralegh’s Indian Interpreters,” 374. Kupperman, 

Roanoke: The Lost Colony, 118. Stick, Roanoke Island, 160 
124 The English sensed there were factions somehow forming amongst the Carolina Algonquin: Oberg, “Gods and 

Men,” 370-1; 377-9; 381. Oberg, “Manteo and the Early Anglo-Indian Exchange,” 154-5. Kupperman, Roanoke: 

The Abandoned Colony, 51. Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 78. Stick, Roanoke Island, 136. 
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process would likely have been invisible the English.125 Oberg notes: “Manteo must have 

understood more than he revealed.”126 As relations broke down between the English and the 

Carolina Algonquin his role as cultural broker may have become a liability, marginalizing him 

amongst his people and forcing him closer to the English.127 

The motivations of other Indigenous actors that Ralph Lane interacted with during the 

expedition of 1585-6 were equally uncertain. Lane’s narrative suggests that informants such as 

Menatonon, Pemsiapan and Skiko were feeding him contradictory political intelligence that left 

him feeling vulnerable. If communication was accurate: Pemsiapan claimed Menatonon was 

plotting against the English, whereas Menatonon and Skiko claimed Pemsiapan was the one really 

planning to attack the colony. In his work “A Note on Pemsiapan’s Conspiracy, 1585-6,” Michael 

Oberg illustrates that local leaders may have had ulterior motives and could have been 

manipulating Lane for their own political advantage.128 Moreover, Menatonon and Skiko were 

both questioned under duress as prisoners in fear for their lives.129 Both men may have told Lane 

what they thought he wanted to hear and it is unclear why Lane trusted the word of captives he 

had abused.130 It is also uncertain how accurately Lane was understanding his interpreters or 

captives in these instances.    

                                                      

125 Milton admits it is not actually known what Manteo said to his countrymen. Milton, Big Chief Elizabeth, 117. 
126 Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 87.  
127 Kupperman, Roanoke: The Lost Colony, 118. Oberg notes that the “liminality” of Manteo’s position was both an 

asset and a liability. As relations broke down between peoples there would have been increasingly less room in 

between for actors like Manteo to maneuver. Oberg, “Manteo and the Early Anglo-Indian Exchange,” 146-7; 162; 

165. Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 63. Skiko was likely also caught in between peoples. Quinn, Set 

Fair for Roanoke, 125.  
128 The potential ulterior motives of key Indigenous   players are unpacked here: Oberg, “Indians and Englishmen at 

the First Roanoke Colony: A Note on Pemisapan's Conspiracy, 1585–86.” American Indian Culture and Research 

Journal 18:2 (1994), 75-89.  
129 Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 85; 94-5. Quinn, Set Fair for Roanoke, 125. Oberg adds, 

“Menatonon had ample reason to say exactly what he thought the Governor wanted to hear.” Oberg, Dominion and 

Civility, 41. Quinn accepts Lane’s assessment that Menatonon quickly and calmly moved past the fact he had been 

seized aggressively by the English to work with them in earnest. Quinn, Set Fair for Roanoke, 110.  
130 Lane, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1585-6,” 333.  
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A key issue emerges from the expedition narratives and that is the difficulty the English 

had in determining the identity of Indigenous individuals and communities. The English revealed 

plainly in White’s narrative of 1587 that after three years of relations and even with the assistance 

of Manteo they still struggled with understanding who people were, where they lived and what 

their relationship was to one another.131 The English generally judged identity based on the 

location of encounter and it was not always clear where divisions existed between populations and 

who belonged to which group. The political landscape of the Carolina Algonquin was extremely 

complicated and the English and subsequent historians have relied heavily on conjecture to piece 

together their understandings.132 Oberg argues that the key communities in the Roanoke narratives 

may have been separate or connected and that political authority may have been influx.133 He also 

notes that the true familial and political relationships between leaders such as Granganimeo, 

Pemsiapan, Ensenore and Menatonon is unclear.134 Moreover, the absence of Wingina in 1584 

                                                      

131 White, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1587,” 393; 396-7. Lane also mentioned some friendly fire when “Manteo’s 

friends” were caught in the crossfire of his ambush on Pemsiapan. Lane, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1585-6,” 341. 

The English had trouble telling these Indigenous   communities apart. Quinn, Set Fair For Roanoke, 283. Milton, 

Big Chief Elizabeth, 233. Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters, 28. For historiographical discussion of these instances 

of mistaken identity and friendly fire, see:  Quinn, Set Fair for Roanoke, 127; 153-4; 285. Milton, Big Chief 

Elizabeth, 155; 235-7.  
132 For examples of historians making assumptions connected to Indigenous   identity, see: Stick, Roanoke Island, 

48; 50; 85; 122; 124; 131; 132-3; 135-6; 172-3; 174-5; 176. Durant, Ralegh’s Lost Colony, 14-5; 17; 19; 69; 71; 73; 

117-8; 120. Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 64-5; 118. Oberg, “A Note on Pemsiapan’s Conspiracy,” 

84-5. Miller, Roanoke: Solving the Mystery of England’s Lost Colony, 97;111; 114; 117; 263. Donahue, Seasons of 

Misery, 31; 44; 63; 65-6. Kupperman, Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony, 69; 74-7; 83;114-5; 118. Mallios, The 

Deadly Politics of Giving, 5; 15; 66; 69; 74-5; 79. Assumptions about political organization of the region: Oberg, 

The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 3; 6; 17; 49; 64-5. Kupperman, Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony, 51; 75; 83; 

118. Stick, Roanoke Island, 122.   

Many historians also acknowledge the political situation at Roanoke was complicated and unclear: Oberg, “Gods 

and Men,” 371. Oberg, Dominion and Civility, 17; 32. Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters, 27-8. Oberg, “Manteo 

and the Early Anglo-Indian Exchange,” 149-50. Milton, Big Chief Elizabeth, 128; 140. Historians also acknowledge 

that much of our analysis of these expeditions is speculation. Vaughan, “Sir Walter Ralegh’s Indian Interpreters,” 

350. Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters, 24; 28. Oberg, “Gods and Men,” 370. Oberg, “Manteo and the Early 

Anglo-Indian Exchange,” 150. Quinn, Set Fair for Roanoke, 81; 217  
133 Oberg, Dominion and Civility, 31. Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 6; 16.  
134 Oberg, “Gods and Men,” 385. Historians generally accept the English belief that Granganimeo and Wingina were 

biological brothers.  They similarly accept that Skiko was the “son” of Menatonon and that the woman who hosted 

Barlowe was “Granganimeo’s wife.” Miller, Roanoke: Solving the Mystery of the Lost Colony, 97;111; 114; 117; 263. 

Donahue, Seasons of Misery, 31;44;63; 65-6. Mallios, The Deadly Politics of Givings, 5; 15; 66; 69; 74-5; 79. Morison, 
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followed by his arrival and name change in 1585-6 with the death Granganimeo raises questions 

as to whether a political change was occurring or if the English had misunderstood the identity or 

role of “Wingina” from the very beginning. They had apparently misunderstood the name of the 

land as “Wyngandacoa” in 1584 and it is possible they misunderstood other things as well.135   

Though the English believed they were dealing with two separate communities, “Roanoke” 

and “Croatoan,” they could not distinguish between the two groups and it is possible that it was 

all one community with individuals moving freely between several hubs.136 This could potentially 

explain the confusing incidents of friendly fire in which Croatoan individuals were attacked due 

to their presence at Roanoke sites. Historians have traditionally assumed that Manteo was a 

Croatoan and Wanchese a Roanoke, but such assertions cannot be verified.137 It is also ambiguous 

                                                      

The Northern Voyages, 621; 648. Oberg, “A Note on Pemsiapan’s Conspiracy,” 84-5. Oberg, GM 383. Oberg, Oberg, 

“Manteo and the Early Anglo-Indian Exchange,” 148; 150; 158. Oberg, Dominion and Civility, 26; 35; 39-1. Milton, 

Big Chief Elizabeth, 58; 63; 128. Quinn, Set Fair for Roanoke, 36. Stick, Roanoke Island, 48; 50; 85; 122; 124; 131; 

132-3; 135-6; 172-3; 174-5; 176. Durant, Ralegh’s Lost Colony, 14-5; 17; 19; 69; 71; 73; 117-8; 120. Oberg, The 

Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 64-5; 118. Kupperman, Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony, 69; 74-7; 83;114-5; 118. 

Quinn,“England’s First Virginia,” 326; 333.  

Even if Manteo provided some of this information it may not have been literally factual. At Jamestown John Smith 

and Christopher Newport simplified their relationship as “father” and “son” for the Powhatans. Smith, The Journals 

of Captain John Smith (Washington: National Geographic, 2007), 38.  
135 Many historians accept that Wingina changed his name to Pemsiapan: Durant, Ralegh’s Lost Colony, 71. Miller, 

Roanoke: Solving the Mystery of England’s Lost Colony, 110. Kupperman, Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony, 76. 

Oberg, “A Note on Pemsiapan’s Conspiracy,” 79. Mallois, The Deadly Politics of Giving, 66. Oberg, “Gods and 

Men,” 383. Oberg, “Manteo and the Early Anglo-Indian Exchange,” 156-7. Oberg, Dominion and Civility, 39. Oberg, 

The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 81. Most historians assume the name change was connected to the death of 

Granganimeo and a change in political stance towards the English. Oberg notes the significance of the name change 

is “unclear,” but that was “unlikely a change in political status.” I argue that this cannot be verified and that it is 

unclear if the man the English met in 1585 or 1586 was the same man the English thought they had heard about in 

1584.  

Historians generally agree that the Elizabethans initially had the name of the region wrong. Quinn, Set Fair For 

Roanoke, 327; Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 3; Stick, Roanoke Island, 46-7 Kupperman, Roanoke: 

The Abandoned Colony, 17. Oberg notes that the English also likely had the name of the leader of the “Powhatans” 

wrong as well, calling him “Powhatan” instead of “Wahunsonacock.” Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 

17. 
136 Oberg notes that “on several occasions English explorers encountered Croatoans at Wingina's mainland village of 

Dasemunkepeuc.” Oberg, “Manteo and the Early Anglo-Indian Exchange,” 150.  

Jacques Cartier similarly did not understand the relationship between two Indigenous communities he encountered 

in the St. Lawrence Valley that he called “Stadacona” and “Hochelaga.” Historians still are uncertain of the political 

relationship today. Cartier, “The Cartier Expedition of 1535-6,” 220; 223.  
137 Oberg admits, “There is much we shall never know about Manteo and Wanchese.” Nevertheless, historians 

speculate about their identities and situations: Vaughan, “Sir Walter Ralegh’s Indian Interpreters,” 346; 348; 354.  
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how the various Indigenous  communities encountered by the explorers fit into the political 

organization of the region. All of this uncertainty suggests that the English leaders may not have 

correctly understood what was happening around them from 1584-1587 in North Carolina. This is 

significant because if the English misunderstood the political situation and could not correctly 

identify the factions involved this surely contributed to the breakdown in relations they 

experienced. It could also lead to new historiographical discussions as it is possible for a researcher 

to draw entirely different conclusions about the Roanoke encounters depending on the specific 

interpretive decisions made regarding Indigenous identity and political organization.   

Historians have long argued that English food demands, deadly pathogens and 

unpredictable acts of aggression led local populations to gradually withdraw from having further 

contact with the new arrivals.138  Any limitations in communication or confusions in identity would 

have increased the challenges the Carolina Algonquin already faced in creating distance between 

themselves and the English.139 The Lane and White colonists viewed any behavior that created 

separation between themselves and local individuals or communities as an ominous sign. For 

instance, when Wanchese returned to the Outer Banks in 1585 after wintering in England he 

decided to live with his people instead of the English at their fort. Ralph Lane’s narrative conveys 

                                                      

Oberg, Dominion and Civility, 26. Quinn, Set Fair for Roanoke, 39; 115; 284. Milton, Big Chief Elizabeth, 63-4. 

Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters, 21; 23. Oberg, “Manteo and the Early Anglo-Indian Exchange,” 149-50. The 

English believed Manteo’s mother was an Indigenous   leader amongst the Croatoan, however, her appearances in the 

text were only theoretically.  
138 For historiographical considerations of the Carolina Algonquin withdrawing from the English and the potential of 

a Indigenous   conspiracy, see: Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 65; 92; 94-5. Kupperman, Roanoke: 

The Abandoned Colony, 64-5; 77; 79; 80; 84-7. Oberg, “Gods and Men,” 384-5; 387-8. Oberg, Dominion and 

Civility, 43-4. Quinn, Set Fair For Roanoke, 115; 124; 227; 332-3. Milton, Big Chief Elizabeth, 134-5. Morison, The 

Northern Voyages, 648. Stick, Roanoke Island, 132.  
139 Anthologist Seth Mallios examines how transgressions in gift exchange with Indigenous   peoples could result in 

withdrawing from contact and sometimes violence. The matter is complicated by the fact that Indigenous   response 

to grievances could be direct, indirect, immediate or delayed. This fact combined with limited communication could 

make “cause and effect” difficult for contemporary explorers and modern historians to determine. Mallois, The 

Deadly Politics of Giving, 21-2; 27; 64; 107; 118.  
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his apprehension about Wanchese thereafter and his suspicions that the man was stirring up anti-

English sentiments locally.140  European explorers clearly worried about First Peoples who had 

been to Europe operating out of their control upon return, uncertain what they might report to their 

community.141 Thus, the English considered Manteo safe and loyal because he appeared to comply 

with their orders and lived alongside them, whereas Wanchese was treated as a threat for distancing 

himself from them in some capacity. Lane appears to have considered it unacceptable for his 

interpreters to leave his side and this raises doubts about the voluntariness of their service and their 

freedom of movement.  

Lane displayed similar concern when new communities began avoiding him during his 

travels into the interior in the winter of 1586. Lane speculated that these distant peoples must have 

heard bad things about the English from Pemsiapan and the Roanoke.142 The Lane colony’s anxiety 

escalated over the next few months as locals appeared to be avoiding their food requests and things 

hit a breaking point when the Roanoke eventually relocated further away to the mainland.143 When 

the White colony returned in next summer they were apprehensive that the Carolina Algonquin 

seemed uninterested in renewing contact.144 Both colonies did not allow for the simple fact that 

                                                      

140 Lane, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1585-6,” 337.  

Researchers consistently accept Lane’s belief that Wanchese deserted him and held anti-English sentiments. 

Morison, The Northern Voyages, 648. Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s Hand, 61; 78; 94. Kupperman, 

Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony, 83. Stick, Roanoke Island, 132. Vaughan, “Sir Walter Ralegh’s Indian 

Interpreters,” 350; 354. Milton, Big Chief Elizabeth, 150. Vaughan, Transatlantic Encounters, 24.  
141 The French explorer, Jacques Cartier, conveyed similar anxieties when two native men he had taken to France 

retained their autonomy when they returned home to their people. He could no longer force them to obey him or to 

serve as guides. He also claimed they had told their community about the conditions of France and this altered the 

way locals treated Cartier and the types of goods they expected from him. Cartier, “The Cartier Expedition of 1535-

6,” 222-5. 
142 Lane, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1585-6,” 334.  
143 Lane, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1585-6,” 339. 
144 No Indigenous   parties openly approached the colony. A community the English approached in 1587 did not appear 

to be interested in contact. Nevertheless, Stafford and Manteo felt they had negotiated a peace conference with them 

for the 7th of August. When the 8th arrived without any sign from Indigenous   peoples anywhere John White assumed 

the worst. White, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1587,” 395.    

Oberg agrees that in 1587 the people considered “Croatoan” by White may have been being evasive simply because 

they sought a non-confrontational way to be left alone. Oberg, “Manteo and the Early Anglo-Indian Exchange,” 162. 
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the Carolina Algonquin may have wished to be left alone. As with Davis and the Inuit, peacefully 

rejecting meetings, requests or relationships could be challenging and sometimes impossible. Any 

limitations in communication would exacerbate these already delicate situations.  

These examples all highlight the fact that limited communication meant that colonists had 

difficulty understanding what Indigenous people were doing when they were out of sight. Lane 

became increasingly paranoid about what Wanchese, Pemsiapan, Menatonon and other Indigenous  

actors might be saying to each other and what they might be doing when he was not with them.145 

Lane’s anxiety increased as his captive Skiko spoke with Pemsiapan and other Indigenous  peoples 

due to his limited understanding of the political landscape that surrounded him and his inability to 

confirm what natives were saying to each other even directly in front of him.146 Lastly, White’s 

expedition narrative of 1587 features a preoccupation with Wanchese and his suspicion that the 

man was still alive and stirring up anti-English sentiments somewhere.147 

The Frobisher and Davis expeditions illustrate that limitations in communication 

heightened the difficulty in negotiating demands and resolving conflict. The ambiguities 

surrounding spoken language interpretation during the Roanoke expeditions could mean that 

                                                      

Extreme drought may have meant that few people were living in the area and that those who were had no interest in 

resuming contact with the English. Tree ring analysis indicates that the Roanoke expeditions occurred during the worst 

drought the region experienced over an entire 800 year period. This would have greatly impacted the ability of the 

Carolina Algonquin to feed an extra 108 people unexpectedly. David Stahle et al. “The Lost Colony and the Jamestown 

Droughts,” Science 280:5363 (April 1998), 564-7.  
145 Lane consistently suspected Indigenous   people and groups were speaking about the English and theorized what 

they might be doing outside of his visibility: Lane, The Roanoke Expedition of 1585-6,” 334-5; 337; 339-40. 
146 Skiko attempted to escape and Lane threatened to cut of his head if he tried again. Lane, nevertheless, expected 

Skiko to be a reliable and trustworthy informant. Lane, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1585-6,” 340.  

Lane, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1585-6,” 335. Quinn notes that the Wingina [Pemsiapan] was clearly a great 

source of anxiety for the English. Quinn, Set Fair For Roanoke, 124. 
147 White, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1587,” 394. Kupperman and Oberg both find White’s assumptions about 

Wanchese to be noteworthy: Kupperman, Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony, 115. Oberg, The Head in Edward 

Nugent’s Hand, 108.  
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similar challenges existed for the Lane and White colonies. An incident that occurred in August 

1585 is certainly reminiscent of the arctic experiences: 

The 16. [August] wee returned thence, and one of our boates with the Admirall was sent to 

Aquascogok, to demaund a silver cup which one of the Savages had stolen from us, and 

not receiving it according to his promise, wee burnt, and spoyled their corne, and Towne, 

all the people being fled.148  

 

Just as Frobisher could not retrieve his missing mariners and Davis could not retrieve his missing 

anchor, the Grenville crew could not retrieve their missing silver cup. It is unclear if Manteo or 

Hariot were even present during this episode and if they were it was early in their experience as 

interpreters. Similarly, when both Lane and White felt they could not broker peace with the 

Carolina Algonquin they attacked the neighbouring village.149 In all three instances, the English 

were unable to control the Carolina Algonquin and eventually resorted to violence in order to 

express themselves and exert more control.  

The burning and ambushing of Indigenous  villages was also meant to communicate 

English power and the consequences of conflict with colonists.150 The volatile and combative 

natures of many of the expedition leaders adversely impacted relations between peoples.151 While 

these leaders knew that peace with local peoples was imperative to gain their objectives in North 

                                                      

148 “The Tiger Journal,” 316. The author of the flag ship’s log is not stated. This was the reconnaissance mission of 

Richard Grenville in August 1585 throughout the Roanoke area and contemporary editor Richard Hakluyt attributed 

the text to Grenville as a result in The Principal Navigations.  
149  Lane, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1585-6,” 340-2. White, “The Roanoke Expedition of 1587,” 395-7.  
150 “The Tiger Journal from the Roanoke Expedition of 1585,” 316. 
151 Many of these individuals had histories of being volatile and violent. Kupperman, Facing Off in Early America, 

107. Ridley, The Tudor Age, 205. Mary Fuller, “Ravenous Strangers: The Argument of Nationalism in Two 

Narratives from Hakulyt’s Principal Navigations.” Studies in Travel Writing (January 2002 6:1), 9; 11. Canny, 

“From Ireland to America,” 582. Lee Miller, Roanoke: Solving the Mystery of the Lost Colony. London: Jonathan 

Cape, 2000. Kupperman, Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony, 21. Morison, The Northern Voyages, 629-30. 

However, there is a tendency within the historiography to assume that Thomas Hariot and John White were more 

tolerant of Indigenous   peoples simply due to the time they spent exposed to local culture. Oberg notes, “We might 

better consider Hariot an unusually courteous guest than a tolerant statesman.” Oberg, The Head in Edward Nugent’s 

Hand, 70. There is also a tendency to assume that when men such as John White and John Davis display aggression 

towards Indigenous   peoples that it was “out of character” when we have no basis for comparison. For instance, Stick 

asserts that an ambush on an Indigenous   village in August 1587 was “out of keeping with White’s character” when 

this cannot be verified. Stick, Roanoke Island, 175.    
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America, most were soldiers and wished to communicate strength, establish boundaries and 

minimize risk to their security.152 Elizabethan encounters in the arctic and at Roanoke all 

consistently illustrate that the use of violence as a communicative tool lacked clarity and generally 

made situations worse.   

 

Conclusion: New Approaches, New Uncertainties   

Though a large historiography exists for the Roanoke encounters, researchers often take 

passable communication between the English and the Carolina Algonquin for granted. The 

Roanoke narratives have a different style and tone than the arctic narratives and devote little 

attention to describing the act of communicating. They are less about recounting the raw 

experience of contact and more about conveying information about the mission such as: “This is a 

promising place for a colony because…” or “We could not meet our objectives because…” The 

detailed reconnaissance reports that include extensive Indigenous  place names create the 

impression that communication was very good. Participants had a vested interest in presenting 

communication as viable to encourage investment in the venture and to avoid criticism. Historians 

must avoid the tendency of assuming that the complexity of the subject matter Englishmen 

recorded was an indication of the level of fluency communicators possessed. It is unclear if these 

complex passages regarding religion and geography were correctly transmitted in the first place. 

                                                      

152 Kupperman illustrates that the Roanoke colonies were advised to behave peacefully towards locals and ignore 

perceived slights. Punishments were outlined for harming natives or trespassing in their spaces. Nevertheless, she 

concludes that many of the expedition participants and leaders were soldiers who were indoctrinated in the very 

opposite rationale that transgressions could not be ignored and that force was sometimes necessary. Kupperman, 

Roanoke: The Abandoned Colony, 66; 74. The English knew they needed good relations with the Carolina 

Algonquin to achieve their objectives: Oberg, “Manteo and the Early Anglo-Indian Exchange,” 148-9.  Oberg, 

Dominion and Civility, 28; 47. Milton, Big Chief Elizabeth, 114. 
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The Barlowe expedition of 1584 used many of the same nonverbal communication 

strategies implemented by Frobisher and Davis, including the use of gift exchange and welcoming 

to establish good will and the use of manual signs to convey information. The Lane and White 

expeditions of 1585-6 and 1587 incorporated the use of early spoken language interpreters, but 

offered very little description of the communication process. It is uncertain how, when and where 

interpreters were used during interactions. The nature of the language training experimented with, 

the suitability of the individuals for the task and the voluntariness of their service are all unclear. 

Even with the use of translators, the English experienced confusion in determining both the identity 

and the intention of Indigenous actors and communities. They also struggled with managing 

relationships and resolving conflict. The English did not accept repeated attempts by the Carolina 

Algonquin to withdraw from contact from 1585-7, interpreting these withdrawals as ominous signs 

rather than perhaps an attempt to deescalate tension. Expedition leaders continually resorted to 

violence whenever they found they could not resolve problems with locals.  All of this was 

exacerbated by the fact that the expedition leaders changed annually, that the English struggled 

with overwintering and that the English feared and distrusted the Carolina Algonquin.    

As with Frobisher and Davis, the Englishmen at Roanoke discovered that a sophisticated 

level of communication was needed to attempt to resolve grievances. This is not to suggest that 

better communication could have prevented any of the conflict that occurred between the English 

and First Peoples. For instance, it is possible that the English and the Carolina Algonquin had 

reached an inevitable impasse because the latter could neither accommodate the visitors nor escape 

from them.153 The purpose here is to illustrate that limited communication may have worsened an 

                                                      

153 Quinn speculates that Pemsiapan would have been forced into violence against the English by his inability to 

placate them or escape them. Quinn, Set Fair for Roanoke, 124. As aforementioned, Martin Quitt argues that 
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already difficult situation and that researchers should deconstruct these events with more 

consideration of the ambiguities surrounding the use of spoken language interpreters. The Roanoke 

encounters illustrate that the introduction of interpreters did not remove uncertainty from 

communication, but rather created new forms of uncertainty. It is possible that the Roanoke 

expeditions have more in common with the Frobisher and Davis expeditions than we have 

previously acknowledged.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      

sometimes intercultural conflict occurs not from misunderstanding, but rather from recognizing an absolute impasse. 

Quitt, “Trade and Acculturation at Jamestown, 1607-1609: The Limits of Understanding,” 258.    
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion  

 

The Frobisher, Davis and Roanoke encounters of the 1570s and 1580s offer an important 

window into the earliest communication barriers between the English and First Peoples in 

Northeastern America. These expedition narratives illustrate experimental attempts to 

communicate through a variety of nonverbal means and with early spoken language interpreters.    

A close reading of these texts reveals that gift giving, miming, pictures, objects, symbols, sound, 

song, dance, games, body language, mimicry and many other actions and behaviours were all used 

to convey information in conjunction with attempts to exchange simple vocabulary. Examining 

these makeshift processes also reveals a number of limitations, questions and complexities that 

suggest communication during early encounters was not as straightforward as many researchers 

have traditionally allowed for in their analysis.  

Explorers often recorded information collected from Indigenous peoples factually as if no 

communication barrier existed and historians have often accepted that the exchange of information 

was passable. It has been generally accepted by researchers that communicators “gleaned” the 

basic facts they needed from one another sufficiently. However, the language eye witnesses used 

in their writings to describe these exchanges reveals impressionistic guesswork rooted in anxiety, 

expectation and preconceived notions on both a personal and cultural level. It was difficult for 

communicators to verify if information was being correctly understood and miscommunications 

were often undetectable. It is unclear if any given discrepancy, unmet expectation and conflict was 

influenced by some degree of misunderstanding. The matter is further complicated by the fact that 
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expedition participants had strong motivation to exaggerate their interpretive abilities and sound 

confident in their reconnaissance reports to further their careers and encourage investment in their 

ventures.  

A close examination of these exchanges suggests a number of important limitations that 

historians should be mindful of when analyzing early encounters. First and foremost, 

communication of this nature relied heavily on visual demonstration. Objects that were not within 

direct line of sight could not be easily referenced. Discussing anything invisible, including things 

that occurred in another time or place, proved challenging. This made it difficult to discuss the 

past, plan for the future and to understand what people were doing whenever they were not present. 

One could not readily distinguish between death and absence.   

The acquisition of vocabulary words was slow and fraught with imperceptible errors. The 

earliest English dictionary lists were primarily simple nouns that could be demonstrated in the 

moment and even these could be easily misunderstood. When one presented an object there were 

innumerable words and associations they could be referencing. It was hard to determine the 

difference between nouns, adjectives and personal names. It is possible that communicators 

accepted incorrect vocabulary and created new words together if doing so appeared to be 

productive.  These narratives indicate that it was problematic for communicators to express subject 

matter that was complicated, abstract or culturally subjective.   

It was difficult to make or refuse requests. Parties found it hard to influence each other and 

to ensure that their expectations were met. In the absence of clear communication participants 

sometimes attempted to express themselves by moving each other’s bodies to make their wishes 

known: “come here,” “do this” or “stop that!” Attempts to establish boundaries, stop unwanted 

activities or withdraw from uncomfortable situations could cause confusion, frustration and even 
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aggression. Since it was problematic to schedule meetings with limited communication, the acts 

of accepting, rejecting, starting and ending meetings could become awkward and complicated. It 

was sometimes delicate to reject unwanted encounters or to withdraw from situations.  

The Frobisher, Davis and Roanoke encounters all illustrate that limited communication 

hindered developing relationships and resolving conflict. Parties could not always articulate their 

expectations of one another clearly or address grievances. Frobisher could not discuss his missing 

mariners. Davis could not discuss his missing anchor. Grenville could not retrieve his missing cup. 

The Carolina Algonquin could not withdraw from the English without alarming them and the 

Greenland Inuit could not explain why they angrily threw stones at Davis’ ship. Impasses between 

people generally escalated to violence. This is not to suggest that the possession of perfect 

communication between peoples would have prevented conflict caused by cultural difference, 

encroachment, interpersonal issues or any other source of tension. This is merely a recognition of 

how limited communication would have exacerbated situations that were already delicate and 

challenging.  

The English also struggled with correctly determining the identities of Indigenous peoples, 

where they lived and their personal and political relationships to one another. Assumptions about 

who people were and what they knew strongly influenced how explorers interpreted situations and 

communicated with locals. Frobisher behaved as though all Inuit interchangeably knew about his 

five missing mariners and all of his intercultural interactions were strongly influenced by his 

preoccupation with the subject. Lane and White both guessed at the divisions between Indigenous 

populations at the Outer Banks, making assumptions about who was an enemy or an ally. They 

guessed at the relationships between the leaders they referred to as Granganimeo, Pemsiapan and 

Menatonon. They assumed Roanoke and Croatoan were two separate communities.  The events of 
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the Roanoke encounters can be interpreted in many different ways depending on the identities and 

relationships attributed to individuals and factions. Mistaken assumptions in these matters may 

have led the English to misunderstand Indigenous intention. Fear and distrust exacerbated these 

situations as explorers refused to take the risks necessary to truly know First Peoples and to come 

to understand their intentions properly.  

When the unsuccessful Frobisher expeditions of the 1570s made all of these limitations 

clear to English expedition organizers, the Davis and Roanoke expeditions of the 1580s each 

attempted to address the challenge of the communication barrier in different ways. John Davis 

approached intercultural contact with more patience, flexibility and trust. It was hoped that 

allowing for longer periods of peaceful interaction would allow for language exchange and for 

vital reconnaissance information to be learned. Davis placed more effort in peacekeeping, 

acknowledging cultural difference and attempting to accept impositions and perceived slights with 

humour and patience. He also allowed himself to be vulnerable with the Greenland Inuit, 

interacting with forty to one hundred locals in some instances. Davis appears to have understood 

that flexibility, humility and risk were involved in relationship building and maintaining peace. 

However, despite these efforts and understandings, Davis lacked the communicative tools to 

diffuse tension when it arose. He could not stop the Inuit from removing necessary parts of his 

ship or diffuse tension when Englishmen and Inuit became angry at each other. In the end, like 

Frobisher, Grenville, Lane and White he resorted to violence when facing an impasse with First 

Peoples. 

Sir Walter Raleigh attempted to learn as much as possible about the Carolina Algonquin 

by sending an academic and an artist to Roanoke to document their world. He also arranged for 

the training of Indigenous  spoken language interpreters. However, it is often unclear when and 
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how these individuals were used during the Roanoke encounters. We also do not know the nature 

of their language training, their aptitude and suitability for the task or their loyalty to the English. 

It is unclear if their service was voluntary and what their personal motivations were. Cultural 

brokers could be powerful and any unauthorized political manoeuvring by interpreters would 

likely have been invisible to Lane or White. The use of spoken language interpreters did not resolve 

the uncertainties of early communication, but rather introduced new uncertainties.   

The patterns that emerge from a close reading of these English narratives are also visible 

in Spanish and French explorer journals. In fact, these patterns are also found today as contact is 

made with isolated Indigenous communities in the Amazon. In June 2014 three men from an 

Indigenous  population in the Brazil approached anthropologist Carlos Meirelles who captured the 

early encounter on film.1 Contact occurred with caution, anxiety and weapons present as a 

precaution. Meirelles initially attempted to establish goodwill with bananas and by singing. 

Communicators on both sides pantomimed and referenced items, repeating themselves incessantly. 

The three Indigenous men appeared uncomfortable with unfamiliar items such as cameras and 

reacted excitedly when Meirelles began smoking a cigarette. One man kept referencing an item of 

clothing and it turned out afterwards that he was saying “red, red, red, red” because he was excited 

by the colour of the item. Eventually the three began hurriedly helping themselves to clothing and 

blankets. Meirelles attempted to stop this with a stern tone saying “NO,” but was unsuccessful. 

Like Davis, he struggled to keep control of the situation. Later, once communication was 

established between peoples, one of these Indigenous men mentioned that his people could not 

distinguish the difference between groups of outsiders and that friendly fire had occurred.  

                                                      

1 A. Lawler, “Maschco Piro Tribe Emerges from Isolation in Peru,” Science 349:6249 (August 2015), 679. The 

footage is available with translations in the documentary “First Contact: Lost Tribes of the Amazon” from 2016 by 

Robert Lindsay and Angus MacQueen. Also titled: “The Tribe that Time Forgot.” 
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Similar issues appear in another early encounter that occurred in 2015 when two adults and 

a child from another isolated Indigenous  population in Peru emerged from the forest seeking 

medical assistance.2 The researchers who were approached were fearful and hesitant to risk 

contact. They eventually approached the individuals, filming as they provided medical assistance 

to an injured Indigenous woman. However, the fear and uncertainty of the researchers is palpable 

throughout the entire scene. The Indigenous people next requested the men come into the forest to 

assist another person who was not visible. The researchers considered the request too dangerous 

and declined. The moment is eerily reminiscent of Martin Frobisher warning his five crewmen not 

to disappear into the wilderness with the Inuit. In recent years members of this isolated Indigenous 

community have been encroaching upon villages that border their forest. The frustrated villagers 

are not legally allowed to interfere with uncontacted Indigenous peoples, but are becoming 

increasingly open to the prospect of violence to protect their property. This moment is reminiscent 

of John Davis instructing his crew to permit any impositions of the Inuit only to eventually have 

violence erupt nonetheless. In addition, contact with isolated populations in Brazil and Peru has 

resulted in violence, disease and disruption for these Indigenous communities. Thus, one does not 

have to contemplate communicating with extraterrestrials as in the film Arrival to find modern 

relevance in issues of early contact.3 

The objective of this study was to demonstrate how communication took place during early 

encounters, what limitations existed and how these limitations can impact the historian’s craft. 

Some scholars nevertheless gloss over this issue or account for it inconsistently in their work. The 

                                                      

2 Heather Pringle. “Uncontacted Tribe in Brazil emerges from Isolation,” Science 345: 6193 (July 2014). Footage also 

available in the documentary: “First Contact: Lost Tribe of the Amazon” (2016), 125-6.  
3 The science fiction film Arrival released by Paramount Pictures in 2016 centered on the nations of the world 

learning to communicate with alien beings.  Symbols, sounds, repetition and games are some strategies that were 

used to convey information and conflicting translations and miscommunications occurred. The frightening and 

experimental nature of contact illustrated in Elizabethan narratives was captured in the film. 
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communication barrier is more complicated than we often allow for and the specific limitations of 

these experimental forms should be given more reflection. Many encounters could be revisited 

with a new lens aimed at deconstructing communication and a reconsideration of the foundational 

facts that comprise such accounts could lead to interesting and important reinterpretations. 

Historians are called to consider their methodological and epistemological approaches before they 

draw conclusions. 

To clarify, the author is not suggesting that communication was impossible or severely 

limited. This study proposes that the effectiveness of communication cannot be verified in many 

situations and that there is a deeper degree of uncertainty at play than is often accounted for. We 

do not need to deconstruct to the point of epistemological crisis nor attempt to decipher the correct 

translations within any given encounter. The study is intended as a point of departure to encourage 

researchers to discuss and reconsider how the communication barrier affects the methodology and 

historiography for studying early encounters. 
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Appendix A 

Expeditions Leaders 

Table 3: Expedition Leaders 

Expedition Leader(s) 

The Frobisher Expedition of 1576 Martin Frobisher 

 

The Frobisher Expedition of 1577 Martin Frobisher  

The Frobisher Expedition of 1578 Martin Frobisher 

The Davis Expedition of 1585 John Davis 

The Davis Expedition of 1586  John Davis  

The Davis Expedition of 1587  John Davis  

The Roanoke Expedition of 1584 Arthur Barlowe 

Philip Amadas  

The Roanoke Expedition of 1585-6 Sir Richard Grenville 

Ralph Lane  

The Roanoke Expedition of 1587 John White  
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Appendix B 

Expedition Narrative Titles  

 

The key expeditions in this dissertation are cited with abbreviated titles for clarity. Below is a 

reference to assist readers in locating these texts in Richard Hakluyt’s The Principal Navigations. 

The titles are taken from Hakluyt’s table of contents and may appear differently in the body of 

his text itself. The author of each narrative is indicated in parenthesis.  

 

 

Table 4: Narrative Titles 

Dissertation Citation   Title in The Principal Navigations  Volume  

The Frobisher Expedition of 

1576 (Hall) 

The first voyage of M. Martin Frobisher to the 

Northwest for the search of a passage to China, 

anno 1576. 

7 

The Frobisher Expedition of 

1577 (Settle)  

The second voyage of M. Martin Frobisher to the 

West and Northwest regions, in the yeer 1577. 

7 

The Frobisher Expedition of 

1578 (Ellis)  

The third and last voyage of M. Martin Frobisher 

for the discovery of a Northwest Passage, in the 

yeere 1578.   

7 

The Frobisher Expedition of 

1576, 1577 and 1578 (Best)  

Experiences and reasons of the Sphere to proove 

all parts of the worlde habitable, and thereby to 

confute the position of the five zones   

[with subsections noted in table of contents]    

7 

A generall and briefe 

description (Best) 

A general and briefe description of the country 

and condition of the people, which are founde in 

Meta Incognita.  

7 

The Davis Expedition of 

1585 (Janes) 

The first voyage of M. John Davis for the 

discovery of the Northwest passage, 1585. 

7 

The Davis Expedition of 

1586 (Davis) 

The second voyage of M. John Davis for the 

discovery of the Northwest pass. 1586.  

7 

The Davis Expedition of 

1586 (Morgan)  

The voyage and course which the Sunshine a 

barke of 50. Tunnes, & the Northstarre a small 

pinnesse, being 2 vessels of the Fleete of M. John 

Davis, held, after hee had sent them from him to 

discover a passage betweene Groenland and 

Iseland, 1587  

7 

The Davis Expedition of 

1587 (Janes) 

The third voyage Northwestward, made by M. 

John Davis Gentleman for the discovery of a 

passage to the Isles of Moluccas, or the coast of 

China in the yeere 1587. 

7 
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The Traverse Book of John 

Davis (Davis) 

A traverse-book of M. John Davis contayning all 

the principal notes and observations taken in his 

third and last voyage to the Northwest.   

7 

Worlds Hydrographical 

Description (Davis)  

A report of M. John Davis concerning his three 

voyages made for the discovery of the Northwest 

passage, taken out of a treatise he intituled The 

worlds hydrographical description. 

7 

The Roanoke Expedition of 

1584 (Barlowe)  

The first voyage made to the coast of Virginia by 

M. Philip Amadas, and M. Arthur Barlowe, 1584.  

8 

The Tiger Journal for the 

Roanoke Expedition of  

1585-6 (unknown author)  

The second voyage made to Virginia by sir 

Richard Grenville for sir Walter Ralegh, Anno 

1585: at what time the first colonie of English was 

there left under the government of M. Ralfe Lane, 

now knight.  

8 

The Roanoke Expedition of 

1585-6 (Lane) 

An account of the particular employments of the 

Englishmen left in Virginia by S. Richard Grinvile 

under M. Ralph Lane their generall, from 17. Of 

August 1585 to the 18. June 1586, at which time 

they departed the countrey.   

8 

Narrative for Roanoke 

Resupply Expedition of 1586 

(unknown author) 

The third voyage to Virginia made by a ship sent 

in the yeere 1586. for the reliefe of the colonie 

planted in Virginia, at the sole charges of sir 

Walter Ralegh  

8 

A Briefe and True Report 

(Hariot) 

A briefe and true report of the commodities aswell 

marchantable as others, which are to be found and 

raised in the countrey of Virginia, written by M. 

Thomas Harriot: together with Master Ralph Lane 

his approbation thereof in all points.    

8 

The Roanoke Expedition of 

1587 (White) 

The fourth voyage made to Virginia with 3. ships, 

Anno 1587. wherein  was transported the second 

colonie.   

8 

The Roanoke Expedition of 

1590 (White)  

The fifth voyage to Virginia made by master John 

White in the yeere 1590.  

8 

 
Additional Notes: 

 

The narratives for the expeditions of Jacques Cartier and Lord Roberval to the St. Lawrence 

Valley are found in Volume 8. The narratives for the French expeditions to Florida are found in 

Volumes 8 and 9.  

 

 


